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PREFACE 

Nearly everything that has been written about the organisation 
and origins of the Old Hail manuscript (OH) has rested apon certain 
assumptions about the quiring of the manusoript and the identity of 
the scribes. These assumptions originate in casual or unscientific 
descriptions in the writings of Barclay Squire, Ramsbotham and Dom 
Anselm Hughes, and while many other things have been questioned, 
new theories have been constantly re-erected on the same foundations. 
It seemed to me that the only way of testing any of these hypotheses 
and, should they be found wanting, of seeking substitutes for them, 
was to start afresh on the manuscript itself. 

Had I anticipated, when I embarked on this study five years 
ago, the extent to which ay energies were to be diverted, I would not 
have expected to submit it, as I now do, under the title originally 
proposed. It is a very different piece of work for these distractions, 
which have focussed its final form and induced the decision to exclude 
some material which is relevant and to include some which is less 
obviously relevant. The most conspicuous exclusion is an edition of 
the music. A new edition of Old Ball, prepared Jointly by Andrew 
Hughes and myself and to be published by the American Institute of 
Musicology in the series Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae, is now in first 
proof. I regret that it will not be available in time for use by ay 

examiners. To have submitted an edition with this volume would have 
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called in question joint editorial decisions for which Individual 

responsibility can no longer be fully disestangled, although my 
transcription of the manuscript was used as the basic text for the 

new edition, Neither is this dissertation primarily a study of the 
music itself, though I believe that it bears directly upon the music. 
It is in part a forerunner and in part a by-product of my contribution 
to the edition, and I have confined its contents to work I can call 
my own. 

Also excluded is most of the raw data which I extracted from 
the manuscript. It would have made a bulky appendage of lists and 

tables offering no further promise for musical study. What seems 
important is the interpretation of such data, the use of the tools 
of paleography to draw conclusions which are Musically, historically 
or procedurally significant. The title stands; nearly every hare 
chased was started by a paleographical observation. 

A third exclusion is a statement of existing knowledge about OH. 
I have assumed that my readers will be familiar with the writings of 
Bukofser, Harrison, Ramsbotham and Squire listed in the bibliography; 
the work of these scholars has variously provoked or stimulated my 

enquiry. 
Inclusions not directly or solely relevant to OH are the 

musical appendices IV and V to chapter V and the appendix on Musica 
ficta. The former are the only two edited transcriptions presented 

in their entirety. Musically they are important and unknown. The 
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state of the manuscripts containing them makes a definitivae tran-
scription of either impossible from photographs. The ficta 
appendix is the nucleus of my contribution to a monograph now in 
preparation by myself and Andrew Hughes - a by-product of our work 
on this aspect of the edition. The lines of thought are my own. 
They were first submitted to my co-editor in a rather primitive state 
when it became apparent that we were approaching the question of 
editorial accidentals from opposite viewpoints, their present form 
owes much to his criticism and, suggestions, the subject had to be 
thrashed out in theory and in detail before the editorial problems 
could be resolved. 

Two kinds of help have made my research possible. For 
material support during my student years I thank my parents, and 
the public, university and college bodies who maintained me with 
scholarship and prize money. I acknowledge the courteous assis-
tance of the librarians and staff with whom I have corresponded and 
in whose libraries I have worked. To those mentioned in the text 
and enumerated in the index of manuscripts I would add Mr Cudworth 
of the Pendlebury Library, Cambridge, and Dr Baird of the University 
of London Music Library. Above all, my thanks extend to St Edaund's 
College for hospitality on a number of occasions and generous facilities 
of access to their manuscript. For photographic work I am grateful 
in particular to Mr Rawlings at Cambridge University Library, and to 
the staff of the London University Library photographic department. 



My personal debts of gratitude are many. Mr T.A.M. Bishop 
patiently verified my scribal identifications; Father Daniel Higgins 
of St Edund's College has taken much trouble on my behalf and shown 
a kind interest in my work; few aspects of OH have escaped discussion 
and pooling of ideas in my lengthy correspondence with Andrew Hughes, 
who has also enabled me to obtain copies of some films essential to my 
work; Dr John Stevens allowed ae to borrow his copy of the Plainsong 
and Mediaeval Music Society edition of OH for a very long period; 
Mother Ihomas More helped me to find my feet liturgically and has since 
been very ready to share material; Dr John Buttrey has brought the 
perspective of a different period of enquiry to bear on constructive 
criticism of my work at various stages; my father helped with last-
minute chores in the preparation of the volume. All these colleagues 
and friends I thank warmly. To my baby daughter goes credit for the 
typing errors I did not make. 

My greatest debts of gratitude are incurred to the three people 
who have most profoundly shaped my thinking from the earliest days of 
my interest in musical scholarship. Professor Thurston Dart was an 
inspiring aad provocative teacher at undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels. He has never ceased to show creative interest in my work 
and generosity in innumerable ways. Brian Trowell has supervised the 
last two years of my research, and it was his dissertation that first 
aroused ay curiosity about English 15th-century music. Mine would be 
much the poorer but for the stimulus given and friendship shared. 
Ian, my husband, has lived with my work and his contribution to it 

V 
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is immeasurable. The faults remain mine; but his judgment has 
saved me from many rash ones, and his criticism sheltered me from 
much that I deserve. I am privileged to count all three as 
mentors and friends, and to have shared with them in recent months 
the revision of Bukofasr's collected edition of Dunstable's works. 

London, Margaret Bent 
September 1968 
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CHAPTER 1 

m does not at first sight seea a jroaising objeet 
fer the exeroiae of tracing past ownership! its present 
binding and flyleaves earry no clues. Barclay Squire saw 

in 1898 and reported thus» 

ill that waa known aa to the history of the voluae 
was that it foraerly belonged to Stafford Saith 
(1750-1836), the antiquary and composer, to whose 
reaearohes the hiatorioal part of Sir John Hawkins* 
"History of Xusic* ia largely due* Froa the fact 
that no aention of the MS. ia aade either in that 
work or in Saith*a valuable Musica Antiqua. whioh 

1812, it aay be oonoluded that 
he acquired the voltam after the latter date* 
Saith died in 1836, aad ia 1844 hia valuable library 
was dispersed in aa obsoure auotion-rooa, to the 
inestimable loss of historians. It does?jaot aeea 
olear why the Old Sail US. waa not sold with the 
reat of the collection, but at all events it re-
aained in the hands of Saith'a descendante until 
%uite recently, when they pxwaeated it to the 
Library of Old Ball. Aa atteapt by Saith to soore 
one of the ooapoeitions ooatained in it still re* 
aaina in the voluae aa a reainder of ita foraer 
owner. 

Leaving aside for the aoaeat the transcription referred 
to in this last sentence, Sfuire aeeas to have had little 

1. Sfwire, fIotea ...*, p.343. 
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advantage over later investigators, apart froa oral Information 
about the presentation of the aanusoript to St Mmund*s. 
Whether or not he had seen the catalogue of the 1844 auction 
is unclear} no copy of it can now he traced although William 
E,Husk? author of the article on Saith in the first edition of 
qrove8 had evidently seen one. 

Squire makes no further attempt to trace ownership, 
before or after Saith. However, he was probably responsible 
for our knowledge of the only other owner of OH named in 
subsequent studies. A manuscript footnote to the copy >f 
Squire*« article kept at Old Hall, purporting to be the 
author*a note from his o*m oopy, records that it waa bought 
by Saith for £2.2.0 on 16 Jfebruary 1S13 at th® sale of the 
library of the lev. John Parker, and cites B.M. catalogue 
lat.136. This manuscript note was presumably Sir R.l.Terry*3 
source for this information. An article by him, containing 

no other new material, is $oa Anseia Hughes's more accessible 
4 

source for the saae knowledge. 
It is with the Rev, John Parker, then, that certain 

knowledge of 0H*s ownership begins. Painstaking pursuit of 
this gaatlestan has revealed almost nothing about the eireura-

1, Eamabothaa âsc» 01, vol.Ill, p.ix. See also R.E.Terry, 
•fhe 02* Ball Manuscript*, Westminster Cathedra Chronicle, 
vol.X (1916), pp.171-74. 
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«tances of M e ownership or the source from which he acquired 

0B« Belonging to a wealthy armorial ïamxiy, and blessed 

with several illustrious relatives} be would surely haw 

figured ia the family anecdotes which abound in books concerned 
1 

with these relativas, had there been anything notable to 

record* In fact, they add very little to the scanty data 

found in general reference works* He was the second son 

of one George Parker (himself th» second son of Sir Thomas 

Parker, chief Daron of the Exchequer, who died in 1784)* 

His Oxford matriculation (Worcester Collage) is recorded 

on 7 'arcfc 1792 at the age of 1c• Be graduated B.A. 
2 

in 1795, H*A. in 1798» and was appointed rector of 
St Botolph's, Billingsgate on 10 March 1802, this parish 
being combined with that of St George, Botolph Lane, and 

1* J,S.fucker, Memorials of Admiral the Bt. Eon* John, 
Earl of St. Tincent (Londont10'44), te lis UB little more 
about John Parker than that he died unmarried. Sir 
Augustus Phillimore, fhe Life of Sir William Parker 
(London, 1876), includes a family pedigree in this biography 
of Parker's younger brother. 
2. J.Boster, Alumni Oxoniensea. 1715-1886. vol.III. 
3. U.fíenneesy, liiovum kepertoriua Beoiesiastioum Parochiale 
Londinenee, or landon Mocesan Clergy Succession from the 
Barliest Time to the Year" 1d96lI0ndon, 1898), p. 108 and h. 146. 
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Ma induction m roo tor of Cold Sortes, lisez, took plaoe 
©a If Imlf I809.1 m «ae chaplain to his step-unele, 
Admiral Sir John fervia, Earl of St Vincent, at whose aeat 
la Sssex he died on 13 »©veaber 1812,2 whan he was atlll 
described as reogor of these Irishes* leither they nor 
hla Oxford college .are able, to add to this information, but 
the oure of «aula does not seem to have occupied hia personal-
ly to any extent» 

W» did, however, own a notable collection of auslo, 
which was auotioaed by Xhite m 16 aad 1? February 1813»"* 
and fetehed m total of £476.6.3» The collection included 
*A very fia» «ai extensive collection of Kadrigala, lotette, 
«te., (including a curious folio book of 1000 pages, copied 
froa the Vatican library) the eld aad scarce Masters, many 
of wfcioh .am carefully fut lato Score la hia owa hand writing 
la 13 volume ...* aa well as *A very capital violoncello 
aad a vieil» &e. &c. Thia, at least, givaa us some idea 
of whara his interests lajr «ad how he s peat hia tia*, and 
shows hia to be not merely the passive guardian of an 
inherited collection. As a scholar in a faaily of aen of 

1* Information kindly supplied by the Ion. Secretary of 
Cold Morton Parochial Church Council. 
2* . According to fhe fines. 16 Moveaber 1812. Eennessy 
(aee p.3, a.3) give* %% Soveaber. 
3. Annotated sale catalogue, now 3.K., S.C.1076(5). 
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actios, he surely inherited soão books, lis grandfather's 
will makes the following provision» give and bequeath 
te my mm ïhoaa* Parkser and Oeorge Parker [John*» fatter) 
auoh sanuscript and printed Books ia whieh I have wrote 
their respective names and such other Soofca wit particularly 
disposed of M either of thea shall ehuae and I direot the 
remaining books to be «old*, f® Martha Parker he leaves 
'such printed books as are mentioned in a catalogue signad 
by me to be intended for-her1» Bis legal books are left 

•for the use and instruction of ay descendants who aay be 
bred ia the study ê praetioa of the la»' to hia son fhoaas.1 

The will of the Bev.John Parker himself shows hia to 
have been a bachelor of soae aeanej although th« yowngar aoa 
of a younger aoa, he had aot dona badly by inheritance. To 
hia brother Thoaas he leavsa *all «gr printed instrumental 
auaio & all ay auaioal instruments', «id to hia three «ia* 
tara 'such parts of ay vocal ausic both printed é 83 aa they 
aay ««loot & alao 100 voluaea of «gr booka 2 

1. Somerset Souse, 43 Baaax Buoarel, January 1?85. 
I. Soaerset House, 510 ©«ford, Kovember 1812. 
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of Mu bsotha» and aiatara to the bequest. Soae ef tho 

scripts in the Britieh Sussua and Koyal College of Music.1 

ïhe Halted. relevance of the enquiry discouraged MI extensive 
eearohj 1 have therefore sot pursued tha fata of Ma printed 
books. 

'Hie only previous ownership reoorded ia any of P**kar*s 

yaar and place a* well aa hia naae. Aocording to Qrove, ha 
vaa born ia Loadon ín 1715» «a» organist at it Lawrence's, 
Heading, froa 1742 to 1749» aad «lad at Lichfield In 1806. 
Meat of Aleosk*s surviving aaausoripts appear to have passed 
also through Parker*s hands. fha dispersal of Alcock's 
library ia aot recorded, and Byatt King lists hia aa a 
collector of uncertain status.2 Aloock died when Parker 
waa about thirty, aot vary far froa tha Barker faaily seat 

1. BJU* Md. KSS 30930, 33235, 23624, 17840, 24293» 
B.C.X., MSS 952» ffl» 1147* 
2. A.Hyatt King, Seae frijfrà (Ca.bridge, 
1963)» iaa also pp. 25, 96 and 113 for notes ea 
Parker*a collection. 
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1» Staffordshire. It may that Alcook's library m a never 
auctioned, but that a considerable part ef it vas transferred 
privately to fera th» aueleue of Parker's otm collection. 
Aleook aay even have played a part ia Parker *a ausical éduca-
tion, though no nill or other docuaentation survives to 
support this. Am Aloook ia the only traceable source for 
Parker's «ualeal library, it is just possible that ha 
acquired ®t froa Aleook* fha 18th-century foliation of OS 
is in a toad sot unlike Alcock's, but ta go further would 
be rash* However, provincial ownership of OH during the 
l8th oentury « and indeed of eoae of tha other treasures ia 
farUer*» library •» affords a ready explanation for Buraey's 
and Hawkins's lack of acquaintance with it* 

On the fira* day of tha Parker sale let 136, *A 
ourious Antient Mass Book, finely written on vellua, illuai-
nated, 224 pagee', waa knocked dowa to Stafford Saith for 
£1.2.0; the erroneous mm of two gaiaeaa ia Squire's original 
«eta shows that neither ferry nor Baa Anseia Sughes cheeked 
this sale catalogue. 01 still baa 112 folioe* 

John Stafford Saith died in 1836» leaving all M a 
preparer 'Gertrude Stafford Saith spinster ay only re-
aaiaing beloved daughter now residing with me'.' Ska «eat 

1• Somerset letai, 8teaell* 
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insane, and his valuable library was dispersed on 24 April 1844 
'by an obscur» auctioneer ia the Cray's Isa load* (Prove) t© 
support her,1 lia toother, the lev, Hartin Stafford Saith of 
lath, had died two years previously» including in his will a 
bequest to 'Thoa&s fordiffe the younger*, described as the 

2 

grandson of his brother John, Malaistratioa of Gertrude 
Stafford Saith*» estate (worth £12,000) waa granted oa 9 July 
1851 to *îhoaas fordiffe Eat the lawful nephew and only next 
of kin of the said deceaaed*, fhe regietera of St Paul*av 
Covent Garden, record the aarrMge oa 12 November 1812 of 
«The lev. fhoaae fordiffe, Clerk, of the Pariah of Bolooabe, 
in the Couaty of Somerset, a Widower, aad Harriet Saith of 
this pariah» Spinster ..,*, one of the witnesses being J.S. 
Smith.3 mis fhoaaa died la 1845-4 Harriet ia aurely the 
other daughter of John Stafford Saith, dying before her 
father, and the aother of ®toaas fordiffe *the younger*. 
(If Saith had yet other daughters, they mat have died 
1. A catalogue of Messrs Hamilton and Bird, of 21 High Street, 
Islington (no,10, 1344)» includes *MS. Music froa the Library of 
the late John Stafford Smith, E s q , â m o n g the 113 musical 
items is the Xulliaer Book. Whether this catalogue (brought to 
my notice by ISmrston Dart) overlaps with or complements the 
missing one is not poseible to determines it cannot be the 
missing one because of the different address aad laek of a 
specific date, 
2. Somerset Houae, 119 Teignaouth. 
3- m e Registers, of St.^ul'a .Church, Covent Garden, London, 
ad, t.H.Huat, vol. Ill «Itarrisges, 1653-1837* (Harleian Society 
Publications, Hegisters Section, vol.35» London, 1906). Located 
through 9oyA*s typescript aarriage index in the library of the 
Society of Genealogists. 
4, J .Poster, Aluanl Oxonienses, 1715-1886, vol. IT, 
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without lesue bafora 1836.) 
Because «f the coincidence ©f asma» Harriet«a mm 

lã surely the 'Thoaaa ïordiffe of Ilfraooabe• whoae eldest 
son Stafford fordiffe was bom fflf/jt aad 
College t Oxford.1 Stafford fordiffe still appears la the 
clergy list for If 10, where his various appointnents aa 
curate, vloar aad rootor are given. The will of ?hoaaa 
fordiffa «foraarly of Weymouth* (1879) aaaaa hia alfa Joyce, 
and four children including tira aeaat Idward «olferstan, 
and Stafford. Bdward received more aad aay tharoforo bava 
baaa th* elder§ moreover, Stafford took holy o^dara, a 
aoraal career far a ascend son. Oaa of ïheaaa tardlffa *a 
daughters, Max? Bliaabeth, died la 
eatate to her «brother Mtrard Wolferatan Tordiffe, now the 
Cashier of the London aad City Baak at St. Albaa'e lerta •. 
This la sufficient to eetablish the deseent of S.¥.fordiffe 
froa Stafford Saith. Be probably aarried a Roaaa Catholic 
or was a ©©avert hiaself, accepting the obllgatiea to 
eduoate hia eons aa oatholioej bath Francia aad Cyril 
fordiffa appear 1» the reoords of St Sdaund's College during 
the 1890a. Francis at least showed musical inolinationsj 

1, ffcater, Aluaai Qxcaleafea, 17tS~l886 > vol. 17. 
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payment® for awgsio leaven*» 'Cseray' and 'scales • are recorded, 
and he flayed 'clarionet' ta the school orchestra. Aoeording 
te oral tradition te the allege, the aanuaerlpt «as accepted 
in lien of school fees, but X have found nothing to support 
this. E.W.fordiffe presented it to St Edmund's 1» 1$£|» 

from ©It lull te 

purposes of 

loan Exhibition of the Worshipful Conpany 
of Musician» in June/July 1904. 4 letter from Sir !,fi.£erry 
©f 5 îfcbruary 1ft4* preserved at St Mmuad's, thanks Canon 

net kept it sinoe writing his article in 1916? A note dated 
arranges for the lev. A.Raasbothaa to collect it 

the next day for one aenth, aad ia annotated He. be returned 
June 10th'. . 01 mm deposited ia Cambridge University Library 
fer a aenth in 3anuary/February for ay use, . aad it was 
taksa te the ledleiam Llbr&rv in December ef the same mar 
far inspection If- the Clarendon Press aad apparently remained 
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I have not t r i e d to i d e n t i f y the various hands of 

the l a t e 19th and e a r l y 20th centúrias which h a w in severa l 

places attempted to compensate f o r l o s t i n i t i a l s and 

tria*«d a s c r i p t i o n s . I t i s u n l i k e l y that much would he gained. 

The next task i s to work backwards. The whereabouts 

of the nanuBcrlpt during the 17 th and 18th centuries i s 

completely unknown; the only clue is the f o l i a t i o n , hut the 

hand responsible has not been i d e n t i f i e d . A possible owner 

in the lat® 16th century can, however, be put forward. 

Barclay Squire pointed out the variou® nanes which 

have Wen wri t ten in margins by l a t e r hands. These are* 

f . ? 1 v «Lovell 1 

f.72 ,T)ant®y* 
f.73 'Bittering*(in the sane hand as 'Dantey*) 
f.92 'Gtraninaaui* (four times ) 
ff.52v-53 'Sturgion

1

 (four times, saa® hand as «Strang«an») 
f.98 •Sturgion' (twice, same hand again) 

Also on f . 9 8 , in the top space of the top stave, the same hand 

has writ ten ang (or possibly ana) in the same ink. ^jrttering 

cannot be regarded as the composer of the anonymous piece by 

which his naae appearsj Earnsbotham assigned i t to hia, but 

t h i s i s u n l i k e l y on s t y l i s t i c grounds, quite apart f roa having 

no contemporary authority. The Dantey/Bittering hand is 

larger than the Strangman/Sturgion hand, but some letter fora» 

are not d i s s i œ i l a r f samples are reproduced in plate I. A l l 

the hands appear to date from the lat® 16th century» 'Strangwan* 

was written before the f o l i o number, 92. 
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•Itovell* appear* o» th® sem» f o l i o aa a Leonel 

conpoeltion «ad could, at m stretoh, be regarded m m 

atteapt to vary the ooaposer“a naae, lib» the 'Sturgion' 

galling® of Sturgeon's* leithsr «Uttering*, nor *Sturgion*, 

however, shares & fol io with a piece ascribed to that man. A 

legitimate reaction would le to ask whether Bantey and Strang-

mm could, similarly, be naaee of QU oonposers which haw since 

disappeared together with a folio or an initial letter. 'Haer® 

is no supporting evidence for such a conjeetare. 

A mere likely identification for one of these na»e» 

wae f i r s t suggested to fee by Mr A*£• B.Owen of Cambridge 

TIniversitjr Library. The Hisabethan Society of Antiquaries 

numbered among its Bashers Sir Robert Cotton, John Stoi$ and 

on» Jaa@s Strangaan, or Strangeaan.* the latter «as admitted 

a pensioner at Peterhouse, Caabridgs , on 31 May 15??»
2

 the 

second soa of William, of Badleigh Castle, I s s e x . * * fhis 

Jazase was a great collector of Antiquities for this County, to 

See .The Society of Antiquariee of I*ndon
A
._ Motes on 

.Wfrff&JffÃ, .^«gyffllaaS. (London, 1951)» 

2 . and J.A.Venn, Aluani Caatabr%iansea 9 f a r t , I , to 
1751 (Casbridge, 1927), w e l . I , p. 173. 

3. V i s i t a t i o n s of S a w , ed. f . C . I e t c a l f e , w o l . I ( ler le iat t 
Society Publ icat ions , vol .13» London, 1Ô7â), p.104. 
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sfcess Diligence end Sagacity aro owing many Discoveries 

mentioned 1» this fork, and hereafter to be mentioned» There 

«»« * feita» of hie writing deposited ia the Gotton-Hbrary, 

relating chiefly to M o n a s t e r i e s . B e died in 1595/96 aged 

about 40» according te ?#*»• a aaauecript pedigree without 

shelffcark in the library of the Society ef Genealogists adds 

that he died «fro» a disease• and «in France«(cancelled}. 

Hone of the surviving Strangœan ville have added further 

inforaation. ^hare Is» however, a deed is the Ssseac County 

fieoord Office dated ê May 1592 which senties» imam,® It 

is a %uitelal« of rente by ««a.^owkes, and Eieh. Harborough, 

gent., Jas.Straageaan, sent*» and Rob.Banckworth, eorivonar, 

"both ef london* which recites a Crown grant by letters patent 

of 1591 to Powkaa and Barborough, «ró a conveyance ©f f May 

1592 tbese two to Strangaan. 

An article devoted entirely to Strangsaa adds no new 

biographical data » indeed, it gets less far - but direets 

the reader to several manuscripts in the British Museu» which 

1. fethaniel Saison, 
(London» 1740), p.360» 

2. B/BC 23/6é4. I as indebted fer this information to the 
County Archivist, Mr 
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contain sample* of M s handwriting,
1

 The en» most liksly 

to advance our present purpose is unfortunately not identi-

fied elesely enoughs 'And upon a fly leaf of a MS volume 

in the British Museu», which was evidently in the possession 

of the Strangaaas or Bodes, aa their names are carelessly 

scribbled on the leaf in variou» places, is a very rough 

trick of the strasgman arme, probably by James Straagaan 

fcjjwelf 

There are several manuscripts whioh contain work, 

mostly heraldic and genealogical, by Strangeant British 

Muaeum Cotton, fitelliua XII (presumably the volume 

known te Salmon), iansdowne 860 A-l, and Add.5937. Of 

these, Lansdowne 860 contains a bewildering profusion of 

hands. The bulk of 860 A - ff.19-340v (all folio numbers 

use the penoil foliation) » is in one handi cursive, very 

rapidly executed, using a fine nib and blaokiah ink. A 

second hand, Ming brown ink, has annotated this section 

copiously, added extra items, sometimes running to several 

pages (vide ff.274-79)» paginated it and indexed its 

©entente in two batches (ff.123-26 and ff.3l8-26v). 

1. S.V.Xing, .'James Straagmaa £*«., of Ssdleigh ...*, 
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*be primary material of the manuscript, consisting 

of copies ef dooxwents» genealogical notes» annotated sketches 

of ©oats of arme and family pedigrees» contains copies of 

letters by Strangman, each signed •Irs lames Strangemaa'. 

these look like signattapes » but «e « s t not jump to the 

conclusion on the strength of this that the «bole body of 

material Is in Strangae»*® hand. 

I» particular, f.172v concludes, in the same cursive 

hand, with the words» 'liie colleetionibus finem imposuit/ 

Jacobus Strangeaan gsa'osus/ Julii 7 Mmo l£l 1591'* On 

ff»3071 309v and 310, in a more formal version of the main 

enraive hand (and in brown ink » the OH marginalia all use 

a brown, almost gingery ink) appear items which end with 

the phrase *»x collect • Jacobi Strongman*. 

On f.3îv three distinct hands appear» 

1) at top right, the m i n cursive hand, ending with the 

customary 'signature * of Strangaan§ 

2) at top left, the main annotating hand, in which a brief 

pedigree of the Harcourt family appears; 

3) immediately below the Strangsaa 'signature* the words 'this 

is Mr Serrers his hand* in a fuite different script » smaller 

more elegant, probably slightly later. 

On f.1 (the second flyleaf of the collection ae origi-

nally paginated) the following inscription appears in a 17th-



century hand, perhaps that ef the main anaotator» »À areata 

parts ot the collections la this booke ... were James Strang-* 

mam/ vide f»l«49« 50 and there you say see W e hand'. 

Imediately following this, continuing the same line, in 

the hand no.3 of f.3?vi «that, and meat part of this eel* 

lection, is in the hand of H.Ferrers* see Ferrers himself 

has writ upon the &taf before the First psge. v*p.1f. 

Sither the collection ie in Strangman'e hand, and 

a later annotator claimed it fer Ferrers, or it is in 

Ferrers*s hand, and its first annotator was later correoted 

in his belief that Strangman had written it* The notion 

that Errors warn copying out Strangman's genealogical notes» 

and including among them also letter* by Strangman himself 

in his coding, is fuite plausible. ionetheless, the 

'signature»* are sigaature-likei that is, the ink and pen-

pressures remain the saw» from letter to 'signature *, yet 

there is a dimtimet 'dash* to the name itself, each time. 

Perhaps, if Ferrers wan' copyiag Strangman's letters, he 

imitated Siraagman'e signature! on f.218 of MS A, the 

signature appears five time* with increasing flourish, and 

at the foet of f.2l6v twioe with even more flourish. «era 

these ferrer»*» practice runs? 
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M te 01, the name •Strangman* as i t appears four time» 

©a f.92 contains no *e*. It has features in common with the 

•signatures* i n MS $60 A — both the curai?» ones (e.g. on i f . 

37v, 1?2v, 216 where i t appears f i v e times over , â e , and a l e e 

in the l e t ter to Dean Boleyn in Md.5937, f.74v) and the more 

formal onss on ff.307, 309v and 310 (which are w r y similar 

to the 01 marginalia), fhe names in 01 might therefore be in 

the hand either of Strangman himself or of Ferrers» likewise 

the' •Sturgioa* scribbles on ff.§2v-53 and f,<jS, definitely in 

the*Strangman' hand of f ,sa # 

3n addition, a hand which writes the name *&ldewin 

S* George* in IIS 860 A, f.269 and in MS Ô60 B» f.52v, is 

m w m l l ? like the marginalia «Sttntey * and'Uttering' on 

ff*?2 and 73 of 01*
1

 Moreover, the name 'Willielmus l»vell* 

(in a hand which also writes ff.7-8v, 10) appears in a 

pedigree on MS 860 A if.14 and 232, and MS 860 B f.65 (also 

in a title deed)| and on MS 860 S f.13fv (Level* appears 

three time». «11 this is of interest in view of the marginal 

•cribble *Lovell* on f.7lv of OH. 

1. John Baldwin was a 'singing man of Windsor* when he 
finished a musical commonplace book in 1591 (now 8.M. loyal 
24.B.2). Be had, for his time, an abnormal interest in old 
music and musical curiosities. It would be going to© far to 
suggest that there was any contact between Strangman and 
B&ldwin on the subject of OH, but Baldwin would certainly 
have been one of the most obvious authorities for Strangsan 
to have approached for information. 



OH carries one more internal clue to its early 

ownership, hitherto unnoticed, and one which has eo far 

eluded solution. It the foot of f.2, below the initial 

1 of the bottom line, the number .xx. ia written. It is 

well camouflaged, and the pale brown ink i« rather faded, 

M nitre-violet photograph» reproduced as plat® II, shows 

it up clearly, fhe loop descending from the decoration 

of the initial is in the same ink as the initial decoration, 

and belongs to that, 

There are no other similar numerals in 01$ even 

overlooking its abnormal position, it can hardly indicate 

folio, item or gathering. It may be a library marks this 

seems the only plausible interpretation. Medieval cata-

logues commonly identified books by the first words of the 

seeosd folio, and «orne libraries placed press-marks on 

the second folio,* It was also quite common to conceal 

1, 'ãat use of inconspicuous fieman numerals on the second 
folio is reported by M.l.ler, •The Medieval Pressmarks ofJ 
«Sfcl^uthlas'e Primry, Hereford, and of loche Abbey, York», *| 
Medium âavma» vol.7 (1936), pp.4?-48. See also todleval 
Mbrarlys of Great Britain, ed. M.iuKer (Hoyml Historical 
Society» 2nd ed,, iondon, 19^4)* pp.99-100, 



Plate II 
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library martel, She camouflaged position of the present one 

is bound to make identification more difficult » similar marks 

could easily escape the notice of cataloguer» » "but need not 

arouae sceptioism* The numeral appears to be of the 15th or 

tSth centuryJ it is unlikely to be later, 

Á medieval presenaark was rarely on a folio other than 

the first, second or last* Although the folio in question is 

now f *2 - and has bee» sinee the folio musbers were added in 

the 17th or l8th cmntury « it can never have been so in the 

original manuscript, as I shall »hon in chapter II* Several 

folios, if not a whole gathering, are missing before the 

present f«1* Ff*1r-2 are musically continuous, so an 

explanation involving later disarrangement can be dismissed* 

If indeed this is a medieval library-mark, plaeed en 

what vas then and still is the second folio, the opening 

portion of the manuscript must already have been lost by 

tils early date, and the mark cannot toe that of the book's 

original provenance* Was it rescued from neglect and inci-

pient decay, or even from wanton destruction on the book-

binder *e scrap-pile, to be housed in a library, either 

private or institutional? 
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That ia all -we can deduce from the manuscript itself 

about its previous ownership. So traee of earlier bindings 

and flyleaves has been preserved, either in the present bin-

ding or separately at Old Hall. Our only knowledge of way 

previous binding oases fro» Barclay Squire, who reports that 

*fhe MS,, when it passed into the possession of Old Mall, m i 

in & poor 18th century binding and in bad oonditionO His 

failure to amplify this statement surely indicates that the 

manuscript had been rebound by the time he saw it in I89S, 

Svmn an 18th-century binding would have conveyed more details 

of past ownership than Squire was able to give) the Bev.John 

Parker*s boob-plate would surely have been present. If 

Parker acquired OH as 3 family hmirlooa, more evidence of 

ownership by this family could be expected, though a •poor* 

10th-century binding would hardly have disgraced the shelves 

of the chief Baron of the C h e q u e r , All the 10th-century bin-

dings I haw® seen on books owned by âlcock could te described 

as *poor'j non-durable pink marbled cardboard seems to have 

been hi® favourite, Sguire*s description, then, offers 

credibility to the suggestion that Alcock onoe owned 01, 

Stafford Smith was an inveterate scribbler in the books he 

owned - the Mulliner book is a case in point - yet OH in its 

present state bears no trace of his ownership. 

1, Squire, 'Motes ,,, ', p.342. 
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fite college magasine of St 3Sdsrund*s recorte In July 1899 

that rearrangement of the museum and library had taken place during 

the preceding two years. It is evident from short notices in fhe 

Maundlaa about various items is the museu» that the college was at 

this time becoming conscious of the interest and value of many of 

its treasures. 01 would naturally cowmand priority for rebindlng, 

on account of its age, size, beauty and liturgical contents - and it 

was presumably someone at St Maund's at the time who considered its 

existing binding to be 'poor' and *in bad condition*. Its return 

to the college in a new maroon leather binding was possibly the 

immediate spur to asking Squire to inspect it, which he did with 

Fuller Waitland in the summer of 1896 at the invitation of Mr Bverard 

Green, F.S.A., Bouge Dragon (also styled Warden of the Guild of St 

Gregory and St take in fhe Bdmundian). The likely date of the present 

binding is therefore 1897/98,
1

 though I understand that no relevant 

reeoards have been preserved at St M o u n d 8« 

The only other clue about the early history of the book 

comes again fro» The Mnundians which records the donation in 1893 

in the following wordsÎ 

We have to thank Q.Tord.iff® Esq, of Tenterde*, for the gift of 
a manuscript pre-re format ion service-book, containing chants for 
the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo and Sanetue, formerly used in 
Winchester Cathedral. 

1. Gold lettering on the spine readsî Saerae cantiones ab auctoribua 
anel1cla coaposltae. This description, like that which now followe, 
may have been inherited from the previous binding and flyleaves. 

2. The Mnundian, vol.1 (1 July 1Ô93), p.36. 
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fhls le m unlikely source of reliable information, damned by 

its own blatant inaccuracies. ?he donor was E.W.Tordiffe 

(though in on® college ledger the S is so written that it 

could be taken for a a}» The book contains polyphony, not 

•chantsïïfcsre are no Kyrie settings, and no-one familiar 

with the Latin Ordinary could have imagined their presence if 

he had but glanced at the contents of the manuscript* But 

Winchester Cathedral? Sv®a if downright carelessness caused 

the writer to slip *Kyries * into his description of a volume 

he knew to contain Mass music, the mention of a place-name 

must stem from a mors positive Indication and cannot bo over-

looked. The writer s e e m to have had no scholarly pretensions 

in making ni& brief a»te» rnmh as would have lured him onto 

the slippery slopes of speculation. Boss the very ignorance 

of his statement not commend him as a bearer of half-truths, 

an unwitting eaxrisr of misunderstood information? Moreover, 

the appearance of the manuscript changed considerably between 

1Ô9Í» when the Mmundian wrote his description» and 1898, when 

3%uire saw it. fhe former had in front of him the 'poor 18th 

oentory binding* together with any flyleaves and marks of 

ownership, destroyed soon afterwards, and it is therefor® 

worth treating his testimony seriously. 

It is impossible to tell now how many distorting mirrors 

are in operation here, several or none. Flyleaves from a 
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15th-century "binding might have been preserved in the 18th-

century on®s or their import passed on by a later owner* The 

only word v® can be reasonably certain the iiLaundian had in 

fromt of his is *Winchester** A 17th-century Winchester 

owner, for example, could have been blown up into a 15th-

century user. He could have assumed use in the Cathedral 

when Winchester College was implied - and if OH had been in 

use at Winchester College during the 15th century, we should 

be able to identify it from the chapel i n v e n t o r i e s N o 

similar inventories survive for the Cathedral, so the pos-

sibility remains open that our witness may be right. 

Use, taken literally, must mean 15th-century use. 

Much of the music would have been obsolete before 1450. 3n 

order to explain the library mark, ï have suggested that the 

beginning of the manuscript was lost at an early stage, pro-

bably within a century of falling into disuse. let us 

suppose that the Edmundian writer is reporting- accurately 

the evidence in front of his» and that at some time the 

manuscript did contain Kyries » and was in use at Winchester 

Cathedral* Both would have been possible simultaneously at 

a fairly early date, perhaps after the manuscript was dis-

carded by the royal household ohapel. îhe inclusion of 

1. See Harrison» MM1» p. 160, 
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Kyries Is quxie likely (see the dissuasion of missing piece® ia 

chapter II), If he has garbled M s evidence , he has don© so 

very plausibly» Faced with a wealth of evidence about former 

owner*» why did he pick out only Winchester? ")are we assume 

that it was clearly the oldest stated provenanae, and therefore 

the most important one, the only one he believed to have any 

significance? Se would oertainly have been able to end much 

of the spéculation in this chapter, had he thought more recent 

ownership worth comment * 

If the suggestion that OH warn at Winchester (perhaps 

until the Dissolution) is at a single remove from speculation, 

any suggestion about what happened to it between then and tka 

date at which it was acquired (again, perhaps} by Straagaan 

is speculation pure and simple. An account of *fhe Dispersal 

ef the Libraries in the Sixteenth Century* is given by C.S. 

Wright.* Am far as winchester, in partioular, is concerned, 

the activities ef one bibliophile provide an interesting 

example of how some monastic manuscripts were passed on§ this 

ease, moreover, has sufficient parallels to what oould have 

happened to OH t© merit a brief account here. 

My information is from A.G.Watson, *A sixteenth-

9 
century Collector, Thomas r-ackomb 149-5 - c.15?2*. ^aokomb 

flqflMft „1|QQ> ed.P.tformald & e.S.fright 
(London, 1958). 

2. In The Library» vel.Xflll (1963), pp.904-217, 
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was a secular priest and one of the first petty canons of 

Winchester a '"ter the Beformation, from 1541» **oet of the 

petty canon® were regular p r i e s t s , arai 'fat s on suggests that 

the exception in t h i s case «ay ha're been made on account of 

"Daefeofflb's musical a b i l i t i e s . His c o l l e c t i o n of manuscript 

and printed bosk» Included nineteen manuscripts which oan 

now be ident i f ied. ! a l l are on vellum, and no fewer than 

f i v e are s e r v i c e books. Most sees to have originated from 

Winchester Cathedral* Watson sitss .-a» e a r l i e r account by 

S i r Oecrge l a m e r who then regarded "̂ ackorab as *t!%e means 

of saving most of the surviving- old Winchester manuscript®'. 

M*S.Iter's work has. disclosed manj aore,^ but "Xackoab*s 

individual enterprise appears to be unique. He annotated 

the f l y l e a v e s of Ma books with the price paid ani h is name, 

but never the source of h i s a c q u i s i t i o n , although as did not 

remove e a r l i e r ex. Xlbrla raarks. The f a c t tiiat he paid f o r 

the hooks i s itself i n t e r e s t i n g . ïïo will 0u;
s

wv®«, but fatten 
reports that by the ear ly 17th century ' a c k o a b b o o k s were 

circulating- in the hands of coI tee-tors, Including Cottoni 

Cotton wm a fellow-member with Strangssaa of the H i sabe than 

Society of Antiquaries* 

Several features of this situation fit hypotheses put 

forward rc fart OH may have been a t winchester Cathedral when 
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Daekemb went there} and Dackemb seems to have been interested 

both in music and in vellum liturgical manuscripts. Is 

annotated flyleaves but rarely wrote elsewhere in books| he 

did not remove existing ex libris marks. The original flyleaves 

of 01 are lostj but if they, or their substance, lasted to the 

1890s, then an observer could have discerned a Winchester prove-

nance and the original inclusion of Kyries. 
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CHAPTER II 

Barclay Squire *s slender clue about the previous 

binding of the manuscript has bean reported (on p.20). It 

is not olsar whether by 'bad condition* he meant more than 

that it had been mutilated by the removal of initials. lis 

statement may imply that some, if not all, of the repairs 

and reinforcements at lower outer corners and at the spine 

of the volume were done after the manuscript arrived at Gld 

Hall» at tke tias of its last rebindiag. Because of the 

extent and nature of these repairs, the manuscript must have 

been unbound for the purpose § and if the 18th-century binding 

really was poor, careful restoration is unlikely to have accom-

panied it# Indeed, without these repairs, the volume would 

fully have earned Squire *s descriptions for many folios must 

have been completely detached. Despite this, the volume 

appears to have lost nothing (apart from binding and flyleaves 

discussed above and initials discussed below) since it was 

foliated in the 18th century. The numbering is conssoutive, 

end the present complement of 112 folios corresponds to the 

description in the Parker sale catalogue. 
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Without removing th® present binding it is impossible 

to assess how many times the manuscript has been rebound,* % 

distinguishing the sets of sewing-holes mad© through folds in 

the original parchment fro® those made also through reinforcing 

strips or artificial Joins, it might be possible to tell at 

what stage folds rotted or folios ware lost, in relation to the 

various bindinggf my hypothesis that the beginning of the manu-

script was lost at an early stage could then be tested. Suc-

cessive groups of sewing-holes might reveal equidistant groupings 

corresponding to sets of sewing'—'bands| the number of bands used 

in each binding and hence the number of bindings might be asosr-

tained, Any discrepancy between the sewing-holes of original 

gatherings and those of the later additions (discussed below) 

might indicate that the original portions had been sewn up in 

quires before later material was added. 

The value of such investigation can be seen from recent 

work on the Domesday volumes. If a volume proved not to have 

been bound in its original form, it might have been intended 

for use in separate quills
 g a t h # r i a e

*
 o f t h e l a r g 9 r 

Domesday volume were designed to accommodate complete sections 

of classified material; for esampl®, all the returns for a single 

county. It was considered more important to preserve these 

distinctions than to make up the volume in regular quaternions. 

1. I did not ask for OH to be dismantled. But I hope that 
the nsxt time it Is unbound, these questions will be asked, and 
doubtful points in the quiring (see below) resolved. 
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Of "Njmesday Sir Hilary Jenkinson suggestes 

• •• although (if the compilation were long protracted) 
gathering» might have gone for a time into service as 
single units, they would surely, if such service were 
anything hut casual, have had some form of limp cover 
given to themI and as they were almost certainly 
intended for collective binding it seems unlikely that 
this was delayed longer than necessary once the compi-
lation was complete* 

What may I» true of an administrative reference document whloh 

was being prepared under conditions of urgency does not necessa-

rily apply to a liturgical manuscript o
f>

 which the Glorias would 

be in -mm alongside the Credos, Before putting forward sueh a 

theory for OH, we should have to know much more about the eireum-

staaces in which it was compiled, and to see a direct link with 

those in which it was used* 

f 

Polyphonic music was sometimes used in separate quires. 

OH beans no trace of intended or actual use in this way» intended, 

bsoause not every new musical section begins a new gathering and 

some pieces straddle two gatherings, and actual, because while 

the present f*1 is discoloured from exposure, the beginning of 

no other gathering shows any wear. Besides, it would be unwieldy 

to sing from such a large manuscript in an unbound statef and 

lower corners worn away from page-turning constitute enly erne ef 

several symptoms that OH was indeed used. 

1. Hilary Jenklnson, Bomesdaar Sebound (H.M.S.G.i Xenden, 1954)* 
1*24» 

t. £•£. items in a Lady Chapel inventory of 1445 St Paul's 
Cathedral, ©4ted by Harrison, IK»* pp.182-83, 
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fhe weakening or rotting of parchment folds which made 

it necessary to repair them was probably aggravated by the many 

sewing—holes of several successive bindings* However, the bad 

condition and discoloured parchment of f*1, and the torn corner 

which has deprived us of an initial letter and ausic, suggest 

that OS. say have lain unbound for some time, after the loss of 

the folios which once preceded the present folio one. The 

manuscript was also damp at some -stage , for & fair amount of 

music has been offset from neighbouring pages* Most of this is 

too faint to read§ some may be due to inadequate drying-time 

at the time of writing» 

The extent of trimming also suggests that several 

bindings preceded the present one* Borne border decoration 

has been removed, also considerable portions of composers* 

names (often including the initial of a first name which 

would greatly have simplified the task of identification). 

Tim folio numbers have also suffered, so trimming has 

taken place since the 13th century, probably at both the 

last rebindings* A loss of at least 4 cm from the side 

margins may be estimated, to give an all-round original 

margin width suitably proportioned to the lay-out ef the 

music* the amount lost in this barbarous but routine part 

ef the binder*s craft may be a rough guide to the number of 

rebindings a book has suffered, and therefore te its career 

under active ownership as opposed to intended mouldering. 



Some check upon the stages at -which parchment was removed in this 

way could he made % identifying the handwriting of several addi-

tions compensating for lost letter®, but the time spent in such a 

formidable undertaking would be disproportionate to the value of 

the resulta. 

Dhe repairs which have been made to the pages of the manu-

script were sentioned at tue beginning of this chapter. Some 

parclment has been ôtucH; onto alraost every folio j in the case of 

are in forcements to «pinai joins or artificial joins the added parch-

ment' sowetimes occupies almost the entire inner margin. Many of 

the lower outer comers shew n. diagonal tear (caused, no doubt, by 

continual thumbing, for the upper corners have not suffered in this 

way), and these have been squared off "by a triangular patch. Most 

of the repaire are in a sraooth, white, rather stiff parchment which 

contrasts with the soft, velvety texture and erearay colour of the 

I 

original parchment. 

Bit a very few of tlxese repairs match the original parch-

ment and were c l e a r l y almost o on temporary with the manuscript. 

Some of these folios have a conjugate torn and repaired in the 

m m e way, and occasionally a diagonal line of small'splitsi 

rumiiHt: over the page frcu top left to bettor? right towards 

1 . 7«ter repairs in white parchment, unruled and clearly later 
than the manuscript, are on ff.1-1£, 30, 31 , 33, 30, 41? 42, 44» 50 
74» 78

f
 96, Contemporary repairs include those to f f . 2 2 , where the 

red long-tail goes over the repair, 25 and 76 where the stave-lines 
go underneath, music on sop of the repair. The music on f . 7 6 has 
been erased, and its margin ruling® are also, surprisingly, on top. 
The clearest example is f . 4 9 , discussed below. 
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the tose comer,reveals that the parchment was probably too 

tightly stretched on Its hoop In the process of drying. The 

strain which caused the splits apparently also weakened the 

corner so that It easily tore off. The splits along the line 

of tension were sewn ttpf the stitching has rotted away, but 

the sewlng-Jtoles remain. Stave-lines are drawn up to tbe edges 

of the splits $ but the scribes of words and music have invariably 

avoided the boles, leaving slightly larger gaps than usual, and la 

one case supplying a direct before the split (on stave 10). fibs 

splits bad occurred and been sswn up before the manuscript was 

written* (These imperfections In the parchment are quite dis* 

timet fjpom the familiar clean-edged, elliptical boles due to 

mttmoks by warble-flles on the living animal. Such holes are 

not usually sewn up*) 

fbe order of events in quite olear on f.49. The violet 

margin-rulings and red stave-lines had been drawn before the 

patch, of matching parchment, had been applied to the lower 

right-feand comer and therefore, presumably, before the corner 

was lost* The gaps left by the scribe around the series of 

splits running diagonally across the page suggest that tbe 

splits occurred and were sewn up before the music was written* 

However, the words were written on tbe original sheet before 

tbe corner patob was stuck on, because tbe second half of tbe 

word gloria has a double Image» tbe letters r£a 

patob are slightly more spaced out than tbe same letters on 
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the patch i t s e l f . In this . jetse alone the e a r l y date of the patch 

is e s t a b l i s h e d ! the main s cr ibe of the manuscript wri tes above 

and below i t , and the r e p a i r was therefore don© during h i s period 

e f work on i t . Although the stave l i n e s below t h i s patch are 

e l e a r l y v i s i b l e , they contain no musical n o t a t i o n . ïh® word® 

were wr i t ten f i r s t , then the tear occurred, then the music was 

added l a s t . In addition, the colour of margin ru l ings i s inetrue* 

tivei with some important exceptions (to be dieoussed below), the 

volume was ruled up i n v i o l e t . P.49 h&e v i o l e t l i n e s which conti-

nue under the corner patch. But on the patch i t s e l f , the l i n e 

of the margin ru le has 'been continued i n brown. Mils accords 

with the p r a c t i c e of the main s c r i b et gatherings ruled in 

advance always have v i o l e t rulings, while addit ional f o l i o s , 

where a l a r g e r , i r r e g u l a r gathering was needed, and any later 

touchint-up over repair®, were i n brown. 

C o l l a t i o n of the manuscript 

•arclay Squire dismissed the p o s s i b i l i t y of making a 

b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l oollation of CHt 'The fo ldings of the sheets 

of vellum of whioh the volume i s made up were too much deeayed 

for i t to be possible to ascertain the original condition of 

the book** lo-one e l s e appears to -.have attempted the task, 

1. Squire , *Hotes ... % p.342 
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•which Is by no mean® as hopeless a® he suggests . True, the 

absence of obvious evidence i s discouraging; but the quest 

f o r a so lut ion i s more than an exercise in i n t e l l e c t u a l maso-

chism, s ince i t yields a firmer basis for theories, about the 

o r i g i n a l compilation. The complex arrangement of OH has given 

r i s e to many speculations and c o n f l i c t i n g datings, o f ten based 

on groundless assumptions about the quiring»* Def ini t ion of 

this primary physical feature erodes many arguments which have 

won general acceptance. 

Conjoint bifolia usual ly provide the pr inc ipal or sole 

evidence for «rol l a t ing a book. I f t h i s evidence has been 

2 

t o t a l l y (as m the ease of the St Chad gospels ) or partially 

obl i terated (as with OS), other methods must be applied» 

Inspection of manuscripts which have scarce ly suffered by the 

trimming of margins in successive rebindings o f ten revea ls a 

1, J5oa inselm Hughes be l ieves that the 'highly significant* 
f o l i a t i o n , with Credos beginning on f#41 and Sanetus ssttings 
on f,8t (wrongly regarding hoy Benry'e Sanotus on f.80v as a 
l a t e r a d d i t i o n ) , shows *that the o r i g i n a l quiring- has bien 
retained in substance* (Bamsbotham &c, OH, v o l » ! , p . x i i i ) , 
y e t the incomplete pieces between these f o l i o s presuppose a 
number of missing folios, 

2, See Roger Powell, 'The L i c h f i e l d Et,Chad»s Gospels» Hepair 
and Hebinding, 1961-1962», Thg .Library. 5th s e r i e s , woUXX (1*65), 
for a model Investigation of the kind I had tried to carry out 
before this a r t i c l e appeared. Ky findings do not inc lude t as 
Powell*» do, determination of the animal*® spine-direction i n 
r e l a t i o n to the page» However, t h i s would h a w added nothing 
of ameioal relevance to my enquiry. 
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gathering signature in the 'bottom rigi;t-iian-i corner of some 

folio®, serving the earn® amotion as similar «aria, necessarily 

Sore prominent, in printed books.
1

 However, when a manuscript 

has eecaped the trimmer'a toife to tbie extent, the original 

fold» usually show little evidence of wear. Many musical 

2 

manuscripts were furnished with an index* if OH ever had one, 

it has been lost together with folios from the incomplet© begin-

ning of the book. If the book to be collated ie a liturgical 

or standard text whose overall length can be ascertained and the 

extent of misain?.; portions assessed from other sources, the 

place of lost folios in the collation will be even more reliably 

established than by the presence of a table of contents. 

It is the incomplete state of 03, without any of the 

above compensating evidence, which provides the main stumbling-

block te a collation» There are more musical gaps than the 

few enumerated by Barclay Squire, and theme were a vital 

consideration in determining the original quiring. It ia never 

possible to aay, èn the evidence of how much music survives, 

whether one or more folio® have been lost in each ease* So 

cLcirbook piece® occupy more than a single opening, and wo 

incomplete «core pieces require mote than a single intervening 

1. One such manuscript ie that of the Kaas 0 auam suavie. M f
A

' 

Cambridge TJhtvermity Mbrary, In vi 46* ,t 

2 . S . g ^ A o , Trent 92; tee index to the H e n Choirbook indicates 
the opening of the stsnumcript on whica each piece began, and thus 
hew many foliem it occupied. 
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leaf for their completion. There are a few places, where 

one piece end® on a verso and a new one begins cn the next 

recto, at which folios could be missing, but it did not prove 

necessary to assume lost folios in any of these places. 

A number of bifolia in OH are still, in fact, conjoint. 

The surviving folds are insufficient in number to determine 

the collation, but taken together with other evidence they 

offer ample proof of the quiring. It was not always easy, 

without damaging the rather compressed sapine of the present 

binding, to distinguish original joins fro» reinforcements 

or artificial joins made subsequently. Io join has been classed 

ae original unless the original join can still be seen clearly 

at top or bottom. Other bifolia may well be intact at the 

middle where they have not suffered the strain of page-turning 

in addition to that of binders
1

 stitching. Tfeis evidence is 

particularly useful for establishing the centras of gatherings. 

The number of possible conjugates for each unattached 

leaf was next drastically reduced by distinguishing the hair 

and flesh sides of each folio in the manuscript. All the 

above evidence was then recorded in a dummy book of loose 

paces in terras of enforced, precluded and possible pairings. 

It now became quit© clear how many missing folios had to be 

inserted in each gap. Only in the case of the first gathering 

is there any scope "or an alternative collation. However, any 

solution other than the present one calls either for a changed 
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order of ^olios or for an extra gathering containing^besides 

the present ff, 1 and 2
S
 more Glorias in score, perhapa 

Fyries and perhaps an index, If there -were Kyries, they 

probably had a gathering to themselves, even if they shared 

a second gathering with Glorias, But as there is no evidence 

within the manuscript to show that OH ever had any, they are 

left out of the reckoning for purposes of this chapter, She 

minimum number of missing folios is recorded, with tî e proviso 

that one or possibly eten two whole gatherings may be lost 

from the beginning, Wholesale loss of this kind might imply 

that systematic Aestruction of the manuscript for binding mate-

rial was commenced, the process halted and the remaining 

gatherings salvaged before too much was lost - another hypo-

thesis which would accommodate the early library mark on the 

present ?,2, 

"The collation is given as Table I at the end of this 

volumet it can be folded out for easy reference, 'Jarious 

secondary classes of evidence offer confirmation but are 

usually too elusive to stand alone as proof, Sometimes 

they throw additional light on the ecribes' methods of working, 

and are therefore outlined below. 

The pricking of marks with an awl or other sharp instru-

ment was one of the first stages in a scribe's preparation for 

writing, The preparation of the parchment itself was not 

necessarily carried out by the scribe, but it is occasionally 
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possible to base paleographical reasoning on tbe method and 

quality of preparation.
1

 The purpose of these préck-œarks 

was to define the position of the guide-lines and margin rulings 

which the. scribe would then draw with a dry stylus, a wax pencil, 

or with ink. It was normal to prick a whole gathering at a 

2 

time, and the sise of the holes consequently tends to be larger 

a 
1. As in the case of the St Chad gospels» see p.34, n.2. For 
notes on the preparation of paachaent see D.VtfThompson, The 
Materials of Medieval Painting (London, 1936), pp.24-30."" 
2. An interesting passage from Alexander Neckhara, 5e nominibue 
utensillum. is quoted in translation by tJ.T.Holmes, Daily Living 
in the Twelfth Century. p.69i 

let him have a rasor or knife for scraping pages of 
parchment or skin) let him have a 'biting

1

 pumioe for 
cleaning tbe sheets, and a little scraper for making 
equal the surface of the skin. He should have a piece 
of lead and a ruler with which he may rule the margins 
of both sides - on the back and on the side from which 
the flesh has been removed. 

There should be a fold of four sheets (a quaternion). 
I do not use the word quaternio because that means '& 
squad in the aray'. Let these leaves be held together 
at top and bottom by a strip [of parchment threaded through}. 
The scribe should have a bookmark cord and a pointed tool 
about which he can say 'I have pricked LpunxiJ not pinked 
Çpupigi] my quaternion*. Let him sit in a chair with both 
arms high, reinforcing the back rest, and with a stool at 
the feet. Let the writer have a heating basin covered 
with a oapi he should have a knife with which he can shape 
a quill pen) let this be prepared for writing with the 
inside fussy scale scraped out, and let there be a boar's 
or goat's tooth for polishing the parchment, so that the 
ink in a letter may not run (I do not say a whole alphabet)) 
he should have something with which letters can be cancelled. 
Let him have an indicator Lspeculum] or line marker Ccavllla] 
in order that he may not make a costly delay from error. There 
ehould be hot coals in the heating container so that the ink 
may dry more quickly on the parchment in foggy or wet 
weather. 
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at the beginning of a gathering, diminishing towards the end. 

The use of a round or wedge-shaped point should also be dis-

tinguished. Sometimes, a fresh incision had to be made in 

the course of a gathering, when the original prick had not 

penetrated far enough,* Even apart from this, a complote 

picture of the relevant sises of relevant pricks in OH cannot 

be formed, because of missing folios, missing initials, and 

severe trimming in binding. Prickings were only conclusive 

where other evidence had already determined the collation, 

but this evidence did confirm the peculiar position of f,40. 

The prickings for the right-hand margin are invariably 

made from recto to verso, but f.4Q is pricked from verso to 

rscto. Ff. 41-42 have a double row of prickings» the row 

pricked from recto to verso corresponds with f.39» and the 

row pricked from verso to recto corresponds with f.40. This 

folio was therefore not pricked with the rest of gathering 

711, whose marks are visible on the folios before and after 

but not on f.40 itself. This folio was a later insertion, 

pricked 'backwards* through the bifo H u m which follows it, 

though not through the same set of holes. F.39 is indispu-

tably joined to f.43» and f«41 to f.42) and as the music on 

f,43 is a continuation of that on f.42v, there is no case for 

1, See L. W.Jones * 'Pricking Manuscripts', Spéculum, vol. 
XXI (1946), also the St Chad gospels (see above, p.34» n.2). 
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4 
assuming that f.40 ever had a conjugate. 

The gauge of the five-line staves is consistent on 

any one page of the manuscript, but not always from folio to 

folio. The slight discrepancies may indicate different layers 

of activity even when they occur within the work of one scribe, 

2 
Five-line pens were used for all the main work of ruling up. 

Lines are consistently parallel, an irregularity in one being 

reflected in the other fourt colour and consistency of ink 

agree at any given vertical point* and the slope of all five 

lines at the end of some staves indicates the angle at which 

the pen left the parchment. Two different sises of pen can 

be detected! 
staves 1,5 cm deep 

ff, 

1—2v 

20-39v 

4t-45v 

4S-50V 

65-79v 

94-100 

staves 1,6 cm deep 

ff, 

3-19
V 

40 

46-4SV 

51-Ó4V 

80-93v 

100v-112v 

Most changes of pen sise coincide with a change of gathering» 

1, This leaf will be discussed further in the section on 
initials, 

2, The only exceptions to the use of five-line pens are the 
short four-line stave drawn to accomodate an 'overspill' at the 
foot cf f,64, and the stave added by a second-layer scribe, free-
hand End in different ink from the others on the page^ en*^-
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see table I. While supporting the idea that the stave lines 

were ruled in advance, a gathering at a time, the evidence ie 

not sufficiently consistent for conclusive proof. The unique 

position of f.40 is again confirmed, and all the fèlioe appa-

rently inserted by the second-layer scribes are among those 

with staves of 1*6 cm gauge. 

The distance between staves is inconsistent and may 

have been judged by eye» no prick-marks in the right-hand 

margins can be related to the placing of staves on the page, 

Pf. 70 and 59 each have thirteen stavesj in addition, f.59 

has an extra half-length stave drawn with a five-line pen. 

Ff.66v-69 have fourteen staves to the page. Elsewhere the 

number is always twelve (but for the exceptions given on p.40, 

n.2). 

Perceptible changes in the colour of ink with which the 

staves were ruled do not coincide with gatherings, except where 

there is also an obvious change of pen. There is no reason why 

new ink should be made for each gathering, but as one colour 

of ink often overlaps a change of gathering, more than one aay 

have been ruled up in advance. Moreover, work on different 

parts of the manuscript may have been in progress simultaneously, 

as I shall show later) and this was not merely for the practical 

reason of allowing a recto to dry before writing on its verso.
1 

1. See p.38, n.2 for Alexander Beckham's advice on drying. 
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Weight, colour and texture of parchment show no great 

disparity between any two folios I consider to have been joined, 

except in the case of ff. 1 and 4. The discoloration of ff. 

t and 2 was probably caused by exposure to damp or dirt at 

some stage. Only 55-56 are, as a pair, noticeably heavier 

than average, Thex»e is rarely a marked difference in appearance 

between hair and flesh sides, and the normal practice of 

ensuring that in any gathering a hair page faces another hair 

page has not been followed with any consistency. Hair marks 

are occasionally visible, but the preparation of the parch-

ment has usually been very thorough, and the only means of 

distinguishing hair from flesh in most cases was by the slight 

but unmistakeable difference to light finger-touch of the 

smooth side from the slightly velvety pile of the hair side. 

The colour of margin rulings is indistinguishable on 

ff, 1, 2 and 80$ elsewhere it is always violet (a waxy trace 

is sometimes seen), except on ff, ?-1tv, 40-40v, 53-59v, 8l-8lv, 

88-88/, 9O-92v, which have brown ink rulings. Thus, the 

gatherings which contain exclusively second-layer music, II, IX 

and XIV, share the colour of their margin rulings with f»40, 

and with three folios (59» 81, 88) which belong to gatherings 

of five bifolia. It is not unreasonable to conclude that they 

were added in each case after a regular quaternion had been 

ruled up. All conjoint leaves are ruled with the same colourj 
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the missing conjugate of f,59 would have been ruled in brown® 

F.80 must be the conjugate of f.39, and have shared its violet 

aargin rulings. It was therefore part of the original quaternion, 

ff.81-88 being added (later, but before copying had proceeded far) 

to sake it a quinion. This scotches once and for all the notion 

that Boy Henry*s Sanetus on f.80v was a later addition to the 

manuscript. 

The collation shows two further gatherings of five bifolia. 

One of the two missing bifolia of gathering XVII aay have had brown 

rulings. So might the unknown pair in gathering I, ff It 

looks as though each gathering was originally designed to be a qua-

ternion, and its sise modified to contain the material available 

within its appropriate sections® However, ff«1 and 2 have enough 

indeterminate features (e.g., margin fuling) and differences 

(discoloration, stave gauge) from the rest of the first gathering 

to make it possible that they belonged in fact to another, preceding 

gathering, leaving the present ff.3-6 as the remnants of a regular 

quaternion. For convenience of discussion, though, it will be 

treated as a quinion, as shown in table I. 

The reader is invited to juggle the gatherings further, 

on the basis of the data given above and in the table. I think 

he will find that the present solution is the one which assumes 

the smallest reasonable loss while retaining credible propor-
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tione between tK» musical 8actions. The only surprise is 

the extent of the original section devoted to antiphona. 

But if fewer than three missing leaves are allowed between 

ff, 37 and 38, we are left with a quaternion extending from 

f,35 to f,38 (including two missing bifolia), a gathering of 

two bifolia only, ff.39-43» and a ©ingle bifolium, ff.44-45. 

This is just one sample of many irregular make-ups which I 

have rejected. 

Musical lacunae played an important part in determining 

the collation. But before relating the structure of the manu-

script to what was written on it, an important side issus must 

claim a central place. 

Initial letters 

Of the 147 compositions which survive in OH, entire or 

in part, 134 bave at some time had an illuminated capital letter 

or pair of letters at the beginning of the piece. (This figure 

does not include illuminated capitals which occur elsewhere than 

at the beginning of a piece, and makes no allowance for initials 

which almost certainly existed at the beginnings of some pieces 

of which only the end survives.) One of these is torn off, and 

in nineteen other cases an initial has been deliberately cut 

out. Including the very smallest ornamented letters, used to 
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begin each clause in settings of Sanctus and .Agnus, the number 

of decorated capitals in the manuscript totals just over four 

hundred. One of these small letters is missing, presumably 

accidentally torn, from the foot of a page. Details are given 

in the table on p.46. The main scribe, in addition, shaded hie 

pen capitals in yellow. 

Why should the initials have teen removed? When, and by 

whom? These are questions which defy a precise answer, though 

the field of enquiry can be narrowed considerably. 

We have seen already ( p.1) that OH was not dispersed 

with the rest of Smith's library in aid of his daughter, but 

kept in the family. lk>m Anael» Hughes points out that the 

earlier part of the period between the death of Stafford Smith 

and the presentation of the manuscript to St Edmund's 'coincides 

with the first revival® of interest in 'romantic antiquities', 

coupled with ian imperfect appreciation of the need of preserving 
ftHub tke fcsttn<-<*i fiêïùechve ej-ttuJ srttteû  is-ope/v U> 

« /a v4st\ov\, U-, the UijutJf oAh^iMoitiÁS iutk cu Percy aM iSeidm 
suoh antiquities inviolate*. // Indeed, it was around 1830 that ' 

the Carmelite Missal now in the British Museum was cut up by the 

2 
Hanrott family to make scrapbooks. A striking feature of these 

scrapbooks was the arrangement of letters to form the initials 

of their owners, and the OH initials may have set with a similar 

1. Earnsbotha® &o, OH, vol.Ill, p.x. 

2. B.M., Add. MSS 29704-29705. See Margaret Rickert, The 
Reconstructed Carmelite Missal (London, 1952). 
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TABLE OF HISSIHO INITIALS 46 

vi 
4» 

4» XS 
63 ̂  

Vi « O 
(3 Õ -ri 
• o S 

S ti S 
o 
tf 3 +» 

ta 
m » o 

21tf?,1!> accidentally tom» no evidence of original 
colour. 

98!» ,97b §aall initial accidentally torn from foot of 

3v B 3 
-j 
c B 

12v B 2 c Ê 161,, 15*1» 

19v S 2 c B 

28v B 2 c E 331», 32** 

35v MT 3 c - 41b,40*!> ' leude Maria
1

 in pencil 

37v P 3 c - 46M5**t» 'Mater• in pencil 

47 P 3 c P X 60*b removed from ineide e d g e , close to binding 

62v P 2 c P 75b»74*t> attempt at musical restoration 

64v P 2 c P 77M6*i> 

69v ? 2 c - 82b, 81*!, »?• in pencil 

80v S 3 c 
8 
S j 

94b*9y?b this cae® is discussed below 

81 S 1 i S 

85 S 3 c 
s 
S' 102£!> removed from inside edge, close to binding 

95v S 2 i s 117,116*1» 

96v S 2 i s 118, 117*h 

97v S 2 i s X 119*Ml8fc 

1G0v S 2 1 s X 123$,122S> 

106-7 A 3 c A 139, 13&** 

109v,C 2 c - X 143,142b patch has come offê no music concealed 
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fate, HM» numerous »ettia§e ef identical texts i» the nanmnorlpt 

woald liai» made it a poor huntiag-sround for a collector ef 

medieval alphabets, several collection» of which were published.
1 

Had «Ml person who removed the initials wished to assemble a 

complete alphabet be would certainly h a w needed all the initiale 

belonging to motets and would have taken fewer from the Ordinary 

ef the Mass* Sat in feet he -or eke- was highly selective. 

The plunder of S from 98 ie -aft conspicuous as that ef 8 Anns 

the Carmelite Miemal, «he Missal belonged to the Hanrott 

family* OH to Gertrude Stafford Smith. It seras highly 

unlikely teat her father was responsible fer the mutilation. 

Squally, it is plausible to suggest that am her mental powers 

declined la the early 1840» any have been tempted to eut 

out her initiale (perhaps turning the C of f.t09v into a 0} 

mat other letter» besides, either for its* as bookplates or 

labels, or with ne definite purpose. Shy OH was not sold 

with the rest ef Smith's library remain» a mystsry, but it Is 

eurely possible that his daughter took a fancy to it sad de-

clined to part with it. If she had eut eone Initials from It 

she nay have concealed the betek at the tine ef the sale so that 

her guilt would not be dieoovered. In any ease, wide dispersal 

of the Initials can be expected, even if they should still exist, 

and the hope of recovery le sl%lt. 4» extensive search of 

1, E.g. Henry Shaw, Alphabets. Mimerai» «at Devices of tee 

Middle 4«as (London, 1845). 
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scrapbooks and collections of fragment® has yielded nothing to 

realise the hope expressed by Bom ânselm Hughes.* 

More concrete evidence for supposing that the Initials 

were Intsot when Stafford Smith bought the manuscript comes 

from one of bis commonplace boobs. He writes® 

Morley had probably never seen ay Illuminated Ms, for 
he mention® only Leonel (Power) and Wilkinson, but net 
K.lenry the sixth. 

fitdesd, the authorities listed % Morley at the end of big- Plaine 

and. Basie Introduction include no other 01 composers » apart from 

whose only piece in this manuscript is given anony-

mously, ̂  Morley'e Wilkinson may or may not be the Robert 

lylkynson of the Eton Choirbookj he mentions only one other 

man who could possibly be identified with an Eton composer, M . 

CBâmund} Sturton, There is at present no aeoriptlon to 

Wilkinson to be found te 01, yet Smith is without doubt re-

ferring to this manuscript® Either he was mistaken in men* 

tioning Wilkinson or, more probably, the name of Wilkinson was 

later out out together with the initial of one of tbe pieces 

which are now anonymous, as Bom Ânselm suggests. 

1. laasbotbam &c, j^L, vol*XXX» p.x, 

2. ».«., Add,34608s p.3. 

3. 9er Korley»s list, see A, flftto and Easy I p t r M ^ ^ J p 
Practical Music, ed,t,Alec W&xmm (London, 1952), P»231. Morley 
must have known at least one manuscript sines lost - bis source 
for Bunstable*s lesoiens Mater and possibly his means of knowing 
that Leonel was » composer. 
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fàe 18th-century foliation Indicate» that 01 had no mm 

folie» then than when it was sold to Smith with 224 pages. The 

torn initial on f«1 was probably already missing» »o the only 

composers' names be had before him which we now lack most be 

these removed with initial letters, line teen piece» are affso-

ted. Of these, eight still carry composer attribution» although 

the initial is gone jjg, Igf, JJX, JjJLt H 2 > 123). m e 

composer of one more % c a r ) is known from concordances, 

îaonel i» undoubtedly the composer of | i and XI» whieh have 

cloaely matching paired movements and 21) ascribed te him). 

Stylistic consideration® commend Pyeard as the composer of JJf 

the authorship of 82 will be dimcuesed later. This leaves 

emly »i* anonyml. of which tw© and £6 ) were probably gives 

anonymously anyway (for stylistic reasonst mee the discussion 

ef eetteerAasieee). 

( M 4JU possibly anonymous for the same reason), a®*JJ£ 

which i» flanked by Leonel works, and 143» di»cu»»e4 belev. 

If Wilkinson wm» am OH oompoeer, he most h a w written one or 

mere of the above piece»f the field ie net a» hopelessly vide 

a» it appears at first sight. 

lew Smith reached his solution to the identity ef Hoy 

Henry 1» obscure. Be presumably had so access to the biogra-

phical information which now favours an earlier dating of OH, 

but it i» still remarkable that he dit net plump fer a later 

ienry. Could the manuscript have carried any date to mata» 
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fel» confident that hi® attribution was more than m gueest If 

01 was ever used at Winchester (see p.21 ff), thie 'use' must 

have been during the reign of Henry 71, If the note about 

Winchester was dated, this date would fall in the reign of 

a»nry ¥1 and naturally mislead Smith into believing him to 

be the composer named in OH, ferelay Squire found it 

necessary to give reasons for rejecting Henry ¥11 and fill,, 

and he claimed Henry VI as the royal composer on the strength 

of dates affecting the later careers of ifeaett and Sturgeon, 

all of whose works are later additions to the manuscript. 

ley Henry occupies a place of honour in the lay-out 

of the manuscript. His Gloria was the first setting in 

ohoirbook arrangement to be copied in by the main scribe, 

lis Sanotus heads the group of Sanctum settings* The beginnings 

of the Agnus group and of the Credo settings in choirbook 

arrangement are missing. If Boy Henry contributed settings 

to these groups, m may infer that they would have headed 

the sections* The first antlphon begins on the verse of «he 

last Gloria (on f,35v) sad, as In all other surviving ceeee, 

the initial of the flret setting In tbe group has been removed* 

Unlike the others, however, the Initial of this one had no 

decorative border. 

The isorhythmic motets follow on directly from the last 

Agnus settlng| beginning on f.fOfv with Carbunoulus Ignitus Ill le * 
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« M «et starting a fresh gathering. The initial of the first 

motet ha® gone, together with the composer's name, if one was 

written in the left-hand margin» The top aargirn has been 

trimmed rather closely by a binder here, and if a name had 

been placed centrally above the music (as both other ascriptions 

to Boy Henry are), it might not have survived. The floral border 

decoration remaining to this motet is a distinction shared only 

by the two Roy Henry pieces. (The crude, leafy border to Olyvmr's 

Sanotus on f,??v was added in the nineteenth oentury, at the sams 

time as the substitute initials discussed in the next 

The three borders are strikingly similar, and the initial has besrn 

removed in each case. The absence of suoh decoration for the first 

antiphon and the first Credo in score shows that it was not merely 

done to mark a new section. It is just possible that Hoy Henry 

may have composed 143. a motet on St Thomas who was at that time 

a legitimate object of royal devotion and pilgrimage. Other 

contenders for its authorship are the composers who may have 

been assoolated with Canterbury (Leonel and Bxcetre) and -

Wilkineon. This is one of the pisoes hs oould have composed. 

Stafford Smith singled out Leonel, presumably, because of ths 

number of pieces by which he is represented, Roy Henry because 

of the prominence accorded him. Wilkinson clearly cannot have 

struck Smith on account of the number of his compositions, but 

the border decoration would certainly have made the composer of 

143 prominent. Jnd If the ascription had been la the left-hand 
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margin and not au th® head, as all except 5oy Henry's are, it would 

have left no trace of its surrounding blue-painted scroll. The 

balance is marginally in Wilkinson's fawur. 

There are no gn; unds for suggesting that the missing initials 

were historiated, or in any way different from their surviving 

counterparts, ®ven in the case of 143 and the two Hoy Henry pieces 

(16, 94), all with decorative borders, the space occupied by the 

missing initial was no greater than usual. Thus, unless the design 

of the initial was radically altered within the available space, there 

can have been no miniatures. In one case (f.97v) the initial has not 

been completely removed, and gold leaf remains on the upper arm of the 

S. On f.93v the original violet tracery was gone over in red by the 

restorer; a fleck of gold leaf remains. All gold-leaf initials had 

violet tracery, while blue initials (the colour of all subsidiary end 

some principal letters) had red. All the missing initials had violet 

tracery and were presumably gold leaf, with tie single exception of 

f.81 where the remaining tracery is red. 

The sise of an initial (given in staves' depth in the table on 

p.46) was determined by the musical lay-out. All music in score 

beginning with polyphony has a capital three staves deep. All music 

in chcirbook lay-out has a main capital two staves deep, and its 

subsidiary capitals are sometimes one, samatimes two staves deep. I&en 

a Sanetus or Agnus in score starts with a plainsong intonation in an 

outer voice, the initial occupies the other two staves. With an into-
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nation in the middle wise,- it is given a pair of one-stave 

initials, one on each of' th» 'outer staves. Assuming this 

scheme to fcpply to the missing as to the surviving initials, 

it is olear that the original initial on f.SQv and f„85 «as 

Í» each case a single three-stave $* these are the only 

two Sanetus settings with all three invocations set pclypho-

nioally, apparently not based on plainssag, and thus requiting 

so Intonation. ïhe Agnus on f „f06v similarly needed no intona-

tion. 

At some stage after the removal of the initials, substi-

tutes were provided. Barclay Squire paid little attention to 

this problem, about which be says merely» 

Many of the initial letters, which were presumably 
illuminated, had been cut out, though curiously enough 
the Goth who had mutilated the pages had sometimes 
taken the trouble to replace the missing portions by 
rude restorations, in which ha.h&d noted the musical 
notes cut out with the initials. 

Had he at that time enquired, further of the Tordiife family, 

they might have enabled him to till us the circumstances of 

removal and substitution, thus removing the whole problem 

from a sea of speculation. Squire*s assumption that the 

vandal repaired his own damage is scarcely credible. Whoever 

took the trouble to have the book restored would surely have 

replaced the cut-out initials If he had access to them* As 

1, Squire, 'lotes ... p.342. 
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the manuscript apparently remained in the Saith/Tordiffe 

family during this dark period in its history, a restorer 

working on it soon after the initiale were removed should 

have had little difficulty in locating the originals, For 

this reason, some time may have elapsed between the two 

operation®. Moreover, if the restorer had the opportunity 

to copy directly from the originals, why did he supply a 

new initial only where the appropriate one was obvious after a 

glanoe at neighbouring compositions? Also, why did he not 

copy the missing music and restore composers * names when 

those must have appeared -the latter often, the former' always-

©n the original initials? 

& all twenty casee of missing initials,
1

 the restorer 

pasted a parchment patch over the gap, usually on the reverse 

side of the folio from the initial. The patches themselves 

cover up a certain amount of music, which can readily be 

retrieved by holding the page up to the light. The earlier 

editors of the manuscript did not realise this and consequently 

made more conjecture» than they need have done, A selection of 

plates (specially photographed with a light behind the repair) 

and reconstructions appeass in the appendix to thie chapter* 2h 

every caee, stave lines have been ruled on both side» of the 

patch to Join up with the original stave lines. Xext, 

1. This figure iwslwt»» the torn initial m f.tv, but mot 
that en f.Stv whioh has aleo been patched up. Fair» of S are 
counted singly because they replace slagle initials. 
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substitute initial® n i t painted on all tat four of the patches. 

Dm Artesi» Staghe® states that the restorer wm 'familiar 

with the text of the Ordinary, but quite at sea in the matter ef 

incipita of Motets',
1

 pointing out that only one of the initials 

not replaced belongs to the Ordinary of the Mass» Is fact, the 

restorer mis probably not even familiar with the Latin of the 

Ordinary. Is supplied an initial in every ease where the 

appropriate letter was apparent from the opening words of neigh-

bouring pieces» I for Glorias (ff.tr, 12v, 19v> 28v), P 

for Credos (ff.4?v, 62v, 64v), S for Sanotus settings (ff.80v, 

85, tfv, 100V), A for the Agnus (t06v) - and the smell 

«, correctly, on f*83v« 

One of his inferences vas wrong, namely the I on f,1r. 

All that survives of the first word is -Ax, whose pea capital 

A is shaded with yellow, the main scribe's normal procedure for 

the letter immediately following an illuminated capital. Si no 

other case does he tss a capital in the middle of a word or 

phrase. There is no room before -Ax for the words and music of 

-t in terra p- as well as for «a illuminated E. The polyphonie 

setting of this Gloria must have begun, therefore, at Pax hoai-

nibus. Inspection of the opening by ultra-violet light from 

g 
the recto of f.f proves this conclusively. The patch is in 

1. Bamsbotham éc, OS, vol.Ill, p.ix. 

2. An ultra-violet photograph is reproduced in Bent, 'Initial 
Lette*s ...*, facing p.tJt. 
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this case etuek on from tee front (i.e. on f.1v), and m 

reverse image of the mueio of f.1v is clearly visible (minus 

stave-lines which, being red, do not show up under ultra-violet 

light under ® layer of parchment). .In addition tojirhat is 

normally visible ©a f.1v, we oan now see that the patch 

conceals the first note of the top part (c, breve), and the 

clefs for all three parts (01, C3, C5, only the last being 

wholly visible). The relevant clefs and notes can be read 

from right to left from the photograph, disregarding the stave-

lines, words and heavier notes of f.1 recto. 

The one instance in which the restorer failed to aupply 

an initial for the Ordinary is a parallel situation. Bad he 

been familiar with the words of the Mass, he oould act have 

failed to notice that the Credo on f.69v mmi begin not with 

fatra^ but with ïfectore». ®kere is insufficient room for 

Patrem oanipotentem fact- before -ore». The tenor part of 

this setting also begins at Ffeotorem.
1 

The three other places where initials are not supplied 

all concern incipits of motets, whioh can only be determined 

1. There is an F on whioh the restorer could have used 
as a model, though this setting does not begin at Faotorea. 
Other English settings which do include an anonymous Credo 
printed as no. 10 in Mcofeer, Dunstable» and the second-
layer Credo in 01 by Leonel, no. 
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•with m knowledge of Latin and of the -fey no means obvicus-

liturgical sources. 0» f.tO^v the paste f a i l e d and the patch 

same o f f , leaving a v i s i b l e .paste-mark. In one or two cases 

where the i n i t i a l has not been supplied (ff.35v, 37v, 69v), an 

i n i t i a l or opening word ha® been hasarded in lead pencil in 

the c o m e r of the patch in a recent hand. There i s no reason 

to a t tach importance to these conjectures § they de not suggest 

that the ir wr i ter iiadjmore information than we do. 

Bom Atiselm Sughes suggests that the restorer was *a 

profess ional bookbinder or repairer, but evidently not ... 

a competent musician». 1 C e r t a i n l y , the pasting and trimming 

have been neatly done, but the painted initials are more likely 

to be an amateur job. Although they hardly display what we 

would regard as good taste, they might have been very much 

worse. Someone with the ability to paint substitute Illu-

minations is more likely to have had a basic knowledge of how 

tc repair books than a professional bookbinder to have under-

taken to paint substitute illuminâtians. Equally, if our 

man had been interested to res tore missing musical notes where 

possible (as has been done on ff 62v and 80v), he would surely 

not wantonly have covered up large areas of original notation 

on the reveres s ide by pasting over them, without first transfer-

1. Haambotham &c, OB, vol.Ill, p.ix. 
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ring the netee te the parchment patch. This h m net been done. 

Si the* the painter had hie patches dene hy a repairer, fey which 

time it m e tec late to salvage the hidden notes» or the resto-

rer did his own patching without any regard fer the music, sad 

the few rsconstx-uctsd notes «ere inserted later. 

The table on p.46 shows that initials were cut cut in 

two different ways.' Where a whole comer has heen removed, 

music from both sides of the folio and often, presumably, a 

oampoeer'e name, are lest» Mers s small 'island' has been cut 

round the letter, the ««ileal less is less severe. All the 

missing Sanetus initials (except the three-stave ones on ff. 

80v and «5) have been cut in thle way. Either the vandal had 

cut islands in every case, end the repairer star-ted by squaring 

off the corners or, much more likely, the change in cutting 

was adapted for initials of smaller dimensions, taken from further 

down a page. or where the eurrounding tracery was less extensive * 

Trimming appears to have taken place after the substitute 

initials were in place, and therefore presumably at the time 

of the late 19th-century binding. Squire's measurements (41.6 

X 2Î.6 cm) and his versions of foreshortened composers ' names 

(Oytterlng, ...sleyn), show that the worst had happened by the 

time he saw it. 

Musical rsstoratlon has been attempted in two places. 

Whoever was responsible obviously had musical knowledge and 
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ingenuity, but m imperfect understanding of the style end 

notation of the music* The two lower parts ?dded on f.62v 

were inferred from the lower parts to complete a .t minor triad, 

which is quite out of character, la addition, the restored 

upper part it rhythaioally deficient. The only other case of 

musical restoration occurs in koy Henry*® Sanotit® f.80w). 

flea -teselm writes that this piece of- restoration contain» 'quite 

a geeâ deal of presumably accurate original notation'. He 

then goes ont 

As the repairer sees* not to have had expert musical 
knowledge, son» explanation of this point seems called 
fori and the only suggestion that can he made is that 
the initials were removed after the volume c a m into the 
hands of Stafford Smith (who may have made a transcript 
of toe toy Henry Sanotue) and that the repairer had 
this to copy from. This conjecture as to the date of 
the removal ie borne out by the comparatively modern 
hand which has added (in most cases wrongly) the 
missing notes to the substitute initials.

1 

Someone did in fact make a transcript of the Roy Henry Saactm», 

and this is preserved at St Mmand'e College, It has pre-

sumably accompanied the manuscript since it m m msAe§ the 

two were certainly together when Barclay Squire saw toe manu-

script in 1898, for he writes» 'An attempt by Smith to score 

one of the composition» contained in it still remain» in the 

volume as a reminder of its former owner'. The transcript 

is a kind of figured base version, consisting of the top part 

1» Kaasbotitt» < S a o , 0||, vol.Ill, p.ix. 

2. Squire, 'Botes ...', p.342• 
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and a» amalgam of the two "bottom parts, which give» always the 

lower note, and occasionally both notes at points where the 

lower parts cross» Accidentals are generously added, and these 

are incorporated into the figuring, which frequently gives no 

indication of the middle part.
1

* 

Comparison of the handwriting aivi music script with 

various examples of Smith's writing shows clearly that he did 

not write the transcript. Indeed, the wording of the heading 

rather suggests that someone else was at works *Sanotus> 

Composed by ling Henry the Sixth, for three volcee ia score 

or lasfftttion taken from an illuminated MS In the possession 

of John 3.Saith». It can therefore be dated between 1813» 

when Sait» bought the manuscript, and 1336, when he died. I 

have not bees able to identify the hand. 

This transcript provides important evidence about the 

date at which the manuscript was mutilated and when it was 

restored. The initial S at the beginning has been cut out, 

taking with it the first few notes cf each part, and seven 

later notes from the top part (bars 19.2 to 21.2), which aie 

at the beginning of the second set of staves in the manuscript. 

A pair of S has been substituted, and "the missing notes sup-

plied i see plate III* It is significant that the only piece 

which ha® been substantially restored should be the very one 

of which an early 19th-century transcript has survived together 

1. Photograph reproduced in lent, 'laitial letters ... % 
facing p. 133. 
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with the manuscript. 

the restored version produces m uncharacteristic 

dissonance cm the first heat of the 22nd breve (bar 12 of 

* quite different Area the passing dissonances 

between the tec lower parts at bars 31 sad 32, lhe P. M .M.S. 

edition regularises this passage from the version given in 

toe firat line to that 

lowing sxaapls, offering no explanation of the errer t ait» 

ate reetored as tee distinguished from originel ones. 

Although John Stafford Smith had read Merley'e list 

of authors, M s colleague had evidently not etudied the notation-

si sections of Merlejr'e Plaine and Basic before asking his tran-

scription. Is four places he treate two alnias in C tias as 

equal metes where the second should be altered. Moreover, he 

t*eats all two-note ligatures as pairs of ssaibrsves sven when, 

as in ell three parts at bars 20-21, they axe in fact brevee. 

Having transcribed the first teo notss as ssaibrsves he finds 

the passage one beat short, and cheats with the lower parts 

in the next bar, by writing consecutively two notee which 

ligature am two seaibreves, instead of breves, mad 

adjust the next note semibreve, to occupy the space of a 

breve. The resulting passage le three teats shorter than 

the original t 
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The fact that the restored version as it now appears in the 

manuscript makes poor musical sense reinforces my belief that 

whoever restored the musical notation cannot have been working 

from the original initials. If, however, the transcript had 

been made fro» the unautilated document by someone with an 

imperfect understanding of the notation, then the restorer, 

working backwards from- the transcript which accompanied the 

manuscript, would automatically assume the original a ia the 

top part to have been a breve. Ee would also have restored 
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the ligature £«a m a pair of breves, in conformity with the 

part below it, while believing the note® to be semibreves. 

If this is the correct series of events, this page (and 

presumably the whole manuscript) aust have come unmutilated into 

Smith's hands in 1813« while it was in his possession, someone 

else made a transcription of the ley Henry Sane tus, leart, the 

initials were removed, the time Mr Tordiffe presented the 

v o l t » to Old Hall, the Initials had presumably been restored 

and the missing notes of the Roy Henry Saaetus added. 

All the music copied in by the main scribe has (or bad) 

illuminated initials la gold leaf and blue, iised and positioned 

according to the musical lay-out (see p.52), Some of the second-

layer music also has this type of illumination. The remainder 

of the second-layer music is either without capitals (on ff,55
v

~ 

57v) or has Initials of unauthentic style, colouring and inferior 

draughtsmanship which can be safely identified' as 19th-century 

additions. They are so similar in style and paint colours to 

the substituted initials that they were undoubtedly executed 

by the same restorer at the same time. The pencil lines which 

can be seen lie low the painted ones confira that this is not 

the work of a 15th-century artistj the p a l e , saintly f aces 

embedded in the initial decoration on ff,7v and 6v are pre-

.Raphaelite, while the characterful grimaces on ff.1?v and M 

are pre Raphael, 
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lone'of these bogus initials occurs in the work of the 

main scribes all his work was illuminated in the original scfceme 

of gold and blue. There is. ample evidence (or note-stems 

disappearing under gold leaf and re-emerging the other side) 

that the words and music o the first layer- or tine manuscript 

were complete before illumination was carried out. It is 

equally clear that in many o; the second-layer piece» which 

have illumination of this original type the initial was there 

before the music. On f.6v, for example, the guide line for 

the first line of words beneath the third stave clearly begins 

on top of the gold leaf at the foot of the capital 1, rua» 

over it for 1/8», then gradually loses ink m it goes across 

the page, although «till clearly visible as a guide lime.
1 

On f.31v the red stem on stave 3, and the clef on stave 3 of 

f.32 were clearly don® after illumination, likewise the clef» 

ef f.32v. On f.33v the erasure of words beneath propter ha» 

affected the tracery of the initial decoration, which was 

there before the erasure. The erasure, in tuen, appear» to 

be contemporary with the otter words of that piece* At 

fi*»t sight, the Initial on f.6lr seems to cover the stems 

1. This is one of several indications that thie soribe was 
right-ttanded. 1 have net detected any sign» of left-feanded-
ness .in the scribes of OH. See T.A.M.Bishop, Sorlntores Eegisi 

àsgq» miji.MPxSim. 
ip. original, . c h y t e ^ ^ Q g a j x . I i ^ S J t e . end Henry ,11 (Oxford., 
1961), p.16, n.2, for an Interesting speculation on thl« point. 
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ef two mete* on the stave below. On eloeer examination, 

however, the course ef events for both esses can be followed 

ia minute detail. 2a the e w e ef «ne first mete of «be third 

•tave, the stem was made with a downward stroks. The scribe 

atarted the stroke on the gelt leaf» bat the pen bit into 

the llluaiaatis*» flioktog off a «nail triangular place of 

the gold leaf* The heavy dot of ink e m be sews» and a 

faint trass then continues across the white glair which this 

action a&eevered** The stem then resuaes its noraal oolour 

on contact with the parehaeat* The fourth stem ef the ease 

stave similarly seeas to run underneath the «old Isaf* ffndsr 

as a faint w g r trace across ths gel* leaf* The surface of 

the coll hae act taken the fuir* bat ths trace of the een's 

movement across ths feet of ths initial remains visible* 

The stss o* ths second acta on the 3rd stave of f*tt travels 

ovsr lbs M i a blue of the initial, emoroaohimr uson it fer 

about l/l6". 

The following table shews which second—layer pieces 

have illttalaatloa of the original type, the nuabers of 

folios with illumination are underlined! those vithsut» or 

with 19th-eeatu?y illumination, axe act* 

1* See B.V.Thompson, fiai Materlala cf Medieval Fainting 
(London, 1936), pp.219-220 fer the aethod ef applying gold 
leaf* 
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lo. Bbllos Composer Gatherings 

9 6v-7 Sturgeon I-IX 

37 MSrM Damett ? 

36 3gv~33 Cook V 

39 33v-34 itawrtt ? 

40 34T-35 sturgeon V-VI 

53 39V-40 2M»«t VII 

72 SMMtt I 

73 fife %onel X 

74 JÍH fterest? X 

n 2@l-.79 Cooke XII 

93 79V-80 iaaett XIMLIII 
m 821-90 Base** XIIZ-XIV 

The three smell gatherings containing second-layer music 

only (II, m and XÎT» see p.42)t together with f.40 fall 

with distinctive features assembled as collation *viA«it«, 

e.g. brown margin rulings)» include no illuminated initials 

of the original type, m e r e is thus no evidence that either 

the main scribe ©r hi» illuminator ever had access t© these 

later addition». ïfcey are unconnected with the original 

plan for the manuscript, as far m this can be discerned, 

Îlhile it remains possible that the original scribe inserted 

them, I «hall henceforth assume that they were added by the 
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later scribes who weed then. 

The main ecrib® worked on all except the three extra 

gatherings, leaving pen indications to the illuminator through-

out* 3ii many cases the illumination has concealed these indica-

tions, hut the ones which, can still he seen eaaily are listed 

in the table on p.68. Most are the initial letter of the part 

name or first word, hut the scribe also used b for biotas« 

leaving other initials to be done in tooled gold leaf. This 

letter occurs only by blue capitals, and was not placed so 

that it would be covered, as initial letters were* 9ot sone 

reason, the main eoribe did not copy all the music he planned 

to include before sending it to be illuminated, but nsvsrtheleae 

provided directions for illumination throughout. (Surely he 

would bave marked up the three ex**k gatherings in «i» anate way 

if te had needed to add them for his own usef) Sa some cases 

he did not provide for subsidiary initials (on ff.33, 34* 35t 

79» 80), perhaps because he could not anticipate the® precisely. 

The initial on f.6v (originally facing f*12) was intended for a 

Gloria in score, so no subsidiary initial would be needed« The 

special case of ff.89v-<K) is discussed below» 

Tbe second-layer scribes then gained access to the illumi-

nated manuscript and used the folios which the main scribe had 

left unfilled, adding their inserted gatherings before they 

copied say pieces which straddle those gatherings* 
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M e t of visible Indication» by the main scribe te fale illuminator 

b (Meti»), ff. 13, 14» 151 15» 17» 17» 17» 18, 19, 17» U
t
 67, 68, 

69» 70, 71, ff. 

e (»t 1» t e m ) , ff. 4v, 5-r» 6v, J2r, 34 («et illnninatet), 

c (contratenor), ff. 1|
t
 14, 20, f1

t
 §5, ff, 28v. 60, 94, 96, 97. 

P (pa****), ff. 4tr, 44» 45*, 48v, 50, ?8v, 79*. 

t (tenor), ff, 28, ffr
t
 112v

t
 78v. 

f (!fc»t*m)« f.65, 

e («anota»)» ff. 91"*", 92. 

* («O. tollis), ff. 86v, i7v, 88
1
 ?8v, 99, 103v, 104v, 1©|v

f
 107*» 

1©Í, 

r (regali), f.38vj (regina cell), f.39v (to be discussed), 

b (beata), f.tf. 

a {•*•}» f.111*. 

a (nunc), f,11f. 

Mien working on the newly-ineerted folle», the scribes 

ef the second-layer music left similar guides to a future lllm-

minator, nearly all ef which can b» seen, new»? suspecting that 

It veuld be four cantiurle» befere the»» were acted upon, Ibr 

the beg»» illuminations, npnvt f n s substitute Initials, are 

exclusively in the imaerted gatherings except fer one or two 

subsidiary Initial» In the main body ef «lie maausoript. These 

are listed in the table en p.69. 

n (mater), f.110. 

v (virginal!»), f.111 

In addition, many indications 

are visible by the small capitals 
o f

 USBkf Benedictus, Osaima, te. 
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TABU OF 19TB-C2B®íBT ILISMIRATIOIS 

folie . 01 m 

Tir 1G 1 (correct) II 

Sv « 1 (correct) II 

9* 13 s (correct) II 

1©v 14 1 (correct) II 

ItT 15 s (superfluous «aã Éisplaocd) n 

13 38 s (MS» Oatra tenor, with guide-letter 
c visible. Subsidiary initial in 
an original gathering) ? 

34 3f © (MS* Contratenor, with guide-letter 

sidiary initial ia an erigiaal 
• 

40 . 54 s t u 

40v 55 . . s (corrects guide letter a) T U 

ftr H f (corrccti end ef as original m i 

S4 65 f (correct) BE 

5§v 69 f (correct) EC 

tt 9a 1 (correctf subsidiary initial la 
an original gathering) XII 

«Ô £3 c (MSt St ex patre. So C required) 

and perhaps foliem aa indication 
by the main scribe) m i 

111 s (upper of two St the lever is origi-
nal. Siscussed below.) XIII 

f© 111 s (vroagt see belew) XI? 



to 

90v m A 

91 m X 

m S 

m m S 

m 114 1 

(oorrect) XIV 

(wrong* eee below) XIV 

(correct) XIV 

(correct) XIV 

(correct, in that space ha* 
left, bat emperfluoua in that MS 

has
 r

Sanctus'. ïbl» illuminator baa 
traced the name Stttrgeom in the 
margin, presumably over an oriel* 

and style*) XIV 

Mem of the second-layer scribe» gave indications of 

colour, but the 19th-century painter waB at no pains to follow 

the original colour-«eheme anyway. Se ao ted predictably la 

most 8 M U , taking bis ene either fro» guide-letters or from 

neighbouring compositions. lis mistakes are interesting, and 

li® MlAil • 

Two of his oversights have already been giveni tbe 1 

he supplied instead of ? for Cffcx hominlbue on f*1v, and his 

failure to provide F for Cf^kcterem in tbe Credo beginning on 

f.éfw. lis errors with regard to the mew initials are more 

blatant. On ff.11v and 40 be «applied B and S, la eaoh ease 

at tbe »*& of tbe preceding «et of «tevês in a space infilled 

by the previomc piece In score. J*ert from theee errors of 

placing, whlob occur nowhere elee, both letter» are ««perfluem» § 

1. The only anomaly within m e original llluminatloa to eorlbe 
A*» work occur» in the last Gloria (J£)i f.31 has a blue illu-
minated 1, while that part begins with tbe word» Laudsmus te. 
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•he ecrlhe ef each piece left no room for illumination, pro-

viding on both occasion® a pen capital and not merely a guide 

letter. On f.ftO, too, no illuminated capital was required 

as there is a proper pen 1, The restorer has supplied 0 

above this letter. On f.33 he has capriciously provided a 

3 although there is a clearly visible guide c , for [Clontra-

tenor. On f,34 he gives 0 in addition to the scribe's 

Contratnnor Bt in terra. However, in this ease the pen 

guide e can te seen but does not make sense. It appears 

that for these two pieces the original scribe left Indications 

to his illuminator which were for some reason not followed, 

and that the later scribe who added music on these pages chose 

to ignore the indication. Why the original illuminator did 

not complete his brief is impossible to say* perhaps he 

wished to avoid further miscalculations like the one on 

f,31 (see p.TO, n.l), as the subsidiary capital could not 

always be anticipated. This Gloria is the only ftrst-layer 

piece which carries any symptoms indicating that it might 

have teen written after illumination} the evidence is incon-

clusive, and all other data suggests that the main scribe 

never handled it after the illuminator, shows signe of 

hasty copying $ and this could explain a careless (and isolated) 

mistake by this scribe, 
i ; _ - • - : • 
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4 curious situation arises en ff.891r-.90, which contain 

the motet Salvatorie mater pia (lanett)» copied by a aecond-

layer ecribe. At first sight, it seems that the lower ef 

the two S oa f.Sfv is superfluous, though this is gold leaf 

and eertainiy original. (®*e 19th-century iaitials include* 

seme paiated gold, hut no gold leaf). The upper of the two 

S la one stave deep, and the levar covers two staves (see 

p.52 for the significamos ef these eiaee)) the paiat of the 

upper, 19th-century s clearly goes over «he paint of the 

lever, original one. 

ifuS nlrsadj been 11 luminated when it reached the see end— 

Mgr, otherwise, should the eerihe ef 111. 

have taken the unusual step ef asking a three-etave-deep 

indentation, such M is reserved exclusively fer fiesee in 

secret dai why» then, should the illuminator have left 

a gap hy the top stave (now filled hy the later initial) 

Just where the S for this aetet was needed, and allowed hie 

S to occupy only the lower two? fhie assumes unprecedented 

mismanagement hy hoth parties, isre too the gold-leaf $ 

must have been there before the music. It was designed te 

accommodate CM or other cf two possibilities! either a 

Sanetus in score with the plainsong intonation in the upper 

part (aa on íf.f?v» fS, ff) or a Saactns in choirbeok lay-out 
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with an intonat ion, again in the upper part(«a on ff.93v, 94v, 

95v). 'Hie l a t t e r i s marginally more likely, f f .90-93 make 

up an inserted gathering, and f.89v would o r i g i n a l l y have ffceed 

f.93. A Sane tus in choirbook lay-out would have o c c u p â t t i e 

whole of t h i s opening. Any indicat ion to the illuminator 

writ ten "by the o r i g i n a l scr ibe at t h i s point has been covered 

by the gold leaf. This scribe, as we are beginning to eee
t 

intended to add more music a f t e r the i l luminations had been 

carr ied o u t , but this i s our f i r s t unequivocal indication 

t h a t , in some cases a t l e a s t , he knew the precise nature of 

the music to be added. A letter 1, on® or two stave» deep, 

would have fitted any Gloria in choirbook lay-out, mad »uob 

l e t t e r s were turned to this purpose by the later scribes. 

(If the conjecture on p.?1 is right, the original scribe 

distinguished in advance the uncopied Glorias whioh needed 

if t in terral from those which needed cEontratenorl for their 

secondary initial.) However, not every Sanctus setting ha» 

a plainsong intonation in the upper part, and the first-layer 

scr ibe must have had a suitable piece to hand. Although tbe 

l a t e r scr ibes kept as closely a® possible to the planned order 

of the manuscript (the two groups of interpolated motet» being 

the only exceptions), they were unwilling or unable to complete 

the repertory intended by the f i r s t scribe. Mere, and in one 

other instance, the adaptation of the m i n scribe*» lay-oat was 
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imperfect, and thus helps to confirm the order of events at 

this stage in the manuscript *& history* 

Below the spurious L> on f*90, which contains the lower 

parts of the same motet (Iff), a pen guide o is clearly vieillie 

(in the same black ink as the words and music of this folio and 

unlike the brownish ink used hy the main scribe), indicating 

what the initial ought to have been. The first line of the 

second text of this piece should therefore be amended to read 

0 Georgi dee care, instead of S^te^georgi deo care, as 

Barclay Squire and subsequent scholars have extended the S. 

This corrected version is also justified by the aetret the 

second line ie Salyatorea deurecare* The capital X on f*J© 

is supsrfluous, but this duplication was already invited by 

the scribe, who supplied a small letter x here. 

On f,39v, the initial of the antiphon Beats del ^efiltgis 

has been corrected at an earlier date. Part of the original 

gold leaf has been scraped away, and the letter completed in 

black ink. However, the original gold letter was not a capital 

8 but a letter E, identical in shape to that on the previous 

folio,1 The foot of the E has been erased, and the base-line 

linked up to form a ». The pen outline and surrounding decora-

tion of the letter 1 still remain* 

I. And to that on f,36v, reproduced in facsimile in laasbothaa 
&c, Og., vol. I l l , facing p*1* 
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At first sight this appears to haw been an error em the 

pert of the illuminator. This is not so, for the guide - m 

email letter r - Is êtill visible. Closer inspection show», 

farther, that along the foot of the » the words regiam cell 

are written in the pale brownish ink used by the m i n scribe, 

fieeept for the r already mentioned, this 1® almost Invisible 

without the aid of ultra-violet light. Is no other CM» deea 

the main scribeindication to tbe Illuminator consist of mor» 

than a single letter. This departure from hi» normal practice 

arose because he had net yet cêpted In this «ntiphon, and 

needed more than the initial as a reminder. Beata del goal trias 

is the work of a later scribe. Here ie further evidence that 

the original scribe knew what music was s t i l l to be copied, that 

he expected to resume work on i t after illumination, and that 

the later scribes would or could not co-operate with hl» pira. 

Si this instance it appears that he also knew the composer of 

Regina cell. Above the name *amett on f.ifv, i .e. la a aorael 

position for the ascription to its composer of a piece la »cot»f 

something red has been thoroughly erased. ibis erasure mm 

done after the illumination, and has taken away earn* of the 

violet tracery of the initial we have just been discussing. 

The shape of the erasure conform» exactly to that of tbe little 

scroll i-i which the main scribe was accustomed t© enclose m 

composer*» name, and its eradication, presumably by the scribe 

of Bee ta, dei aenitria. gives clear proof of an abrupt change of 
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pia» at this stage in the compilation of OM, Reasons for the 

ohange cannot he advanced with confidence on the teeis of this 

internal evidence, which can only demonstrate that the change 

occurred» 

One puzzle remains. She setting of Regina cell on f,36v 

occupies a whole side, or four lines of three-stave score. The 

pleinsong is in the middle part
s
 and although the words could, 

if neceesary, he squeeaed into two lines, the plainsong could 

not have been compressed into this apace by the main scribe if 

he were using oven his most compressed script. On f,39v there 

are only two lines of three-etave score after the initial R -

not enough for this antiphon. If scrihe A had not already 

begun -Hie creeds in score on f.4f, he would surely have left 

room for the rest of the antiphon heref hut for reasons of 

spacing, all music in score must have heen entered in the order 

in which it appears within its own section, and the first sreed 

in score must have hten written already. It now eeeae possible 

«feat f.40 was Inserted, or that the Insertion was planned, not 

by a second-layer scribe but by the main sorlbs, who would have 

needed Its first six staves for the rest ef his He«ina cell. 

This is in some measure confirmed by the fact that on f.4©> 1» 

the right-hand margin Just below where Bernett is now written, 

something red has been very thoroughly erased. lhe position of 

the erasure is exactly where we would expect to find a composer*e 
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name 1» s competition copied by the sain scribe, and moreover 

it ie exactly where the motet after Regina cell would tuft*» begum. 

ÏÏo other evidence survives, and the red erasure m y not bate 

been a scribe A scroll» it is considerably larger HUMS till 

en® which has been erased on f.39v, but this eould be due to 

the pigment being rubbed in oyer a wider area by a leee careful 

erasure. However, scribe A did not prescribe an initial here. 

à few more words about f.4Q are now in place. 9» have 

assumed that the first Credo in score was already copied when 

scribe A encountered his spatial problem at the end of the 

antiphon section, and that he could therefore not continue 

Serina cell onto f.41. If he had inserted f.40 with its 

conjugate folio emerging between ff.42 and 43» and tben copied 

the Credo whioh now occupies ff.42v-43v, making swob « grave 

error on the conjugate of £.4© that he was forced to w w m m it 

and use f.43 instead, w® might posit that f.40 had once bed * 

conjugate. This is an unlikely hypothesis, awl cannot be proved, 

even if it struck a more convincing note» it does not appear 

that a folio had to be abandoned anywhere else - indeed, erasure 

of a whole opening (ff,101v-102) was considered a worthwhile 

occupation by somebody, I believe that f.40 has always been a 

single leaf, either glued to its neighbour or with a stub sewn 

into the binding. (Many precedents are available in nedievnl 

manuscripts for the incorporation of a single leaf into a «mire 

in this way» on® is, again, the larger Domesday volume.} 
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Insertion, planned or actual, by scribe A dees net mean that 

be m a t alae bave inserted tbe extra gatherings (II, IX, XI?)» 

In line with hla normal practice (see pp.42-43) than te insert 

new MM* 

X have treated the scribe and the illuminator ef the 

main part of «te manuscript as tiro separate agents. Oae man 

might have been responsible but if so, why did he need to 

lee*» Indications te himself, and to illuminate his work 

before it was complete? The signs of Interrupted work do 

imply that two men were Involved» possibly the scribe had 

failed to meet a deadline » or the illuminator wae waiting 

fer the work» 

Some interesting details are available of the cost 

and time of manuscript preparation at the time of 0H» Payments 

fer manuscripts at Peterhouse, Cambridge in the fjfth century 

(sise c.11 X 8», with double columns ef 44 liaee) ehew an 

average of 3d a fuateraicn for parchment (rather more than 

half the format of 01), 1/4 per ftxatemien for writing, 6d 

to for illumination (presumably chapter headings only) 

of a book with about fOO folios, and t/« for binding. 

John Trust, canon of Windsor o,13S0, has already 

been mentioned by aoholare of OS»
1

 The parchment fer hie 

1» Bamebotham &e, OH, vol. II* ».vii, vel. Ill, p.xii. 
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«Mrt— tmagelil see* te a faatemion, ink fer Í9 quiree l/t, 

vermilion f&, illumination 4/3» binding 3/4. The binding and 

the cost ©f parchment here are presumably ia proportion te tbe 

sise and «uallty ef the book, and the other higher ooste for 

it» greater orna tones s. It apparently took bia 11 weeks to 

eemploie» be was paid 1$/- for ooaaoas during this period, 

M well as 15/- stipend, There i» no mention of subcontracting, 

but presumably he did not necessarily bind the book himself, nor 

illuminate it. fkm total 00»* of this production waa ?f/§, 

Thomas Xympaour of Sary una paid for a psalter in 14^7» 

detail* of vbleb include 12/- for binding, 2Qd a quire for 

writing, id a quire for noting (undoubtedly an eaeler task tbaa 

'noting* 0 1 ) , 3» for capital drawing, 5* 'floryshyiige ef 

oapytalli»*, and the iwjr high price of 20d a quire fer throe 

^ttlrea of *w»lyn*.* These examples are given merely to provide 

a very rough Idea of 1fee probable cost of preparing OS. 

^̂ flffimSSi .1 -

The following paragraphs combine the evidence of collation 

and initial» to produce two ll»t»t tbe shorter can be given 

without nor» ado and ooa»i»t» of tbe composition* which tbe aaln 

acrlbe never copied, fbe longer attempts to a*»*»» bow 

•uale has beea lost with loot felloe. 

1. Ill these examples are taken from George J.Qray, The Barller 

M B M . (Bibliographical Society* Oxford, 1?04)» pp.20-31. 
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MSG OF CASCAS IMTBMPBD BY TEE ma SCRIBE 

(tout never actually copied) 

Folios Gatherings Piece intended (sc » score j cb » choirbook lay-
out) 

6v-12 I-IIÏ 

31v-32 ? 

32v-33 V" 

33v-34 V 

34v~35 V-TI 

39v-40 Til 

4O-4OV 711 

51a-52 fill 

52vw58a rai-i 

60V-61 

6lv-61a 

61av-62 

?§v-79 

89v-93 

Gloria (ee)» 3-stave E 

Gloria (cb)* gold n, blue 1 

Gloria (cb) t gold B only 

Gloria (cb)* gold B, also guide letter eT 

Gloria (cb)* gold 1 only 

X 

I 

X 

JII 

xn-xiii 

XIII-XV 

Begin» cell (ec)* named composer, to occupy 
four lines of score 

m o t h e r antiphon (sc) hy a named composer? 

No intention expressed s but an initial on f» 
51a may have been used by later soribe for bis 
Credo of which only the end survives» 

No Intention expressed, though position for 
initial survives» Probably another Credo inten-
ded (ob?)* this would otherwise be the only 
opening in the manuscript left blank. 

Credo (cb)« gold P, blue P 

Credo (cb)i gold P survives 

Credo (cb)i blue P survives 

Credo (cb)» gold P only 

Credo (cb)» gold P only 

Sanetue (cb or score) with plainsong Intonation 
in top part 

The pieces for which a subsidiary initial was never provided (« 
•only* above) may have had middle parts whaste would continue from 
the verso to the top of the recto folio. imilar oases are found on 
ff.15v-16, tTv-t8, 28v, T8, the last of which has a© illuminated 
capital An the surviving recto. It could be aleo that the precise 
piece to be copied was not yet known, bat I think this leee likely. 
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Remembering tbe proviso (see p. 3?) that'a gathering ef 

lyries may have opened the manuscript and that the Gloria® in 

ecore may have occupied more than one gathering, the following 

list is based on the collation given in table I. It attempts 

to show how much music the manuscript cnce contained which is 

now lost and is not concerned with the unfulfilled plan of the 

main scribe. 

gathering 

I 

Ï 

II 

? 

VI 

VI 

¥11 
71-711 

VI-VII 

VXII 

X 

1 

XII 

XIV 

LIST OF XOST COMPOSXI' 101.»; 

composition (sc » score A m main 

cb m choirbook} scribe 

5 half-Olorias (sc) A 

1 Gloria (se), av-b A 

t half-Glorias (sc) 

f half-Slorias (cb) A 

2 half-antiphona (sc) A 
1 or 2 antiphons (sc), 35&-35av 
(part)J 4 or 5 antiphons (sc), A 
36a-36bv (part) 

2 half-antiphons (ec) A 

5 or 6 antiphons (sc), 37a(part) 
-37cv (part) A 

— 
1 half-Credo (sc) 

2 Credos (cb), 58av-53c? At 

f half«Credos (cb) 

• 2 half-credos (cb) A 

1 half-Sanotus (so) -
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XVI 
XVI 

XVf-Xftl 

xm 

XVIII 

XVIII 

1 half-Agnus (se) 

100a blank, or 1 Sanetue (so), 
or additional parts for 183» 
or 1 or f I g m (so) 

t ágnu® (ec)or 4 (efe), and 1 (so), 
106a-106b 

1 half-Agnu» (ob) 

3 half-motets (cb) 

1 motet (eb), lOfav-IO^b 

It least 1Î complete compositions bãm been lost, % comparing 

thle list with tbe collation, It will be seen that tbe hoariest 

lose la froa tbe work of tbe n a m scribe, and m bis work fron 

tbe antiphon section, 

m m original plan wan for a manuscript of 14 gathering» f 

it would haw* bad 124 folios including f.40, jflfof these now 

»urrhr»| the nanuscript survive. 14 out of 16 inserted leei 

a» It actually took shape bad (at laaat) 137 folle». 
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This appendix concerns a selection ef piece» affected 

by the removal of an Initial, Plate» XII~?1 were photographed 

•with a light behind the parchment patch to show the concealed 

notes, When the, other side of the leaf is closely written 

(as in plate VI), only careful comparison can détaxais* which 

of the photographed notes belong to which side, 

Plate ID: (f.8o) shows the musical reetoratiea ef the 

Boy leary Sanetus extending to the cutting line (sea f#éf}« 

It also shows part of ths contratenor of a Credo by Baaett (93) 

concealed by the patch. The contratenor survives complete, 

together with part of the first line of the tenor, in OUCf 

this is one of the few cases in which recovery of the concealed 

notes doss not actually give a ausical gain. The two copies ef 

the contrateaor are identical except for one ligature. 

Plate TS (f,69), with a patch but no substitute initial, 

ahows how confusing the preeenoe of three sets of steve-linea 

can be - on recto, verso and patch, The contratener again ia 

affected} as the writing is compressed, and the part te be 

read in augmentation, the amount of music recovered is good 

value in terms of bare for the few centimetres concealed. 

In addition to the three shorter portions, the entire aiddle 

part of the following example (p.84) is concealed by the patch. 
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Plate V (f.106) shows how an initial removed from a 

piece in soore ro“bs us of all three parts together, for a 
/ 

short while, of the score piece on the other side of the leaf. 

In choirhook pieces, the gaps are usually in one part only, and 

the length of the gap can he determined from the other parts. 



Plate Y 
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In «lie case, the gap Is considerably reduced by the recovery of 

tbe concealed notes. These continue tbe increaeed minim movement 

of the preceding ter, establishing this passage as the most rhythai-

cally active in the piece. Mo reconstruction aade without knowledge 

of the concealed notes could have produced the version actually in 

ths aanuscript, and escaped the charge of inconsistency. 

The setting (137) is based on the Sarum Agnus plainsong 7» 

which is in the aiddle part throughout except for its two lowest notes, 

Sj t* ^ the third pccoata (net illustratsd here), which are taken by the 

lowest part. It is clear that this should also happen in the gap. 

The missing notes ef the plainsong ars b £ f £ c b d j ths d (ainin) 

which is just viaible under the patch in the aiddle part does not 

belong to the plainaong. To move ths £ to the lowest part at this 

point is the obvious solution, together with the f which should 

follow. The missing b must te elided, as repeated notes often are. 

The remaining notes can then be allotted to the middle part} the last 

of thea, d, should be at the beginning of the next system, although 

there is no apparent reason for thie error of placing, very rare int 

the work of this scribe. Mo grsat ingenuity ie required to supply 

ths remaining few notes around this skslstonj ths space left by the 

aieeing initial determines the approximate number required. 

The top part of bars 27-28 is visible except fer the 
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obvious c . Ths relevant part of this Agnus is reproduced 

on p.86. 

Plate VI (f.19) is particularly helpful for reoonstnio-

tion, as it affects the second part of an isorhythmic composi-

tion (23). The notes of bars 13-14 are concealed| from there 

to bar 21 the part is reconstructed in the rhythm of its 

corresponding passage, bars 56-63. Bars 53-63 are themselves 

recovered from beneath the patch. Observance of the rules for 

ligatures, and elimination of visible pitch-levels, leave the 

restored notes in bars 57 and 6g beyond dispute. The parallel 

place in the isorhythm (bar 13) and the notes under the patch 

confirm that the first note of lar 53 should be treated as a 

minim, not a semibreve. 

Bars 31-34 are concealedf the ensuing bars asa restored 

in the rhythm of their parallel passage, which survives intaot. 

The first part of the piece is reproduced in the fallowing pages. 

The last piece to be discussed in this appendix (12,3) 

has in fact lost no notes by the removal of its initial, though 

a few have been recovered. It is included here not for this 

reason, but in order to expand a comment made on p.82. 

This Sane tus by Pycard, of which two parts are written 

out ou f.1C0v, was considered to lack two further parta until 

Dr Harrison recognised i t to be a canon on its 

firnue (Sarva 3, carried in the top part). 1» rightly observa» 
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that 'To devise s canon on a pre-existing melody i» a technical 

feat which may well he unique in this p e r i o d * « h a t I que®tio» 

here is Dr liarrieon's solution to the canon. 

A red 3 appears under the fourth breva, indicating the 

point at which the canonic part enters. It might have any of 

the following meanings s 

i) a simple ai&nu» congruentias indicating canonic entry» 

ii) canonic entry after three hrevesf a tautologous indisatioa
f 

2 
the position duplicating the numeral. 

iii) derive three more parts, starting here. 

iv) derive three canonic parts altogether, including the written 

one, starting here, 

v) a third part, in canon with the written one, starts hers, 

Harrison does net list these alternatives, hut assumes 

without more ado that the canon is three in one. I cannot agree 

that the resulting 'free treatment of dissonance ,,, is set 

excessive in the circumstances*, when a canon two in one (plus 

tenor) shows a studied avoidance of any dissonances whatever, 

usually hy means of carefully placed rests. This pancoascnanee 

is completely undermined hy the addition of a third canonic part 

(the fburth alternative above)j and the level of dissonance thus 

U W W * P. 103. 

2, Pycard*s Gloria (35) indicates the canon of the upper voices 
hotb hy means of a verbal 'canon' and by underlaying a double row 
of text. 
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incurred is act made appreciably worse by tbe addition of yet 

another canonic part (alternative H i above), there are more 

dissonances , bat of tbe same kind. The dividing line fall* 

between a canon two In one, which is deliberate and acceptable, 

mid a canon three in one, whose handling of dissonance is 

arbitrary and, to me, unacceptable, 1er Is it coincidence «bat 

esetra canonic parta fit as well as they dof the harmonic frame-

work Is static and repetitive, ««ft tbe plainsong has been rhyth-

mic ised to fit such a framework. 

The beginning of the flenedietue is transcribed on p,94* 

The lower two staves, barred together In short score, give tbe 

canon two In one and the tenor. The upper stave gives a third 

canonic part, with upward note-etens, and a fourth, with down-

stems, The only dissonance on the lower etaves la the fleeting 

in tbe name bar, and dissonances In bars I? (3rd crotchet), 30 

(2nd orotobet), 31 (1st orotehet), 34 (4*b crotchet), 

crotchets), mile fyoard's canonlo pieces nay have a high disso-

nance level, this rarely affects the canonic parte and their re-

lationship with the tenor. In for example, it la the 

rhythmically ankeard oentratenor whioh creates most of the dis-

sonances, The mensuration canon of (which could be by lacará) 

la remarkably smoothj but the notation of the ooatrateaor part 

(discussed in chapter IT) ie a feet of ingenuity. 
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The version fer two canonic pert® plue tenor deem not 

make a very convincing piece ef music. The unison opening is 

sot itaelf objectionable, «ni has precedents in and Rat 

the distance between the canonic parta and tenor exceeds the 

credibility gap, and is aaly aggravated by the addition ef 

more canonic parts. The thin texture and spastic rhythms «re 

not ameliorated by further indulgence in canon. 

The piece surely doe» mot survive complete. It lacks 

a contratenor to provide the rhythmic animation and harmonic 

splclaess absent from the three-part vex
1

®ion, and achieved 

accidentally and in the wrong places by the four-part version. 

The lay-out may imply a fourth written part on the upper 

staves of f. fOOnr, perhaps a sham canonic part like the middle 

part of jjg,. This solution would also account for a structural 

puaale In the lay-out of the manuscript (see p.8f). 

It may not be going too far to suggest that we have here 

a series ef technically related five-part mass mevenante by Pycard 

without any melodic or rhythmic links» the Gloria j j (canon two 

in one, peeude-camonie middle part, awkward contratenor, tenor), 

the anonymous Credo (with opening melodleally reminiscent of 

$yca?d« mensuration canon three in one, etráightforward tenor and 

difficult eoatratenor), and the Sane tus J&J, 
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CHAPTER H I 

It is a peculiarity of OH that external and internal 

paleograpbical matters are closely interrelated and oannot 

completely te disentangled. The preceding chapters were 

concerned mainly with the non-musical history of the manuscript -

what happened before and after it was written - though scrutiny 

of these aspects has thrown up indications of lost or iatended 

musical contents. This chapter and the next deal with paleo-

graphical aspects of the surviving musical contents. Chapter 

IV discusses mutational practice and attempts to point up 

variations in the usage of specialised features, particularly 

where these depend on or spring from close paleographieal 

observation. Slight anticipation of its findings will te 

necessary in the present chapter, the end of which is devoted 

to combining the main paleographieal evidence of chapters II 

and III to reconstruct as far as possible the order of compiling 

the manuscript. The main evidence presented in this chapter 

concerns scribal identifications and erasures, 

â brief recapitulation of the existing state of knowledge 

takes us once again to Barclay Squire and Samsbotham, The forme» 

declared the manuscript to be 

mostly written in one bold ecclesiastical hand, though in 
various places other handwritings nay te traced. Many of 
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the remaining initials are in gold, but for the most part 
the calligraphy of the volume is poor in q u a l i t y and 
without especial characteristics. isuch evidence as aay 
be gathered from it points to the writing being that of 
a rather unskilled English copyist of the latter part of 
the fifteenth century? in both music and text mistakes 
are not infrequent. 

The precise extent of this 'bold ecclesiastical hand' 

was correctly determined by Ramsbotham, but he did not describe 

it much more closely than Squire: 

One scribe lias been responsible for the greater part of 
the KS.(A), sjriting a more formal hand, as of a c l e r k 
whose duty it was to prick the music of the choir. More 
than three-quarters of the MS. is written in this hjpd, 
and it is in this hand that faulty spelling occurs. 

He continued by characterising A as 'the official scribe' who 

'left pageB blank, which have been filled in by s o r i t e s B and 

C , thus according precedence to A . He did not reconsider, 

in the light of this precedence, Barclay Squire's notion that 

Sturgeon played a direct part in compiling lhe manuscript (as 

its main scribe, possessor or supervisor). He merely 'admitted' 

Squire's conjecture, and at the same time threw Squire's l o g i c 

into confusion by equating Sturgeon with 'the writer of the n o n 

individual script' - that is, his scribe B, one of the later 

scribes - and by electing Jamett the 'possessor or chief user 

1 . Squire, *Hotes . . . ' , pp.342-43. 

?.» Rajashotham &c, OH, v o l . 1 , p . i x . 
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ta 

of tiie MS*»' After discussing scribe A*s work, I «ball return 

to his analysis of the later scribes, to which I propose m 

number of changes» Access to OH for concentrated study over 

several weeks » thank» to the kindness of the manuscript *s 

owners - gave me the opportunity to consider the -whole question 

of scribes afresh, and to consult Mr T.iL.M.Bishcp for advice 

and corroboration. 

The work of this scribe constitutes what I have called 

the first layer or main body of the manuscriptj the collation 

establishes his precedence. lowhere is there evidence that h* 

handled the book after illumination, or after it reached the 

later scribes. Nowhere has be made alterations to their work, 

though they h a w made many to his. These two layera, or stage* 

of -writing, are quite distinct, and there is no question of 

collaboration. 

Scribe A writes a regular, consistent music band. It 

is strong and functional, with the minimum of embellishment. 

Firm pen pressure and density of ink betray a vigorow writing 

process, executed with deliberation and probably at speed. 

The basic note shapes are a simple horizontal block for 

the breve, drawn from left to right with barely diminished pen 

I. lamsbotha® &c, OH, vol.I, pp.x-aci. 
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pressure and very short ascending ter® at both endsf «»A a 

short, straight, steep, diagonal stroke down to the right, for 

the semibreve sad minim head, producing a slightly elongated 

loaenge. His oblique ligature forms, long and raking where 

space pestaits and only vex*y slightly bowed, are his aoat iaae-

diately distinctive feature, 

lote stems are clear downward pen strokes, drawn after 

the note head, two to three spaces long, and more inclined to 

backward than forward slope* Bests are relatively thick, and 

minim and seaibreve rests tend to occupy about two-thirds of tha 

space in which they are placed, Plats are firmly drawn, etraight-

backed with rounded loops which are not always completely closed -

rather like crochet hooks - and often placed high if in a epaee. 

Sharps are spidery and take the £ sot the M form. Other acciden-

tals used are the letter g {on f.102v only) and the f with dropped 

bar, for the natural fora® of those pitches only, 

c-clefs comprise two parallelograms linked at the left by 

a vertical bar, the upper block sloping more steeply. The F-clef 

consists of two horisontal blocks linked at the right, followed 

by two narrow losemges. 

Mensuration signs fill the space between two lines (often 

but not always the top two). Directs are fine-drawn with two 

undulations and a slight hook at the end of the tail, J^raatiiS 

are written close to the note without dots* Ratastetham mistook 
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then fer erasures.
1

 Final longe are decorated by concertina 

shapes alternating blaok end rod to tbe ead of the stave. 

Seribe A also exhibits certain notatlenal peculiarities -
i 

tbe rising oblique ligature, plica-lib» figures, and exaaples 

of editorial initiative taken by tbe eoribe with regard to 

semiminims and finale* These are all discussed in tbe next 

chapter, lia directions to bin illuminator were dealt with 

on pp.67-68, 

m a text band la a distinctive English liturgical Ootblc, 

alatency of more painstaking work although tbe total impression 

ia ef regularity* Tbe letter ferae are rounded ant ehow no 

lateral compression* Hairlines are few, aacenders only 

allghtly split. Only A, b and p share a common element with 

succeeding letter*) * and t are not linked. The letter i la 

usually dotted with a slanting hairline. 

m m charge of faulty writing levelled against this aorlbe 

resta on slender foundation** Si* ineonaiateaeie* ia epelliag 

standard test* «re no greater than one would expect from tbe 

nost polished of «orib**. lba text* of the Maa* Ordinary 

include, for example, the variants resurecelonem. rosurexionem. 

resurreeoionem and roeiffrexlonea. ïhese «re legitimate variatione 

within the work of a good eeribes I have found alneat no actual 

error* in Ordinary texte. (On 23v he wrltea A marie for Ad marie* 

1. See, for example, Saasbotbam te, ©g, vol.1, p.60. 
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on f.27v egntus for sanetue, on f.63v a superfluous est after factum, 

on f,71v- oanlpotestem for eanftpotentem, and on f.95 Osannaaa, presuaably 

because the siting of -na was corrected without erasure of the wrongly-

placed HsaJf Of the motet texts some present no problems while others 

(e.g.145) bristle with corruption! this localisation of problems may 

indicate that som of his exemplars were better than others. 

The degree of musical accuracy, too, is abnormally high. Most 

copying errors were corrected at the time of writingj the erasures 

were often made before copying continued, though in other cases the faulty 

portion could have been isolated later. Corruptions in ths musical 

text are centred upon a handful of pieces $ this again suggests that 

the exemplars for those pieces may have been imperfect. There are very 

occasional omissions, sither of a few notes (as on f.46v) or ef a syllable 

of text. 

All the evidence suggests that, far froa being 'rather unskilled', 

this copyist was highly intelligent. le planned the use of his space 

weil in advances by anticipating which gatherings would need extra 

bifolia, which Credo settings would need more than twelve staves to 

the page, and what music remained to be copied after illumination. In 

detail, his spacing of words and music is nicely judged, particularly in 

the case of canonic pieces with a doubls row of text (he slips up only 

on f.29v, at a ^ r e r o nobis, quondam tu solus aanctus), and in meeting 

the different requirements of melismatic and syllabic settings. He 

economises on space when the opportunity arises $ one example of 

this is the placing of two Glorias which could each be accommoda-
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dated on & single pagef 18 end 12 occupy f f . H v and 15, In 

setting» of the Sanetus and ágnus where the 0sanna or dona nobis 

pjgem repeats the music of the previous passage (where there i s 

a s imi lar r e p e t i t i o n in the plaimsoifig) he saves space hy indicating 

a repeat rather than writ ing it out in f u l l . This i s an economy 

which the scribes of the Fountains fragment never sake, and I 

have not found i t in other p a r a l l e l sources, Presuaably the OS 

scr ibe was capable of seeing from h i s exemplar whether the repe-

t i t i o n was exact or n o t , and of using h i s i n i t i a t i v e accordingly. 

The figerton and Old Hall scr ibes 

It has been claimed that scribe 6 of the % e r t o n 

aaauscript and the main scribe of OH are one and the same, or 

at least that they belong to the same school,* This i s a con-

siderable claim, and needs closer scrutiny, The protagonist of 

this viewpoint, Owynn S.lcPeek, endorses Sohofield*e observation 

that the two hands are s i m i l a r . He proceeds to make a hard and 

fast case for what is auperfioially suggested by the mere fact 

that the two hands are of the same generic type - a fact which 

by no means attaches thea to the same school, McPeek asserts 

positively, after paleographieal comparison, that 'the two collec-

1. Owyaa S,KcPeek, f h o , t e i J M » ^ J M , 
(lendon, 1963), pp.12-13. 
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tiens are, almost without question, products of the seme school*, 

le goes further, however, and suggests that by comparing letter 

ferma in detail certain 'personal characteristics appear* which 

are 'entirely apart from the general similarities common to most 

formal scripts, and represent what may be termed individualistic 

traits of the scribe*. If true, this claim would prove that 

both manuscripts were written within the working life of one 

•an) though even so, it would not necessarily prove that he wrote 

them for the same institution. Tbe illumination, true, is similar, 

but there is no reason to believe that the scribe of either manu-

script was responsible for doing his own illuminations. 

The hands are certainly no; «ore similar than many other 

formal hands found in 23nglish musical manuscripts of the first 

half of the 15th century (for e m a p l e , the scribe responsible for 

OUC and CUL), lost features of the text hands listed by lefeefc 

only stand up to superficial investigation. *The execution of tbe 

X*a*
t
 for instance, his first point of similarity, is consistently 

in %erton, usually and occasionally £ in OH. The 

Tironian nota for et is f̂j in % e r t o n , j \ in OH. The 1, 

where dotted, has in Sgerton, “ in Oh. The punctuation 

Sign in %erton invariably has a hairline loop; in 01 it usually 

does not. The abbreviation sign is often bowed with a dot in 

% e r t o n , never in OH. 
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Kith regard to the musical hands» aide term ©a breves 

are much more jpronoimced in %erton than in 0S$ stems are leader 

in proportion to the note® » uniformly three spaces - ant sometimes 

elope forwardf the semibreves are slightly elongated at the top 

and done with s s l i g h t twist of the pen, unlike the straight 

losanges of 01, The ascending oblique ligature is used % both 

scribes, and although less common than the stepwise form ie not 

unique to theai moreover, t h i s is perhaps one ©f the self-conscious 

features in which one man might change his habits over a long period 

of time, Accidentals are differently formed, the Sgertoa flats 

bending backwards at the top, Tbe lower block of the clef slopes 

more than the upper, unlike 0H| only at the beginning of a piece 

are they joined by the bar which the OH scribe usee invariably, 

ïtermatasare separate from the note, bowed and dotted la %ertoiif 

the 01 scribe omits the dot and attaches the fermata to toe note, 

directs are loss consistent and usually shorter than la OB, Hie 

ornamental final long is never extended as it is by the main aoribe 

of OH§ 'the Kgerton examples more closely resemble the form used 

by ose of the later OH scribes, on f , 9 , 

Mhile i t is not impossible that the two hands belong to 

p m man, they certainly do not fall within each other*» existing 

margin of variation. The Igorton hand is sore cautious and 

•lightly If-ss consistent than thai of the CM scr ibe? the writing 

of the e a r l i e r manuscript i s altogether aore «ature. Some «elf-

conscious s t y l e changes aay "be admitted, arid other differences 
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explained as the result of using a.smaller, less congenial foraAt, 

hut I helieve the® to he more fundamental than this. On the other 

haad, it may he that McPeek's five word-acribes can be reduced to 

three or four. A scribe would adopt different style® of handwriting 

for different kinds of material. Surely it is no mere coincidence 

«Mit the main body of ffeerton, assigned by HoPeek to music copyist 

B, uses one text scribe for liturgical pieces, one for passions, 

and one for carols and related types. Liturgical gothic is never 

need for carols in any of the manuscripts containing them, nor 

indeed is it ever used for non-liturgical music. 

IcPeek admits to having examined both %erton and OH 

only from photographs - a rash basis for paieographical judgment. 

It has not been practically possible to lay the two side hy side, 
ZxaMtrted 

hut I hsve|each, together with photographs cf and detailed notes 

on the other, on successive days. The most deceptive feature of 

comparing microfilms is the sise of the image. The large and « M H 

scripts of one man rarely show identical proportions in letter 

A n s a (see OH, f.62v)j lePeek's experiment of magnifying tee two 

hooks to the same sise does not necessarily prove anything. 

Incidentally, McFeek*s elaborate explanation of the 

'two faint, broken, roughly parallel linee * on %erton, f.64» 

is completely misguided. There is no trace of these lines in 

the manuscript itself) they must be a fault in his film, 
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fraflfr.,*,!*, mmMm, 

lost of this scribe*s erasures were made in process of 

copying and not after-wards. Although, he ©rased thoroughly the 

( density.'of ink he used in the first place responds well to ultra-

violet light* 

Sis most common errors of pitch are the writing of erne 

ox more notes a third too low (f.23v, et.12) f.43, et.8) f.44v, at. 

7$ f*49t et.3) fo63v, at«4» s**5t mil corrected bgr 

erasuret f.3?v, st.8, f. 112, 8t.5
f
 both corrected bgr changing to 

a lower clef)j a third too high (f.JJv, et.fp f.tf, at.9) f«4T*i 

at.8f f.65, st.4t at,4f f.101, st.12)j a tone wrong la 

either directly (f.to, et.if f.ttv, st,4f f*f$v, at.5§ f.*6w
t
 at.3) 

f.ff, st.2) f.3$v, et.^i f*43, st,é$ f»4«, et.11) f.4f*, et.tf f.T3, 

at.3| t.7p99 at*T) f.102v, st.8). The Amen of the teaer ef f | ia 

written a third too low but wae not corrected. Alterations of 

pitch other than obvious errors are rarely found in this scribe's 
l 

own hand. One oaee la on f.17 (stave® 6 and 11» jgf, bar 43),. 

where the pitches of the tenor m& contratenor parte (the first 

£ and £ respectively) are reversed, for no apparent reason, unless 

to suggest that thle piece may have been copied from score j the 

parts are ia the same olef. .Actual errore of pitch are rarely left 

uncorrected by scribe A. One exception ia ©a f.86 (104. bar 3f), 
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where the eecond chord of th is bar has an unacceptable dissonance, 

The f a c t that an a, in the plainsong has been omitted between the 

two h of the middle part could point to a more far-reaching emenda» 

tien, such as the second example on the staves below. The first 

g i v e s the manuscript versiont 

Scribe 4 has teen guilty here of one of hi® rare misalignments t 

this too may symptomiae such an error. 

A more easily explained copying error is on f.103v, ((M)
f 

«tave 10, where the erased ligature on miserere was copied at the 

aa»e point on the stave as the ligature in the lowest part at the 

previous migerere. 

Irased accidentals include f,4, st.7j f.4v, st.2) f.39, 

et»7| f.64, et.10j f.81, st.10, st.12j f.8lv, st.8. Some of theae 

have teen rewritten closer to the note they affect? though it is 

rarely possible to distinguish between a rewritten accidental and 

one which waa doubly indicated. 
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& the following example from JgJ the plalaaeng in the aiddle 

part waa left intact, while the outer parte were adjusted round it. 

m e revised version is hardly an improvement* it ia leaa shapely and 

introduces a tautology. 

of a stan from a note»* Usually» minlas are converted into semibrevee, 

hat the evaluation ef a ligature is sometimes altered by the removal of 

a stem. One ligature (f.31v, st.10) is rewritten as two separate semi-

hrevee, apparently for reason» of ayllahifieation. One ligature (f.14 >st 

6) is divided iate two for no evident reason. One (f.86v, st.3) retains 

ths aane notes while its form is altered from ^ ^ to . 

Several erasures and rewritings seem to have been undertaken 

siaply to effect a slight readjustment of spacing (though a readjustment 

is often indistinguishable from a note written twice in error). On f.82, 

st«10, a passage has been rewritten, in a more compressed for® because 

twelve notes were omitteds the scribe clearly skipped to the next 

1. ^samples include f.3v, st.3| st.7| f.1?v, st.1) f.22, st.Si 
f.t5v, st.4, et.5| f.30w, st.ff f.43w, st,5| f.63v, st.11? f..|1v, st.9| 
f.73v, st.3| f.T5T, st.4t t.dfrr, et.Tj f.lôfv, st.7| f.111, st.3. 
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£ ©f his exemplar and continued copying from there. Samples ef 

re-epaeing include f.5v, st,3j f.13v, st.Sj f.28v
t
 st.7t 

st.5| f * H
t
 *t*9f f.ôfiTt st.7» f.?8, st.4| these cases often 

give slightly clearer visual spacing where the existing version 

aot motationally ambiguous. 

On f . 7 5 two l i g a t u r e s , each of two semi breves, have been 

erased, but the intended rhythmic emendations were never entered. 

The pitches of the erased notes work p e r f e c t l y well i f treated as a 
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semibreve and minim in each case , as shown in the small notes in 

above example ĵ 87, bars 70 and 76). Rather a d i f f e r e n t case i s 

gap in copying, without erasure, on the second stave of f .4óv . 

the 

a 
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Th® spacing cf notes is occasionally adjusted to clarify 

the intended underlay (f,43v, st.9, at,10j f .77v, st.5). 3h ( ( L ) 

the rhythm • m u is used twice (in passages which correspond 

i«orhythmically ) to mean net J J^ J J> ̂  J but J «h J. J J J 

(hare 18 and 60t soe pp. 88-91 above). In neither case is a dot 

of division used. At gratias, change to a new line after the second 

semibreve serves instead of a dot. At rteprecatipneci, the mini* 

following the second semibreve vas originally written too close to . 

it, implying the former, more normal rhythm, It has been erased 

and rewritten further away, the space functioning instead of a tot, 

H I » bars 47-50 of the top, plainsong-carrying part 
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have been erased. The black-notation passage shown on the stave 

above the score in the foregoing example has been replaced by a 

passage in red notation, shown on the top stave cf the score. 

The plainsong notes in their transposed version (c b £ & ) are 

present in both versions in ornamented fori». The erasure extends 

less far than the colored notes (only up to the middle of bar 49) 

and was apparently done at the time 1431 _ 

S O 
-w 

of writing. la jji, also by i*onel, 

the original version of bar 7, shown 

first, has been replaced by the , , . . . 
ç brtvt, np& crçL as new. 

second version. Were these •improvements* made on scribal 

initiative, or with other authority? 

Scribe. A*g word-settinfe 

T'iie problems of textual underlay in OH are as varied as 

the œusic&l styles themselves and- span tLe full range from strict-

ly syllabic le.a.143) tc highly aelismatic (e.g.115). The ratio 

of notes to syllables must to seme extent determine the speed at 

which the music is sungj a Credo which hex x syllable on each 

minim will naturally have slower ainias thai; a Sanetus which 

moves mainly in breves and has four or five breves to each 

OH stands at a watershed of notational fashions 

and includes a wide variety cf styles.* Bo. J6, for 

r 

1. It is impossible to lay down any principles about the minimum 
note value which can be attached to a syllable, as Zarlino waa able 
to do in the aid 16th century. The relevant part of his treatise is 
translated in O.Strunk, Source „Be#lag»„..,1a,Muffle,g^torff C»ew 
fork,1950), pp.260-61. 
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example (see plate XI has many syllables en Individual seaiminlas, 

» « |J> .1 s ~ m \ J -
iC4iir,ii*i U J! A JS. ffWti , 1 1 JBM î r?n nnmfijft 5'“'wl''l 

flie present discussion does not pretend to do more than 

nibble at tbe problem, A full analysis of OH word-eettiag aleae 

oould oooupy «bole dissertation, particularly aa each style, eaeb 

composer, even each piece sets up its est principles «blob can be 

re-applied within it in oases of doubt* Here X aball teal briefly 

with points related to scribe 4*s method of werkiag which have 

emerged from the experience of underlaying the text (which vaa ay 

responsibility in the new complete edition), 1 give exaaples of 

the practices noted, but have act attempted to apply statistical 

analysis to questions which involve some subjective editorial 

Judgment, 

The fundamental question to be asked is* which â M the 

scribe write first» the words or the anisic? This is extreaely dif-

ficult to determine from the few placee where musical notes become 

point down at tbia date, and downward atema axe mainly associated 

with long notes» often la ligature, often in untested parts or 

untested sections of text-carrying parte. Collisions between a 

line of text and the music of the stave beneath «re more frequent, 

but not necessarily relevant, jflor what it le worth» the music 
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•eems t© be on top M such cases (e.g, f.i), »t.7| f,26, §t,f). 

Some folio» (©•£• ff,15v-l6, f.99) h a w uniformly paler word» «ha» 

aueio, suggesting that one process was completed before the other 

was begtaif hat this does not tell us which came first, 

2m « w r y ease where positive evidence can he adduced, 

scribe á appears to have entered the text first, ft so happens 

that hi» order of working is one of the very few thing» that OH» 

be determined am clearly from microfilm m from the manuscript 

it»»lf • once having established that overlaps and ink colour» 

are inconclusive. The lateral spacing of notes on the stave 

shews far more variety than the spacing of verbal text • the 

m i e of tested parts could, ia nearly every case, be much more 

compressed but for the need to accommodate the words, Anyone 

who has copied monophonie music or vocal parts know» that, umlees 

the music is highly meliaaatic, it ie easier to write the text 

first in order to secure reasonably accurate alignment of syllable» 

and metea and to avoid squashing. is will also realise that any 

misalignment» whioh result from this method of working will be 

different from the spacing problem® which are incurred by copying 

music before word». Hundreds of minute details betray that this 

waa scribe A*» procedure. He copied the text first, with aa eye 

on the music, leaving spaces where melismas occur. Sometimes 

these spaces will be misjudged s • the psychological length of a 

aeliaaa carried in the mind does not necessarily correspond to its 
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exact length in notes or centimetres. F,2£>, s t , 3 shows an 

abnormally elongated oblique ligature, stretched to fill a gap 

which was too long; et#Ó shows UBO omfortable compression 

of the music because, here , the double row of t e x t for the canonic 

parts has made the text writing smaller in both vertical and hori-

zontal dimension, and insufficient gaps were left to compensate 

for this, Tbe text c f a whole piece, cr merely of a line or two» 

may have been copied at a time, Ste procedure in t h i s may vary, 

as i t sure ly did in the very few melism&tic pieces § but wherever 

the setting i s moderately s y l l a b i c , the music was spaced above tbe 

words. As they had to be given time to dry, the copying of a 

complete text before adding any music would be preferred in straight-

forward cases . 

Occasional ly , when copying in t h i s order, an abnormally 

long melisma will suggest to the scr ibe that i t s music should be 

copied before the placing of the next syllable can be determined, 

Evidence that é c r i t e â did t h i s i s found in the omission of the 

f i n a l syllable of Amen in a number of oases where it fo l lows just 

such a long melissa,"* Svidently he copied the r e s t of the text 

f i r s t , added the music, leaving the -men until the f ina l note was 

in p l a c e , and forno t in these cases to add the f i n a l syllable, 1 

can suggest no ether reason f o r these omissions, nor anything elae 

the affected pieces have in common. Other syllable omissions are 

1, to ff, 1*v, 1ivJfOv, tfv, 74, 74V, n * ?§•» 
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««seedingly rare. libere the final syllable has been remembered 

feMritaaamaenamaimmaai after a long Aaesu tbe same order of writing 

may be symptomised by uncanny accuracy in attaining toe correct 

placing of tbe syllable under tbe final note without resort to 

abnormal spacing in tbe music of the preceding melisma. 

If the notes are not, even so, immediately above tbe words 

they belong to, this is usually because the spacing of either words 

or music has been misjudged. Difficulties of compression oar over-

spacing can usually be detected and the scribe's intention discerned ~ 

a matter whioh requires close knowledge of the scribe
1

» habit» and, 

inevitably, subjective Judgment, Sometimes the spacing of the sot»» 

themselves conveys the intention very precisely, even when the 

vertical alignment i» imprécis». This is an important distinction, 

unheeded by many editors who regard the literal alignment of note 

awl syllable as representing tbe scribe*» considered intention,' 

A graphic device cannot normally carry many different 

meanings. The ligatures of modal notation, for example, cannot 

be expected to convey detail» of word setting as well as being the 

only means of conveying rhythm, lor can spacing in mensural nota-

tion be expected to serve as an indication of word-setting « well 

a» doing servie© for a dot of division. There is one difference 

here5 a new syllable ie more likely to coincide with the note after 

1. Snkofaer, mm table, illustrate® this point richly. See, 
for example, the placing of final syllabi»» on p,i4* 
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euoh an implied dirision, being on a strong teat, than is a new 

ligature in social notation, to fall on a strong 'beat. Two function» 

may sometimes he served by the same device. Spacing according to 

words ofte» takes priority over spacing according ta rhythm especially 

where, as here, the words have been written first. This is parti-

cularly evident at ends of lines, M example is found on f»24v at 

the end of stave 3, where the placing of the line end sight te 

rhythmically ambiguous (the signature is Q, ) but for the dot which 

clarifies the intention? 

• TUT 
- hens 

Scribe A would not have ended his musical line here if he were not 

conditioned by the text which was already in place, Beth claims 

must be balanced in dealing with ambiguous rhythms or underlay, 

Spacing in the text can. itself be as invaluable guide. 

When copying text with an eye on the music
s
 scribe A will often 

instinctively leave a small gap be Weon syllables where a melisma, 

even a two-note melisna, is intended. 

Similarly, he places notes closer together where they 

belong to the same syllabi©, as in the following cases where three 

syllables share four notes « 

J6, bar 94 (f.30v)» JJ J j ^
 2

° JJ J j 

tu bo - lus - Mi ~ 



f®. bar 15 (f.tjir), £ * do - a i - ne [deus roxl 

Àh *** 52 O
 1

 la - «i - m têm&j&m,I 
Similarly, the spec lag may help «hen two syllables «hare throe 

notes* In this example, again from f.23v, there ia a tiny gap 

(exaggerated here) ia both text and auaie» 

1 U , 1 . 

wà-smête, 

The scribe 'a intentions aare «anally ao olear that 

there oan be no question of 'correcting' his accentuation. The 

evidence ef etriotly ayllabio settiaga ia sufficient to discourage 

the attempt. Many different accentuations of the sane latin word 

were tolerated. Tbe following, for example, aire indicated 

unequivocally* 

f.3T J / N / T " J i J . 

f.5T J ; > J > J.J.I cl. 

f.13v J j J J Í i J 
^ # r 

f.1ÎT > j J J J ! J 

f.22 > u J^ J > I J 

f.23 J. J J> IJ. J. I J . 

f.fjv J > J J T J J J , 

M - m - â i - s i - s m to -
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f »19v 

•20v 

f.22 

f.22v 

|J J> J H | Í J > . < J Í | J M | J . 

|J> J K < J |J. 

v , > !J. J . 

Ij. 

o® 

> 
ai - .po

i 

J -

I J . 

tens 

two upper parts of 2J. (ff.22v-23) set the earns words thus s 

J . J J > I J . * J Î J . J . Î J > M I J . J . | J . 

j — r ~ i j s> I J . J . U . î J. j & î J. J. i j . 

QMQ - a i - m, JËH. S E iHÊ. S M -sJHE ïh ss. - iss. âs. - l à “ ***** 

Canoas indicated by a double row of text demonstrate tee use of tfca 

same musical rhythm for different portions of texts 

26 

i f .21-7-22) 
j ~ n i J>|J - M J J J l 

hau-daHrrus te.«
r
 Be^e.-dj.-ci-aus te. 

Si*"*®»!! a - gl-aus tl-bi -prop - ter 

J i J J I J R I P J I L J . « 
A - do ra - sus te, 

aa- gnaa glo — ri - am 

aio - ri ia- mus
r
 . . te.. 

tu -

m — J J n î J T T I J » «XJL 

(ff. 59v-60} Bt in b pi - i r.l..~ turn .san-c turn do-mi-asum et irl—vl-fi-

.Qui cum m - tre et fl- li — & si-mux a —do—re— 
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« r i m J» j j i r r n j j u w j i j 

m.-Sflft.flifr.**-, ,rawt sye - oe - dit 

te lo-cu-tua eat fper .pro-phe - - tas 

Care that text and music should be c o r r e c t l y placed 

in r e l a t i o n to one another i s sometimes taken tc the lengths of 

erasing and r e - s i t i n g words or s y l l a b l e s , ( for re-siting of 

music, see p.110 above^) In some manuscripts, adjustment after 

writ ing i s shown by l i n e s roughly drawn tc l i n k the note and its 

s y l l a b l e . * Indication of the exact underlay in this way ia acre 

common in paper manuscripts which could not stand up to the wear 

and tear of erasure. S i m i l a r l y , the signs f o r correcting the 

pitch and value of musical notes make t h e i r f i r s t prominent 

g 

appearance in manuscripts written on paper. Corrections of 

words and music in 03 are carr ied out e x c l u s i v e l y by erasure, 

unless the existing shape can be adapted (for example, by adding 

a stem). Scribe À makes only a few textual erasures, bat they 

are significant» 

f.33 (4.3) s laotabat originally began the second spstea, 
and scribe A subsequently moved lac- to the 

end ef the previous line. In a score piece, 

1, e.g. Hi, p.100, end of st.3 

2, And usually by German scribes, Examples axe to be found in 
the Viser portions of Trent and the Lochamer Liederbuch. 
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than to change three line* of «mele* 

t,64 (2â)t the m in limine has been erased and rewritten 

further to the aright to elarify the underlay 

(see plate XI). 

f.TfvCSfk after et propter. the worts nee homines descendit 

flft,^^ ifr rewritten. 

This may have heea d o m hy a later soribs, as on 
f.TS. 

(101), ^ j
 B

 ^ 

originally gg, li 

now ce - - - - li 

f.98v (120)i the Hge of nomine has been moved to the right. 

f.105v (136)t the -t£ of peecata has been moved te the right. 

f.106v (139)» a letter g has been eraaed between À&- and 

f*110v (145)» h has been erased from paaoham. 

The higher number of suoh erasurss in aslismatie texts may be 

aooounted for by the fact that the music takes up mors space than 

the words. 

Two of the most vexing aAd recurrent problems in 

Ifth-eemtury word-setting are the treatment of repeated aotes 

on the same syllable and of untested upbeats* 

Some editors will juggle the manuecript underlay rather 

than ask the singer to execute the former . that is, if they have 

considered problems of performance. Ik many placas in 01 such 

repetitions cannot be avoided. Examples includs Cum saneto on 
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f. 14t» where «be musical rhythm ie better suited te tbe eeeemd 

canonic parti • 

saneto 

On f.21v tbe Cum eaneto amotion ataria after a manuscript bar line 

near tbe end of tbe stave. placing tbe repeated notes very eloae 

to eacb etbart 

Slightly leaa clear, but in my opinion equally convincing, is 

tbe caae of -tia* (fron unum haptisma) on f.63v, shown in plate XI, 

There are aany similar examples in aelisnatio pieces. The example 

from 2X (*** P*118 above), at Qui oun satre et filio, is the only 

instance in the manuscript where two syllables have to share one 

note. 

Similarly, there seems t© be no objection to re-eoundiag 

a note after a rest, whether or not true hockst is involved, as here* 

f.l8r (new lima) J, ^ Jsj ! 

i£ifi* É -

Agaln, aelleaatie pieces contain many exemples. 

This is closely related to tbe second recurring problem 

In 15th-century underlays should a syllable be given to an upbeat 

or not? The underlay in OH le often handled precisely enough for 

a few principles to be educed• 
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1} When two syllable* are available, one is usually given to tbe 

upbeat, tbe other to tbe ensAing downbeat. Sxamples include 

f.13v, bone, domi-t f.14v, bene-, glorl-t f.63v {see plate XI), 

(but not confl-)i f.93v, saba». et ter- . 

2) Sometimes tbe upbeat is left untexted, even when two syllables 

are available. This usually happens when the preceding word 

ended with a vowel whose sound could be continued without awkward-

ness. There are exceptions, as in the example from f.18V quoted 

above on p.121. lot Christe. on the same folio, and laudamus 

and benedicimus on f.12v, follow this principle. 

3) When only one syllable is available (usually in a melismatic 

setting), a new word normally starts on the upbeat (e.g., f. 93v, 

deus; f.95^> in)» vhile a syllable other than the first of a 

word takes the downbeat (e.g., f.95v, -tua, -rit f.96v, -eel). 

The above are intended as practical suggestions, made for want of more 

detailed contemporary guidance. 

Only three ligatures in the manuscript have to be split between 

two syllables» in the top part of 106 at bar 9 (cell at) and bar 11 

(gloria), snd at bars 5-6 of m i“lddle part, qui tollis). In 61 at 

bar 24, a breve has to be divided into two ssalbreves to accommodate the 

word lumen. Ail three pieces are by Chlrbury, all are in score, and none 

of these anomalies is in the lowest part, near the text, where it would have 
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been mere frémissent» (3k one second-layer pieee, the breve 

on vive» at bar 116 has similarly te te split»} 

lowhere else in tbe manuscript is there any need te 

infringe the one-eyllable-per-ligature rule* The question 

whether lever parte should be rhythmicised and testei ia tee 

lengthy to embark on here, Adding text vhile ignoring ligatures 

rarely glvee satisfactory résulta. Text, and the neoeseary 

rbythaio animation» oould be supplied epontaneouely in perforaanee. 

In 3^ the contratenor, of normal textless ligatured appearance, ia 

broken up in all ite continental concordances to aecoaaodate the 

trope floria laus. fhie pieee vould fora a good model if aueh 

flt Í̂̂bCŜB̂  i ^ í n 

However, observance of the ligature rule dees occa-

sionally result in ragged syllabification in homophonic pieces 

(e.g. 102)» and it ie tempting to modify thie la performance. 

One example of thia which le all but universal concerna final 

longs, often affecting the Amen. The word Amen is often under-

laid to all parts even when only ths top part ie tested for the 

reat of the piece. If the ligature rule le ebeerved» the -men 

may fall at different tines in the different parte. If the 

ligature is subject anywhere to a conventional infringement» 

surely the end of a piece la «he obvions place. Gould these 

final ligatures be a survival of the time when such a ligature 
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muai the only way ef indicating a weak-tonstrong progression; It 

often «en» reasonable to bring the -men into line on the laet 

note, regardless of ligaturing, treating this as a convention 

associated mainly with conventionally-indicated final longs. 

Marginally related to ligaturing ia the question ef 

underlay to a plaineong-bearing part. Some editors (including 

Bukofser in his oolleoted edition of Dunstable's works) have 

restored the underlay of a plaiaaoag part used in a polyphonie 

setting. & OH this ie often quite iapoasihle. fhe ligaturing 

and underlay of hoaophoaio pieoee preoludes such adjustment. Often, 

a pitch vhieh begins a sew syllable of the plaiasong will be assigned 

to a abort note value on a weak beat in the polyphonie setting, as 

on f.Slvs 1 _ 1 _ m m g I If I 

Ĵ 2£m£!m2» {®mmetua I) SSrtSâ»"®*— 

And here ia the middle (teaor) part of I*oael'a Ave Regina (f.36) 

with ita 01 underlay, and the underlay of the plaineosg itaelf 

added belowt 

1 M T 

- f t 

A-

z k ! ~ . . • . z±i±. j . -u- «i. ,„i ..a V ê 
—_—rf.—qt.AXie'- li'-ruiHfl 
vie AÃ, it-mm,*-

' ver-Aí b-" ve to.*. HA m-ijt' to' rm,id' ve m 

ci) 
ÍCWicfíTV ci\tí\ 
5cm- ch* év 

S t 
•I s o 

ftWArt-'ifc lu» St“dV- t“cV. . 
fwjm- £to iunest or- hi. 

_ • f + • • PÏ- vê̂ to - y\- <5-£e«. ru. . per 
/Vve. Jlo- TC- O-S* sw.-per om-

rvîs caé-ct.' <J~ sii'l“Vd- ''"fe“Vtti- «&' “ ek-Ŵ rrf"*»?» - "fcrïî -prSCr: ões — — T c T r V ï T - — n o ' - ' 
wsSpe-c/- o- sa. vck-

 vtU

" ^ «<*-<•<>- j,w — seM-perOw- fe“O - va.I 
sew- ptr ji-

Rm

r

 jj.a- rw. 

e • 
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Scribe á
(

i word-setting la always plausible in tbe one 

situation where it can be testedt at 1ins-ends in aueie wbieb is 

aors or less syllable, la interesting oorollary of tbia affests 

auaio la score, Tbe ausloal alignment is not always perfect, but 

in nearly every caee of 'bad ' alignment it can be damonstrated tbat 

tbe nusic is above tbe right syllabise, &* otber words, staggered 

a}lgnmeat oecura in aoat oaaea at points where tbe word-setting 

itself is staggered. This was a practical ea$edleat, for tbese 

ecoree wars meant to be sung from by three parties, net played at 

the keyboard by a visual acrobat. Saoh singer waa more concerned 

with the syllable to apply to each note than with what his compa-

nions were doing. One example of such alignment is found in 62» 

B 

Ja 
I 

ta' Ç 
prv ad- bif Pan- o Pi'(a~ fa 
j I II P- ' 

-ta* 
—Cs-

pro no- bî> Sub fct-
 0

 Pi 

i 
? rv no- SMJJ 

k- to, 

fen- tí- o Pi'-la- to. 

^ p i te n p . 

An sven clearer case occurs in JS, tem 24-26 - ens of ths rare cases 

in which soribe A moves to a new line at a point which ie not musi-

cally simultaneous in all parte, Saving copied the text firet. 
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he did net anticipate thiss t 

6' 

d-
tu-

m 
to- lu( ^.^''tvwí, hi 

hi Je* 
"9— 
lui 

"F 
3 m 

ts b 
jO'lu\ d- .t tit • 

iï w 

tvù.m, tu se. Wt ti- » tît- fi' m MUS, 

1 
So- Lui ftj-w- <vu*

;
tu So- îuîcï* ÎBv»^ muT 

Scribe A sometimes gives fuite lengthy cues or incipits 

to the lever voices. 1st only with the occasional ^men. end with 

• smell portion of Sext omitted in another pert which rests for e 

short while (e.g. ff.1?v-l8, ou» sanoto solrltu end vmigenlte) 

ie there ever an attempt at careful underlay in parte which are 

mainly text less. B» usually places a full etep after the incipit, 

so that lack of further underlay cannot te imputed to negligence. 

text omissions and tslescopsd texts, nons of whioh I shall discuss 

here in detail. 

Telescoping of the text occurs to semi extent in several 

pieeee in OX. Alternation of text between two upper parta ie «site 

1. Is the second layer, JJ. ie conspicuously erratic at line ends» 
and much erasure hae teen needed. 

See also bars 26-27, 40-42. 
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systematically pursued in JO, 21* M» M ISt* 

Systematic teleseppiag in canons with double test secure in 

H » lá» M m À1* 2 1
 m &

 1Í* It telescopes throughout f 

aad others have «Mill telescoping*. Tee Credo settings, 

M » telescope by starting the middle part at ^ ' 

«bile the top part starts"at Fatrea. 

Just as in all the pieces listed above It was unnecessary 

fer every part, or even fer the aain text-oarrying part» to have 

every word ef the text, so the part with aa omission did net need 

to catch up by gabbling through what it had missed. A diligent 

listener would tear all the words, though not necessarily from 

dropping 1ÍS 9 
(It teppene constently 

is I,* 32» «here le vritln under the rests ef the lowest 

part although only -le ie sung, vais is alee written under the 

There were clearly ne ecruplee about breaking a word 

er a syllable with rests, a practice seemed by Morley «ho takes 

hie example from a lost Dunstable setting of Moccion* mater, and 

nearer the tia» ef Oft If the auther ef «te Quatuor friacloalia < 

Distinctio itousdw Ouidonem eat oongxuus respiratlonls 
locus. St licet eiaml eoaveniunt dletiaotio et reepi-
ratio, ali^uando teas* discrepant, in hoe videlicet ubi 
nostra vox pre de fee tu anhelitus et propter neupaatia 
prolix!tatea continuare nen potest, fit ibl respiratio, 
ubi non est vsrboraa et u a t e una diatinotio, sed seaper 
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cavendum eat in tali respirations a verbl descisione. 

Bietlaetio vero eat côngrua respiratio alva repauaetie, 
scilicet ubi nostra vox Inter cantus modulations* conve-
nienter resplrare videtur, ita ut la vocibus respiratio 
flat, « M aat 1» eenau Utterarua ccagrua ropausatio^ut 
et in diotionum et cantua una pose it ease distlnctio. 

fhere are no actual text omiseions in 05* ' Xat the 

second-layer piece incomplete la OH, survives complete in 

Treat, ant in a fragmentary state in Ot?C. 01 preserves «be 

contratenor, texted, and the tenor, untexted. 0ÏÏC preserves 

fragneate of both upper parte, both texted, OS supplies, la 

the aeoeni voice, eome of the portion» which are omitted ia the 

top voice la Treat (e.g., deum ds lumen do luaine Ac). Bat 

appear neither ia fee Trent upper part ncr la the OH middle part. 

The whole text can be supplied if It ia aalritum. a normal star-

ting-point for systematic telescoping, la assigned to the tenor 

from the beginning. Precedent for a -tested tenor part 1» found 

in Pembroke, pp.2-3 (Sikofser, Dunetable, no.2). ï believe m a t 

the attempts of continental scribee to accommodate Ingllsh music 

to their own ideas of lay-out- and performance nay have been respon-

sible, rather than liturgical reasons, for «any apparent textual 

omissions, as it was in the oaae of their failure to copy Ifcglish 

Kyrie».
2 

1, OS, vol,IT, pp.233-34. 

2. See Bukofaer, Dun»table (revi»»d edition), and lent,'DD?'. 
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î.'C. tfeR, 

Ismsbetham bed this to asyt 

Two other hand® are dlsoeraible, occaeionally appearing ao 
much alike that it ia difficult not to suppose that m e tvp 
are the aaaa man using a different pen. fat there are 
minute differences in calligraphy which help to decide 

the two) the form ef the minim attâ the breve, 
the downs trekee of h, 1, h, and the form of the à are 
characteristic indications of two distinct writers. 

Tfaeee two hands he calls B and C§ he then goss on to mention 

'the motets of Bun»table and Forest, which are In a script not 

found elsewhere in the MS,*, m a t really caused Bamsbothaa's 

•difficulty of distinguishing between B sad 0* was his failure 

to eee «hat word scribes do not always correspond with music 

scribes and therefore have to be treated aeparately. The table 

on p.130 sete hie designations and mine eláe by side. It will be 

seen that my identifications do net merely subdivide hie bat cut 

across them. 

Tbe word eerlbee present few problems. I dletiaguiah 

•••en in addition to the main aorlbe, and refer to them by 

lower-case letters. It ie accidental that my lettering more 

or less reverses the hands he assigned to B «si 0, 

1. lamebothaa Ao, OH, vol.1, p. at. 
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2h seme cesse there le little doubt, from ink oolour 

and general style, that a word serihe and a auslo scribe ean 

he equate!î here I hare used the saaa letter in ita lower and 

upper case foras. More hands appear to have heea aotive on the 

ausio than on the words» hut some of them are so inexperienced 

and ill-defined that it is not possible to he certain. 

Scribe M> 

Scribe b writes the «cet forael, profeeeional hand in 

the manuscript. Like écrite A, he ueee a regular liturgical 

gothle eerlpt, but it is a little acre vertically ooapreeeed 

and has fairly wide lateral spacing. The letter forns are 

identical, lut b uses many more hairlines} it is a auch more 

careful hand, lacker the Ispreesioa of speed given by the 

main sorite. Ascenders ere widely eplit end eoaetiaee have 

a serif) descenders are aoaetlaee given quite elaborate hairline 

flouriehee, especially at «he foot of a page (e.g., f.fv). The 

punotuetion nark ueually bas a ftropped hairline at the end of a 

piece but not eleewhere) the i, where dotted, has either a hooked 

or a straight diagonal hairline (the latter being longer than 

aorite A*e form). There are many common elements between letters) 

s sad t are often Joined. Thle écrite usee acre lateral eeapreeslon 

for the Credos of ff.3*-J3v than for the Glorias of ff,|v, 8v-10v. 

There are interesting differences between his handling of Ordinary 
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texte end the lees familiar enes ef motets and antiphons. Oa 

ff.3fv-4© he writes a slightly more formal aad even more regular 

hand, using fewer elements aad without the curves found elsewhere 

in his werte, Ff.89v-90, £iv-ff show him at hie heet, in emails* 

sise 

in hairlines supports the extra oars and time taken here. It le 

hard to fault him on textual accuracy) he omits ths s of crista 

at a line end on f.8v, and omits fill at a line «ró on f.£v. 

This scribe is responsible for the ooapoeer attributions to lg., 

13. 111 (for all of which he wrote the text), but for no others. 

Pieces for which he wrote the text tut whose composer attributions 

are in another hand are JJ^ 113. b "V 

The music hand of this scribe (B) is much less regular 

and experienced than his text hand. The eenihrsvs form has a 

slight upward approach frest the left, a straight diagonal broad 

downward stroke 

(often elongated ), and a tendency to twiet dews 

to the left with gradual decrease of pressure. Barely, the 

approach ie made dei» from the right (see f.52)# Side bars on 

breves are usually present, seconding and descending, on the 

left-hand side, rarely on the right. m e breve form itself 

shows a alight reduction of pressure after the Initial attack 

which it corrects immediately. Minim and ligaturee steas are 

drawn downwards, but are inconsistent in length, elope and 

thickness. The stem of the oblique eeaibreve ligature eemetimes 

estende below the body of the ligature. Oblique ligatures are 
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bowed, end tend to increase both tbelr pen pressure and steepness 

of downward slope towards tbe end* C clefs bave a straight or 

slightly backward-sloping back, extending above and below the 

blocks which tend to slope downward»* The back stroke is sometime» 

omitted in C clefs and la nearly always oaitted in F clef», which 

ar» formed by two horisontal blocks and two elongated losemges, 

Birects havi a double undulation and a abort, convex, spiral tail, 

Flat» are inconsistent In »lset elope and round»dne»« of loop. 

Two pen strokes can usually be detected. Sometime» the loop 1» 

oloeeA, but usually it is noti occasionally It ha» a small 'lip*. 

The k form of the flat ie «emetine» used as an accidental, and 

the letter f to naturalise that pitch. Sharps use tbe # form. 

Told semlalnlms ar» formei with two pen stroke», the downward 

line» being heavier and displaying the eaae curve a» black full 

foras. Flagged semlminims bave a email, rounded, eloaed loop 

Scribe Ce 

mi» scribe writes an Itoglish bastard hand, mixing the 

two elements of cursive script and formal liturgical gothic in 

different proportion» on different occaeion». At it» beat 

(ff.6v-T) thla hand 1» elegant and regular, but the Increaae 

in sise attentif it» appearances later la the manuscript do»» 

not Improve it. On ff.6v~T oan be aeen the wide rounded loop» 
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ie ascender», the long tapering form of the cursive r, backwards-

tapering descenders to f and long s, ths thin, forward-hooked 

descender to p (m letter formed with thick horizontals), gethle 

and enraiva feras ef a, aaay hairlines sad serifs, hobked or 

looped i-dots, sharply angular d, and very few ligatures. On 

t,$tv the letter foras are vary similar, though larger and less 

careful, Bescsndsrs and hairlines are mere relaxedj there ie 

an elongated example ef the angular 4, and this scribs »s charac-

teristic, elaborate S appears, F,58v shove the same hand in 

elightly larger form, on ff.34v-33 larger etill, 

Scribs C*e music hand is found on ff.6v-7, 58v, 92v, 

and the first stave ef f,34v* The semlbreve has a marked 

downward concave approach frea the right with a suddsn increase 

of preaeure (maximum at the top), a twisting diagonal stroke 

with pressure gradually decreasing, and a long twisting tall 

down to the right (especially on f,9tv), Breve side-bars occur 

on both aidest mere ascending than descending. The concave top 

te the body of the note reflecte dimimiehed pen-pressure in the 

middle. Oblique ligatures curve downwards, with an end-bar in 

both directions and with stem extended beyond the note, Clefe 
the 

are straight-backed* with blocks concave at top and right-hand 

end. Directe have a double undulation, and a ehort atralght 

stroke which drope sharply. Both # end * forms of accidental 

are used, mostly the former. The letters f and c are used en 

these pitches. This very distinctive mueieai hand is at ita 

best on ff,6v-7. The kite-shaped semlhreves* concave outlinsa 
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and profusion ef hairlines match the elegant angularity of 

the verbal text, -The writing itself might he characterised 

as a musical equivalent of the textual bastard hand, 

8cribe ft 

disjointed. It ia very rounded, and written unsteadily, each 

time in an unusually pale tarera ink, Descendera tend to curve 

forwards, and the aoript ia heavily abbreviated and ligatured. 

Ascenders are aplit at the very top, there are very few aerife, 

and -Use knobbly effect common in a gothio script (losengee 

attached to mlains) ie almost totally abaent, Tbe final s 

tends to have a rising and a dropped hairline, I is dotted 

with a short slanting line, occasionally hooked. The descender 

of the long s curves backwards when it ie allowed to trail below 

the line, lhe fironian and letter t invariably have a dropped 

hairline, 

l&e aenibreve la a thick diagonal stroke» variation of 

preaaure pattern produces either an elongated parallelogram or 

(down and towards 

the right) at the bottom. Side-bars are aore pronounced at the 

end than at the beginning of breves. The body of the breve is 

rectangular, usually slightly concave towards the niddle. Clefe 

are etralght- or elightly round-backed, and the blocks turn 
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slightly inwards. Stems are inconsistent in length, thickness 

and direction, and sometimes detached f*oa tee note-head. 

Directs hast a double undulation with becked tell. On f.12 

this écrite shows a marked tendency to forward slope, so that 

down-»teamed ligatures look almost like inverted VS. Oblique 

ligatures are slightly bowed, and are finished with the aaae 

twist that characterises tee semlbreve. Up-eteme tend to 

extend too far demi* 

On ff.54-55 the sealbreve forms are the same aa these 

of t1v-12, with the addition of the veld fora» two pen-etrokee 

forming feur slightly concave sides* This applies alee to f* 

6tv. Stems tews the forward slope seem on f.18. Directe 

are inconsistent, but normally have a double undulation with 

a long curled tail* Mensuration algae end eooidentala are 

email« the * is rounded, and f is used on that pitch. Clefs 

vary considerably! sometimes the bloc)» slope downwards, 

sopetlmee they are not joined, sometimee the back la slightly 

rounded, sometimee slightly arched* 

Yet another facet ef f is seen on ff*52v-53v, flv-ft, 

and ff,34v-35 except tee first stave* Seaibreves have a 

rather mere marked drop to the left. Olef-blocks tend to 

slope down and to be arch-backed, but again they are inconsis-

tent* Birecte have a double or triple «situation with a short 

hooked stroke* Stems are often detaohed from the note-head and 

tend to slope forwards (though like ff.11v-12 they are ineenáistent. 
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Sample letter- and note-forms of scribes cC,fF,bB
t
eS 

c $ 8 ^ f f t n Y ^ * * à ft 

c s ^ if t t I A y i ^ 4 ^ f « 

f cr » % M V* l k O 

1) H jp n t é { n ft 

B p * il L^ m/9 4 * f 

? ^ r h*-* ITt && ft 

E S N * * * i f «bfc f 
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I have treated scribes Ff and Co a» two different ones 

because they are so diverse in superficial appearance that to 

equate them could only arouse a first reaction ef ridicule» Mo-

ose in his senses could tal» a glance at ff.6v-7, and then at ff. 

11v-12 and declare them to he the work of a single hand, tut 

comparison of minute details of pen habit uncovers marked simi-

larities. Self-conscious features* type of text band, speed 

and care of writing all vary enormously, end I would echo 

Bamebotham (though in speakiag of different scribal distinction») 

is saying that it is 'difficult net to suppose that tee two are 

the same man using a different pen*. 

The text hands are deliberately different! but o»s 

gothic letters are very cloae te f a (a, p, long s, i-dot»). 

Cursive tendeneiee in f correspond to c*e» tee forward-curved 

deacender to p, the looped ascender to a capital A on f.6lv. 

which at tiaea overlap with tee ebaraeterletlea of C» Hist 

quill is softer, broader, and leee sensitive te the preasures 

which C deaenstratee ee clearly. The pressure-patterns of 

C*s eemibrevee, however, can be detected in those of F (e.g. 

f»34V| st.8). Ths forward-leaning oblique aemihreve ligature 

with overshooting stem is common to both. 

Most telling of all are the peinte at which both hands 

eppsar aids by aide or are difficult te diatlaguleh - for we can 

certainly talk ef tec hands or pea»» even if they turn out to 

belong to one man. The first stave of music en f.34v uses tee 
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stiff quill and small » preoise note-forms of C» the second stave 

continues with the l a r g e r , flabbier forms of 7. On f.$1v the 

first five breves'-worth have been erased, and the substituted 

version uaea th» 0 quill. On stave 9 this substituted version 

has been drafted - also by 0 - and erased, the oloae similarity 

of the oblique ligature form* is well demonstrated in this pieoe. 

More striking s t i l l , la all pieces copied by C and F, is the 

form of isolated colored semihreves, which invariably belong 

indisputably to the C type. ihloh le more likely, that F 

employed C to do his coloration for him, or that eae mm kept 

a separate pern, out 1» a distinctive «ay, to uae with red? 

Less conspicuous slnilaritiea abound* the 'double-decker' form 

cf-fce flat ©a f . f t v la very ainilar to «a» of the fens of final 

a used by aerlbe e on f«34?« 

The ascription to 'Lyonel' on f.6lw ie unaistakeably in 

the hand of c, although the text of this pieee la In hand f. 

Otherwise, all pieces copied by c have the ascription (to Sturgeon) 

in hand e, except en f«9fir whioh must be discounted because it 

baa been over-written by the 19th-century restorer. All piece» 

copied by text scrib» f , and two by text aeribe b, have ascrip-

tion» in f'« banát all these, with one exception (ae.Jf by lurell), 

are again by Sturgfon, All theae aaeriptloas to Sturgeon, by hand» 

f and o, cover a wide nuage of variation in styl» and »ia», and 

once again it ia nor» than likely that they all occupy different 

plaoea on the writing »p»etrum of a single eorib», di»tingui»h»d 

only by the out of bin pen. He should note at m m point that 
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•11 ftmm ascribed to Sturgeon care tbe work of Ff and Co, 

tbe only exception being teat b wrote tee word* of and 113. 

ibis is « matter to take up later when we come to review tea 

possibility of autograph. 

Scribe 

fbie text scribe writes a gothic text hand, rounded and 

spaced, with a profusion of hairlines, usually long and loopy. 

Ascender» are often widely split as far as 1S0°. Descenders 

mentation, where present, ia net part of tee letter fera iteelft 

«anally having a separate pen impetus. Many letters have eerif». 

I-dots are small, almost iavieible points. Sethis and cursive 

forms of a are present) minims (e.g. i) tend to curve upwards 

at the bottom. She hand varies considerably in eelf-eeaeelims 

detail and in its degree of formality» 60v-6l, fer example, 

la such more formal than 31v-32. 

Music scribe S foras hie eemibretes with an upward 

fer a straight diagonal stroke with maximum pressure at the 

bottom, a small» distinctive pull to the right) pressure 

deereaaea and tee pen drops away to the left with a slight 

twist. Clef» either bate a very faint back-bar or none, at 

all) the blocks elope downwarde end occaaionally have a down-
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ward aide-bar to tbe righte Directa have a double undulation 

and a booked tall of variable length. Minim tails are thick 

and well joined to the note-head. Double and single forma of 

the flat are uae*f the loop of the latter ia not always closed, 

and the stem sometimes has a serif. Sharps take the * fom9 and 

f is used to naturalise that pitch. 

Scribe e has provided the composer attribution (to Banett) 

for all the pieces he copied, and to JH and which wire copied 

by 3b. Thus , le*s entire contribution to OH concerns the work 

of Bamett, as also does music scribe l'a contribution. (Text 
(Ù) 

scribe b contributed five pieces by Bamett, onê anonymous but 

probably Banett'a on grounds of the music scribe, two by 

Sturgeon aad one by Burell. ) It ia a sore temptation, ia 

view of the pattern established by the 7 and C scribes for 

Sturgeon, to aee similarities between 1 and S close enough 

to pronounce the» the work of a single hand, Neither la a 

wry consistent hand, aad each shows conaiderahle variety, 

sufficient to permit identification between them. But CUB 

in the case of T and t , two hand» can be distinguished and 

separately characterised, aad the sane persuasive juxtaposi-

tions are lacking. If they are to be regarded as one «oui «be 

same, evidence of another kind will be required. 
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Scribe â write® ft «lightly rounded text head, not 

laterally conpresssd, but with descending long a and tapering 

p, both curving backwards. lhe d i® slightly angular, and 

ascenders are split, X is dotted sometimes with a short 

and steepness, and sometimes 

with a u-ehaped hook. The punctuation sign usually has a droppsd 

hairline. The g-tail is distinctivet so too is the si ligatura 

which is sometimes extended ewer a apace in tee text* Ligatures 

often follow 4, p and b, 

Thia écrite forma hie eeaibrevea with a long downward 

concave approach from the right, returning from the left to 

the centre; then there is a sudden increase of preseure for a 

thick, even, diagonal atroke (often elongated), a sudden decrease 

in pressure and a short twist to ths left. Breve bars are fre-

quent but variable, «usually a abort descender to the left « 

Clefs have etonight bakfcs, extending allghtly dowawarda, Directs 

have a triple undulation with a abort concave tall which flattens 

out at the top on ff,8, |8v-?f, 90v-91. Sealainiae have aaall, 

neat, oloaeA loops like écrite B'e, flats slope slightly for-

wards, and tee double form is alao used. Ths letters f, o and g 

are need to naturalise those pitches. Both ff and # forms of the 

eharp occur, the latter in a large, rather ungainly form with a 

descender at tee beginning, An abnormal form of the flat appeare 
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on ff.1Gv-1tt |e . Black dote ere occasionally visible as a 

preliminary iadioation of coloration. 

Bd «rites only pieoea by Cooke (except for the anonymous 

i i which may probably he given to Cook» for thle reason), and 

all his composer attributions appear to he in this hand, at 

different levale of formality. So other second-layer scribe 

has copied words or music of a Cooks composition. 

jftlftfrl , M 

This text hand ia Irregular, oureive and hastard-influsnced, 

with -very thick verticals suggeating an almost vertical pen position. 

Ascenders are looped, aad descenders to p, s and f elope backwards, 

the closed f o m of the final a and the gothic a are used, also 

the long r on f.57* Abbreviation is irregular, e.g. St incamatus 
# 

eéé on f.62. Ponctuation V la uaeâ In all three pieces, me 

ascriptions of J£ end & to Rarest are in the sane hand. 

Soribe a'a eemibreves consist of a singlet often allghtly 

ĉurved diagonal atrele», occasionally approached downward froa the 

right, and finished with a alight twist to the left. Breve bars 

are marked on both sides, and ligature stems tend to overahoot 

downwards. Clefs consist of two blocks with a ellght downwards 

slope to the otherf estimes they are linked. G uaes hi» 

punctuation sign for a signum eotyruantlas and tbe nodern fema ta 

aign. Birects have a double undulation and a long, hooked tail . 

Stems are thick, often with a pressure point at the top, long, and 
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usually vertical. Some stems slope, but In either direction. 

The accidentals # and f are used. 

rPr 

Oaly one piece is affected» the extomyaeue fiai Saaete 

Salritua. which we know to he hy Dunstable, the text hand is 

a vary rounded, wide-spaced haetard eorlpt, quite irregular and 

with considerable variety of letter form. Gothic and haetard 

d are present, with looped, backward-bent a^i forward-curving 

ascenders on different occasions. Tapering descenders are 

and rounded forms of the letter r appear, 

Semibreves are approached downwards froa tee right | with 

a sudden increase in pressure ths pen swings round to the left 

throughout the mate stroke, then back again. There is a vsry 

distinctive obtuse angle at the left-fcanA corner, and curving 

right-hand aide. Breve bare are pronounced, consistent, and fora 

a deliberate etyllatic feature. The horizontal body of breve 

and long fors» le concave, because of reduced pen pressure in 

the middle. Clefs have etralght bocks, extended In both direc-

tions, ant the horizontal blocks, like breves, are conoavs with 

end bars. Directe have a double undulation and short spiral 

tell. Tails are thick, and increase in thickness towards the 

note aa If done in a eingle stroke with tbe noteheaA. # and f 

accidentals 
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On ff.8v-9 m are faced with two distinct hands which 

cannot be identified with ethers in the manuscript. It m y 

eeem extravagant to suggest mat three people (including word 

scribe b) were responsible for copying this .pieoej but neither 

of the present scribal performanoea falla within the range ef 

m e other. Both hands are somewhat cautious* aad no very 

positiva characteristic® emerge. 

I approaches his semihreves variously from left and right9 

and the elongated diagonal stroke occasionally tapers to the left . 

STeve hars are most noticeable descending to the right| the 

occaaional one descends lightly from the left or ascends to the 

right. Clefs are round-hacked, «rim Inward-curving blocks and 

a snail descending line to the right of me upper block. Directa 

have a double undulation and a vary short stroke. Minim tails 

are iwry light, ligatura tails slightly thicker, and aay be tvleted 

to met the body of me ligature* Accidental* which a » definitely 

in me hand of mis scribe Include a small b for the fr, and % with 

the lower horizontal extended to the right. Stack void coloration 

was later filled In with red» lurell's other contribution baa void 

coloration. 

Y's eealbreves have a slight approach down from the right, 

and a slightly twisted main stroke to form a very slim loaenge. 
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Side-bare te brews asoend and descend te tee right, and occasionally 

to tbe left aa tell. Clefs bave no back-bar, and tee bleaks slope 

steeply down, fflto olef of tbe bottom line ie like tboee of scribe 

It Directe have m doable undulation and a ebert booked tail, \ 

Meneuration eigne are large and quite boltt double and siggle 

forme of tee f lat , # and % forms of the sharp are used, also tee 

large % with two descenders as found in écrite ». 

Ska scribes are now listed under 

ie that of tee pieces the scribe of the heading ie givra in pares--

eggfe 

1 1 M M U m m 
l i M (d) £ 1 Bb (•) 

M * (*) M 5b {•) 

S » (*) §1 m c~) 

S . M (4) m m <*) 

aja * m m. Eb (fc) 

M. SB (•) 

Poreat M le (•) 

J3. % m m Be (•) 

H t % (g) m le (•) 

l i % fe) 

Hh (-

i c© 

i l 0c 

114 6e 

J£ ®F*c 

i i If 

M ?*b 

H i F'b 

JSSBSti. 

12. X» * b <b> 

èX w (f) 

jflBBBSjL 

21 m (c) 
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Holograph compositions 

It we® Barclay Sguire who first put forward the possi-

bility that 'Vioelae Sturgeon was either the possessor of the 

-velum» or mat (ewaa i f he waa net the actual scribe of some 

portions} i t was written under hi» immediate supervision1.1 

Si» CM» for this claim re* ted on 'th» unfinished Sano tua by 

Sturgeon' [unfinished to us becau»» a folio has been lest}» 

the 'rud»ly executed' d^th-century} initial S, the 'very 

email* aaoriptlon to Sturgeon embedded in the initial [la the 

hand of the restorer}, the 'rude sketch of a tonsured head' 

C again 19th-century},, the 'elaborate paraph' on f.91r [an 

overstatements Squire did mot distinguish layer», and thi» 

doodle is by no means the only marginal decoration in me 

aanuacrlpt}, and the [late I6th-century3 «cribbles including 

Sturfeeom'» name, 

Bamabothaa accepted mia auggeetion, aimough h» did 

point out that m e marginal aorlbble» are la a later hand* 81» 

aoribal analyaia (adopted without gestion by all subsequent 

eobolara) proceeds« 

It 1» noticeable that all Sturgeon's compositions ar» in 
hand B, and that thi» hand wrote nothing else except a 
Credo by Bureli on ff.54-55i alee mat scribe 0 ia 
reepoaaible for all the work of Banett, beaidee one Gloria 

1. Squir», 'Ho tee ...', p.349. 
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ef Burell and two of Cooke y two Antiphon» by Cook», a 
Credo by Cooke and another by Leonel, and lastly the aotet 

, .«gfflff», ' teJ ^ Cooke. The evidence aeeaa clearly 
to point to BaSaett, Canon of Vin&eor, m the posaeasor or 

' chief usar of the MS. lost of the erasures are in the pages 
covered by C, and in 9eaett's compositions* There can be 
l i t t l e doubt but that hand » is the hand of Sturgeon himself -
i t is quite distinct from any other in the MS., and with one 
possible exception occupies itself entirely with Sturgeon's 
music, inserting i t wherever a blank page could be found. 

The fact that Samsbotham can declare his hand B (ay Cc/ff 

oomplex) to be 'quite distinct from any other In ths MS,* whils 

excluding from i t which is undoubtedly by the scribe of 6gi 

that he fails to point out the complex situation which ariaes 

when one word scribe (the professional scribe b) serves a number 

of different music scribes) and that he faile to distinguish the 

Cooke, fferest and Dunstable scribes (see the tables on pp.130 and 

146) - all these must surely bring hie scribal judgments under 

auspiciou, Did he assign all Sturgeon*a music to the one scribe 

merely to complete the pattern he (in fact, rightly) saw forming, 

and 4M thia short out in turn blind him to further distinctions, 

especially that concerning the Cools» scribe, which might have 

advanced his autograph theory considerably? 

Bamabotham does not actually euggest that eome, at leaat, 
1-

of Damett*s compositions may be autograph, We now eee that acabes 

le end Bb be ween them are responsible for copying all Damett*s 

plecee) that Be and music scribe B copied nothing but Damett, 

although the profeeeional text eorlbe b contributed to compositions 

by Sturgeon, Damett and Burell. 
1. A- fttf * - —» 
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lurell'e ooppositions »how a leas tidy pattern. Apart 

from the aueie eorlbee X and T, which defy firm identification 

with ©mere In OB, they are copied, like Leonel*e Credo, by 

the «crib»» who otherwise occupied themselves exclusively with 

Bamett aad Sturgeon. All of Cook»*» compositions are ia the 

hand of écrits M , anA thia aoribe contributed nothing elee 

beeidea Cooke compositions. 

She coincidence of a composer with a scribal attribution 

ia very far from being a guarantee of autograph, though i t 

suggest» a close lntereet or oonneotion between the eeribee 

and ooapo»»r» concerned. More significant 1» that this group 

of scribe» shows considerable activity on the music copied by 

the mala scribe «1 veil a» on ita own work. Brasure and re-

writing la not confined to me correction of errors but include» 

re-oonpoeltion of ebort paeeage»| an activity which requiree 

nuaical understanding and Inventiveness and, indeed, the ability 

to compose. Some, but by no means all of their alterations can 

be treated as aid» to performance, such a» the eraaure and re-

•Iting of ayllabl»» or accidental», but the mere far-reaching 

oaaee (dleoueeed below) undoubtedly go beyond m e brief of a mere 

performer. fa know that the four men involved w«r» performer» -

i t is well known that Burell, Cook», Damett and Sturgeon were 

members of Henry ¥*s household chapel, and they would hardly 

have been taken to Barfleur and iglncourt If they held the»» 

post» a» sinecure» - aad that they were composers. If the 
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singers marked tbe manuscript and can be identified with soas 

of tbe scribes, if the sorites were the perforators who meed 

ths aaaueoript and show, indepandsntly of pieces aaorlbed to 

them, the ability to oeapoee, it is hard to escape the conclu-

sion that some of the second-layer music say be autographe 

Alternatively, each composer/performer worked la such close 

collaboration with his amanuensis that i t is hardly worth 

drawing a legalietio distinction between coapoeer sad aaanusnsis. 

•Si® unprofessional character of thsse hands inorsaees tee pos-

sibility that tee composers themselves were repponsible. If 

employing someone else to copy their music, shy did they not 

engage a professional scribe, and why did such a scribe net 

act for al l of then? In the case of the professional text scribe 

b this is clearly what did happen, and it is significant that 

the only scribe who overlape composer divisions is a professional. 

fhe confused situation over Burell may indicate that he 

was unduly modeet* compositions or his handwriting. 

The Sturgeon scribe copied hie Credo The professional text 

scribe wrote hie Gloria jfc and an unknown mxele copyist, I, 

copied tee first page* If OB contains any autograph music by 

SUrell, the ausic scribe 7, represented on f*f, is the most 

ê̂ÏEt̂^̂ ?̂
1

 iiKB̂ ât̂ ĵ CW&Îfcïï̂ lMii? áL̂fe «̂JEÎ ̂̂ N̂fĉLtflí jfeí̂Kí̂̂ ^̂  f̂êàfl̂̂fe 

try-outs (see plate X), since erased, were written. 

If the professional text scribe was. employed as I have 

suggested (probably on tbe initiative of Damett and sturgeon), 
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the case fer pronouncing music scribes h and e to he me work 

of a single hand <eee p.141). that of Bamett himself, is made 

stronger. there are eraeuree and rewriting® throughout the 

b/e, as aleo the o/f complex. The difficulty of dietlagulshlng, 

in both oaaee, is aggravated by the numerous self-conscious 

differences which creep in when a non-professional sorihe tries 

to emulate a more formal script than he finds comfortable. 

Thua, we can tentatively draw the conclusion mat m e 

four composers who had physical access to the manuscript 

played some part in adding their compositions to i t . They 

employed a professional text scribe for sous of the work) Cooke, 

Bamett and Sturgeon may have copied all their own music, aad 

Bu»*ell may have copied one page of his, with aesiatance from 

Sturgeon and another unknown writer. If Sturgeon copied 

Leonel '« Credo there is no case for suggesting that OH 

contains any autogrpph music of Leonel. However, i t should 

not pass unnoticed that m e only two substantial recoapoaitlone 

ia scribe A'e work affect pieces by Leonel - mai 117. 

I haw assumed above that Burell, Cooks, Bamett and 

Sturgeon had physical access to m e manuscript. Strictly 

speaking, me noet we can say la that they belonged to the 

aame institution at me «ame time, Má that their compositions 

are represented in OS. It is only the details of scribes and 

erasures, not previously considered cloeely by scholars of t$e 

manuscript, which links them to their compositions and, in turn, 
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links the manuaorlpt to their institution. m i s is clearly, 

in some respects, a circular arguments hut the circle Jóia» 

up very plausibly. At any rate, this is the sole link whioh 

can he established between the Old Ball aanuscrlpt aad the 

Mglimh reyal houaehold chapel - a point to be considered In 

a later chapter. 

mere remain the compositlona of Ftorest and Punstable, 

neither of which has? any known connection with the king1» 

chapel. mere are no grounds for suggesting that they 

personally had access to the manuscript, as they had no 

provable inatltutlonal neabershlp In oomaon either with eaeh 

other or with the four royal chaplains. the different «eight 

and colour of tha bifoliua containing Bunatable'a aotet, and 

scribe Hh*s only contribution to OB, has already been remarked.
1 

It is juat possible that this aay haw been incorporated as a 

'fascicle-manuscript* * a term coined by Charles Haam to describe 

a ready-written bifoliua or gathering incorporated into a larger 
9 

volume - but its rulings are uniform with surrounding itena, 

which aay be more than coincidence. Certainly thia ia the only 

insertion la the volume which could have been written in advance t 

the other insertions are grafted onto the existing nanuacript, 

aad cannot be seen as independent insertions. 

1. On p.42 above. 

f. See Charles Bama, 'Manuscript Structure in the Bufay Ira', 
Acta Musicologlca. vol.XEXi? (1962). 
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fit» Credo whose two lower parts survive o» t. 62 Q&) ie 

not aaerlbed to Forest in 01 or in either of ita concordances 

(Trent, where it is preserved complete, and OUC where it survlvss 

fragmentarily). But the atyle leave® little room for doubti 

In coaaoa with Ibrest*® two OS aoteta It has long dusts for the 

unusual combination (unusual outside isorhytha, that la) of 

treble and contraâenor. Sone of the music by the four royal 

chaplains survives abroad, as I shall show latsr. The likeli-

hood that this Is not by ins of them is inorsaaed by the fact 

that it la not written bp one of their scribes. 

It is the identification of the acribe of tels Credo 

as the scribe of the threat motets which dispsle the idea of 

three layers in the compilation of the asnueoript,1 The Credd 

uses one of the initials l e f t by scribs A*® illuminator» and 

if the presumption that the second-layer scribes used these 

openings before embarking on their own non-illuminated ones is 

valid, the forest sorlbe appears to have had access to the 

manuscript during the period when the royal chaplains alao 

had access to i t . If i t is more than ooinoidenoe that one 

scribe is responsible for the three fbrest pieces and nothing 

else, i t would still be going too far to suggest autograph in 

this case. Thia scribe shows no revising activity on other 

music in tee volume, and there is no biographical evidence to 

connect him with the royal chaplains. 

1. Harrison, MMB. p.221. 
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Second-layer activity on the g^lc of fef^t layer 

The aoat obvions oases of erasure in 01 haw not heen 

written over, and i t is therefore not possible to tell who 

was responsible for the erasures. The first four-and-two-thlrds 

staves of auslo have teen erased on f,69v« the text reaaine. 

Mords and auslo of ff,101v-102 have been wholly erased. The 

density of ink and olarity of writing found in scribe A's work 

make total recovery possible. Ultra-violet photographs «re 

reproduced as plates VII-IX* the affected part of f t is tran-

scribed on pp.155-157» end this la followed on p.157 by a 

section of 128» the last of the three Agnus settings of ff. 

101v-102, where a few bars of the eraeed top part were thsasslvss 

a pallapesst, Ths alternative reading is showa on tee small 

stave above the score. 

These erasures are included under tee heading of sscond-

laysr activity because the most likely explanation ie that the 

second-layer eerlbee required more room. Mo more openings for 

Credo eettinge remained and, the volume being bound by this tins, 

ftoteer insertions would not be easy, & any case, it would not 

SMfey have teen possible to insert an extra bifolium into the 

section of Credos te choirbook lay-out without ssparating the 

two halves of one setting from each other, (However, an insertion 

could have been made before f , f8 t blank because of the incomplete 

state of Street'a motet,) Presumably the text on f,6*v was not 

eraeed because i t could be used for another setting. 
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©te eecond-layer scribes made no insertions suitable for 

Agnus settings - at leaat, none tbat have survived. The erasure 

of ff.101v-102 may have been to accomodate a second-layer Agnus. 

The erasure of the text might not have been necessary if score 

settings ware intended. Was the whole opening erased in order 

to accommodate a choirbook setting? 

The names of the composers of JgJ, and 128» written by 

scribe A, have also been erased. Bone in red paint, they do 

not respond to ultra-violet light. However, it can be seen 

from plates fill sad M that fragments of ascenders and descen-

ders reaaia, and teat fragments of straight or curvsd atrotes 

can te distinguished. If the names belong to composers appear-

ing elsewhere in 01, the first can only be J.Cooke, «te second 

f.Aleyn. «lis conclusion was reached after careful tracing and 

comparison of all composer attributions which could poesibly be 

relevant. The final oka of Cooke are quite plain. Of Alejrn, 

the W, the eplit ascender of the 1, the dotted y and n are un-

misteksable. 

if M.Aleyn, the compose? of this Agnus, is to be identi-

fied with the Aleyn who composed Gloria 8 (no initial has survived 

the trimming there, but there probably was one originally beoauae 

of the spacing of the surround), he cannot also be identified with 

the í.álaaus who wrote Jub_Jrturo Oooke and áleyn appear 

in that order as coapoeers of the last two Oloriaa in soore* and 

Cooke, as I have yet to show, waa probably the composer ef the 
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erased Credo 8g. The stave-lines have been retouched in red on 

f.69v, where the erasure was not completed, hat not on ff.101v-2 

where i t was. 

Cooke's first-layer Gloria in score (£) has several 

points of interest, one of which concerns the text. Instead 

of the usnal propter magaam gloriam tua» i t gives propter 

gloriam tuam aâ naa. This is the only such variant in the 

text of me Ordinary ta 01, hut cannot he dismissed m an 

error. * ficfcham Lsgg gives the following rubric with the 

authority of two source»« ce^eyie, vero, dugplioibus festis 

M^^ff i iniiSifnSî ŜIS i nnSlm: JBjffHffi, iiîSîffiSiMiiii '«ni'"ffi ̂ ^^. i P^^ — ̂fiRftf̂ î nî filŜi * * * 

per gloriam tuam maanaa ... having specified for omnibus aaiori-

jMft..Cs?duppliclbua^ jgro
m
 dlayyicloao ojuvtor Iŝ  dicitur ^fffwrn 

This Gloria waa copied by scribe A with duets for the 

two outer parts from Domine deu» to off$jK>tea» and from foi pede» 

to »olu» sanetus « The only other first-layer pieoe in score 

including a duet is ££ (Ave resina). again byr Cooke, which opens 

with a duet for the upper part» but has written-in rests for the 

1. However, the Credo JO, of which two voices survive in OH 
and the other two in LoF, f.13, has in that source the variant 

i ^ l W r et, vltam futurlseculi. Archdale A. 
King, Liturgie» Of the Eellgioue Orders (London. 1955)» P.45» 
give» thi» as a Carthusian variant. 
a. J.Wickfcam I*gg, The Sarum Missal (Oxford, 1916), pp.6-?. 
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lower part. Two seeend-layer score pieces have duets, all for 

tbe outer part®» Harnett's ftiata Bei genltrix f^j) and Sturgeon's 

Ssnetue (114). 

& however, the middle part of these duets has heon 

filled in, and not hy scrihe A bat scribe B, the scribe of 

the second-layer Cooke pieces. Surely this strengthens the 

case for this being fee hand of Cooke himself, and certainly 

it provides a very strong argument for identifying the first-

layer composer with the second-layer one. Tbe aiddle part 

of the original version as scribe A left it haa a C3 clef through-

out, which is restated at the return to a three-part section 

after a duet, both times in the aiddle of a line and not at the 

beginning. The aiddle parts of the duets have a 04 c lef, and 

in both duets tee added part extents the range of tee existing 

middle part downwards by a third. 

The piece contains some interesting erasures. At tear 0 

in tee aiddle part a red sharp tes been eraeed before tee 

second £ «ai rewritten in black before the preceding &» thus 

avoiding (te unnecessary chromatic step. Ibis phrase la very 

olear in ite Indications of flotai see p.162. Scribe A 

here indicates c$ (unuftually but not uniquely) by a small letter 

G , net by Ï». & this he seems te te following the composer's 

own practice, or at any rate anticipating the habits of eerlbe 

S. She teo otter first-layer pieces by Cooks also contain 

interesting examples of erased and rewritten accidentels. 
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fite breves In tee middle end loiter part at ter 39 

bave teen erased. lbs a in tee aiddle part must be regarded 

as correct* tea c, in tbe middle part bas rightly been replaced 

by the £ below. 

Mest pussling is an «rasure affecting bars 91-94 (in 

gloria del). Scribe 4*s vsrsion st i l l steads for tee upper parte 

and for tee lower to jUi. Thereafter, hie lower part has been 

thoroughly erased, and the aiddle part copied onto the lower 

ateve by écrite It ia hard te suggest any explanation for tela 

The only difference is that the middle part uses a half-coloaed 

breve for J$r 94 while tee lower part wrltee thia as a black and 

a red semibrev* (see p.162). lhe lower part as i t now stands 

uses a lager line, the only one in the manuscript, though this 

dees net take tee part cuteMe the range i t touches elsewhere 

with another clef. fhe ereeure ban only for one note neoessi^ 

tated a retouching ef the middle stav»-line (£)» the reet ef the 

erasure ie ateve teia but cannot now be deciphered, theugh 

écrite A's work ie invariably dense enough te be legible after 

erasure. The paesage aakes a very good duet, and the unison 

doubling is hardly acceptable. It could be argued that eoribe 

C intended It te be a duet for tee outer voices 9 and planned to 

erase tee aiddle part, having copied it onto the bottom etave. 

If the lowest part went up to as the correction doss, eoribe 

A would have changed clef rather than use a leger line. It is 
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impossible te reconstruct « plausible lower part which descends 

only to £ «nd gees no higher than 4. The eituatioa ia further 

coaplicated by the cadence on d£-i containing three no 

satisfactory reconstruction can take account of these, Mhatever 

the bottom part did originally, it did not double m e « M â l e 

part. It aay have been written a third to© low in error. Moat 

likely, it was originally intended as a duet, with reata in 

the bottom pari, Thia would account for their erasure being 

undetectable. Although duets are usually between the ease 

two parta- in any on® composition, a distinction aay be drawn 

here between the «elf«contained duet eeotions without reata 

which were later filled in, and a abort seotion §2 with reata, 

g im mm case (illustrated at the foot of p. têt) in 

which a second-layer 'improvement* ia beet ignored. Bar 6 ie 

«hewn f lret mm modified by a later acribe, C, next as écrite A 

originally had it. The ether variant reading between these two 

extracta, in bar 8, ia equally satisfactory in both versions, 

though i t i« not poasible to t«ll who was responsible for 

erasing the «tea amA second note of scribe A*« ligature, leaving 

only a breve. 

One other erasure in this piece is of interest. At bar 

13, the manuscript reading ia given in the following example. 

The note marked « ie now a seaibrev* but originally had a minim 

atem. Thia would have made the rhythm of ma top part J fij 
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with the * falling on the semlbrev® heat and not anticipating 

it. & «lia case i t seems legitimate to transfer the * to 

the note marked ». 

the musical reading la found in 

bars 16-3? of The first 

example below shows tea version 

now In the manuscript. Ths 

minis a and the besrinnlaa of tee 
ymm* wm « « « t u * * mm 

ligature (at least) axe later 

additional again, probably, hy C. The second version teles 

is musically more satisfactory, and assumes the £ of the eaai-

breve ligature to haw teen a breve. the minim £ which imper-

fects it vas written by A and has been erased. 

M o . * _ f - 7 

f i p f 

V te*ce-U- stiT 

i s » _ 

t k s s i r 

\ -re-re AO -

I r 
m m 
AO -

presumes -

£ .eemlbreve of scribe A and 

flanked % dote whose slgnifiaaace 

intended aa dots of deletion, 

breve The ligature la 

la unclear. They could te 

te a mueioal context, or as 
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indication® of coloration*
1

 Such dote are nevar vieille i» 

écrite A'a work, aad may indicate the initiative of écrite B 

at this pointé , Bssides, this piece is not of a kind likely.to 

have coloration, lo coloration group which could be suggested 

here makes tetter sense than the second example above, and thia 

eeeata to te the teat solution* 

A change whose significance will be demonstrated later 

has teen mede to bars 39 and 40 of ley Henry's Gloria (|f)• 

apparently by scribe C* The present version as i t appears 

in the manuscript is given in the first example below, aad 

«see a mixture of red and void coloration synonymously* ffce 

original version copied by scribe A (shown in the second exemple 

below) was one breve shorter, and used only red coloration* 

the seaibreve rest imperffecting the breve of the top part hae teen 

changed by the later «erite into a breva reat* 

1. scribe B* Sm p. 143 
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ïfee musical text of 101 has teen worked over extensively 

by the second-layer eerihee, It was clearly oae cf the most 

widely-circulated (and therefor® popular) of the older piece» 

in the manuscript. Concordances survive ia Fountains and 

2odI>, and it 1» preserved a» a square in me Morwich Gradual, 

B.M.taaadowae 462, The version transcribed on the following 

pages lacks editorial berline» aad accidentals» to avoid 

confusing the comparative readings i t conveys. The intonation, 

present in lioP and OH, ia omitted her®. Ligaturee are thoae of 

OH and ligature variant» ar© not indicated. The bar» through 

the score are berline» In 01 aad I«F. aw?» though separate 

atava» ar» l l t t l» strokes in Lo F. Soft® «urvive» from verni* to -

the end, and laa preserves the lowest part only. Text, under 

the lowest part in all eouroee, ia placed above it here for 

reasons of «pacing. It will be noticed that the original 

OH version wa« much oloaer to ita concordances than i t ie now. 

The only explanation of the time signature* in the lower part 

which can be pat forward 1* that they were added a» blue-print» 
. > 

for eponiajtaou» aab»lli»bment . îlie upper parte would follow 

suit - or waa this lower part used a» a aqua*»» m baai» for 

further composition (live or written), without being «eparately 

copied? 
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en, .the. aueio... of the second layer 

Tbe seoond-layer mueio texte are virtually palimpseste 

from beginning to end. Straightforward errora ef copying de 

occur, hut are less common than errors of thinking, such as 

the end of (again hy Cooke). The middle part has h e m al» 

tared from the down-stemmed version on the aiddle stave helow, 

with red ©deration (the & aay have beea a red breve, bat this 

would have made the passage rhythmically as well as pltchwiee 

impossible)t to tee upeeteased version with void ooloratlon. 

This is strongly reminiscent of the *biteaal* cadence at the 

end of % (f.3v), where the offending part should be treated 

as an intended erasure but for the fact that i t carries tee 

Mot all the second-layer eraeures are ao eaelly 

detected or explained. For a start, the original writing 

much less densely inked than tee work of eorite 4) the apaoiag 

is such less predictable Mid certainly less generous$ and tee 

eraeures tend to be more thorough. Measures within their own 
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work do not lend Mmmwimm to clearcut analysis a® do the above 

oases of their emendations to scribe A's work, to doubt, their 

own revisions would be much more interesting, often rsfleeting 

a composer*s own second thoughts about his own composition, if 

only the f irst stage in the thought process could be uncovered. 

Munirons adjustments affect a faw notes only, one or twe 

^ ^̂jfetiBi SBÎ^̂ĴBft itf•̂L'il̂̂  * ïlftiî  

mere frequently an ornamented fox» has been eubctltuted. On f.6v, 

stave 4y tee semibreve ligature £ has been replaced by tee 

familiar cadence figure 4 4 • 4 | ©a f.fv, stave 8, the 
I I I & 

seaibreve ligature c, & replaces a simple breve Originale 

are uaually Illegible, but the greater compression of the new 

version suggests teat thejre are more notes* for example, the 

coloration group on f.40v (55* Stella cell), tee only ease te 

the manuscript of tee uee of coloration la an loglieh deeeant 

piecet has been eçueeaed in over an unoolored erasure* 

Most alterations of individual note pitchee aake cense 

as corrections of errors or alternative readings. Ons interesting 
» 

case deserves mention. In tee contratenor of Cooke*s Crete |f 

(f»79)»-ter (seventh note from the end of etavs 6), tee 

seaibreve c, has been erased, and the Improved reading b eubetltuted, 

apparently by the same écrite M-mot at the same time. The con-

cordanoe in COT* baa c at this point. Could i t be teat Cfí* or 

ite exemplar. warn copied from .the. autograph version in 01 before-

1. On f.Tv, st.2, st.10t f . f v , st.4l t . l i r , et.f§ f.40, st . f % 
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this alteration eme mad®? 

. Estonsiv® alterations affect f.8, st.4, f.8v, st.11, 

f.lOv, stave® 10-1t, 3to addition, the first line of the top ' 

part on f f.6v, 31 v and 91 r have been rewritten in a way which 

clearly differs in melodic line and rhythm from the original 

version - which sadly cannot he read sufficiently to fit with 

the other parts in any of these cases. On stave 9 of f.ftv, 

however, there is an erased draft version of the present opening, 

presumably tried out there before the change was made. 

3s many oases, certainly the last-quoted, evidence of 

recomposition is clear. ©us extent of the alterations is more 

than could possibly be put down to correction of copying errors| 

and the lack of similarly extensive change® to the work of the 

main scribe betray Interest of a more direct kind. Undoubtedly, 

their changes to scribe A*m work (which 

very complex pieees 22. S2Ù reflect understanding and use. 

Thia le an important point, for the notational tours da foroo 

found in such pieoes aay well strain our credulity on the 

matter ef performance. It could be argued that acme of these 

pieces were used not for performance bat for study? though 

study In some of these cases surely demands a score, either 

in sound (i.e. performance) or in writing. 

However, thia re-writing took place, together with 

jottinge and drafts, «m the present fair copies and not on 

reugb «cores. I have no new information to justify re-opening 
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v 
©peculation about th® nature of original working drafts used 

in the process of composition» Any such drafts were clearly 

not used for the present revisions? and the presumption ca» 

only be that the revisions were made in the light of performamos, 

of a •sounding* «core, 

flats 1 shows the most extensive erasure in the manuscript 

which does not relate to the music on that page, nor to anything 

else I have been able to identify. It occurs on f .9j and is in 

the hand of the music scribe (T) ofjthat page* Other similar 

but smaller jottings have been erased at various places in tee 

manuscript, all at bottoms of pages, and all apparently written 

by the same seribst 

— 

St. 12. 

§f 
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Th® second-layer sorites «hoir mimes t m activity e» 

th» vertei texts ef the first-layer music. The only case is 

on f.78, where two changes have tee» made to the partially-

texted lower parts - only the tenor and part of the ooatrateaer 

survive in OH, aad no concordance haa come to light. 

After It resurrexlt (écrite a), écrite f has exceed some 

words, presumably torcia, die &c, and substituted MJ^oeMit in 

« o * 1 * A had written theee 

worle (It ascendit &c), in the tenor part, écrite o (aaother 

significant juxtaposition of hamda f emd o) haa erased thea aad 

written St iterua veaturu» est. firgine in the tenor coincides 

with St reeurrexit In the contratenor, presumably becauee the 

missing top part rested after ex Maria at that point. Then, 

following écrite A ( a reading, the manuscript bar line will fa l l 

after et h ome faotue eat in tbe top part, after tercia die 

secundum «criaturas in me contrateaor, m e tenor being untexteft 

here. The tenor*s et aeoeaâlt ia men treated as a guide to the 

worda euag by the top part at thia point, whioh i« a duet for 

me outer parta and includes et itsrua. The effeot of Sturgeon *e 

alteration (if Indeed thia 1« his hand) le te aeeign the entire 

duet to me text et Itera» ... aertuos» and presumably to give 

i l l tenor after virglp? and torcia die . 
t o t b

*
 a f t

®
r

 contratenor'e It 

reeurrsait. The two verelone oaa be ehown dlagraamatioally thuai 
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k. 

Scribe As 

I CflgJteftft et homo frctu? est. | M acoendit] 

H I V 1 3 & » f. 

Scribe f/ci 

I [ey, Maria ' tercfa. di? secundum scriptures.] 

dexteram ^ j t r l a . j reata 

« I PtiStem. Cet . bcB̂ c, , factua est.] | It l^rya 

lhetances cf second-layer activity on the verbal testa 

of the second-layer music are mora numerou» though none is mi 

complex aa the above. Band b haa eraeed and re-sited syllables 

en ff.10, fOv and ft. If, as 1 believe, be copied the text before 

its ausie scribe started work en i t in each case, he must have 

been at hand to aake the necessary adjustments afterwards. Because 

motet texte, composer aaoriptione and a rubric (la £|) are involved, 

he muet haw copied tee texts vite the particular pieces in minA, 

and worked in close collaboration with the music scribes. Tte 

colour of tee rubric le identical te that ef the coloration in 

tele piece. 12. clearly added music to words already copied» the 

dividing-point between f f . ê r and 9 coincide» with the end of a 

word, not ef a musical perfection, and the long-tail ateve a l t ís -

simas is abnormally short. lut the fact that on f . f v the eyllablss 
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gleg|l overshoe Is the end of a line might he regarded as evidence 

«hat they were accommodating to music which was already in place. 

Since they are in paler ink than the rest of the text, however, 

it seeae mere likely that they were encased in to compensate 

fer an omission. 

Scribe c has adjusted the placing ef syllables on ff.34r aad 

58v, moving them further to the right where insufficient space was 

allowed for a melisma. Scribe f »s adjustments on f.11v are 

easily accounted fer. Domine doas agnus began the fourth stave 

of the part» do was erased, and resited in the margin at the aad 

of the previous line. It falls en an upbeat, so the stave-end 

now function® instead of a dot of division. 2a the second qui 

M I M » m È L originally apaced as In the first ^ 

«tó miserere has been erased where deprocatloaem now appears -

an easy enough error to make. Tk® same scribe also had trouble 

at line ends in copying Burell*s Gloria but as this piece 

ie in score, it was simpler to adjust one musical part to the 

others and to the word© than to change all the elements. 

Scribe d has adjusted the placing of eyllablesjon f.32v, 

and more extensively on ff.90v-91* scribe e haa adjusted syllables 

on f,79v. All these second-layer cases concern adjustment by 

scribes to their own work. Scribe f/o, alone, seems to have 

made changes to the work of other scribes. His change© on f.t® 

have already been given. He also tampered with Bamett's Gloria/ 

Credo pair, J£ aad loth pleoee have red-texted duet eectloas 
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for the top and tenor parts, the top being fully texted, the 

tenor having a r®d. iacipit only. Scribe o ha® added full 

text to the tenor parts of these duets « a significant notion. 

Be is also responsible for erasing a misleading set of aensuration 

signs after the ieorhythaic tenor of Baaett's motet tVf. (on f.f@) 

and replacing thea by a olear set of verbal directions. 

Ifeli&ilfeft̂Jiift .i ifmŜiu.ffîvfffiifffiiFi i dssor Ibed̂  

Two pen drawings of mythical animals appear in tee 

tail margins of ff.105 and 106§ sum (or at least, £ followed 

by five minims) has bean written in the tail margin of f.52. 

Some fairly large letters have been scratched with a dry stylus 

in the top margin o» f.@5$ they apparently read Bonus puer. 

Semi thing, ao longer legible, has been scratched eat 

under the ascription to Deaett on f.Tv. The «see incorporated 

Into the same composer's initial 0 by the seme scribe (b) on 

f.89r la emitting something Aron its nostrils. This was pee» 

sumably uncomplimentary «ad has been erased, though being 1» 

red it cannot be recovered by means of ultra-violet light* 

fhis small detail might be interpreted to mean that Demett wae 

not himself écrite b, but that he removed this piece of banter 

during his subsequent access to the book. 

The erased red ascriptions in the side margins of ff.39* 

and 40 have already been mentioned. Careful inspection of the 
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margine for evidence of ascription, particularly where the facing 

initial has been removed, yielded only one clue. On f.6?v, 

below tbe ascription to Szsetre, there are two faint red offsets, 

botb tbe right way round and therefore twice offset (presumably 

oat© a spare sheet of paper or parchment used to avoid blotting). 

One is SsBsetre, and no great ingenuity is required to explain 

its presence. The other, a little lower down, is Cook, or 

Coeke. So first-layer Credo survives with an ascription to 

Cook®, and neither neighbouriRg piece lacks an ascription.. 

Ff.68-69, however, are the central bifoliuw of gathering II, 

and if they were temporarily removed, perhaps for the ink to 

dry, f.6?v would be facing ?.?0. If f.70, or a spare sheet 

laid on top of it, bore the reverse offset cf its composer's BUM 

from this could easily be transferred to f,ê|v» in its 

present position, provided the manuscript was unbound aad tee 

pages not finally aligned. The Crete 8£ which occupies ff.é§hr-f§ 

has suffered both extensive erasure and loss of initial» see 

PP.t54-57 above. It shares its structure of alternating duet 

and few-part sections with a final section 0 with three other 

pieces in the manuscripti the Gloria tt by Leonel and the now 

anonymous Credo J£ which forms a musical as well as structural 
pair with this Gloria and is almost certainly by Leonel» and 

tbe Oloria J £ by Cook®. fg, has no conclusive musical link® 

with and the fact that i t is flanked by Leofeel Credos argues 
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marginally in favour of Leonel ae it® composer* However, the 

o f f s e t ascription to Cooke affords much more tangible evidence, 

and we may g ive 'tie piece to Cooke with reasonable confidence* 

It will be noticed that both the extensive erasures (on f.6?v 

and ff.101v-1Q2) affect compositions by Cooks. 

Suoh juggling of the unstitched gatherings as X have sup-

posed must have happened frequently if the scribe had several 

pieces ia progress. Other offsets do occur, but none are of 

comparable significance. Music may be offset from missing 

folios, but it can never te deciphered clearly enough to tell. 

The bottom stave of f.tTv haa been transferred, by a process s i -

milar to m e ateve, to f.16v, but does not appear on f.18. à 

reverse image from f .17 alec appeare on f.16v. Ff .1v and 2 have 

offset onto each other in reverse. F*3v carries imagee from 

ff*2v and 4v, both the right way round. F.5 has taken a reverse 

image fro® f.4v, f.8 from f*7v* F*2v hae offeet onto f*3 in 

reverses this would be Impossible by juggling the unbound leaves 

of the original manuscript* Mther my collation is wrong for 

the first gathering, or m e offset was la this case caused by 

damp at a later stage. Tbe early part of the manuscript hae 

certainly suffered from damp and exposurei stains can be 

detected (e.g. on f*4v). Someone has inked over some of the 

more badly faded noteheads and text on f*1 - presumably the 

19th-century restorer. The same person may have teen responsible 
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fer the attempt te aid barllnes through the score at the beginnings 

of ff.1 and 30v. 

The small illuminated 0 at the foot of f.27v has been 

doubly offset onto £.26v. In the righthand side margin on f»5t» 

by staves 4 and 5, appears the reverse image of a large blue 

capital P, presumably offset from a missing folio. The facts 

that it has offset onto a point lover down the pege, and that 

the letter C has been twice offset, demonstrate not only that 

écrite à had written the manuscript unbound, but that the 

illuminator worked on it unbound. . 

The remaining marginalia are signs found at the head or 

side of various compositions, perhaps indicating performance 

or pieces to be copied eut» 

à tiny } marks pieces 1, 10, 12. Igl is narked , 

122. ^ » • lilt H I . s®
4

 ill w*® s»***
1

 , and the 

following pieces X « Si» M . . 22» M » M s M » 2L» lá* 

Jfilt i2£» M » H i * H â f H £ » Jti» J M i ill* U i » M » M ? 

layers «re represented here. Other indications, done with a 

brownish, waxy stylus, affsct only first-layer pieces» <15» 116. 

Ill» H i » lilt U S . « e all marked Jgt®, and the following (all 

pieces with gold illumination) are marked & i 26, jjt, 

M » H I .Sé$ 2L> Ã » 5 2 . It. lá* H » S£# m M » 122. Ill» H l » 

Há» M » m » M * M » us» m * m * m » m . m m * M -

This sign also-appears by two second-layer pieces with original 

illumination, JO and 53, 
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lâffflini MAjHySil^ffl • i llffŜ Wiff 

Bom teselm Hughes *s analysis of the plan and order of 

writing of 01 leads him to conclude that 

Old Hall is in no sense a composite manuscript, hut 
a fairly homogeneous collection written hy four 
different scribes* aad i f we were to attempt the un-
earthing of different strata to the extent of dis-
criminating between the work of different generations, 
we should te going too far. 

Be la, however, prepared to distinguish two •layers' within 

the work of the main écrite, of which the earlier more or less 

coincides with music copied in score (ff.1-6, 41~51v, 81-89, 

101—10*hr), the later with music in choirbook lay-out.2 He 

fails to take into account folios now missing from the manuscript 

and does not determine the collation."* These factors invali-

date his calculations about the order of the manuscript and his 

theory that Hoy Henry's Sanetus was a later addition, iather 

than take them as our starting-point » we would be safer to go 

back to Squire'e less comittal 'In all probability the volume 

was begun at different places simultaneously' 

All later writers have taken over Bsmsbethaa's scribal 

assignations without qualification. Bukofser s t i l l regarded 

1. lamsbotham âe, OH, vol.1, p.xv. 
2. ibid., p.xiv. 

3. See above, p.34, n.1. 

4. Squire, 'lotes ... ', p.343. 
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the contribution» of Hamebotham's scribes B and 0 as part of 

the main compilation, though 'Compositions by Dunstable said 

Forest, more advanced than the rest, have been inserted by a 

later hand O Harrison finally made a chronological separa-

tion between the work of scribe A from that of B and C, placing 

all the addition» to the original nucleus between 1413 and 1432, 

the 'final addition of pieces by Dunstable and ftorest* toward® 
2 

the end of this period. However, as Harrison gives no reasons 

for this dating which bear close scrutiny (see the diecussion 

of Hoy Henry in chapter 71 below), it will be best to start 

afresh with the revaluation of scribes and collation. 

The overall scheme of the manuscript's contents, by litur-

gical categories, may possibly feflect a 'received' order -

received musically from an exemplar or verbally from the commis-

sioner of the manuscript. Iven so, many internal indications 

make i t clear that the scribe himself planned the order of the 

collection in matter» of detail. That ié to say, he determined 

the number of stave-lines to the page, the space to be occupied 

by each piece, all matters of spacing and lay-out within a piece, 

and where extra bifolia were to be inserted. It seems too, as 

I shall show, that the order of pieces within each section was 

gQH1» P. 167. See also Bukofaer, studies *m » p.76. 
2. Harrison, USB, pp.221-22. 
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hie own responsibility. The foot that he «a» able to plan to 

the extent he did aeana that te must have had ooples of a large 

amount of aoaio in front of him at onoe, aad for quite a long 

period of time. le bad these either in the fera of one or more 

large sources of aimiler soope (in which case the copying must 

have teen done on location, for no institution would part up with 

ita ohoirbook for so long) or, acre likely, la the form of rough 

copies collected, perhaps from all over the country and In no 

particular order, by himself or someone else. Although there 

is no evidence that the Fountains fragment formed a direst model 

for part of 01, i t la the kind ef rough-copy manuscript which 

might have existed for OS. Svsn if écrite A did not then make 

his own exemplar from his collection of rough copies, he at 

lsast did a certain amount of mualeal scanning and calculation 

of epacing bafore arranging the final copy as he did. 

Mo ene criterion of planning emerges clearly. Within 

the main aeotleaa (Cloriae in score, Olorlaa in ehoirbook, Antiphona 

in score, Grades in score, Credos in ohoirbook, Sanetus settings, 

Agnus settings, isorhythmio motets), which are strictly respected, 

suggestions of groupings by compossr, style, length and plainsong 

all appear, and the difficulty lies in knowing which priority the 

tion of space forced him to change his plan for that point) but 

in other casss where the intention is unclear, it is never eaey 
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to tell whether he «as ©©ping with seme late arrivals as they 

turned up, or whether he temporarily abandoned «ay attempt to 

impose a tidy pattern on his oolleotion. Only where the plan 

can bs detested as fuite deliberate are we in a position to 

soy that he had the affected music to hand, let us take each 

section of the manuscript in turn and try to detect which cri-

terion was uppermost in scribe A*a mind as he planned i t . 

The Glorias in seers (occupying exclusively the first 

gathsring, since gathering IX la a eeoond-layer iassrtlon) are 

too incomplete for us to observe any pattern of order by compo-

sers « all ssttinge survive anonymously sxospt the last two to 

be copied, which are by Cooke and Aleyn. The stylistically 

more advanced settings (using coloration and short note values) 

congregate towards tee end of the eectionf thus ths order may 

reflect a deliberate arrangement. Howevsr, there is nothing 

in this first gathering to prove teat the soribe planned i t in 

advance rather than adding pieces to it in order of composition 

over a long period ef time. 

arrangement is asssablsd by composerst ons piece hy l e y Henry, 

two by %tteriag| one hy Tyes, one by Kxoetre, five by Xeonel 

and finally three by Pyeard. Within these groupa, Leonel'e 

two isorhythmie Glorias are adjacent, so are Pycard's two 

canonic «mes. Tyee*s placing may not be significants his 
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Gloria occupies a single side only, and may have teen added 

there later to fill up the page facing %ttering*a one-side 

Gloria. 

The rest of gathering I? and the beginning of gathering 

V are devoted to a Sloria each of Rowlard, Queldryk, Oervaya, 

ânon» CZacar}» Anon» Pyoard and Cooke. Of these, the first, 

second, third and sixth belong to «hat I shall call the 

•Yorkshire nexus* - which includes music by composers with 

Yorkshire names or associations, or music with concordances 

or connections with the Fountains fragment. Rowlard *s Gloria 

and the second anonymous Sloria have concordances in LoFj 

Queldryk aad Oervays may perhaps be associated with the abbeys 

of Fountains and Jervaulx respectively.
1

 Whether the other 

anonymous Gloria and that by 2acar can now be grouped with the 

Yorkshire pieces remains an open question. Fycard's canonic 

Gloria (jg) is out of place here, perhaps because It was received 

too late to be placed with his other Glorias. Cooke, again, is 

near the end of the section» there is no choirbook Sloria by 

Aleyn. 

Too few composer identifications are available for the 

antlphons, but the order of the surviving ascriptions la* 

Leonel, Leonel, %tterlng, Fonteyns» Cooke. Cook» is once 

1. For the former name, see Bikofser, Studies — , p.91. 
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again last, preceded by Pbnteyns of tbe Yorkshire nexus, 

^yktering's antiphon, which immediately precedes fbrnteyns's, 

bos a fork concordance. Tbe Lionel pieces are separated from 

each other by a number of anonymous antiphons, ant %ttering 

is not near enough to the beginning for us to assert that the 

older of composers followed in the choirbook Glorias applied 

also here. lor are the antiphons grouped by text» Leonel's 

setting of Ave legina ia no.£l, nhereas Cooke 's is Jgj ths 

anonymous Regina cell <$£, whereas the planned but unwritten 

setting of that text would have followed Cooke's Ave laglnas 

ths two Hesciens mater settings are separated as 

We might surest here, most tentatively, that antiphons 41-48» 

together with the lost settings once interspersed with them, 

were available to the écrite to start with (no composers or 

texts which could have been placed adjacently are included)! 

and that those by Leonel, %ttering, ftenteyns «id Qooke, ££-52.» 

may form a supplementary group. The antiphons by ottering 

and Cooks include the coloration and shorter note values sympto-

matic of later date. 

Shea the scribe began the Credos in score on the centre 

opening of this gathering, he must have anticipated filling the 

preceding half-gathering site antiphons. The anomalous position 

of f.40 may indicate that he had underestimated the quantity, 

and that the Credos in score were started before all the antipbons 
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were available! they were certainly started before all the 

antiphons were actually copied (Begina cell never was copied). 

There is no discernible order in these Credos, unless they 

reflect the progression of the score florias from anonymous, 

archaic settings to more advanced, ascribed ones. The 

first three are anonymous, the next is by Oliver, the next 

anonymous (but lacking initial and site of ascription), and 

the last two are by Chirbury and Typp. The different range 

of composers makes comparison impossible on this front. There 

was room for one uncopied Credo in score (as also for one Qloria 

of this kind), but to allow for more would have created problems. 

The choirbook Credos occupy gatherings X, XI and XII. 

The composer order, after two lost settings (see p.8l), one with 

lost ascription, one anonymous, and three openings left blank, 

is i Cl^sardfl, Pycard, Crenel}, fyeard, ottering, Excotre, 

Leonel, CCooke}, Imonel, Leonel, Anon, Swynford, Typp, Queldryk, 

Pezmard, Anon, ámon, Cooke. Cool», by now predictably, is 

last, although he is also represented earlier in the group. He 

is preceded by three representatives of the Yorkshire nexus; 

(and the incomplete anonymous setting ?,1 ) I a Credo with a loF 

oonoordance, Pennard'e Credo (Bukofser believes the anonymous 

Gloria no.1 of LoF to be by Pennard on the banis of this, his 

only other extant conposition)1 and one by Queldryk. Typp, 

1. Bukofaer, Studio,» «•», p. 107 
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Swynford, and tbe preceding anonymous Credo aro unplacedf 

tben we are back aaongat tbe ooapoaera of the flrat batch ef 

choirbook Glorias - îyttering, ExcStre» Leonel and Pycard * 

but in more confused array. However, all the ieorhythmic 

Credos, 84-90» are placet togetherf 71 and 75, the two canonic 

Credos, are separated from each other hy three openings which 

soribe A left blank. Was he here trying to group the composi-

tions according to their composition technlfust Is could have 

done this without forfeiting his composer order fuite as much 

as he has dens; only one Leonel piece (84) need have been eepara-

ted from the %tterlng, Exoetre, Leonel, Pyoard scheme to make 

this possible, or only this one ieorhythalc piece f*om tbe 

others using this teohnifue, three of which belong to the York-

shire nexus and are adjacent. 

The oddest feature of the Credo section is that soribe A 

left three blank openings in gathering X, betwesn 21 and 21* 

blanks which were later filled lgr eeooad-layer eoribea. Mewhere 

elee doee this happen. All the seere aueie muet have been 

planned consecutively, and i t would have been raah not to oopy 

i t consecutively. Choirbook music is a slightly different mattert 

all such pieces in 01 are contained within a single opening, and 

if-necessary the notation is compressed to make that possible* 

Mover did the 01 scribes allow themsslves to continue a piece 

overleaf» as wae normal procedure in the smaller-format paper 

manuscripts (Trent, Ao &o). lut it may often have been convenient 



te copy choirbook nusie ia another order, ao that a piece 

involving different Mfella could he copied while another one 

was dryings the medieval scribe could not merely blot and turn 

over, This la a strong practical reason for believing that the 

scribe would have had more than one section ef the manuscript in 

progress simultaneously. It is not difficult to explain how 

these three openings In gathering X might have been left unfilled 

while the scribe was working on another part of this unbound 

gathering, 

lut 1 do not think that this ia the real explanation 

here, although it may have happened incidentally. The next 

gathering, II, haa three openings ruled with fourteen staves 

to the page, containing the Credoa 80 aad §X V taring, 

Steetre and leonel. The notation ie very coapreaaed and could 

not have been reproduced by ecribe A on twelve staves. My belief 

is that theee three pieces were intended to occupy the openings 

left blank in the previous gathering, but that thoae pagee had 

already been ruled with twelve staves to the page. Gathering 

XI had not yet been ruled, but when it was» allowance was made 

for these extra-long pieces. 

Moreover, the extra bifoliua added to gathering X (ff. 

59-6la), with brown margin rulings, has thirteen atavas on f.$9 

recto, plus an extra half-atave added at the foot of the page. 

Maybe the bifoliua was added for precisely thia reason» the 

gathering had been ruled up with twelve-etave pages, and could 
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not accommodate all the orusic planned for it. One hifoliua 

with more staves could he added to the gathering, hut not 

three or four, 

The composers of the Credos which hegsn gathering X 

are not knownt two-aad-a-half Credos are missing, and the 

other is anonymous. If these hat then teen followed, on 

ff.óOv-62 (three openings) hy the Canados which now occupy 

ff,66v-69, tee composer sequence (after the unknowns and 

anonyai) would have teen ottering, Exoetre, Leonel, fycard. 

Thereafter, the Leonel and Pycard contrihutione are not kept as 

tidily separated as in the Oloria section» having broken the 

order he had successfully adopted for the Glorias, scribe A 

now abandoned his composer olaaalfioation and salvaged a tech-

nical classification. He was st i l l able to pat all the iso-

rhythmic pieces together, end perhaps be hoped for three more 

canons to fill the openings which should have been devoted to 

lettering, Bxcetre and Leonel. If f.59 vas indeed an after-

thought for thie gathering, added when the scribe began to anticipate 

trouble with spacing, the three long Credos would have been 

preceded by three openings and therefore three Credoe t close 

enough to the two openings and two Glorias (by Boy Henry and 

ottering) which precede the %ttering«pluB-Tyes, Excetre, Leonel 

sequence In the Gloria section. 

The first gathering of Saaetus settings in score (XIII) 
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itself presente a «elf-oontained plan, The bifoliua with 

brown rulings (ff.81-88) waa inserted at an early state, before 

any rnueie vaa oopiad (tbe only possible exception being the Bey 

Benry Sane tas , supposed by Bom Anselm Hughs® to be a later addi-

tion). toy Henry ia placed fireti bia setting ia not baaed on 

a Ŝ̂tf '̂fe'lffii JM̂ Í&IŜ JÍP 

not based on obant, separates these settings on feetal chants 

from the following ferial ones» one on Sarua 9, two on Sarum 4, 

one eaoh on Sarin 6, 8 and ?
9
 anã two on 10.1 The order of 

composers cannot therefore be relevant, bat me presumption 

««at be that all «ere available at the outset. They are» 

ley Henry, Typp, Leonel, lambe..., Chirbury. tee anonymous 

setting haa a Lof concordance (101). but MK it seems to have 

been a favourite it need not be placed ia me Yorkshire nexus. 

The opening which links this garnering m the next was 

left unfilled, and gathering XT was started with four ehelr-

book Sanctum settings by Leonel. These w e » followed by three 

further «core settings (two by Oliver, one by Bwsetre) and two 

cholrbook setting* (by Tye« and Pycard) which were almost o«r-

The Agave gathering (XVX) «hows a similar arrangement 

1. 1M» pattern *a* pointed out by Ben Aaselm Hughes in 
lamabetham Ac, |]|, vol.Ill, p.xv. The order of the ohaata in 
the lorwich Gradual, B.M. Laasdowne 462, on whioh their present-
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by chante {two 

one each on 6, 5 and 4* then a Chirbury setting without chant i 

then one each on tee ferial chante 8 and 9» two cm 8, one on T 

and two on 10).1 The coapoeere available for thia arrangement 

were again Chlrbury, Leonel, Typp (teaidee missing sad anonyai) 

and - as shorn on p. 158 - Cooke and Aleyn. The arrangement by 

chant surely invalidates Som Ans® 1m Hughes's attempt to make 

'very tentative suggestions for tee composers of anonymous 

items»,
2 

Two choirbook Agnus settings by Leonel survive at the 

beginning of gathering XVII, and they are followed by a late-

arrival setting in score by Oliver. The leorhythmic aotets 

start on the next opening. If they were not already in place, 

one might ask, would we have had more Agmis settings by Oliver, 

Excetre, Tyes and Fycard? Bid the scribe practise some exclu-

sion of available material in order not to destroy hie pattern, 

Just as he had probably already exercised selection in order to 

limit the number of settings on any one chant to a maximum of 

two in the original gatherings (XIII and XVI) of Sane tus and 

Agnus settingsT 

Thsrs can be no doubt that the last two Isorbythaic 

aotets were intended, as Deo gratlas substitutes, to be the 

1. For Agnus melodies 11 and 12, not In Lansdowne 462» see 
P.Stevens, 'A Recently Discovered Saglish Source of tea Fourteenth 
Century*, I w l . S I (1955). 
2. Samsbotham te, OS, vol. Ill, p.xv. 
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lost pieces in the book, m e others nay have teen added backwards 

in order to ensure this. If the herder to J J ^ has any «ore sig-

nificance than to nark the beginning of the section, teen the 

exact number of Isorhythmic motets must have been knows, and the 

possibility of adding to then rejected.
1 

The orter in which pieces appeared in an exemplar {or 

pile of exemplars ) may have determined their order in 01 where 

no other factor was involved, J|j[ and appear in the same 

order te let, 12g, and in the same order in Le?, fer what 

that ie worth. One significant factor which connects the 

reepective copying orders of certain eeotions concerns musically 

related pieces which have been parted from each other. The 

indisputable pairs in the first layer are fe end £L and J£, 

H i and te&t 11§ end 141 (all by Leonel or attributable te him}.
2 

1 am not sure that it is peeeible te define pairs or non-pairs 

quite as crisply as some recent étudiés commends^ but when 

musical criteria alone are being drawn upon, strict controls 

are needed. Other movements may be coupled together more 

looeelyi in some oases the only deterrent te considering them 

as deliberate pairs is the notation of the tiro movements at 

different pitch levels. Since there is no evidence that written 

1. This piece is discussed on pp.50-52 above. 

2. Andrew Hughee dleouaaee thsse and other paira in *Mass Faire 
in the Old Sell and 
Musicologie vol.XIX (1965). 
3. K.g./hilip Oossett, 'Techniques of Unification In larly Cylic 
Massas azul l u a M m * . JAWS » 3 . m Í1QAA\-
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pitches were related even to approximate standards of sounding 

pitch at this period, 1 do not regard notation at different 

pitches as a barrier to linked performance by the same people 

at the same pitch. «ho would deny the link between lamett's 

and Sturgeon's motets (111 and 113) which divide a plainsong 

between them because one transposes it while the other does 

not? Sxcetre's only Gloria and Credo (20 and 80) both alter-

nate three-part writing with long* red-texted duets. Cooke's 

Gloria and Credo (J6 and 82) are identical in structure» 

alternating four- and two-part sections with a final seotion s£. 

26 and .£6, Pyoard's four-part Gloria and Credo, are alike in 

rhythm and each has a 'trick* feature» canon at the fourth 

and use of red clefs respectively.
1

 The possible connection 

between Fyoard »
s
 canonic pieces ££ and 123 has already been 

2 
raised. Beais Stevens has proposed a pairing between 

%ttaring's Gloria and Credo XL «»
d 

However loose their musical coupling, all these movements 

are linked by composer and by at least one structural element. 

If we place the orderly Olorias in numerical order, and add the 

1. ff is discussed in the appendix to chapter IV. 

2. On p.95 above. 

3. In a communication to Z W ® vol.XX (1967), pp.516-17. The 
second lettering pair suggested by Stevens (Í8 and 8^) cannot 
stand» the aeoription to ottering is in the Strangman hand and 
hae no discernible manuscript authority. The musical relation-
ship is not close enough to argue lettering's authorship on 
purely musical grounds. 
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less orderly Credos alongside their possible partners, this 

pattern results* 

Glorias» 1%, £0, 21, 2£, 26, J6 

Credos» 22, 80, H , 8£, lá» lit 82 

Sanctus» 1Î6 118 121 

JJ£ iál 

79 «ad 80 were to have occupied the openings now filled by 

and 21, whioh yields a parallel sequence for the first four 

pairs as well as for the two Sanctus/jgnus pairs. end 

123 were late arrivals » is it possible to cjoncJLudfib àaniaááaaaJ^ 

from the above that 2 1 and 82 were also, and that the unsystematic 

order of 2§j 11 ^ 82 can be explained by the neèd to fill up 

o 

the gaps resulting from the mishandling of gathering X . The 

order of the Credos is half predictable, half random, and it 

would be rash to base too much on these parallelisms. One 

point, hedged with suitable caution can, however, be made. 

Leonel*e Gloria 22 has certain stylistic and propor-

tional features in common both with his Credos SJL and there 

is no reason for attaching one rather than the other to the Gloria. 

Ql was to have teen copied where 2A now is» and it shares a 

distinctive middle cadence (with fermâtes gM and m ) with Leonel's 

Semetus 115. All three pieces (2£, 8£, 8^) use mensuration signs 

in conjunction with a numeral (discussed in the next chapter). 

Although the meanings are identical, the numerals are colored in 
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22 and M a c k in 8j.. These email points of contact between 

I I and 115. 22 and offer them a tidy slot In the numerical 

eeqence of the ahoy® table. 

It is impossible to produce from so many unknowns a 

definitive programme of copying. We cannot tell whether all 

sections were started simultaneously, whether all works by 

some composers arrived together, whether one gathering was 

temporarily abandoned while work on others was advanced. The 

Glorias 16-28were und •. btedly available to scribe A before 

he began copying them. Very probably, their parallel Credo 

settings reached him at the same time, though we cannot say 

whether they were copied before, during or ai'ter the Gloria». 

The Glorias of the Yorkshire nexus (29-34) arrived at an 

unknown stage; so too did the isorhythaic Credos which include 

the only three Yorkshire contributions to this section. Glorias 

and JJ6 were late arrivalsj so too was the non-isorhythaie 

Credo ^X which follows the isorhythaic settings. J 1 (like and 

123) may have been a late arrival copied into the section scribe 

A had decided to set aside for canonic settings but was never 

able to fill. Forks by %ttering, Sxcetre, Leonel and Pycard 

were apparently available to hia before he planned the Gloria 

and Credo sections. Eoy Henry and Tyes may be added to thie 

liet. Late arrivals included some music by Pycard, mA some 

(possibly all) of Cooke's oompoeitlons. 
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The composera whose S&nctus «ad Agnus settings were 

available before gatherings XIII and XfX were planned arei 

Roy Henry, Typp, Leonel, Lambe..., Chirbury, Cooks and áleyn. 

If all the ©©«positions by Cooke and Aleyn arrived late for 

seas sections, and if they arrived together, it eeuld be that 

the Agnus gathering (for whioh they were not late) was written 

after the eholrbook Glorias and Glorias in soore) possibly 

too after the antiphons. The composers of the late-arriving 

Sanotus and Agnus settings are Kxoetre, Tyes, Pycard and Olivar. 

Oliver's Credo in soore is wsll embedded in thàt seotloni unless 

ths soore Credos were written laat, his work must have arrived 

in two consignments. If Tyee'e Gloria was also a late arrival, 

Its placing early in the section stay be due to ite shortness t 

It could be fitted in on the blank page facing lettering's. 

Pycard 's am ie certainly came in at leaat two instalments. The 

which would net fit the sohsae of the main Sanotua gathering.
1 

Mb lie scribe A elmoet certainly worked on acae parts 

of the manuscript while others were left to dry, it is clearly 

impossible to use this sort of speculation to eetabliah which 

cama first. Sut we can point to the music which was available 

for planning any one gathering, the music which may or may not 

have been there from the start, and the music which certainly 

reached him late» 

1. The chant was identified by Andrew Bughss, 'Be-appraisel•, 
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Scribe 4 did not wows; on 01 after the illuminators 

we have seen that he did not complete his plan. It is possible 

that the Illuminator» likewise, did not quite finish. All the 

intended gold leaf seems to he in place, hut the absence of 

subsidiary initials for the last three cholrbook Glorias and 

of an initial on f.52v (see p.80 above) may indicate that he 

had not finished the blue initials. Offsets of music, text, 

composer ascriptions and illuminations, very few of which can 

be explained by re-alignment in subsequent rbbinging, testify to 

the unbound state of the book during all those stages. 

Although the original plan suffered modification (because 

of the later arrival of some material) and interruption (before 

all the planned music was copied), the modified plan was certain-

ly for a complete boo ̂  with every page filled. The final 

death-blow to the Idea that 01 was intended as an anthology 

volume, with blanks to he filled by later users, is dealt by 

scribe A's prescription of illuminations with specific and 

limited uses, and his curtailment of the Credos in seore and 

isorhythmlo motets by starting them in the middle of a gathering 

instead of allowing them a fresh one. 

«t this stage the manuscript came into the hands of the 

second-layer scribes, is we have seen, from the cases of ff. 

39v and 8fv, they worked without the co-operation, and presumably 

without the foreknowledge, of the main scribe aad illuminator. 
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F.4Ô may already have teen inserted, unwritten. They added 

gatherings II, IX and XI?, with three, three and two bifolia 

respectively, in each case between two existing gatherings. 

The manuscript was presumably still unbound when these insertions 

were made, and then bound before they used it. (Shorter direct-

tails in the inside than in the outer margin, ae on ff.9v-10, 

may be an indication of the thick, bound volume affecting writing 

habits.) The sise of the added gatherings must have teen deter-

mined by the approximate quantity they envisaged adding. Sut 

having made the additions and bound them in, they proceeded to 

use the available space rather ingeniously. They adapted the 

initials on ff.39v and with resource. And Sturgeon's 

choirbook Gloria, J!£, immediately precedes scribe A's ohoirbook 

settings, although it comes at the end of a score sectionf if 

it had teen anticipated when the insertions were made, a further 

gathering could have been put between gatherings V and VI to 

accommodate it. Bit by the time was copied, satisfactory 

insertion was precluded by the binding, and f£.34*-35 may 

already have been filled (as suggested on grounds of semi-

minim evidence in the next chapter). Sturgeon could not have 

rs-cd f.3
ft

v for his Sane tus, since it has the plainsong An the 

middle part. 

If the additions were made after the maausorlpt was 

bound, there would have teen no obstacle to making further 

additions as required in the sane way. Moreover, they did 
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not put their isorhythmic motets at the very end of the manu-

script, though the present placing among the Sanetua settings 

must have cost them yet more ingenious reasoning (see chapter 

V). ted finally, why were the erasures on ff.69v and 101v-102 

undertaken if not to make room for further music, erasure at 

this stage being a simpler task than further insertion?
1 

ássumâng, then, that the second-layer scribes made 

their insertions into the unbound aanusoript and that they 

added folios between but not within gatherings, there were 

only five points at which they could havs inserted material 

without disrupting the existing music. 2h this vay, and by 

following scribe ,A*s plan as clossly as possibls, and also 

by working ovar his repertory, they show that the fcook was 

of interest to them not only by virtue of its enpty pages. 

They used three of the five sellable positions* the joins 

between gatherings I and III, Till and X, XIII and XV (but 

not those between V and VI or XII and XIII, preeuaably 

because they expected the gap® left by scribe A in those 

1. Additions to an existing book, followed by rebinding, 
are recorded by Harrison, M S , p.l60» It in solutis Johannes 

í. yffi jlfeS.̂ f̂tMS. ft^r 

quatemorua ii^^nioiie^^et 

pssmptemutfrwit* l i b r i w&faïWà? 0 n e a ® e 

Harrison notes the contents of inventories at the same insti-
tution (Winchester College), which include a book of polyphony 
starting with Xyriee. It appears from 1404» which is too 
early for the Winchester connections for OS suggested in 
chapter I above. 
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sections t© be adéquats for their needs). The folios whioh 

linked gatherings X? and X¥I have genet it ie possible that 

a farther second-layer insertion tee been lost from here too. 

However, if they had had mors Sanetus settings to add, one 

would have ended on f.fl, whioh is blaakt similarly, the only 

other blank folio in 01, f.5Ô, can be accounted for, as it should 

have earned the continuation of Brest's Aaoeydlt Chris tus. 

The next teak is to establish, where possible, under 

what eoaditlona and in what order the eecond-layer additions 

were made. Sturgeon, or hie sgent, seeme to have taken some 

initiative. Mot only are most of the alterations to other 

people'e compositions la his hand, but his compositions strad-

dle the Join from old to new gathering In two out of the three 

plaoea (Z-12 and VIII-IX). 

All composers except Surell and Dunstable, and all 

ecribee other than these confined tb their oonpoeltlons, have 

some music totally contained within firet-layer gatherings* 

These, together with Leonel, have auoh weaker olalaa to auto-

graph than Baaett, Sturgeon and Cooke. The whole manuacript 

was available to the second-layer eerlbeet the interrelation-

ship» with the first layer are too close for their gatherings 

to have been compiled eeparately and added in. Honever, the 
1 

different appearance of ff.35-3* baa already been noted* this 

piece by Suaetable eould have been incorporated eeparately 

1, See pp.42, 152. 
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and then flankmd by other muelo, which would make its date of 

composition earlier than that of the binding sad second-layer 

additions. The gathering as a whole was inserted on the ini-

tiative of the chapel royal scribes. The fact that Sturgeon 

was responsible for six of the Junction points between old and 

new, old and old, new and old gatherings, and Bamett for the 

other two, may suggest that there was, after all, a 'close 

connection' of the manuscript with Bamett and Sturgeon, but 

in rather a different way from that envisaged by Squire, 

tamsbothaa, îfughes and Bukofaer. 

The sequence of composers (and/or ecrlbes) Is not 

the same at each point of Insertion. Two contributions by 

the same composer are seldom adjacent t and by Harnett, 

6£ and 68 by ftoreet are the only cases. 

(including f.40) 

31v-32 Oamett (Be) 

32v-33 Cooke (3d) 

33v-34 Saaett (Se) 

40v Cooke ( M ) 

39v-40 temett (lb) 

40 I3amett (lb) 

34v-35 Sturgeon (CF'c) 

51av-52 [")amettj (Bb) 

60V-61 Damett (Ee) 

61v-61a Leonel (Ff) 

Stav-62 [ fbrest] ( % ) 

T8v-79 Cooke (Ed) 
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It may be fair to aestuae that the available spaces with 

original illumination would te used in preference to, and 

therefore before, the new unilluminated folios. The fact 

that Sturgeon used an unilluminated opening for his Credo 0% 

may indicate that the Forest scribe had already used an 

illuminated opening for I f this is so, he must have 

hou a^uess to the manuscript during the period in which it 

was in use by the chapel royal men. 

ffvmJ^?., sifted yA&feiMui .^Aur ^ p w 

7v-7a Baaett { lb} . 54-55 Burell (P?f) 90v-9* Cooke ( M ) 

7av-8 [Cooke] (3d) 55"-5<> |Dunstable] (Hh) 91v-92 Sturgeon(F'b) 

8V-9 BUrell (XYb) 5^-57 Forest (Gg) 92v-92a Sturgeon(CC) 

9v-10v Bamett (.3b) 57r Forest (Gg) 
tihr-11 v Cooke (3d) 

yhi^h., .straddles,, old/new 

Sturgeon» 6v-7, 11V-12, 52v«53v, 58v-58a, 

Bametti 79^-80, 89V-90 

•ftere is no tidy pattern, of order within each 

inserted gathering, special use of centres of gatherings, Ac, 

to support any systematic planning of these additions. The 

book was undoubtedly used as an anthology at this stage? mid 

this, as we have seen, was not eoribe A's intention. There 

is nothing to suggest that the order of additions was not 
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consecutive at eaoh point «here additions have been made. 

Paired movements are always soribally similar and «exe 

presumably copied at a similar time. Mo doubt the marked 

variation» between the Cc and Ff facets of the Sturgeon 

hand and, if they are indeed both his, the b and Be facet* 

of Bamett'*, oould be analysed by a specialist to determine 

identity and likely chronological span. Ibr the mere musician, 

however, eealminlms help to determine the order of writing 

(see next chapter). 

One seoond-laysr piece was never ooapleted - the 

only one In the manuscript. This is Brest's Ascendit 

Ohrlstue (68). four staves ef the top part have teen 

completed. A further two-and-a-half staves have teen writ-

ten, but with gaps who»» red notes were to be entered. They 

also lack underlay. It is clear that in this piece the 

scribe wrote a few lines of music at a time before adding 

text and coloration. 2n writing a melismatlc single part, 

later addition of text is a sensible procedure. Tbe scribe 

broke off or mis Interrupteds he did, however, add the name 

ffereet in the mafgin at the beginning of the line in which he 

had stopped (there Is no doubt that the hand la the same). 

Thia i« an abnoxmal place for an ascription, and Is not even 

by the stave on whioh the part would and, aa the other ascrip-

tion to Jbreet ia. Did the scribe add the name there because 
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he knew he wo* net going to he ahle to complete the pieeef 

Could thie indicate that this was the last pisoe to he copied 

into the manuscript, even though this serlhe had worked on 

it before Sturgeon had finished copying (see p.203)? that 

is an unanswerable questioni further pursuit of the aaawer 

must w i t until chapter V, 
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CHAPTER If 

Thia chapter deal® with notations! features which 

are subject to special usage or significance in OS» It 

is not a general survey of mensural or notations! practice 

in the manuscript* 

Soalainlas are used only in eleven first-layer pieces, 

and they were all originally black wold notes* They appear 

only in eompesitieae by Oliver («|£, 142) and Ceoke & , jgg) 

under a G signature, $y %tterimg (if) and Leonel (gg,, 

83) under a O signature, and also in connection with a 

specialised use of black void in the Leonel pieces Just listed 

and in one by Pyeerd (7$)» The seaiainims ef (Hoy Henry), 

the only other first-layer pieee to use thea, are governed by 

d f the void form here have been filled in and supplied 

with flags br a later soribe. 

The elgnificanoe of flagged aeaiainia forme has yet to 

be folly explored. Analysis is hampered by the fact that 

some scribes and composers clearly attached significance to 

the fora used while othere, aa clearly, did not* Scribe A'a 

aealminlne are unlforaly black void. la view of the altera-

tlone to the eeaiainima of J6, and of the flagged aeaiainiae 
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ip the only second-layer piece by Cooke which usee any semiminims,
1

 it 

is at least possible that scribe A did not attach significance to the 

precise form of the semiminim and that here, as in the case of some 

final notes, he was imposing editorial consistency. 

Deliberate use of flagged semiminims may convey information 

about date and tempo. So manuscript which can be certainly dated before 
à 

2 

1415 uses them. However, there is a substantial body of evidence from 

fragmentary sources of similar aad earlier date with flagged semiminima, 

«ad in the light of these, their original exclusion from OS appears all 

the more to reflect scribal initiative. These sources nearly all use 

void notation.
3

 , i 

The English sources containing semiminims of either kind, then, 

fall roughly into the period 1400-1430. Charles Hams places all the works 

1. I.e., scribe A's copies used void semiminims if anyj the second-
layer piece, possibly autograph, uses the flagged form. 

2. The manuscripts which contain the Agincourt song and are there-
fore later than 1415 both have flagged semiminims1 the Selden IS and 
the Trinity carol roll, 

3. They include LoF, f.9v (Bowlard's Gloria, • OE 29)t a graffito 
ia Earlton church, Cambridgeshire, where a similar, non-musical graffito 
probably dates from the time of Henry ?*s coronation in 1413 (See 
V.Prltohard, fegllsh ledieml graffiti (Cambridge, 1967), pp.46-47? 
C.U.L., Add.5943 (the later addition, on f.169, of 'lolay, lolay as y “ -
lay')f Oxford, Bodleian, Ashmole 1393| and musical jottings on tbe 
last verso of a 13th-century Legenda aurea (lot 205 at Sotheby's sale 
of 12 December I966, a.m.). These include minims, flagged semiminlms 
aad ligatures without stave, and the following, marked secundii 

(fe tillx 
This is of interest because (apparently in the same hand) 

Rycaardus Dei gracia Bex ,ABfl,ie quod hault este. It is unlikely 
that this formula would be used except during Richard*e reign, and its 

placing on the page shows that it was almost certainly written later than 
the musical jottings. Thus we have void notation and flagged semiminims 
which may have teen written earlier than 1400. 
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of Bufay which contain flagged semlainime between 1423 and 1|33. 

The work» he date» between 1415 end 1423 contain no semiainims 

at-all, though he concedes that some may be thie early. The 

semlainlme in every Bufay pieee known to date from before 1431 

are flagged in every manuscript in which they are preserved, 

and after 1433 they are all colored. The fact that BOarn has 

been able to use this evidence in establishing his chronology 

shows that notational details were often preserved from one 

copy to another.
1 

Flagged seniminims are usually associated with major 

prolation. ¥e have seen that semiminims of any kind are rare 

in the first layer of OS, and they are almost non-existent 

earlier than that. 1415-1430 also marks ths period in which 

composers were beginning to write in O time with a seaibreve 

teat music which only a few years earlier they would bare writ-

ten in C ^ite a minim teat. Both layers of 01 provide 

fascinating documentation of this change, and force the first 

of these two dates back earlier than 1415 to the composition 

date of tee most advanced first-layer music. Most obvious are 

the six Leonel pieces in which the top part has to be read in 

diminution to fit the lower parts. 

The significance of semiminim foams may have been ob-

scured by scribe A'e initiative, but it seems clear from the 

1. lama, Pufar. chapters 2 and 3. 
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Bufay work® that piece* written in Q with flawed semlmlnlms 

have to h© performed with a elower minim heat than the minim 

of O ti®© pieces, lunstable •» Quam nulora es provides a 

classic illustration of the tempo significa»©® of flagged 

semiainijw* The first section, in Q , has colored semiminims 

in all bat one (HJ) of the seven manuecrlpt® containing It» 

The final section in £ has flagged eeaiaiaiae in all aaau-

scripts* Miai» equivalence between the sections is iapoeelbls, 

on ground» either of musical or vertei sense, though tee minim 

beat under G can be a little faster than the eenibreve teat 

under Q 

Certainly the teat in has to be on the ainla or elow 

semibreve. It ie one of ths most overripe major prolation 

pieces in the first layer, and the one which aost needed to 

have the elow-tenpo significance of flagged aealalnias applied 

to it. It might well have been notete* in its original form 

with flagged ssmimlnims. The notation has been emended, or 

restored, as the case may te. 

In the second layer, flagged eemiaialms are found 

only in (Cooks), in 0 time, and in <& (Bamett), in G 

time. Is the latter they exercise precisely this function 

of slowing down the semibreve beat or transferring it to the 

1. Bukofser, Bunstable, no.44. 
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minim. j|8 ie the only second-layer piece by Cooke (and the 

only piece copied by scribe l>) to use eenlalnlnef jg., ite 

paired Credo, makes no use of semiainim mines, Xt m y he 

that Cooke attached no epeoial Importance to the for® of the 

semimlnim and used the flagged form habitually» but the flagged 

form does happen to he suited to hie two aajor-prolatloa pieces 

with semiainims copied by eeribe A, *ho gave them void eemimimlms. 

Sixteen pieces in the second layer - more than 50$ -

have eemialnlme. Of these, the two with flagged aealAinlms 

have been dlecuaaed above. Mine pieces now have black void 

eeaiainlaa, three have red full and two have red void. Several 

of these have undergone a change of forms theee changes are 

highly significant in establishing the order la which the second-

layer mueic was entered into OH, and therefore the possible 

order of its composition. 

Wherever red minim forms occur in the firet layer they 

are colored minime, not seaimlniaa. The colored semiminims 

of Jg are shown as red void notes. £» the second layer, red 

eeaimiains are used in 6£ and 68, neither of which has any 

other coloration. Jaunes red for coloration as well as for 

eenininina, m i le the only other piece in the manuscript 

besides these two to have red semiainims. These three pieces 

constitute scribe 0*s contribution to the manuscript aad are 

probably all by Forest. 
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«a* originally noteted with red full eemialnlae, 

toit their centres have Meaa aeraped eut to aaks red wold notea. 

Thia m y have been done to avoid using identical notation for 

two distinct functions! red full is retained for normal colora-

tion. The aaae sorihe (Sturgeon ) copied with red void 

aaaljsiniaa, probably in the light of and therefore after the 

decision (hy him?) to change the fora of the eealaiaiaa of 69. 

Here we have further cenfiraation of the identity between 

scribes C and T » the seaialnia activity attributable to each 

falle into a eingle sequence of events. Se then copied X I 

with red void eemiminims, but changed then te black void beeitfWI 

he needed red void for «he fttsas which this piece uses. Sobered 

by thia experience, he then copied 4& and with black void 

seaiminime.
1

 All these pieces, except are by Sturgeon. 

If the changea were aade in the order and for the reasons I 

havs suggested, thia eeribe did not think it sufficiently im-

portant to revies the notation of the piecea he had already 

copied in the light of hie final decision in favour of void 

ferae. The C facet of the Sturgeon eoribe occurs at pointe 

which auat have been or could have been the earlieet second-

layer contributions in their parts of the manuscript (e.g., 

ff.6v-7), and the F faoete are among the last of their groupe 

1. Probably in that orders see p.199. 
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(e.g. 11v-12 and 34v-35)» It looks as though Sturgeon may h a w 

used his neat, ©will, slow music hand- for his earlier contri-

butions , when awed by the calligraphy of the rest of the volume. 

Later, he slipped into a more comfortable, speedy aad messy hand, 

Ih JO he kept up the effort for the first stave, thereafter 

relapsing into the less troublesome script, 

Void semiminims in the second layer occur in j^,, 

iit 40, 66, J 2 t 2à> 21> il1* J£, 40 and 22. have been discussed 

above. Only 66 uses void for coloration as well as for semi-

minims and 3/2 minim triplets. & all other cases where dif-

ferent functions are required, visually distinct forms are used 

within a single piece, (án occasional exception has to be made 

to this principle in the case of normal and sesquialtera colora-

tion, discussed below. ) Besides 66., only 6 ^ now uses void 

for coloration. The semiminims in aad j[2, like those 

of were originally red void but have been gone over in black. 

Scribe S is responsible for J2» Q and as also for 

lib» 2À* v o i d ÍMMJ wherever else this note value 

is required in OH a diminution device is used. Scribe S realised, 

before starting to copy jy>, that semiminims and fusae needed 

autuici iorms, and he made the semiminims black void. In the 

1. 3h and J2L some of the semiminims were originally black 
void, but most are red void blackened. 
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light of this, it seems that he then went over the three 

pieces already copied (and of these, 3£ had probably teen 

copied first because of its position in the manuscript), 

and changed the semiminims to black void. j m ha» black 

void semiminims but was copied by scrite If this does not 

help us to resolve the identification problem between B and 

1, Me cannot say whether 111 was copied independently of 

or in the light of the other Oamstt pieces with semiminims. 

The parallel experiences of the Damett and Sturgeon scribes 

in notating their music and revising it may suggest that the 

final settlement of both in favour of black void ssmiminims 

was reached jointly. 

Scribe A sometimes uses black void for note values 

other than semiminims. In the tenor and contra tenor of 2S2 

a perfect semlbreve of black void is exactly half the perfect 

semibreve of full black. The signature £ is not restated 

but still governs the evaluation of the note. A minim has 

to be altered before a full black seaibreve, and not before 

a minimt 

ffyji&SSwílffifiif'!!!. feleck void and, red^ ̂ full̂  

(tenor, ter» f?-t9 and 38-39) 
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The top part of 22 at bar 18 shows a similar hairing of the 

perfect breve under O time* The some usage is found in 

at the end of the contra part, where red void, logically, is 

used for j/2 triplets within black void notation» 

c i* i in iO'i^i 
prrp Clf! LLLf UJa 

Is black void is used under a signature to the sans 

effect, in bars 44-47 of the contratenort 

Although the signature aakee it iapossibls to distinguish 

between exact halving, «ad reading the notee at the next level 

down, it is fair to assume that, alnoe all three pieces are by 

Leonel, exact halving of the breve is again intended* mack 

void notation is also used in (Pycard), The epeelal cir-

eums£ancss ef this pisoe axe discussed in appendix XI to this 

chapter* 

Is the second layer, apart free 66 which uses black 

void for all functions (3/2 minim triplets, normal ooloratien, 

semialnins ), void is only used for normal eoloration in 6£, 

and for later emendations to and J6.
1

 Its only other use 

in the second layer, apart from eemimimime, is under a O 

signature in Jg, The value of the perfect breve, again, 

1* See pp.170, 165* 
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ie halvedi 

• X Q O O O O 4 l ê 

J. J JU|J . w 
(top part, 1Í-14) 

the ooleratlon of ff,6v-7 (f, Sturgeon, C), 7v (10. 

Bamett, s), 3v (12, first pegs* Burell, X) and 40 (^i, laaett, 

B) wae originally black void hut haa since teen made red* 

have undergone a similar change, hut only in these caaea ia 

it possible to te certain. 

Before discussing coloration ««age any farther, it is 

vital to distinguish two entirely different functions of colora-

tion. Because In practice their effect la often the sane, the 

distinction between then is seldos, if ever, drawn. Most 

discussione of coloration In general and of eesquialtera in 

particular are blinkered by projecting 16th-century practice 

backwards Instead of 14th-century practice forwards, a fault 

inherent In Apel 'e anti-chronological exposition. 

What I shall call normal coloration, in the fifteenth 

century, renders notes Imperfect when they would otherwise te 

perfect. This means that note» which are potentially perfect 

(the eenibreve under , the breve under Q ) and notes 

with perfect componente (the breve under C , the long under O 

are reduced la the ratio 3/2, but only if they are not already 

rendered Imperfect by other, contextual means. Votes already 
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imperfect or imperfected suffer no change in value, however 

else the coloration aay affect them (e.g., hy causing a 

change of accent or indicating syncopation). Because normal 

coloration does not necessarily reduce values, it is not 

correct to describe it without qualification as yielding a 

3/2 (sssquialtsra, hemiola or heaiolla) proportion. 

Marly practice is usually rather precise in this 

regard. toe of Xaohaut'e rare uses of coloration, in the 

temor and eontaatenor parts only of the motet Felix virgo/ 

.ĵm̂ É̂ î̂ îjll.iiiî&l̂ î îilsŜ îii nielli) il̂ ffB̂ KfflBSfui .̂««iniifíl-ff̂iMSS j 

specifies M ^ , a u ^ t pcrfecte et ruhee imperfecte. 

A true eesfulaltera is auoh less ooamon than this 

*noraal* coloration usage. But if sesfuialtera is specified, 

it is usually intended to he applied literally to all notes. 

The rubric to eagre» Motule ruble in tenore et coatratcnoro 

m , m t 9 m P > m ••equifrlteraa. In the tenor the reault is 

the same as it would be by normal usage, because only sealhreves 

and breves of are colored. But In the contratenor, the 

proportion 3/2 is applied on a variety of note levels, many of 

which are already imperfect. Alteration, imperfection and 

perfection are applied to red and black notes alike. In a 

true sesqulaltera such as this, the notation is interpreted 

exactly as it would be if black, but it Is sung faster, In 

1. taris, B.M. IV.21546» ff.124^-125. fkoeinile in C.Parrieh, 

ffift, ffQfãtim^ui**^**** X***
0

 itenàon, 1957), plates LII-LIII. 
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2/3 of the time it would normally occupy.
1

 Bed notation is 

used for both functions in 01 end elsewhere, though occasionally 

a distinct notation is used for eeequialtera. formal colora-

tion (which might 1» termed «color of imperfection*) wad 

sesquialtera coloration are the only distinctions in meaning 

needed to cover all the complexities in OH. Terminology ahich 

distinguishes the levels at which coloration operates at the 

expense of the underlying principles (e.g., Apel'e hemiolia 

or and oolor prolationls)
2

 does not really help. 

The commonest use of sesquialtera gives three red 

minim triplets in the time of two black minims. They occur 

in XL (ottering), M » 1J1 teonel) in the first layer 

JI* 11* 2k («11 ^ Bamett) la the second layer. 

A logical extension of the triplet sesquialtera ie 

the phenomenon usually known as minor oolor. Apel's defini-

tion Is inadequate, and he falls to relate it to otter 

festations of sesquialteral 

A specially important case of coloration in teagus 
Imoerfoeturn ia the so-called minor color, consisting 
of a blackened S, followed by a blackened M - a combi-
nation whioh asy aleo be considered ae the half of a 
color larolatioitla (half of three blackened £). So 
doubt thle sequence originally Indicated triplet 
rhythm, in^onformlty with the general meaning of 
coloration. la the later fifteenth century, however, 
its me«ilng changed into a dotted rhythm.

13 

1. The contratenor ie discussed in appendix 1 to thie ohapter. 

2. Apel, Ipfrftiop, p.131. 

3. Ibid., p.128. 
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The wary name miner color applies to an isolated survival of 

a more far-reaohing system, and Apel'e preference for the 

dotted rhytha testifies to his later viewpoint. Bit his 

confusion with the 'general meaning of coloration* eynpto-

mises an underlying failure to make the fundamental distinc-

tion between function» ef coloration» 

A red sealbreve and minim are used as a 3/2 trifiet 

group in 11, fjf and in the first layer, and J|| in 

the second. There are no examples in OH of ths isolated uae 

of a red breve plus eemibreve as a triplet group (and, certainly 

net as a dotted group). As Apel states, these patterns erne 

to be w e t synonymously with dotted rhythms < 4 - J 7 3 

a o . d . J )» and for a short period (around 14*5) tee precise 

intention is occaaionally ambiguous* In OS there is no doubt 

that the original, historically correct, triplet interpretation 

is always meant* These patten» occur without exception in 

pieces where more thoroughgoing use of the same sssquialtsra 

principles would make a dotted interprétâtlea ef isolated 

portions perverse Mid out of place. Triplet interpretation 

never poees any musical problems, such aa the simultaneous 

use In different parts of a trlplst and a dotted figure. 

Triplet (3/2) minims and sealbreverpluenalaim triplets 

are closely related to the pattern which has been dubbed the 

•English figure'* a i l b l
 o f 

genuine eeequialtera coloration. Without a change of signature 

it compresses a breve's-werth of Q Into the time of a breve's 
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worth of O time - one-third less than usual. m e full 

English figure ie found in the first layer only in and 115 

(both by Leonel) and i» tbe second layer only in and 2 1 (both 

by Daaett). With two black minis» replacing the final eemi-

breve-plusnmimim triplet it occurs, as well as in the above 

pieoes, i» M , |1, in the first layer (all by Leonel) 

aad ia J £ (Samett) in the second. Imperfection of both breve 

and semibreve are applied in addition to the total diminution 

of the whole figure. The mensuration is clear and is conven-

tionally unsignatured. A black signature might be misleading 

as to the length of the breve, and a red signature might imply 

further diminution. The red e in 2 1 before a sesquialtera 

n 

coloration group does not, however, short®* the breve still 

further. It follows upon another major prolation signature 

£ , and confirms the mensutation of the red notes. Just 

as first-layer examples of sesquialtera coloration are predomi-

nantly in the works of Leonel, so the second-layer examples 

are exclusively in the works of Damett copied by scribe 1$ 

il» iâ» m S b 

Consistently with a dotted interpretation of minor 

color patterns, this figure is often interpreted from later 

sources as J , fi J7~? • I* is interesting, then, that 

114 writes out this very rhythm, the dotted form of the 

ttaglish figure, quite unambiguously. 
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Sesquialtera coloration at the breve and semibreve 

level occurs in C
 t i m e i n

 II* 22» H (
a n

 isolated example), 

81 and 83. Three breves or eemibrevee, or their equivalent, 

take the place of two corresponding black notes. Because 

there is no change of signature, there is no question here 

of applying alteration to the colored seoibrevee or perfection 

to the breves. 

22 contains two cases in which the sesquialtera breve 

is demonstrably perfect (bars 3 and 86 of the top part)» 

S U U 

j j / T R j j j j\ 

(j.j.tffcr) * 

This should at least raise the question whether apparently 

normal coloration groups in such pieces should not rather 

be treated as sesquialtera colorations, in view of the care 

taken by these scribes to use distinct notations for distinct 

functions within any one piece. Perhaps this is pushing the 

case too far. But all coloration in 22 yields the same 

results by a sesquialtera interpretation as it does if a 

normal interpretation is applied. There is one exception» 

in bars 23-24 of the contratenor, there is a split coloration 

group of semibreve, two minims and semibreve under a C 

signature. Instead of treating the minims as equal notes, 

equal in value to black minims, each semibreve could be 
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treated as a per fect semibreve compressed into 2,/3 of i t s 

normal space (rather than as an imperfect semibreve), and 

the minims as const i tuent parts of a perfect semibreve, the 

second minim being a l t e r e d . In transcript ion t h i s would give 

J H M i
M

« .
f
 V p j 'Mf 

w ' 

This interpretation could certainly not be applied generally. 

Many pieces using only normal coloration contain groupings 

which preclude sesquialtera interpretation. An example is 

found in 38, bar 2: v j ; © J. J^ which 

alone in OH goes to the lengths of specifying sesquialtera 

verbally, takes the principle to its ultimate lengths 

the contratenor part, especially at bars 21, 63-64» 

J - i i * i O -r i t : • 1 
w ? áípfffp 

Apart from and 66, where it is black void, and the 

special first-layer case of all normal coloration is red 
4 

full. Only 45 out of the 117 pieces of the first layer have 

coloration which can be treated as normal imperfection colora-

tion. This number would not increase significantly if the 

handful of pieces with specialised colorations (e.g., 21» II» I&) 

1. But see p.215 above. 
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were added. They are as follows; t 

music in scoret 2» (Cooke) 

50 (%-fitering) 

22» 112» -120» 142 (Olivar* all his pieces) 

6, (anonymous by accident)
1 

coloration in lover voices only» 

31 (Oervuys ) 

.1,2 (Tyes, instead of changing to C time) 

27 (pycard» solus tenor only) 

70» 91 (anonymous by accident t lower 
voices only survive) 

coloration in any voicei 

16 (lioy Henry) 

J1» I
8

.» 22» l & l (Otteringi thus, all his 
pieces have coloration) 

20, 80 (Sxcetre) 

22» 2 h M » il* 81» M » 84, 121» JUi» 122» 

113. 140, 141 (Leonel) 

62 (Cooke) 

26, 28, 28 (Pycard) 

(Sacar) 

87 (Typpi his only choirbook piece) 

88 (Queldryk) 

143,» 144- (anonymous by accident) 

Í2, 147 (anonymous) 

1. I.e., because a page or initial is missing. 
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Of these, 19, 20, 23 and 28 use coloration instead of changing 

mensuration. The presence of coloration in the works of these 

eospcsers coincides with other evidence suggesting that these 

are among the most advanced composers in 0H» concordance dates, 

presence of semiminims in C » incipient use of O time in 

place of major prolation, and innumerable details of musical 

style (such as the octave contratenor cadence in Zacar's 

Gloria). All hut two of the pieces with coloration have, or 

could have had., composer attributions - a further supporting 

factor.^ 

Strikingly, all the music of the second layer has 

coloration, except 6J and 68, the two Forest motets, which 

are in C time and distinctive in style. In the colora-

tion group has been squashed in and was not included in the 

original form of the piece, which is the only strict descant 

composition in the second layer and the only one in the 

manuscript to have any coloration. 

1. This conflicts with Andrew Hughes's contention(
1

 îe-appraisal', 
pp.118-19) that iîxcetre is one of the more old-fashioned compo-
sers in OH. 

It also conflicts with Bsian Trowell's dating (in 'A Four-
teenth-Century Motet ...*) of Sub Arturo glebs in 135®, which 
has won general acceptance. This motet is preserved in sources 
alongside music of almost universally later date» it has a 
named composer» it uses coloration in one of the upper voices» 
it has complex overlapping isorhythmic patterns closely akin 
to those of Cooke's motet 112 (which I shall give reasons for 
dating 1415 in the next chapter). 
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Coloration* blue full and red void 

Full blue notation appears in two pieces, 25.
 a n <

* 22* 

the void form is not used. The abnormal colorations used in 

the canonic upper part of 25.
 a r e

 explained in a verbal canon 

and do not necessarily reflect normal usage. Blodie notule 

Qua pausis ubisunque inveniantur cantentur secundum proporcio-

nem dublam çeans that a blue semibreve in O is sung at the 

speed of a black minim in the preceding £ - an exact halving. 

The fact that the O signature is in this case blue does not 

add extra significance. Perfect blue breves are used under 

O (et ascendit); but the only instance of alteration is 

in the second blue passage, at the end of this part, which 

is apparently still governed by the previous blue O . This 

is not^cõnsistent with the exact halving of the blue semibreve 

rests in the contra* these are governed by O and not by O . 

A blue D within the first G passage gives
 4
/ 3 . Reversed 

signatures are discussed below. 

la 22 (bars 51-53), tinder O a blue breve contains 

three seaibrevesj alteration and perfection are possible. Three 

perfect blue breves are equal to one imperfect black long of the 

ensuing O timeJ the relationship is 9 / 4 semibreves. 

1. Signatures are black unless otherwise s t a t e d . lumerical 
proportions are given new/old values unless otherwise stated. 
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Sore 63-49 show the same proportional relationship, hut this 

passage contains no perfect hlue breves - a significant pointt 

the blue notes here sere originally red void, hut scribe C 

has filled them in with blue. This appears to be an unneces-

sary expedient, sinos the red void passage in 22 (bars 19-21) 

yields the saae relationship as the blue notes do here. Tbe 

red void notes occur within a passage under O and give nine 

red void eealfcrevee to four black full eeaibrevea uàder that 

signature. Thia piece already contains at least one example 

of different notatlona used synonymously» at bar 18, two 

black void breves are exactly equal to two black full breves 

under 3 * kal** tee preceding perfect breve. The only 

apparent difference between red void and blue notation is 

that no examples of perfect breves occur under the former 

(this is true for ths whols manuscript) while they do under 

the latter, as also in certain cases of red full notation. 

If this Is merely another aase of synonymous notation, why 

did scribe G bother to alter a notation which was already 

accurate? In fact, the expedient of a different colour 

removed an aablguity inherent in the passage as previously 

O 

notated. The signature of £ is not superseded by smother 

for the blue (formerly red void) notes. While the black Q 

clearly applies to the whole passage, there might te s o m 
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doubt ae to whether the red 6 applied only to the red f u l l 

notes or a lso to the red void. Use of blue notes makes i t 

c l e a r that the 9/4 re la t ionship i s ca lculated under an o r d i -

nary black signature not modified by a red 6. 

The same tas age of a red 6 with a black O i s found in 

33, a lso by Leonel» lied void minims under t h i s signature are 

merely used as semiminims within red f u l l notat ion. But 

under the signature of O with e red 3, red void functions 

as a colorat ion group within a red full passage, j u s t as a 

normal red f p l l passage within f u l l black notation* 

JTiJï JlJJlJA/U J 
.A . 5 . ' t J*. 

] 
0-4H9) 

This piece makes much use of red full sesquialtera coloration 

(see p.220), and a device for providing a coloration function 

within that is required. 

In 81 a black 6 is used in conjunction with O . This 

piece explains the colorations in a verbal canon* 

& proporcione dupla generat hio ^ j 
In proporcione aubsesquitercia capiendo talara figuram 6 \ 
An proporcione dupla sesquiquarta pronunciant tales q 

M a c k void is used for semiminims and also exactly as in 2£ 

(at oonglorificatur and f&liogue, bars 99 and 85 of the top 

part). The verbal designation, proporcione dupla, is identical 
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to that for blue notation in 25» ^
 f o r t l î e

 danger of 

confusing black void with the special significance given by 

the rubric to blue notation, it might have been used in this 

piece. It will be noted that in both cases blue notation is 

used to avoid confusion which might result from using the 

simpler notation available. It is a 'joker' notation, given 

the meaning appropriate to context. 

A black 6 followed by full red notes, according to 

the rubric to is to be subaesquitertia* 3/4. This works 

in every case. Red void is to be dupla sesquiquartn, 9/4» 

Just as the red full relationship was expressed in terms of 

the lowest stable note-value, the minim, this relationship is 

shown in the rubric by a long. The only cases of red void 

coloration in 8J[ support this. One occurs in a red full 

passage under O with 6, and suffers a further reduction (3/2), 

or, sesquialtera coloration within sesquialtera coloration! 

• M l U l l l m • 

(bar 74) 

The -e* void is in the proportion 3./2 to the red full notation, 

which is itself 3/2 to what black full notation would yield 

under the sarae signature, i.e. 9/4. But the 6 in the signature 

places the whole passage in sesquialtera proportion to e passage 

not so modified, which explains why this red void passage bears 
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a 3/2 relationship to the ensuing hlaok full notes under a (L 

signature. The main red void passage in Si is at bars 49-53 

in the top part, and is nine red void longs long. It is 

preceded immediately by and followed by C , taking place 

in the time that four black full longs would occupy under 

(i.e. six longs of the ensuing G time )t 

o 
É 4 ' i M K - r C R t|C| f^ ĉ  q Í cf ^ C M « 

J . M 3 J ^ i j j j | j J j j | J i j J J ] j j j 

Two principles become clear* 

1) proportional relationships are always expressed or 

understood in terras of colored notes to black full notes. 

2) proportional relationships apply in terms of the mensu-

ration sign under which the coloration appears. 

The latter point makes good sense of the alteration 

of red void to blue full in 2£. Tucke's treatise (in B.M., 

Md.10336) gives relationships of various colored notations 

tc black notations blue to black is assigned 3/4. 

Bed void notation is used in OH either to indicate 

sesquialtera or imperfection coloration in relation to red 

full notes, or to halve the value of red full notes. 

Both coloration usages are confined, again, in the 

first layer to Leonel, in the second to Damett. In 8l_ (bar 74) 

red void is used to produce a 3/2 relationship to red full 
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s e s q u i a l t e r a c o l o r a t i o n , and thus 9/4 to black notes. In 

22 (bars 19-21 ) nine red void .seraibreves are equivalent tc four 

impl icat ion, red void . In 83 (bar 48) red void notes form an 

imperfection co lorat ion group within red. f u l l notat ion which 

i s i t s e l f defined as sesquiââtera by a ^ s ignature . In 2Z. 

they l ikewise form an imperfection group within red f u l l s e s q u i -

a l t e r a c o l o r a t i o n . The same r e l a t i o n s h i p i s observed in ^2 

but tbe s i t u a t i o n i s complicated by a reversed mensuration 

s i g n , discussed below» 

The use of red void to halve the value of red f u l l 

notes i s more widespread» Red void minim forms are used as 

tbe normal semiminim to a red minim (see 93» bar 150)» In 

83, red void semiminims are used within red f u l l c o l o r a t i o n , 

as a l so in ^2, where the imperfection co lorat ion under (£. 

does not reduce minim values , so that the red void seraiminim 

in f a c t has the same value as a black void semiminimt 

Three red void minim t r i p l e t s are used in the time 

of one black minim (3/1) in 142 ( f i r s t l a y e r ) , ^ and $2 

(second layer)» In 142 they are needed to make a d i s t i n c t i o n 

from the red f u l l minims used in a co lorat ion group. inhere 

the t r i p l e t pattern 3/2 would be expressed by red f u l l minims, 

black ones under O The red r e s t in th is passage i s , by 
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void i s l o g i c a l l y used to halve those values. 

26 and J6_ (both by Pycard) are interes t ing in that 

the former uses red void, the l a t t e r black void, for i d e n t i -

ca l funct ions. In 26_ the red void notes can be regarded as 

a halving of normal imperfection co lorat ion. There i s no 

change of s ignature , but the mensuration appears to change 

tc O as in f u l l red imperfection c o l o r a t i o n ; the speed 

i s then doubled»^ 

The black void notes of halve the imperfect notes 

of black f u l l notat ion: 

This piece i s discussed further in appendix II to t h i s chapter. 

The e f f e c t in both pieces i s to remove the need to write 

very short note va lues . 

There are a few i rregular uses of red void in £)H. In 

6£ and 114, as noted above, red void i s used for the normal 

1 . Apei reproduces a monochrome col lotype facs imi le in notat ion, 
p.36o, of the f i r s t two staves of the top part . The excerpt ie 
supposed to i l l u s t r a t e the use of black void notations Apel 
c l e a r l y does not r e a l i s e that a l l the 'black,1 void notes here, as 
wel l as the f i r s t • f u l l ' breve aad two minims, are red. 
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semiminia to a f u l l black minim. In the semiminims were 

l ikewise red void , hut have been made black void , leaving red 

void for fusae% i . e . , h a l f the value of black void. These 

are the only fusae in OH. 

In 20 (bars 68-72), the red full breve is in the pro-

portion 3/2 to the black full brevej the red void breve, still 

perfect, i s half the black full breves 

r rrlTrrrirrrrnrrrri0-

Reversed, numerical » colored and proportional 

mensuration alfjtis 

The obvious point must be made that only C I and G . 

are physically capable of being reversed. 

Hamm discusses the confusion which has arisen over 

the use of O end cites Prosdoeimus for confirmation 

that this sign yields a 4/3 ratio. Ke rightly observes 

that *all proportions [in the Dufay period] operate at the 

minim level and their nomenclature refers to this level, no 

1. Harnm, 7>ufay « pp.29-30. 
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matéer what relationships r e s u l t at the other l e v e l s of mensu-

ration*.
1

 lam»*» discussion is limited to 0 following major 

prolatlon signatures , hut ©I contain® more examples of O 

after O than after G . 

3 always contains four minims (two minims to the 

semibreve, two semlbreves to the breve). After G the new 

imperfect breve is half as long as the preceding six-alnlm 

breve. The six-mini® breve of O is also halved by 3 » 

but not the nine-minim breve of Q , 0H*s one example of 

the use of 3 «f^er 0 ia the Amen of 22. shows quite 

clearly that it is the minim relationship 4/3 which alone is 

relevant* 

0 follows G in 25. (bars 98-100)i 

rim I r r 
and in 29 (bars 67-69)1 

• o i W l . . 

r i tm'Uirr 
In 2 6 , all parte adopt 0 simultaneously after G » and 

the same equivalence is assumed, though it cannot be musically 

verified. 3 is also used after C i n 2 1 (bars 10-12), where 

all the notes governed by the new signature are red full. The 

1. Hamm, Pufay, p.30. 
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signature yields 4/3, the coloration 3/2, and the result is 2/1» 

It is tempting to treat this as though the signature £ still 

applied hut had to he sung twice as fast. However, the 3 

signature should still have four minims to the "breve, and 

this is supported by analogy with 3£ below. It is confirmed 

by the last note in the group, which is a red void breve in 

OH, a red semibreve in Ao. Under £ the breve would be 

equal to half a red full breve, i.e., three minims, whereas 

under 3 Is half of a four-minim breve, i.e., two minims. 

The red full semibreve is also worth two minims. Its only 

disadvantage is a purely theoretical one. The passage under 

3 is worth four-and-a-half breves, an untidy number. !§y 

making the last note a breve, albeit a short breve, the OH 

scribe gives us five breves'-worth on paper. 

3 follows O in 22 and (both by Leonel), and in 

the following second-layer pieces» 3,2,, 111 (Damett), j?2 (Cooke). 

Four minims under the new signature are again equal to three of 

the preceding. This ratio is confirmed by the verbal canon to 
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111 explaining the tenor proportion as 6«3i2:1» The main 

signatures in the upper parts for these sections are O O O O 

and the relationship between the sections has to be shown, in 

modern notation, by a tempo relationship marking. The correct 

tenor relationship is achieved if, in the upper parts, four 

minims cf 3 are equated with three of the preceding O
 f

 a 

perfect breve of red 0 taken in the time of an imperfect breve 

of 3 » and "two seraibreves of black O taken in the time of 

three under red Q • 

2h 22 the breve under O is equal to a black void 

breve under 0 . The minims of 3 »
r e

 related to normal 

black full ones in the ratio 4/3, while void notation halves 

the value of the six-ffiiniiu breve. The use of black void 

notation in the lower parts of this piece makes it clear that 

the black void breve retains six minims and (£. mensuration. 

Black void could not, therefore, have been used for the entire 

passage under 3 * 

• M cP 3 4 » If 

LHjItT LTlM' 

(upper part, bars 17-19)» 
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«J is also used after O in Jig. The 4/3 relation-

ship can be discerned her© only in a black full long and long 

rest. Most of th® passage tinder thi® signature is in red 

full coloration. This has to be read as in c time with 

four minims to the breve, but tbe red breves are in the pro-

portion 3/2 to blank breves under 3 . 

3h a blue J follows a passage governed by a blue 

. All the notes affected are blue, and the minims are 

again in the ratio 4/3. 

Two difficult cases of reversed signatures remain. 

3 

In 12 the signature £ governs bars 75-83 of the top part 

after a C signature. It gives three semibreves in the 

time previously occupied by four under Q, , and with oolora-

tion it gives 9/8. The effect is identical to £ followed 

by rod full notes (see pp. 225-228). If 0 / 3 * 3/2 • 3/t, 

and 0 / 6 X 3/2 - 3/4? and 3 / 6 » 3/4» then 3 m e t be 

equal to 9/2. Morley states that 3 followed by colored 

notes gives 6/1, but his formula cannot be reconciled with 

the present usage.' 1er can the top part of t|0, which survives 

in Ao but not in OH, and uses J ) with coloration (black full) 

to give 3/2 - a result which is often achieved in OH by colora-

tion without a change of signature. 

1» T.Morley, A Plain and Sasy Introduction to Praebical Music, 
$>• K.Alec Harman (London, 1952), p.'-3. 
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The following interpretation of the usage in J £ is 

unorthodox, hut the only one I can devise which fits, 

J e m also he synonymous with the signature C i » 

applying the relationship! of C time at one note value up» 

two semihreves in the breve, two breves in the long. 3 

similarly is synonymous with £ 3 , giving three ssmibrsves in 

the breve, two breves in the long, rather than three minims in 

the seaibreve and two semibreves in the breve. The example 

in 12 is clearly more concerned with semibreves and breves the® 

with minims and semibreves. If O following upon C- gives 

the relationship of the new breve to the old semibreve across a 

change In prolation, J ) following upon C might reasonably 

be expected to do likewise. Instead of 4/3 minime, we have 

6/2 «daims. Sut if we treat the reversed prolatlon signature 

as an augmentation signature, producing the same relationships 

at the next level of note value®, the ratio 6/2 Is concerned 

with a «©aibreve which is now minor. If ws were to assume a 

major eemibreve, the ratio would be 9/2 which, divided by the 

6 of the signature, fields the desired ratio of 3/4. This ie 

quite possible, s ince the value of the seaibreve i s not expressed 

in an augmentation signature» 0 in these circumstances 

would g ive three breves to the long instead of two. 
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No straight forward cases of 3 after C occur in 

OH. This combination of signatures ought, like 3 after O , 

G or 0 , to y i e l d 4/3. In a red J i s used after 

Q, -, and followed by f u l l red notes . % would expect t h i s 

to give 4/3 X 3/2 X 3/2 = 3/1, while in fact it gives 3/4» 

3 

the e f f e c t i s i d e n t i c a l to that of £ in followed by black 

notation» i 4 m j 

b a O ® % k . U c l s l f 

J J J I o J U J J L J i o H J J J J 

sis I ^ 1
 JL, ! A1 

(12, bars 53-Ú3) 

The red void notation is used f o r sesquia l tera colorat ion 

(three breves in the tiae of two), wkicù is i t s e l f somewhat 

irregular. Much acre i r r e g u l a r , though, i s the grouping of 

the red semi breve s under J) in threes. The l icence for 

t h i s grouping aeeisus to be the only reasonable s i g n i f i c a n c e 

of the redness of the signature, because red notes unaor 3 

do not themselves, as we have seen, authority a triple grouping. 

Otherwise, the signature may be colored merely because it occurs 

in the course of a passage in red notation. To use it for 

fUit#i*fei stsquialtera diminution only makes the proportion 

numerically more top-heavy. The only plausible interpretation 

of th is reversed signature treats it as an augmentation sig-

nature, yielding one new four-minim breve under 3 t o ^wo 
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four-minim breves of O time. The colorat ion then modifies 

i t hy 3/2 to give 3/4» Disregarding the s ignature , the red 

f u l l notes do make sense in r e l a t i o n to the red void notes» 

one new red f u l l semibreve i s equal to two of the preceding 

red void aes ibreves , thus respecting the normal s i g n i f i c a n c e 

of void notat ion, 

Sumerals used in isolation are rare. The figure 3» 

on its own, i s applied to the triplet group in J§. (bar 55)» 

presumably to indicate that the full red laMtminims are to 

be taken as 3/l, not 3/2. In 73 it precedas the coloration 

group at bar 14 without affecting the normal meaning of this 

notation; not is it used with other coloration groups in this 

piece. 3 is also placed under the first half of bar 44 in the 

same piece with no clear significance, unless merely to 

confira that the minim and its two succeeding minim rests 

belong to the same perfect semibreve, 

îîumerals are used in conjunction with normal mensura-

tion signs in 22, 8j[ aid 83 (all by Leonel). Tbe use of a 

numeral with a reversed signature in has teen discussed 

above. The numerals always appear below the signature, 

ítêvôff V 1 ide it as is usual for an augmentation signature. 

The signatures in question occur only in top parts, all 

three of which are written in augmentation. The numerals 

are all followed by full red coloration, and all are used 
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in conjunction with O after a passage ia C time* There 

O o 

is one example of j i all the others are 

^ occurs once in jg, (har 66), three times I» 8jL (bars 

49» It, 121) and twice to (hare 54» 74). & all six cases, 

three red semlhreves after the signature equal four hlaok semi-

breves before it. The relationship 3/4 (subsesquitertia) would 

te identical expressed in t e w s of minims, as only minor pro-

lation signatures are involved. la the last instance la each 

of these pieces the return to black notation is not marked by a 

new time-signature, la each case, the O applies normally 

in relation to the preceding C , and the 6 qualifiee the 

coloration so that it yields not 3/2 hut 3/4. 

In (ter 47) the O is accompanied % a 3, followed 

by full red notes (three red semibrevse in the time of two 

former black ones)® It defines the coloration as sesquialtera» 

not imperfection. 

However, in 2g, and all these numerals (though not 

thifts accompanying signs) are red, and in S& they are black. 

It is clear from the ateve that their significance is not 

affected by their colour. The use of a red numeral has one 

adventage» it clarifies that only the red notes following it 

are affected* The return to O without a restatement of 

the signature in 8£, after a red passage under the blaok signa-
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O 
ture L , is thus slightly ambiguous. 

A red signature may reduce the passage i t governs in 

the proportion of 3/2 to the preceding notes . A l t e r n a t i v e l y , 

i t may "be colored merely because i t a f f e c t s notes of that colour . 

OS includes examples of both kinds in both l a y e r s , as wel l as 

some Irregular usages. The meaning of s ignatures can usual ly 

be ascertained empir ica l ly . 

2h 111 (Baaett) , both upper parts change simultaneously 

from 3 to red Q but the re la t ionship at this point (bar 72) 

is established by the verbal canon applying to the tenor diminu-

t i o n . The red O produces diminution of the ensuing notes in 

sesquia l tera proportion (see a lso above, p.234)» 

Ih J2 (Cooke), two uses of a red c i r c l e governing the 

tcp part s i m i l a r l y produce a 3/2 proportion. One applies from 

bars 56-60, tbe other from bars 83-93. Both follow a C 

s ignature, and the coloraticnjwithin the passage governed by the 

red signature i s reduced further by 3/2 so that the red seaibreves 

are in the r a t i o 9/4 to ordinary black semibreves of 0 time. 

In 22 ( leonel) a red Q at bar 69 i s followed by 

nine red eemibreves which are in the r a t i o 9/4 (3/2 X 3/2) to 

the preceding black ones of O time. The red numerals used 

with, signatures in this piece and in _83 gain no extra s i g n i f i -

cance from the ir colour (see p.239)» 

The blue signatures in the upper part of apply to 

the blue notes which they govern and cause no further diminution. 
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The colored signatures in the contratenor part of t h i s piece 

are dea l t with in appendix I to t h i s chapter» 

2Ã> Harnett uses two red s ignatures , each with a 

d i f f e r e n t meaning. At bar 149 a red Q fol lowing a f t e r a 

black G does no more than confirm the mensuration of the red 

notes which fol low i t . The colorat ion of the notes themselves 

es tab l i shes their sesquia l tera diminution, and no further diminu-

t ion ie required by the s ignature . However, a black signature 

might have mislead the reader into the expectation of a normal 

length breve. The red signature applies only to the red notes» 

o i «I U U <JU « i » e » J 

HIT I ml ft ifi j ffir rï'r-i rp 

At bar 173 of the same piece , a f t e r a p a s s a i in O time, & 

red C. i s used to mean 4/3 black semlbreves, 6/3 red semibreves. 

I t w i l l be noticed that a l l the cases given so f a r of a red s i g -

nature producing the proportion 

3/2 are of a red 0 fol lowing 

upon a passage in G time. The new p e r f e c t brevs i s equated 

with the old imperfect one. But i t cannot be argued that the 

breve under red C i s being equated with the per fec t breve of O 

because i t i s the new imperfect long which equals the former breve. 

This usage must be considered i rregulars 
0 . . . - # > H C M « t • « S, 

TUT I NT£FF P LL 
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One problem remain® in connection with colored sig-

natures, Bamett, as we have seen above, uses red signatures 

to mean 3/2, to preserve the status ouo« and to yield an 

irregular relationship. ¥e cannot, therefore, expect guidance 

from these other pieces in interpreting the rolorad signatures 

of his Gloria 13. which is in score and changes signature simul-

taneously in all parts. Its rubric (literally so, written in red) 

teadsi Cantentur per proporcionem subsesquiterciaa O G . The 

preceding black signature is C I after the rsd £ a return 

is made to black O . Subsesquitertia, 3/4» yields an uncom-

fortably slow tempo for the sections governed by the red signatures. 

If anything, these need to be performed faster than the surrounding 

sections with black signaturas. The most musically satisfactory 

solution is achieved by treating the verbal canon and the red 

signatures as cumulative in meanings 3/4 X 3/2 » 9/8. Nine 

semibreves of O time (three bars of are then performed 

in the time of eight semibreves (two bars of } ) of C time. 

All cases of vertically conflicting signatures, and 

there are many in the manuscript, confirm that minim equivalence 

is always to be observed, vertically and horizontally, between 

all signatures, whatever the prolation, unless coloration or 

proportional signatwres indicate otherwise. 
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The final section of the top part of 2£ is written 

in 0 time with no preceding harline (ta solta?* bar 93, to the 

end). Mo port has a signature at the beginning, though a signa-

ture for the top part could have been remover?, with the initial». 

Up to har 93 there is minim equivalence between the upper and 

lower parte, which are all in £ (L 3„ lut after the change of 

signature, the note values have to be read on© level down in 

order to fit with the lower voices, which have no harline or 

change of signature at this point, and thus ao warning of a 

change of speed or mensuration» This point begins b1 of the 

isorhythaic structure» the tenor of this piece is fully written 

out and has no melodic repeats, for practical purposes, thia 

section has to te taken a little slower» ths semlbreves under 

O cannot be quite as fast as the minims under £ • The minims 

of the lower parts have to be taken a little slower from this 

point without written warning. Similar qualifications about 

tempo apply elsewhere when both signatures are involved t see the 

section on semlainlms at the beginning of this chapter. The 

lower parte presumably have to follow, to accompany the ware 

florid top part, and to take any necessary tempo Indications from 

it, Isorhythmie relationships are undamaged» no rhythmic 

repeat spans the join. 
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A similar situation arises i» th® final section of 28» 

also an isorhythmic Gloria, The ratio of tbe tenor reduction is 

not indicated, either verbally or by time signsi a red viij shows 

th© number of repetitions. Minim equivalence in the upper parts 

yields a ratio of 12»9«di12 between the sections s an unparalleled 

example of non-4 iainution for the final section of an isorhythmic 

structure. Again, no mensuration siga® whatsoever are used 

(and here we can be certain, because the beginning survives intact) 

until the f inal section in queetioa, where both upper voices have 

0 at bar 93, G ie implied up to that point, and all 

imperfect mensurations are indicated by red coloration, perhaps 

in order to avoid stating a signature. ttf the O la treated 

as a diminution signature, as in 24, the ratio becomes the Mich 

more acceptable one of 12»9>8»6, though practical considerations 

demand a slightly slower tempo hors as before, 

Jh the signatures are C O C O » this Gloria ie 

not isorhythmic, 3h the tenor, the Instruction ^aer diminueionern 

has been added to the O sections, and stcut .lacet to the inter» 

vening G section, apparently by scribe c, (fee p,169 for a 

similar addition to the final section of 101,) The degree of 

diminution is not specified» if an exact halving had been 

intended, the words per, d i m ^ i f ^ m could have been used. The 

instruction can be taken as an imprecise tempo indication calling 
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for faster performance, or it can be applied to precise note-

relationships on the principle that diminution is concerned with 

just such precise relationship®. la this case, équation of the 

new brevs under O with the old breve under C is musically 

satisfactory and results in sesquialtera proportion. It would 

he rash to assume that all general directions to apply diminution 

could te so interpreted. 

3h 334 tee direction eicut jacet is less easily 

explained, as no diminution is previously called for. The 

implied preceding signature is G , and minim equivalence 

works well. This raises the question whether a O signature 

should te treated as a diminution signature unless otherwise 

stated} however, tee oases given above are the only ones where 

a diminution relationship between two signatures in the sams 

pisce is musically sensible. The next section of 1Í4. in C-

time, does have to be read in diminution, as if ths signature 

were t pdherwise the note-values are impossibly long. This 

may be, retrospectively, the force of slcu^ Ifrcet, 

farther uses of red 

The true tripla proportion (3/1 ) is shown in j[6 by ths 

figurs three sad full red minims. 3 stands for 3/l, and ths 

colour signlflss the notes affected by it. 3/1 is shown else-
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where hy red void notes» hy second-layer scribes in j>3 and 92, andNjy 

scribe A in 142 and 8l_. In the latter piece, red void is used at the 

end of the contratenor to give 3/1 in relation to black full notes, 3/2 

to red void. 

Bed teippi for divisi notes in 106, 109» 110, 122 and 

128. In all theee except 122, the red notes are alien to the plainsong 

in the plainsong-bearing part of a piece in score. In 109 one of the 

divisi notes (the last pair on stave 5» f.88v) is black, although the 

upper is alien to the plainsong. The divisi notes in 21, and 22, where 

no plainsong is involved, are black. In 21 a 'solo* part is affected. 

Red is used for the plainsong intonation of 122 - an isolated in-

stance in OH, though quite common elsewhere. The canonic indication of 

123 and the additional clefs in J6,
 a r

®
 r e d

* Black and red full half-

coloration (or hi-coloration) is used in 2 end 25, in the first layer, 112 

in the second; black full and void half-coloration is used in ]6.'
 R e d 

rests are used within red notation (e.g., in 8jî, 82, 117)» red mensuration 

signs hava already been dealt with. Sot only was the distinction between 

different types of coloration lost when black void coloration displaced 

red in general usage, but the subtlety conveyed by colored signatures was 

also lost. Instead of using a red breve rest to occupy the space of an 

imperfect breve (or of a perfect breve reduced in length by sesquialtera), 

two black rests of the next value down had to be used instead. 

Bed is used for the texts of duet sections in 20, 80 (Bxcetre), 

21, 22» H i » H 0 (Leonel), J6, 82 (Cooke) and 3£, £3 (Bamett). 

The device is used in preference to rests, mainly by 
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sections la more parte. Bet text ia also uaed for the lower 

row of text «tag to «be same music successively ia the Agnus 

M * M an* m fa* nobis paoem) hut not ia 

the similar ©aae of JJ& or for double text in canons. The 

nt supra Indication of f,104 ie red. 

Signa comtruentiae are w e d .la (see appendix I 

to this chapter), 71 (a red sign at esf) aad 6£ (eeoewl layer). 

& Ji, ^ appears under est. Manuscript formatai are used only 

in 68 in the second layer (6£, all being the work of 

the Iterest ecribe), mâ i n XL* X b M» §X (%ttering, 

Leonel and Sscetre) in the first layer. Signe indicating 

alteration are ueed as follow*i 

tbar 61 of top part, 2 under a alula, 
bar 181 of middle part, 2 under end of sealbrere liga-
ture, 

fCSjl» bar 22, both lower parte, 2 under end of semibreve 
ligatures. 

*uabere ere also written under many notee of the tenor of per-

haps for teaching purpesee. 

jfeî Uifilî̂ f̂tn jiMSm̂ liî rSfffifimî ff. .fe• inimfeS • nifiwwSii . m C . . i ^ i 

of scribe A's distinctive feature* are olearly 

hfcé own writing habitai for example, hie readiness to use the 

oblique form of ascending ligatures. There ia only one example 

of an oblique rlalag ligature (sealbreves) in the second layer, 
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In §§.• Other eharaoteristice might have a notational signif icance, 

hwt one which hm m far proved elusive. They have not heen pointed 

out elsewhere» a hrief description follow here. 

Some aeoending breves la ligature have a superfluous 

down-stem to the left ( ^ f }. The value of the note 1» 

unaffected. The 24 examples are confined to ten settings in 

«core of the Sanetue and Agnus, all anonymous except for two hy 

Chirbury and one by Typp.* Three concordances in LoF and in 
m 

B.M., Add. 49597(0)* do not use these forms, so no great sig-

nificance can be attached to their concentration in a few pieoes. 

Araneo gave this form of ligature as an alternative to lengthening 

the first note of a ligature by attaching a down-stem to Its rightt 

Si vero tracturn habeat a parte sinistra priai punoti 

descendente* £ examples include J, vel 

dextra quod magi® propria» est [examples include jji 3 

tunc proprietate carebit.* 

There is no question of applying this interpretation to the» 

In OB, But they could be classed as archaic features of notation, 

preserved as mere writing habits with r,o significance* 

The long with an ascending stem to tbe right is some-

times used for a clear practical reason (e.g., on f,15v in the 

contratenor part of 20, to avoid collision with a hole in the 

parchment, and elsewhere when the long Is low on the stave), but 

38& SSSb M b 4S5.» M h 12I» M » J22» ill» t M . 

2. Inscribed in Bent, • fragments „ , ' , 

3. Ays. Cantua Mensurabilis. CS, vol, I, p. 124* 
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sometime» tbe long i s drawn with two stems of unequal length 

{ Û 5, exactly l i t e the long ascending p l i c a of Prancenian no-
/ 

tation which i s v i r t u a l l y extinct after occasional use in works 

of Kachaut. According to Rraneo f % i e s t not^ ^ H r j e ^ i ^ / e ^ e m 

S O t t i

 M S m W , Ê t M M m '
1 U 8 e

 « W s form seems to be quite 

deliberate, and does not merely exaggerate an existing pen-habit 

of t h i s scribe. But to Interpret it as an auxiliary or passing 

note is in most cases out of the question, and the most satis-

factory result musically is obtained by treating the note as a 

normil long in every case. lhe melodic contexts and syllables 

affected are indicated in the table below. The notes occur 

without exception In tenor and contratenor parts} even if text 

were to be added to these, the plica-notes would rarely fall en 

a syllable suitable for llqusscence. The occurrences are tabulated 

on p.250. 

There Is one isolated example of the form of the breve 

ascending plica, used to mean a simple breve, in f%f (Tyss*s 

Sanetus, f.99v), in the plainsong tenor on the syllable fie-. 

on J? between j£ and The form LI on f.31v ie not related, 

nor is it the •streinant witj to longe tailes* of ^ J I S ^ Ê Î m * 

2 

Lament» it is simply a b r e w flanked by two inadequately erased 

minims belonging to the original version. 

i- .omPm,..rnmmWMf
 cs

> p*
12

^ 

ft946), i l m *
1

*
7

' '
T h e 0 h o T i a U T 8

'
 ï d W

®
n t #

' Í2S2ll2E* ™1.XVI 
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,.I.?*m ^ ascending.
 E
lic» 

Wo. \ f. st. piece composer 

Pl. s 

syllable 
(affected 

melodic context 
(affected note 
°ap. )

 r r
.

 iimi 

1 1 27 7 Gloria Gervays T TIRra £ l £ 

i l 49 f Credo Chirbury C diS 

117 96 7 Sanetus Leonel C [Sanetus] o G f 

10 0 [doaini] £ & 

m m 9 Sanetus Leonel T« exCEIeis & 1 & 

10 T» nomiSI S . I & 

m 99 6 Sano tus Sxcetre C TtJa & £ & 

m m 7 Sanotus Tyes T* SAMCtus 2 A 

7 T* saneTUS 

9 T« excels IS 

< 

m 
100 3 top m â £ < 

m 101 12 Agnus anon. c FSCcata â l i 

Mi 112 7 Are post Mayshust e [Are] £ mm 

Other notational peculiarities of notation in OH 

are all of notational significance, and are probably inherited 

from the composers of the pieces in which they occur. In 2 1 

and XL*
 a t

 analagous positions in this paired Gloria and Credo 

by Leonel, an imperfect long (in unstated C time) is reduced 

still further by a minim. The minim is in each case followed 

by a dot of division, ^ j » confirming the interpretation! 

çJ J. ̂  . This may be a unique usage, but appears to be 
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the only way of expressing this teytha. The nearest I can 

find to theoretical authorisation is thie passage froa Yitry*s 

Ars novai 

li modo vero iapsrfscto simplex longa duo valet têmpora nec 
unfuam plus valere potest, nisi ponctue apponatur. Duplex 
vero fuatuor, nec peiest augeri nec aiaiai, nisi per solaa 
ainiaaa vel per duas, ut hic» 

(But in imperfect mood, the simple long is worth two breves, 
and cannot he worth more unjess it is dotted. The double 
long is worth four [breves3» nor may it te augmented or 
diminished except by a single minim or by two,} 

VI try is talking about double not single longs, and he does not 

speoify whether his directive applies to minor prolation and im-

perfect time. It Is a long shot» but there can te no doubt 

about the interpretation of the OH figure, 

lore pussling is the end of the contra part of (f.73) 

which has j • ^ to be fitted into the time of two major 

semibreves. The other three parts sgres, sad as only the 

tenor Is Isorhythaic, this does not help us to establish the 

correct contratenor rhytfcm. If the breves were semibreves, 

there could be no doubt that J*J|©. was meant, and this is 

the obvious emendation, However, if coloration was intended, 

the emendation could be differently reasoned. Black void, assd 

as in 26, would yield» JJ"]. ST1. | 0 . 

1. OS, vol.Ill, p.tO. 
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d i f f é r e n c e s in notat ions! usage are rare in the work of 

scr ibe A* Most coincide with composer d i f f e r e n c e s and amy reflect 

the composer*» own p r a c t i c e . In extreme cases of canonic, isorhyth-

aic aad proportional complexity the notation i s c l o s e l y hound up with 

the ac t of composition, aad the scribe has «ore r e s p o n s i b i l i t y to 

preserve i t i n t a c t than in the case of a simple hoaophonic descent 

p i e c e , whioh could almost have be©» written down from memory or by 

e a r . Accordingly, the descant pieces show greater variety in con-

cordances than do the more complex p i e c e s . Shis is partly because 

they are simpler and more widely transmitted, and partly because they 

were subject to impromptu v a r i a t i o n , probably by performers and c e r -

t a i n l y "by scribes.* 

Scribe A c e r t a i n l y exercised so»® editorial initiative upon 

the music he copied. I have a lready suggested that he m y have 

standardised various seaimlnim forme to a uniform black void. 2a 

a d d i t i o n , he inaniriably wr i tes breves at the ends of intermediate 

sect ions in score s e t t i n g s . In the few cases where conoordeneon 

e x i s t and the re levant notes are visible, these notes are longe• 

in to? the last note of the first e x c e l e i s of 101, the laet note of 

each of the first two nobis of 129 and the first nobis in 1.3$. are 

a l l long. In loU the f i r s t nobis, in 134 i s long. All of theee are 

breves in OH. 13^ survives d i f f e r e n t l y l a the three manuscripts 

1 . See the case of 101 , pp.166-69 above. 
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which, p r e s e p e i t , sure ly r e f l e c t i n g 3021e scribal initiative, 

l o i g ives only the f i r s t invocation, indicat ing by mesas of d i r e c t s 

that the same music i s to be repeated f o r the other two» DoP, as 

in all i t s Agnus s e t t i n g s , writes out a l l three in f u l l with d i f f e r e n t 

music, OH preserves the music of the f irst- and third fountain® 

invocations f o r i t s f i r s t two invocat ions, c a l l i n g f o r a return 

(ut supra) for the third invocation. Th» words dona nobis paces 

are not underlaid, but the d i r e c t i o n can only mean that the p r e c e -

ding invocation Is repeated, as no polyphony i s supplied f o r the 

words Agnus dei of the first invocation. The plainsong i s the 

same for all three, and so does not help to e s t a b l i s h t h i s point, 

®te OH and Lo? music of this l a s t section5 taken together , form 

a fascinating illustration of the kind of 'divisions
1

 probably 

provided in performance upon a basic harmonic structure. The top 

and bottom staves of the following example give the outer parts, 

OH with upward a t e » , IjoT with downward stems. The middle throe 

staves reduce this to à skeleton vers ion, with the plainsong in 

the middle as i t appeal's in both sources. Points at whioh the two 

versions are incompatible are left blank in the reduction. 
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Ste similis ente s i m i l e m ^ i e ie meticulously observed by 

eoribe A, with only the merest handful of exceptions. When two 

potentially perfect notes appear in succession, the first is 

perfect, even if this causes syncopation. 8J., bar 89, is one 

ef many examples t 

“ ' riu 

The more correct solution is nearly always the harmonically more 

eatiafeetory one. X» 28, ia a borderline caee, with the 

balance slightly in favour of observing the rule, while at bar 

tO, there is little choice but to flout iti 
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The latter is an isolated case. The rule ie broken in two 

other pieces, twice in each, but both times at sectional cadences, 

betraying this scribe'e initiative in turning final longs i*to 

breves. Chirbury's Sanetue (102) hae, in bars 11-12 of the lower 

p a n . , H a . , which has to I» tr.n.crih.U (The upper 

part is missing with the initial letter, ) m i s should have been 

notated ill • j scribe A omitted the tail of the long, but forgot 

to alter the note preceding it. Kxactly the same thing happens at 

bar 25 in the top part of this piece. Similar cases occur in bars 

15 and 30 of the tenor of Leonel's Sanotus 116. 3h Sturgeon's 

Sanetus (114) the first semibreve ligature on stave 6 (preceding 

a breve) was originally written as a seaibreve and a breve. Ihe 

eorreot version of two semibreves has been substituted. 

there is no evidence that scribe A tampered with the entire 

notation of a piece, by augmenting or diminishing the note values. 

Pieces with an inconsistent rate of reduction between the parte 

are nearly all by Leonel, and may therefore be considered more as 

a mannerism of the composer than of the scribe. If scribe A had 

been at pains to apply consistency to the note values of the volume 

as a whole (for example, between the Q, of f6 and the O of J J ) 

we might reasonably have expected him to slip up on more points of 

this kind, and not only at ends of sections, where the use of long 

or breve in different parts Is often discrepant. 
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SS&ss&teÊHsmy ?£ 21 

Bukofser rightly prmiees Colline*» solution of the problems 

posei by this piece.* Taken together with Collins*a owe emendations,
2 

there is little to fault in his interpretation, although it muet he 

admitted that at many points it haa been achieved empirically and 

is not fully reasoned. Apel, la attempting to remedy this, fella 

% 

to take account of Colline *e second thoughts. Sis explanation of 

the oontrateaor is bedevilled by his chronic confusion about the 

meaning of coloration, and ia beet disregarded. Sis froposed emen-

dations are rarely iaprovemente from a mimical point of view, even 

where they are logically tenable. Collins invariably achieved a 

musically eatlefaotery result, «id thie can uaually be justified 

de neat facto. Only at bare 108-110 of the new edition can hie 

version of the contratenor be further Improved. 

the relevant parts of the rubric, while not actually mis-

leading, are not positively helpful» 

Item tenor et coatratenor aunt de teapore iaperfeoto perfeeti. 
I©tule ruble in tenor® e t contratenor® per prcporcieaea sesfui-

1. Studies. p. 54» Collins*e transcription is printed In Bamsbothaa 
&c, Oïï, vol.11, p.101. Colour facsimile, vol.IIXy between pp.xxlv-aacv. 

f. Given in 01, vol .III, pp.xxx-xxxi. 

3. Apel, »o tation. pp.432-35-
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i 
altera», $1 «an rubi® %wm aigre la oontrataaore prefigura» 
per eondea proporoionaa secundum exigentian figurarua* 

The tenor «né contratenor are in imperfect time, perfect 
Cprolatim3* Bed note» in tee tenor and oontratenor Care} 
in tee proportion lit [i.e., when tee stated aenauration 
applies J* And la tee centra tenor £only3 yen prefigure red 
and Mack a l i k e in tee same p r o p e r t i e s , as the signatures make 
necessary* 

The sign at ter 14 is not, as Collins says,
 #

an obscure 

sign ... to indicate teat red and black exchange values•» sines it 

occurs at the same point in the tenor part without this meaning* 

It is ©as of three signa oongrucntiae, distinct in shape, which 

link the contratenor and tenor at bate 55 ( O ) > T4 ( . ) 

and t*f ( ). The roles of red and black ars, in part, reversed, 

though tee explanation is less simple than Collins suggests* Sfor 

will Apel's dot »ln this mensuration [ C 3 the red notes always 

indicate «reversed coloration,* i*e*, dotted values*. 

The rubric (actually written in black) is our licence for 

some reversal of black and red functions and for an interpretation 

which is, in ths first instance, empirical. It is plain teat we 

cannot expect a straightforward ses^uialtera interpretation la which 

all red. notes are in tee proportion 2il to black, and in which red 

signatures give a similar diminution* There is no question ef 

applying imperfection coloration in this situation, though tee tenor 

part yields the same result by either method* 

t. Set peat figuras, as Gellias reads it* 
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At Çy the black said red notes' do not exchange meanings, as 

Col l ins and Apel c la im. The b lack minim remains constant from 

the previous black s ignature , and then, keeping t h i s va lue , assumes 

a 3t? relationship to red notes, Apel is, however, correct in 

regarding the function of red ^ as reversing the values of red 

and blackj though he fails to observe that this appliee between 

major prolation signatures of either colour, and separately between 

minor prolation áignatures,* 

The sesquialtera proportion of red to black allowed in the 

rubric (tarn, ruble guaa n igra) applies to those parts of the contra-

tenor notated in normal major prolation (with black s ignatures , 

s tated or understood). Throughout these sections, the s p e c i f i e d 

sesquialtera in terpretat ion has to be pursued rigorously» Apel's 

assumption of a clerical error (a red semi breve for the red brew 

at the beginning of stave 4) is unnecessary. Imperfection can take 

place within s e s q u i a l t e r a c o l o r a t i o n , as shown above, Colllna'a 

eolution i s quite correct, and this point does not impair the split 

black perfection which Apel c o r r e c t l y j u s t i f i e s , 

Despite Its anomalies, the nusically correct solution produoee 

a simpler set of relationships (using factors of 12) than the 

apparently simpler one, which requires factors of 18, The minim 

relationships of the r i g h t and wrong ways are tabulated (a® quavers) 

on p.261, 

1, If Apel (Rotation» p.433) Is correct in assuming a mistake ia the 
rubric (dupla

 i
 seg>M|jyio||&> for eubdypjA. ifl̂ ffBSP̂ ffiffiffî } * elallar re aeon lag 

might be applied here to eeequlaltera. 
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From the upper of the two preceding tab les i t w i l l he 

noted that the fo l lowing values are equal» 

the black minim i s always constant under a black signature? 

the red minim i s always constant under a red s i g n a t u r e j 

the black minim under a black s ignature equals the red minim 

under a red signature? 

the black minim of a major pro la t ion red s ignature equals the 

red minim of a major pro lat ion black s ignature} 

the black minim of a minor pro la t ion red s ignature equals the 

red minim of a minor pro lat ion black s ignature . 

A b r e v e ' s worth of red notes i s equal under the black s i g n a -

tures O and O and the red s ignatures G and O • A b r e v e ' s 

worth of black notes i s equal under the black O and red Q 

s i g n a t u r e s , and under the black C and red G s i g n a t u r e s . 

The fo l lowing noteM-values observe a 3»2 re lat ionship» 

red notes to black notes in a major pro lat ion s ignaturef 

black notes to red notes in a minor pro lat ion signature} 

black minim of a red s ignature to black minim of a black s i g n a -

ture i n major prolat ion} 

black minim of a black signature to hiack minim of a red s i g n a -

ture in minor p r o l a t i o n . 

Sed semiminims in the contratenor part are shown as red void 

f lagged n o t e s , poss ib ly to prevent a l t e r a t i o n being applied to them 

i n a part where normal red notat ion i s s u b j e c t both to p e r f e c t i o n 

and a l t e r a t i o n . The symbol | (black o n l y ) , borrowed from 

I t a l i a n notat ion , i s used here to mean h a l f a p e r f e c t semibreve -

a duplet which might otherwise have been expressed by means of void 
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notat ion or of a reversed signature» However, the I t a l i a n 

dragma u s u a l l y occurs as one of three notes to he taken in the 

time of two semibreves of senaria imperfecta, or the equivalent 

of a co lorat ion group of three semibreves under c in I'Yench 

notation» 

Half-co1orat ion of longs , breves and seraibreve l i g a t u r e s i s 

used» A h a l f - c o l o r e d breve i s normally c a l c u l a t e d as a c i l o r e d 

t ied to an uncolored semibreve. With normal c o l o r a t i o n , t h i s pro-

duces a note of f i v e minims * length! an imperfect semibreve of two 

minims t ied to a p e r f e c t note of three minims» This does not work 

in the case of the much-discussed h a l f - c o l o r e d breves followed by 

blue semibreve r e s t s . ^ The s ignature i s O and the c o r r e c t order 

of evaluat ion i s this* Rests , being f i x e d in v a l u e , should be deduc-

ted from the value of the note they imperfect before the length of 

that note can be a s c e r t a i n e d . A seraibreve r e s t under t h i s s ignature 

i s worth three minims, but being b lue , i t s u f f e r s exact b i s e c t i o n , 

reducing i t to 1-J minims. The breve i s therefore l e f t with 7-J- minims. 

Red c o l o r a t i o n in t h i s part causes not imperfection but s e s q u i a l t e r a , 

and the h a l f - c o l o r e d breve i s therefore composed of two 'semibreves* 

r e l a t e d by 3/2 proportion* 4lr + 3 minims + minims * r e s t « 9. 

Apel ' s suggested improvements to C o l l i n s ' s reading of the 

canonic parts r e s u l t in some uncomfortable musical s i t u a t i o n s , y e t 

the b e t t e r readings can be defended quite as properly as A p e l ' s . 

1® C o l i t e s modified h i s o r i g i n a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n to the c o r r e c t one 
( v o l . I l l , p .xxx) without g i v i n g f u l l reasons. Apel i s wrong again. 
Andrew Hughes r e - a f f i r m s the c o r r e c t s o l u t i o n in 'MP', p .59. 
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m 

The third canonic part to enter is to he read in O . Apel 

accuses Collins (p.435) of failing to treat the long as perfect 

on all levels, and submits his reading as no.64b of lhe appendix. 

Is does not remark that a perfect long may suffer imperfection, 

nor that his version produces dissonances which are beyond the 

threshold of tolerance for thie pieee. The beginning of this 

part should read thus, as Collins has it. I have barred it to 

show how incomplete perfections oauss long-term synoopation but 

eventually add up to a complote tally of breves» 

P I f f . I 'J J> I p 
jEE £ 

R 

m I ÉÉ 

É E a e> ',: a rnmm 

m 
Here is Apel'e of the last two lines of the above» 

NRRRTF m 
I PI 

m mz us 
± 

This is a perfectly possible reading of the 

musical sense.It is also unclear why Apel 

third canonic apart before aya^tum perfect. 

, but makes poor 

red rest in the 

ruhrio states that 
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the first canonic part le in imperfect meed, m e second and third 

perfect (this waa the point on which Apel challenged Colline'» 

reading of the beginning of the third canonic part)» hat that 

BPHMWI ffffidw^i“fr&r ad p^naam sequcntem cum duotwtB 
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ajpéctsix n TO c m m s i v 

Pyoard * a Credo 

Wile pie©©, reproduced M plate XX, contain» a considerable 

amount of black void notat ion. & effect, such passages shift 

the mensuration from G to O * neither signature being stated. 

The imperfect values of black full notes are halved. Perfection 

and a l t e r a t i o n , used within black void passages in 2£, are eschewed, 

black f u l l notes being used where these values are required, 33mt 

a l l notes adept t h e i r minimum, imperfect value before being halved 

ie established in, for example, bar 20, where throe breves of black 

void function exactly as they would i f they were an imperfection 

coloration group of three red semibreves. Bed void notation, as 

used in 26, would have shown this more precisely.* This is the 

only first-layer piece which does not use red for normal coloration, 

la f a c t , the only red notes are the group of s i x 3/1 minim t r i p l e t » 

on stave 5 of f.63v, Bed notation may have been deliberately 

avoided so that I t could be reserved f o r the s p e c i a l function which 

I s the main concern of this .appendix. Before leaving the matter 

of b|ack void notes, however, we might question whether the uaa 

of black void for diminution aay , f o r some composers sad s c r i b e s In 

01, be associated with tbe change from (* to 0 time. The 

change from full to void notation i s u s u a l l y , and reasonably,. 

1, lee p.330, n,1. 
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associated with the change from parchment to paper as the normal 

waiting surface for auaic. loth (with numerous exceptions) spaa 

the first çuarter of the fifteenth century. I believe both to 

have heen contributing factors to the reversal of black and void 

roles, Had the contratenor of 21 teen no ta ted with black void 

in place of red, the ambivalence of its colorations would have 

been much more striking to us, and the emergence of some red notes 

as longer than their black counterparts seemed less unnatural. 

®ie unique feature of ]jS is that red clefs (marted in plate 

XI) a*e used in conjunction with the black clefs for the central 

section. The red clef in each of the four parts is a third higher 

than tee black clef of that part. Is parta 1 and ill ths red clef 

makes its first appearance at tee beginning of a new stave together 

with the black clef} in li and iv the red clef ie stated in tee 

ocures of a stave. M ii and ill the clef is discontinued negative-

ly, merely by failing tf reappear on the next stave. In i and !• 

it is positively discontinued by a restatement of the black clef 

without the red clef. 

laborious experiments with canon at various pitch levels and 

mensurations, prompted by Pycard•s known propensity for canon, 

by the use of a red cipher to indicate canon in 123. and by the 

association of unusual coloration with mensural tricks, failed 

to produce results. 
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At ne point do direct» indicate that the red elefa affect the 

pitch at which the music i» sung. If we wire dealing with a simple 

case of two alternative readings of this section, a third apart, we 

might reasonably expect red a» well as Mack directs to he used la 

coajunction with red and black clefs respectively. Sut all the 

directa in this piece are black. Another fact which falls to 

support the theory of alternative readings is that the une of the 

lower version would extend the total pitch range of each part 

downwards by a third,If x—r' %t the pitch of the black clefs, the 

seetion which alee has red o.efe uses the lowest notes of the range 

of each part, although it usee the top part of each part-range leee, 

A transpoaltion exaggerates the tessitura of a section which is 

already slightly bottom-heavy. 

Where a red or black clef is placed in the middle of a line, 

no direct indicates an accompanying change of pitch - and scribe A 

ia normally meticulous about such indications. Where the start or 

dieeontinuatlen of a red clef coincides wftth a new line, the direct 

always refers to the pitch of the black-clef note. There can be 

little doubt that the passage affected takes place at the pitch of 

the black, not of the red clefe. The poeeibility of transposition, 

total or selective, haa been extensively explored, but without 

results. 

The hypothesis which followe la the only one to have emerged 

ao far which fits «he facte and offers a credible explanation of 
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the red elefs. It has teen used In the new edition.
1 

Sawing pitched his voice according to the black clef, each 

singer them read» the intervals between succsssivs notes in his 

port as if the red clef applied» he thinks the music at tee fritoh 

of tee red clef, while the hlack clef functions only as an overall 

anchor of pitch in relation to the rest of ths piece* The 

technique of transposing at sight, or of setting one's sight 

differently from one
#

e voioe, woe familiar to the medieval Saglieh 

eingeri the anonymous treatise on fahurden In i*l*, Lanedowae 763 

ie counted in comparable terms, and Fycard's four-part Gloria, 01 

26» requires m similar technique. The canon at the fourth is net 

written out in full» the canonic part is cued to the correct pitch, 

hut reads from the higher part. Mor is it strange to flat in 

ingenious device such as this in a work hy Pycard, who eeeae to have 

heen a technical visard and notations! innovator of no mean talent 

and musicianship, Indeed, the use of hlack void dimisntiea ia 

thia Credo serves a purpose parallel to the use of red clefs • tee 

avoidance of irregular, unnecessarily complex notation, % writing 

extensive sections of tee top part in void notation, I“ycard avoids 

the IMS of visually exhausting minims and aeaialniaa, My using 

the device of red clefs, he avoids incurring extreme flats, enabling 

the singer to think in terme of more f sail1er hsxachorda, 

1. The raw material of this eolution was submitted by letter to my 
oo-editer, whose useful suggestions included tee use ef am editorial 
key-eignature fer tee affeetei passage. 
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Swteed, It was tie theory of hexachord transposition put 

forward ia the discussion of musica fiota appended to this 

dissertation which first suggested that a similar device might he 

in operation here, While applying the range of accidentals 

available for a part with no signature (or in the tenor, with 

one flat), the actual sounding pitch of those accidentals will 

he those available from a signature of three or four flats re-

spectively» The three extra flats have "been supplied editorially 

aa a key-signature la each case» to analogy in modern terms will 

Illustrate the points a viola part is given to the player of a horn 

In Bfe, who is then instructed to read it as if it were written In 

the tenor clef. 

It remains to account for the accidentals written in the 

manuscript. Only the are problematical. Clearly, a singer 

thinking at the transposed pitch of the red clefs will «efe read 

them as gtrs,/ yet if he is indeed thinking at the pitch of the 

red clefs it will be irrelevant that they sound as kfcs. The 

section devoted to musica fieta in Ugolino*s treatise prompted 

Mi to suggest to Andrew Hughes that a manuscript accidental may 

occasionally indicate chromatic inflection of a neighbouring note 

and not of the note by which the accidental appears. If a * mean® 

ml and a fr fa, the use of one or other sign may indicate that the 

neighbouring note is to be brought to a semitone*® distance from 

It, mi-fa always being a semitone interval. This is sometimes 

a useful ussy of handling a difficult accidental, hut may create 
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more problem» than it solves. Dr lugbes i s a little readier than 

I am to create musical problem» by thie means. la bar 72 of tbe 

following example, be prefers to naturalise tbe & , as ai of tbe 

hexachord in wbiob tbe manuscript is fa, and so it appsara is 

tbe new edition. I do not feel that the musical context (cf. bar 

73} warrants this interpretation any more than it does ths in 

bar S of this pieee (not illustrated here) which Hughes proposes. 

Such a violent chromatic wrench is surely to be tolerated only in 

the context of a fully-developed secret chromatic art in which it 

would cease to be a wrench. fhese are uncharted seas, and I would 

sail them with caution for the time being. Sxoept where the auaioal 

context commends the more adventurous interpretation, hfc may be 

considered as a simple re-atateaent of the pitoh of that note, or 

as a soft hexaohord signature. 

The bt>s at tors 86 and 67 of the top part can certainly be 

treated as Implying a naturalised g leading-note. The red â> in 

the tenor at the same point is the only red accidental in the piece. 

If its colour associates it with the red clef, it would be fhe 

note is csrtainly flat at either pitch of notation! if the accidental 

has more significance than merely to confirm this, it must be to 

show that c, is to be a semitone below it. Thus, the accidentals 

la both parts at thie point eetablish that the oadeace la to be 

a sharpened leading-note, not a phrygien one. 
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Hie only ether manuscript flat in this section occurs before 

bar 103 in the top part, the b is flattened, but the part cadences 

on c. While the preceding a may be mi, sM
t
 the b> seems to makk a 

Phrygian cadence, which is musically acceptable at this point. Two 

further flats have been erased in the tenor part before bars 101 

and 103, Again, these pitches are called for in any case, aad 

erasure need not be taken as an indication that the natural forms 

were intended, Bie e> would have implied that the d below it 

should be mi, a semitone w & y therefore dir. This would have 

necessitated b* in the top part at this point, where bfe la 

expressly indicated. The removal of the e> therefore confirme 

a Phrygian cadence. 

All the accidentals so far have been interpreted as Inflectlone 

of the notes to which they apply, even where they also affect the 

pitch of neighbouring notes. The one remaining accidental in the 

red-clef section cannot be so treatedi the dp at bar 92. If it is 

regarded as a signal that £ is ml (of the ab hexachord), all prob-

lems disappear. In bar 93 bfe and a> will be re and utt in bar 

95 d> will be fa. lead at the pitch of the red clefs, the e 

cadence falls on a, and is made phrygian by reata preference. 

It makes no sense to regard this if as a misplaced b%. However, 

if the <gt at bar 8 is treated as a misplaced b*, that cadence 

becomes musically acceptable, Assumption of errors must always 

be a last reeorti let us hope that ia this oase the assumption is 
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merely m Interim measure, awaiting surer disclosure of a 

widespread system ef transpôsitien than such isolated accidentals 

can provide. 

My interpretation of the middle section of £6 is given on the 

preceding pages. The exact placing of manuscript accidentals is 

shown hy circled signs ("blue for hlack, rad for red accidentals}. 

Plate XII shows the music concealed hy the patch on f.64, some 

of which has heen used in the ahove transcription. 
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CHAPTER ? 

Attempts to date OK and to establish Its provenance bate 

from the start been plagued by raisunders tand tegs. Many survive 

an earlier generation of scholarly activity only to furnish an 

unsound basis for new reasoning, Jealous precaution against 

discarding any babies with the bath-water has sometimes resulted 

in some of the bath-water being left behind. Barclay Squire's 

article contained many assumptions for which he offered no proof. 

They were surely intended as casual suggestions, pending closer 

Investigation - for example, his statement that the vandal and 

the restorer were one and the same person. If I have steaped 

unnecessarily hard on details of this kind, it is merely because 

they have gone unchallenged for so long and acquired a false 

respectability. 

Squire associated the manuscript with Windsor on the 

strength of Dsastt's aotet (111) which he considered to 'point 

directly to some especial patronage of St George of a closer 

nature than that exercised byjtte Saint as the protector of 

England*.
1

 Be noted the Windsor canonries of ^amett and 

Sturgeon, the dates of which seemed to confira his surmise 

1. Squire, 'Botes ...*, p.347. 
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that ley Senry vas Henry VI, and in the absence of information 

shout their earlier careers, suggested that OH 'might have been 

the work of some of the musicians attached to St Oeorge*s Chapel, 

Windsor*. Although observing that 'in various places other 

handwritings may be traced*, he was unaware of the significance of 

scribal differences
s
 and failed to realise that the compositions 

of Domett and Sturgeon do not belong to the original scheme of the 

manuscript. tamsbotham sorted out the later additions from the 

main body at the manuscript, but the introduction % Dom Anselm 

Hughes retained Squire's reasons for suggesting a Windsor prove-

nance without realising that Bamsbotham's scribal analysis, corrsct 

in broad outline, invalidated them. Barclay Squire's extraordinary 

reasons for suggesting that Stur&eon was *Intimately connected 

with the Old Hall MS* have been given above (p. 147) and need not 

be restated here. 

Bom ânselm Hughes fell prey to the confusion, which has 

long afflicted music historians, between ths peripatetic chapel 

of the royal household and collegiate foundations enjoying royal 

patronage, royal free chapels, such as that of St Oeorge In 

Windsor Castle. Bukofzer is Still not quite correct when he 

tries to clear up this pointÎ 

However, it would be wrong to assume that all the composers 
of the Chapel loyal were associated with St. George*s Chapel 
at Windsor Castle. Mr.Harvey has pointed out to me that 
music historians since Barclay Squire havs confused tee general 
institution of the Chapel loyal, which was not fixed to any 
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one place, with tee particular ene at Windsor. m e 
repertory of 01 is not restricted to composers active 
in Windsor.* 

li turns ths argument on its head hy saying that the large aaoont 

of Leonel fewer*s work in OB auggeste *e close connexion with tee 

Chapel loyal*.
2

 Greene gets it right at lasti 

St o George's Chapel is a "Royal ïîree Chapel", a separate 
foundation serving not the king and court hat the Order 
of the Garter and the residents in the caatle. the 
%hapele royal* were and are staffs of clergy and choristers 
directly serving the king and court. 2h Windsor Gentle tee 
chapel royal is a chapel in the Upper Ward quite independent 
of St. Gefzge'a Chapel. 

le also observes that the assignation of %erten 3307 to Windsor 

reste partly on 0H*e supposed origin there establishing it as a 

place of musical pre-eminence.
4

 M addition, he expoeee tee 

fault of assuming that anything to do with St George suet coae 

from findsor. Many cathedrals had important alters or chapels 

dedicated to hiaj he was patron of many guilds, and *Msnd reckons 

that «86 churches have been dedicated to hla*.
5 

1. SUkofaer, Studies, pp.77-76* 

2. • In p. 172. 

I. Greene, ««MM*, p.2, quoting M.F.Bond, The Inventories St. 
foj^'^ffflM^l-, y^ffQg (Windsor, 19477, p.265. 

4 . See above, p.102. 

Oreene, 9MNtf , p»5« . ffi^*
1

, IffiÊ n̂,.Vfffj; 
ed. J.Iflfer & E,lahaer (2nd.edni Freiburg, 1960), toI.I? 
reckons at least 160. 
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With new biographical data, Bukofzer was able to push the 

date of the manuscript back to the reign of Henry V, but failed 

to observe that Baaett and Sturgeon, 'the two masters who directly 

participated In or supervised the^compilation of our manuscript'* 

are not represented^ in the main body of OS. Greene made the 

important pbint that Daraett and Sturgeon were not canons of Windsor 

at the siffle time, and noted that 

there is no published biographical evidence connecting the 
composers named in Old Ball with Windsor within the limits 
of time now accepted as those of the writing of Old Sail, 
at least of Its older sections 

If the MS ia to be assigned to a specifio location, it can more 
reasonably be associated with Westminster than with Windsor, 
where Henry ? was rarely to be found. 

Mor did the canonries of Bamett and Sturgeon at St Paul's run 

concurrently. The only lnatitution to which they both belonged 

at the same tine was the royal bousshold chapel of Henry V. 

Barrieon, naturally, does not confuse royal institutions. 

But his claim that OB was 'Written for the loyal Bouaehold Chapel'* 

show» that he has not adequately scrutinised the shady pedigree of 

this theory. Mo firm identifications are possible between first-

1. Bukofzer, p .?6 . 
2. Greene, "BtMM', pp.33, 34. 

3. HOHK. p.101. 
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layer composer» m& royal chaplain®* A coincidence ©f names 1» 

rarely conclusive, and unless a hroader connection with the 

royal household chapel can Im established, there 1» no reason 

why «ay fir»t-layer composer should he identified with a royal 

chaplain, rather than with any other candidate having evidence 

of education. The presence of two compositions by Hoy lemry la 

not in itself sufficient to establish that the manuscript containing 

them was ever associated with his chapel. 

Season» for believing that some of the second-layer nusio 

may * holosmph k m . a l r - d y W Ih. four c o . p c . r l 

scribes lurell, Cooke, Baaett and Sturgeon were all members of the 

royal household chapel* They first appear in this capacity in 1413» 

the first year of Henry T*g reign* Although the wardrobe book» 

for the previous four years are missing Tfcmett and Sturgeon, at 

least, would have been too yrnmi? to serve in this capacity much 

earlierf the dates of their schooling at Winchester establish 

birth-dates of around 1390 for both of them. This make» them very 

nearly exact contemporaries of Henry who was b o m in 1387. 

The Identity of these four men is beyond reasonable doubt. 

The names of Harnett and Sturgeon are, like Leonel fewer*s, unusual, 

and their appearance together in a suitable occupation at a suitable 

date is all but conclusive. Burell and Cooke are Identified with 

the royal chaplains purely because royal chaplains of those names 

appear at the same time as Harnett and Sturgeon, rather than In 

1. See p.14? 
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their oim right. However, onoe a connection ef the second layer 

of OS with the royal household ohapel has heen estahlishsd, probs-

bility is on the side of these Identifications. Indeed, the 

ecrihe/oomposer identifications and the compoeer/chaplain identi-

fications ore mutually supporting. The latter offers the oppor-

tunity for personal contact demanded hy the former» the former 

makes sense of the coincidence of the latter. Summary biographies 

of these men follow. 

Bemett 

A Papal dispensation of § March 1422 allowed him to hold 

several benefices simultaneously, and refers to an earlier 

dispensation now lost which allowed him to take holy orders 

even though he was the son of a married aan and an unaarried 

woman.
1

 A baatard often took his aether's naas» in this 

case, however, we learn from his will that hie niece (end pre-

sumably therefore his brother) was also called Damett. Mothing 

baa coas to light about his paternity, but as the illegitimate 

soa of a gentleman he might well haws qualified for one of the 

few vacancies for commoners at Winchester. He wae at Winchester 

College, but not as a scholar} his name appeare in the Ball book 

for 1406/? from Michaelmas 1406 until the seventh week of the third 

quarter, May/June 1407. He is not in the previous surviving Ball 

1. CPh. 
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book, 1401/01, although the Archivist of Winchester College, Mr Peter 

Gwyn, who kindly answered my queries, thinks *it is almost certain that 

he was in the school before Michaelmas 1406*. There is no record that 

he went on to Mew College, Oxford, as many iiykehamitee did, but it is 

quite likely that he did spend tee next few years at university* 

We next encounter Domett in 1413» when he sas presented to the 

rectory of Stockton, Wiltshire (where he acquired a godeon) and appears 

in the wardrobe accounts of Benry ?*s household chapel. Be must surely 

have been at least 23 by 1413$ by which year he was presumably ordained 

priest, and not older than 18 ia I4OT - the statutory leaving age for all 

Hykshaaites who were not founder's kin. Be was presumably b o m 1389/90. 

Is is listed with the royal chaplains and clerks in 1413» 1430/31» 

and in 1421 as *Dominus*.
1

 Hi also went with the chapel te larfleur in 

1415.
2

 The witnesses of a charter of 5 May 1420 relating to Merfolk 

included fhomas Daaett and Thomas Pycharde, rector (CCI). 1» died 1436/37, 

at which time his mother was still living. This we learn from his will.
3 

1. Bétails ere given in Trowel! » flan telenets. 

2. P.B.O., S101/45/5 (described in Lists and Indexes, vol. XXX? as 
•Extracts from the Pells Issue Roll*) lists ths royal chaplains on a.11 
under the date 6 June 3 fienry V* Magiatro Idaundo lacy Decano Capelle... 
Magie tro Btephggo Morpath Johanni Seward Johanni Wobura* Thome Kyllum 
Thome Bamet Thome Gyles Johaani Prentys Johanni Aronde11 Johanni Burell' 
Johajtml Cook Thome Walker Micho Storgeon Wills Cave Johanni Hereford. 
Capellanie fr Alano Bert Fri Johi Hrotherton• filio Bontemps Johanni Sente 
Micho Peynton Ricardo SLythe Soluto titer (î) Àlaao jCyrketon Johaani 
Chamberlain Jofaanni Kyngaan Stenhajno Peynton Johi Selby Thome Batcombe 
Thoae Mansfelâ lagistro Johi Coaper & Maaietro Johanni Coll* servient! 
de la Reveste* ... 

3* Somerset House, P.C.C. 21 Uiffenham) printed in translation by 
John Harvey, Oothio Sigland (London, 1947)» pp.101-83. 
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£interesting document to Stockton end St Paul's Cathedral c o n f i m that 

he la the aaae mm who was preaented to the rectory of the former 1» 

1413 and succeeded there In 1435»
1

 and the same man who was presented 

hy Henry ? to the prebend of Rugnere la the latter on 22 Wevember <448, 

a stall taken over hy his successor on 5 August 1436.
2

 the same date 

he had vacated the prehend in St Oeorfe's Chapel» Windsor which he had 

held since 16 Itebruary 1431.
3

 This may mean that le died between making 

his will on 15 July 1436 and losing both posts on 5 August of that year, 

although the will was not proved until 14 April 1437. 

Samoa mentioned in the will have not led to further discoveries, 

though 1 have searched for them In indexed archival publications. The 

John Selby for whose soul 20s was to be distributed may be the vestry 

servant of this name who appears in the llat of chapel personnel accom-

panying the king to Barflour in 1415»* or he could be the ecclesiastic 

who left a will on 12 January 142?.^ Seuar Acres, grocer of London (also 

spelt Seyar Acres) may be<connected with William Sevenoaks, grocer, mayor 

of London in 1419» who founded a school at Sevenoaks by his will of 1432.
6 

P*», V i p t m • *ll**hire, ed.l.C.Boare (leaden, 1822-44), 

p.28?. 

2. ÇPHj and le Move, ftmtl 1300-1541. vol.7, p.60. 

3. CFRi and lm Move, Ifcati. vol.Ill, p.385. 
4. See p.283, n.2. 
5. York, Sean aad Chapter Register 1321-1493, ff.223v-«4v. The 
assistant Librarian of the York Minster Library kindly reported that 
Bamstt's name does not appear in this will, so it seems unlikely that 
Banett was paying off an old score in this direction. 
6. Somerset louse, P.C.C. 16 Luffenhaa. 
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lor© l i k e l y , however, i s a reference on 8 July 1439 to 'Sa ler Acre, 

grocer» and on 14 Apri l 1458 to Saler Acre and John Acres, formerly 

wardens of the a i s t e r y of grocers,*' 

The w i l l g ives a clue atout Tfemet+.'s other benef ices i Somerootes 

and Ouynton may have been the parishes he was allowed to hold con-

currently with Stockton. A l i n k with the London Charterhouse seems 

2 

almost c e r t a i n . 

The portion of the ïhillipps c o l l e c t i o n sold at Sotheby's on 

29 lovember 1966 included an finglish 15th-century r o l l of arms. 

One of the c r e s t s l a b e l l e d and i l l u s t r a t e d was 

assigned to 'domett* and looted roughly l i k e 

the accompanying sketch. 

Sturgeon 

The fullest account of licholas Sturgeon's life, not hitherto 

referred to by music historians, is that given by isudea (JBRO). He 

was a scholar at Winchester but left for Oxford before Bamett started 

his education there, although they wire virtually the same age. 

Sturgeon appears in the Hall book for 1401/02 until the first week 

of the third term, I.e., April/May 1402. At various times he held 

1. Calendar of Plea and Memoranda Roll», Hi* Philip Jones (Cambridge, 
1961), vol.1, p.162) vol.11, p.1. 

2 . ibr the charterhouses and t h e i r l i b r a r i e s see B.fmowlos, The 
Religious Orders in England, vol.11 (Cambridge, 1957), P.234, and 
D.Khowles é R.fi.Bade00k, Medieval Religious Houses, Upland and Wales 
(London, 1953), pp.49-50. 
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prebenda at f e l l s , St Stephen's , Westminster, Hastings C a s t l e , 

Karkebi C a s t l e , íácetwr, 3t George ' s , 'Windsor, and St Paul's 

Cathedral, where he was precentor from 1442 until his death in 

1454* Meitbsr h i s Windsor nor h is at Paul's canonries coincide 

with Damett*s tenure of prebends in these institutions» 

On 16 October 1442 he was required by the privy council to 

choose s i x singers of Sagland f o r the emperor (Friedrich I I I ) , mid 

his will, dated 31 May 1454?tt&# proved on 8 June 1454. %iden 

record» that Sturgeon was subaean of the chapel royal in 1428 but 

omits his presence in the wardrobe book® in 1413, 1421, 1430/31, 

1436/37» 1441/42, 1443/44, 1446/47, 1447/48, 1450/51, 1451/52,
3 

4 

and his mention in a privy council act of 14 February 14317 His 

presence at liarfleur in 1415 has been noted above. 

Other parishes mentioned in hie will which may also have 

a place amongst the benefit listed by Eœden include Henstridge 

(Somerset), Asperton(Berts.) «ad St Augustine's 'next powles 

chircheyerd', Ee left money to 'the wursshipful Monasteryes of 

Christchireh of Canterbury, of seynt Awstyn in the same towne, 

and of seynt álbanes ... in reaemhraunce of my Fraternité the 

1. Proceedings and Ordinances of ths Privy Council of England, ed. 
Sir M.H.Wicolaa (Record CoMieeioners s London, 1^34-37), vol.V, p.2l8. 

2 . Somerset louse, P.C.C. 10 Houe. Printed in P.J.Pumivalî, The gO 
Sarliest English Wills in the Court of Probate^gjmimm (Early Inglish 
Text 3ocÍe%í~Lõndõn, 1882), pp. 131-34. 

3. Details are given in Trowell, Planta^enets. 

Preeceáliifirs ... (see n.1 above), vol.If, p.77* 
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more specially they to pray for me
1

. There is no record that 

Sturgeon belonged to the fraternity of Christ Church» Canterbury. 

His elder brother Richard became a scholar of Winchester In 1397» 

two years before Micholaa, and is described as coming from 

'Ashburton, Devon
1

 (near Totnes), Instead of merely from 'Devon' 

as ia Michelas. Richard Sturgeon reached high office In the king'e 

household as a civil lawyer. Other relatives (named Shipton, 

Dowrigge, Prowyk and Bykat the former two are feaale and therefore 

aay have theee names by marriage) have not furthered our knowledge 

of Michelas hlaaelf, though the Krovyka make several appearanoee 

in contemporary records. Henry Frowyk, named in the will, wae an 

alderman of London in 1441. 

There are nuaeroua references to Sturgeon in calendared rolls 

of the period.
1

 Others which have eluded laden include hie member-

ehip of the Olid of Pariah Clarkai aa a founder nenber (Doainus) 

in 1449» and among the fratrun defunctorum (as Magister) in 1455.* 

— — — - — — - — 

material from fflndsor relating to Sturgeon appears as the first 

appendix to this chapter. 

1. More are given in Trowel!
t
 Plaatageneta. On one occasion he is 

called 'Sir*. 

2. Guildhall Library, M3
4
889/PC,See also Saillie, London lurches. 

3. Squire, 'Motes ...*, p.348. 
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Burell 

A royal chaplain of this name appears on the wardrobe 

liete of 1413» 1415 and 1421 («here he is styled 'Boainus').
1 

ándrew Hughes reports that Burell and Cooke were royal chaplains 

2 
in 1402« however, neither appears in the wardrobe hook for 

this year,
3

 A John Burell, vorlet of the king's stables, listed 

in that year, is hardly likely to be the composer. Greene notes 

his tenure of oanonries at Chichester, Hereford and fork, and 

gives details of his oorrody at Meaux Abbey (1416-3?) which confire 

that this man was indeed a clerk of the king's chapel.
4 

John Burell who was precentor of fork for a mere ten days in 1410 

left this post for the churoh of Gilling last, in the Worth Biding. 

This connects him with the John Burell who diet in 1439» leaving a 

will in the fork registry « which he speaks of 'ay parishioners * 
5 

at Silling.*' He also requests burial in the chapel of St Mary 

and Holy Angela in fork Minster. This psrhaps permits identification 

with Greene's Burell (and hence with the royal chaplain) who became 

a prebendary in this chapel in 1424* 

1. Trows11, PlaM^.gnats. 

2. 'He-appraisal', p.110. 

3. P.H.O., «101/404/21. 

4. 'ÏI0IM', pp.31-33. 

5. Transcribed in appendix 12 to this chapter. 
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Cooke 

Cook* and Leonel are the only composers to he represented In 

both layers of 08. Leonel will he discussed among the composera 

of the first layer, as there is no reason to associate him personally 

with the compilation of the second layer, while the scribal 

evidence suggests that Cooks was associated in the capacities of 

coaposer, performer and scribs. 

Cooke is not given an initial in 01, though the capital C 

on f.78v, now partly trimmed away, may have been Intended as a 

monograa of J.C. There le no reaeon, musioal or notational, to 

doubt that the firet- and ssoond-layer Cooks is one and the eane 

man. There are, however, two men named J .Cooke who appear in 

the royal wardrobe accounts, ths later one eoaetlaee bsing spelt 

Coke, the earlier usually Cook. The 01 composer is variously 

spelt Cook and Cooke. The earlier chaplain appears in the wardrobe 

book for 1413,* and was one of the chaplalna going to iarfleur In 

1415.
2

 Mo Cooke appsare in the 1421 list, and a reference to a 

man of this name as *late clerk of the chapel of the household* 

on 25 July 1419 surely implies his death by thia date, and not to 
3 

1433 as Harrison states. The later John Cooke appears on various 

1. Trowell, Flantagenets. 

2. tee p.263, n.2. 

3. CffHi Wilt p.456. 
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chapel liste between 1441 end 1452
1

 end received m grant for 

26 years* good service in the household chapel in 1455 (£PR), 

although he does not appear in the wardrobe book for 1430/31. 

Of the four composers, only Sturgeon was still a royal chaplain 

by tbe time the later Cooks's name first appears, so that the 

earlier aaa is much more likely if Identification is to rest on 

his lesa commonly named colleagues. Other reasons, given below, 

make a chaplain in Bsnry V's ohapel the only plausible candidate. 

f̂fjfffiî m̂ , iĥ KÎ I ..for, i i iPnŷ vO. 

Cooke'a death In 1419 marks the end of the six-year period 

during whioh the four oonpoeera could have had regular access to 

a single book. Because of the tuition of hie 'autograph' 

coapoeitions in the apparent order of copying, all copying 

activity must have ceased quite soon after his deathj hie 

coaposltions were often the laet to be entered into any particular 

eectloa of the manuscript. ©ven if an amanuensis was responsible 

and not Cooke himself, it is unlikely that he would continue an 

exclusive association with Cooks 'a music after the death of the 

composer. If Cooke had died before the aanueoript reached its 

most coaplete stage, we might then have expected bulk addition 

of the surviving works, whereas they continue to take their place 

In piecemeal sequence with music by the other chaplains. 
/*? 

1. frowell, Hantageaeta. 
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The very piecemeal nature of the copying suggests that much 

of the second-layer music vas entered soon after composition snd 

not accumulated* A date of shout 1420 seems appropriate for the 

completion of the sscond-layer music and its copying. 

The only piece included in this estimate which is likely 

to raise eyebrows is Sunstable's four-part motet Yeni Sanete 

Sulrltus. placed at the centre of an added gathering, and flanked 

by muele which was almost certainly in position hy this date, 

presumably copied around it. A later date cannot be completely 

discounted, but would rest on the unlikely assumption that this 

opening in ths manuscript was reserved for it, perhaps for 

several years, without any trace of thie intention being left 

on the manuscript itself. 

Sunstabls's motet was copied by a distinctive hand which 

made no other contribution to tee manuscript. Any suggestion that 

this piece might be autograph would rest eolely - and dangerously -

on the belief that the pattern of the royal chaplains' music in 

the second layer could be extended despite Dunstable's lack of 

proven connection vite the chapel. Dunstable, Leonel and forest 

have no known associations with the royal household, and nothing 

links teem with the activities of ftirell, Cooke, Bamett snd Sturgeon, 

whose physical proximity to sach other increases the likelihood of 

1. fee pp.152, 201-202 above. Appendix I? to this chapter presents 
a newly-discovered composition by Suns table which casts light on 
a general perepeetive of his output. 
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autograph. In their osees. Anyone might have copied the Dunstable 

piece. Iter Dunstable's biography I can add nothing to the now 

well-known facts gathered by Bukofser,
1

 nor can Ï advance any 

preferences in respect of other possible identifications. There 

is no conclusive evidence that the John Dunstavylle who was a 

canon of lareford from 1419-40 ia the same nan as the composer.^ 

A slightly stronger caae can be made out for suggesting that 

fbrast's compositions may be autograph or pseudo-autograph. Two 
% 

pieces (67. 68) are aeslgned to him. The latter is inoonplete) 

text, ascription and anisic are undoubtedly the work of one hand, 

and the interruption af a kind to provoke the unusual placing of 

the 'Ibreet' signature. Clearly, the exemplar did not merely come 

to an end at thia point 1 the different places at which text, black 

notes and red notes stop can only Indicate the scribe's working 

method, fet «he position of the signature suggests that completion 

was not envlaaged. Bte same scribe waa responsible for (reasons 

for attributing this piece to Jbreet have been given above, p.153)» 

«ad for no ether piecee In the manuscript besides these three. 

1. Bukofser, 'John Dunstable» a Quincentenary Beport', vol. 
XL (1954). 

2. U Move, Efcati 130Q-1g41, vol.11, p.47. 

3. See pp. 204-205* 
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This composer cannot be Identified with certainty. le 

has no forename initial, either in OH or in any continental source 

containing his music. The name is not a common one, and the only 

plausible candidate to have emerged so far is John ftorsst, onetime 

dean of veils. full details of his ecclesiastical preferments are 

given by Bsaâen 

suaaarissd here without source references. 

% 1390 he had obtained a Papal dispensation to take holy 

orders although bora illegitimate. He was probably born, there-

fore, c.1365-70. laden has identified his generous bequests to 

'my college at Oxford' as referring to Lincoln College, and he 

had lifelong tenure ef prebends in Lincoln Cathedral. At various 

times he held cenonrlss at Durham, fork, Lichfield, Southwell, 

Salisbury «ad Wells, is was rector of Kiddleton Stoney, Oxon, 

of tonston, Hants, and of Mheathampstead, Berts,* and also hsld 

a prebend at St Mary's, Shrewsbury. At various stagss in his 

lifs this wealthy pluralist was granted Papal dispsnsatlons to 

hold additional benefices. He was Archdeacon of Surrey from 

1415 and Sean of veils f*om 1425 until his dsath on 25 March 1446, 

having obtained in 1429 a Papal induit to visit his archdeaconry 

1. Abbot John of Vheathaapstead wrote one of ©unetable'e epitapha, 
but it would be rash to posit «ay connection here, ïbrest was almost 
certainly an absentee incumbent. 
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by deputy for five years, owing to old age, failing eight and 

infirmity* This has cast doubt upon the identity of this John 

fbreat with forest the composer, because it has been assumed 

hitherto that Ibreet'e music dates from around 1430. If I am 

right in believing that all the additions to OH had been copied 

by C.1420, this identification becomes much more credible. & 

would then have a full quarter-century to which to decline, without 

aay presumption on his creative talents. M any case, he cannot 

have been totally decrepit in 142? if be lived on until 1446| it 

was probably in his own interests to paint a gloomy picture of 

hie condition in order to obtain the Induit. If he was the com-

poser, he would have been a close contemporary of Leonel Power 

(discussed la chapter VI). I have found further reference to 

Stereat In the records of the fraternity of Christ Church, Canterbury. 

Se was received Into the Fraternity on 28 June 1429, and hie obit 

was kept not on 25 March but on 6 July.
1

 à further Christ Church 

entry relating to him ia given in appendix III to this chapter, 

Pbreet was particularly active in the Winchester diocese. 

He may have held the archdeaconry of Surrey from 1415 until his 

death. Be was Master of Godshouse, Portsmouth, from 1408, and of 

St Cross hospital, Winchester, from before 1415. Troa 1417-25 be 

was vicar general of Cardinal Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester. 

Cardinal Beary Beaufort, second eon of John of Oaunt, was previously 

1. This date is also given in Lambeth Palace, MS 20, f.198v. 
See Le Neve, Fasti 1300-1541, vol.VIII, p.5. 
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Bishop of Lincoln. Some personal patronage, perhaps connected 

with Forest's obscure parentage, nay be involved. Moreover, in 

a second codicil to his will, dated 11 September 1447 (after 

John forest's death), he mentions magistrum, Thomam Forest, m a g ^ t r ^ 

hospital is Sane te Gruels juxta Win ton.
1

 forest's 

own will appoints as one of hie executors 'Master Thomas Sterest, 

If the Forest music in 01 Is, by remote chance, autograph, 

if this John Forest Is the ecmposer, and if the manuscript was in 

his hands for a time, perhaps for the purposes of entering his 

own music, and if the incomplete state of Ascendlt Christus in 

any way supports a personal link, then his Winchester connections 

may be the very ones we were prompted to seek In chapter I. The 

two motets, being past the middle of the gathering, could have 

been added later than our terminal date of e,1420„ But the Oredo 

74» using the illuminated initials of a first-layer gathering, was 

surely there before Sturgeon's Credo §2, had to be copied into an 

unilluniinated opening. 

Having established some anchorage for the composers of the 

1 . Translated In Soaers?t Medieval Wills, ed. f.W.Weaver, C n r e t 
Series]! 1183-1500 (SoaersetEecord Societyt 1|01), pp.152-155. 

Hating the music 

mils,now baoro to be extant, of the 
.. (The Society of Antiquaries» London, 
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second loyer» can m» do anything to date their music more closely 

than •before 1420't 

Andrew Saghea suggests that Coot» 's Stella cell M y he 

connected with 'Henry If's physical precautions in 140Î to avoid 

the plague centre of London'.' This 1» not Impossible« but the 

piece cannot have been copied into OH at such an early date. Tbe 

text survives so widely, however, that it seems hardly necessary 

to specify a particular outbreak of the disease. Appendix f to 

this chapter is devoted to setting» of thia text. 

More hopeful, from the dating point of view, are the three 

motets by Usmetf, Cooke and Sturgeon (111. 112 and 113). which 

have attracted some attention on account of the topical reference» 

in their texts, and offer our only internal clue for dating any 

of the music of the second layer. Ho occasion has yet been 

convincingly suggested for the composition of "Dunstable's ¥eni 

Sanete Spiritus, though Harrison's suggestion that it may have 

been written for Henry TI's French coronation (by Cardinal 

Beaufort) on 16 December 1431 is suitable but for its lateness.
2 

Isorhythmic motete can often be associated with specific 

ocaasions, and the non-lit«rgical texts of these three OH piece® 

by the chaplain coapoeere are indeed ripe with allusions. They 

1, 'He-appraisal', p.104. 

2. MMB. p.244. Harrison suggests that the aaaa Sa gaudlorun 
premia aay also have been written for this occasion. Jeremy 
Soble'e suggestion of the signing of the Treaty of Troyes on 
Trinity SuaAay 1420 for the composition of thie mass ia more 
attractive in the light of the new evidence (nade la 'JD'$. 
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combine supplication for peace and for delivery from affliction 

with rejoicing in victory already won. Tbe maint» addressed in 

all tbe texts ore Mary and Oeorge, the two most commonly invoked 

- and thanked - by the English at the time of Jlgincourt.* 

The text of the middle part of Cooke's motet petitions 

George, then Mary, then both together, for victory and for 

peacei 

Christ! miles indite 

qui es decus militam; 
eeluffi nunc inhabitas 
ubi tua sanctitas 
choro fulget aartirua. 

Quicquld tu oraveris 
impetrare poteris 
propter tua meritâ»} 
regnum serves Jnglle 
que non ruat misers 
nostra per démérita. 

Matris tocius gracie 
instes tu clemencie 
ferat ut auxilium 
terram suam protegat 
regemque custodiat 
ab incursu hostium. 

Virgo decus virginum 
regi sis refugium 
quem serves ab hostibusi 
qulcquld vis ut faciat 
semper tibi placent 
in ipsius actibus. 

1. The texts are printed in classicised form in Baaebotham Ae, OH. 
vol. Ill, pp.xxxiii—xxxiv, and will be printed with translations in 
the new edition. 
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0 coluajme auree 
pacem verem poscite 
no»trie in temporibasf 

et post mortem gloriam 
regnis in celestibus. 

The opening word® are addreeeed to St George » Christ! mile». 

soldier of Christ. We have several accounts of Henry's reeeptioa 

In the streets of London on 23 November 1415» after the Aglnoourt 

victory. One of them, quoted more fully below, hail» him with 

these very woris, mile» Christi. thus endowing him with the 

attribute» of St George, whose feaet-day was formally declared 

a greater double feaat after Agincourt.
1

 The date of St George'e 

2 

adoption a» patron saint of England is not known, though his cult 

grew, particularly from the mid-14th oentury onwards when, together 

with Mary and. Sdward, he became a dedicatee of the Garter Chapel 

at Windsor. She Strut chronicler reports that Henry 'orAeynt be 

holy chirch that saint George day ehâld be kept hye and holy, and 

so was it never before that 4ay*.^ The celebration of St George's 

day in 1416 was actually deferred until 24 May, when the feperor 

Sigismund was installed as a Knight of the Garter. 1418 Henry 

held the feaat of St George at Caen aad knighted many neabere of 

his household on that occasion.
4 

1. See Sff^J. «P^loh^i^o t. iiffiŴ Kŵ BjiiByi 
1414-1443. ed. S.F.Jacob (Canterbury * York Society, vol.XLTZt 
Oxford, 1945)» vol. 1X1, p.8< proclamation dated 4 January 1416. 

2. However, he was declared protector of England by the 18th-
century Pope Benedict XIV. ^ t | e r »j, Mves, of

w
 .ijfelg»» rev. 

H.Thurston & D.Attwater (London, 1956). 

3. B.M., MS Barley 53, f.157v. 
44 gesta, p.231. Perhaps including starve»* « « 
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The tenor of Cooke »s motet usee tee words and plainsong 

melody of the rogation litany for peaces Ah lnimicis nostrie 

a s rogation days for 1415 were 6-0 May. 

They occurred at the most anxious time in the peace negotiations 

between the French and the Saglish. Talks had broken down, and 

the truce which was due to expire on 1 May had been extended to 

8 June in a last desperate effort to avert war.* This would be 

a naturally appropriate tias to write a motet of supplication for 

peace, glossed in the upper parts by appeals to Mary and George 

to secure victory for lagland. 

St George literally figured large at Henry's arrivai. A 

vsrse account of the pageant tells ust 

To londonn Brigge thanne rood oure Kyng 
The processions there they mette hya rwght 
Ave lex angioma thai gan syng

 J 

Flos aundi thai seide goddys knyght [i.e., miles 
To londonn Brigge whan he com right Christ!3 
Up on the gate ther stods on hy 
A gyaunt that was full grym of syght 
To teehc the freneehemen curtesy. 

And at the drawe brigge teat ie teete V 
To toures thsre were up pight 
An Antelope and a îgrem stondyng hym by 
Above hem seynt George ours lady knyght 
Bsnedlotus thei gan syngs 
Qui venit in nomine domini goddeeJknyght 
Grecia del with yew doth sprynge. 

1. See, for example, 1.?.Jacob, The .HfftegntK (0*ferd, 1961), 
p.141| M & f s.v. Henry f, p.498. 

2. B.M., MS Barley 565, f . 1 1 t v . 
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Beside this ira can place the version of a related prose chronic let 

Where as he vaa riolly receyvet with precession and song 

to" "l^^ema^ilgs' whereas were lj turret tes on the drawbrige, 
à a gret Geaunt and on the turrettee stondyng a lyon and a 
oatlope with many engeles syngyng j^ne^lotjM̂  ̂^l, .ffiSBAi'fcîfffl 

y o d

* forth in to london. 

It Is well known teat tee two aotets hy Bamett and Sturgeon display 

a rare sad del Iterate kind of collaboration, since they share a 

plainsong, dividing it between them at the midpoint. The plainsong 

lyy^.^&^Hi , Ty^A., . JfifiB̂ ffy. dominât with the trope Mjyp^y. 

nilus (Sarum 3). Bamett transposes it down a tenet Sturgeon usee 

it untransposed. It is a nice coincidence that Bamett's will 

includee the bequest of á olteua argenteum chaoed à cooportum cum 

The relationship between tee various accounts of Henry's 

reception In London Is % no means easy to unravsl, and ths following 

aakss no pretence to be a full discussion. lhe Oeste (tee so-called 

'chaplain's account*) is reckoned to te the earliest and most 

authentic version , written by an sye-witeess, who haa been identified 

by B.Williams, editor of the Oeste, with Jean de Bordin, on tee 

grounds that only he and the Bean of the chapel, Slaund Laoy, were 

known to have accompanied Henry to France, but the relevant public 

2 
records were not then accessible. Moreover, Millions argues Wrench 

1. B.M., MS Barley 53» *.157n 

2. Gesta, p.vii. On the state of the public records see Mioolaa, 
Ãfflncourt, pp.159-60. 
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authorship. J.I.Mylie identifies him with ttmhamj neither of these, 

however, is listed with the chaplains accompanying Senry to Barfleur 

in 1415»* The gesta account ia considerably detailed hut, sadly 

for us, leaves gaps at many points wfrere titles of music sung at the 

pageant should have teen inserted. Many of these are supplied by 

later authors who follow the Gesta account oloaely hut draw on some 

other aource of information independent of the versions of the festa 

which have survived. The details of titles suggest that this source 

may derive from an eye-witness account, if not from another recension 

of the Gesta Itself. I have drawn on two of these later sources, 

"both in aiglish. One is a long poem, attributed to Lydgate although 

its literary merits are questionable. It is preserved In I.M., MS 

2 

Barley 5*55* She other, the prose chronicle also quoted above, is 

one of the continuations of the Brut chronicle, preserved in B.M. 

MS Barley 53.* It is a 15th-century manuscript, ooapllsd sometime 

after 1436 when its account comes to an end. lhe Gesta version of 

this part of the pageant is as followsi 

St progressa ulterlue usque ad ponte® taatillum, invanta est 
ex utroque latere ante earn una coluana procera ad aodum tur-
riouli, non minus subtilis quaa elegantia structurae opere 
ligaario, quae cooperlebatur panno lineo deplcto colore albó 

1. See J.H.Wyiie, The Reign of Henry V (Cambridge, 1914-29), w l . 
II, p.79, and p.233, n.2 above. 

2. The whole poem is printed, with sone inaccuracies, in Wicolae, 
M â m m X * P-32T» «id In l.Tr^ll & M.H.Mioolaa, 4 O l ^ l e ^ e o f .frojflfiy 
froa 1089 to 1403 (London, 1827), p.231. A different version of the 
same poem in Cotton Vltellius D.*U perished In the Cottonian firej for 
this we are dependent on the copy by T.Beame, included at the end of his 
edition of Thomae do S a h a m Vita et Oesta Benricl Owlnti (Oxford, 1727), 
«#.359-375. 

3.
 o f

 «d. y.W.D.Brle /cntd. ... 
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marmoreo et virldi áasperino quasi ex quadr&tis et sectis 
lapidibus opere lithot&morum. Summitas vero columnae in 
dextro latere effiglea antilupi erectam babuit cui clypeo 
resplendentiua armorum regalium pendentlum a colic, quae ia 
dextro pede extenso soeptrum rogiua deferebat. Caoumine 
vero alterius columnae leonis imaginem et las ©recta® extulit, 
quae hastlle cum expanso vexillo regio dextris unquibus tenuit 
ele va turn i desuper vero pedsa pontis in transvsrsum itinaris 
elevabatur turris operis et picturae ad instar diotarum solum-
jiaruB, in medic sub urto tabernaeulo splendidc ststit 
imago formosáisimam sancti Georgii, armata, excepto capite, 
qucd crnabat l&urea conserta ^aa^ie intexlucentibus ad instar 
lapidum pretioaorum, kabens de post dorsum tapeturn coccineum 
cum «rais suis rutilanfeem in scutorum multitudine• Et in 
dextra sua pendebat galea sua triumphalis, et in sinistra 
olipeua armorum saorum aa^nitudiais coogruentis j dexiera 
sua manu capulum mucronis quo cingebatur tenebat, laeva vero 
rotulum externum per prupwgnaeula, coniineatem haeo verba; 
"Soil Beo honor et gloriai" It signabat turrim in frente 
hoc congratulation!» pxophoticuuj 

•PLBMIMIS ÍMPETOS LASTIFIGAT OOTTATIM 111» 
venustabantque earn super hastaa expanscrum a m o nan regalium 
in celaturis et propugnaoulis prominentes. Bt in domo con-
tigua de post turrim erant aanumarosi pueri repraesentantes 
hierarohiaa angelicam, vestiti cândido, vultubus rutilantibus, 
auro, alia interluoentibua at crinibus virgineis consertis 
laureolis pretiosis, qui ooncinebant in adventu regio suavi 
vocis modulation® et or^anis, 1iteram proaequentes, hano . 
Anglicaaoa Csioane h»s ártagelioaml cantilenam; . . . • • • • 

I have quoted this at length to demonstrate the detail of the 

account, and the cumulative effect of this passage towards the 

musical titles which are not there. It seems much more likely 

that they were omitted because the scribe left them to be done 

in a different colour than that it was a casual oversight! it 

3. ... cntd./ (Early fàiglish Text Society* London, 1906-08). For the 
above, see vol.11, p.558. For details of souroes, see F.W.D.Brie, 
,Se>»ohiohte and ^uellen der mxttelenglischen Prosaciuronik TBe Brute 
of ' I ^ l a M "eder' the"'

l

'ptfonicíes
i
 of Inland (Marburg, 1905). 

1. desta, pp.62-63, using B.M.Cotton Julius B.lv, f.113, of whioh 
Sloane 17Î6 is a careless copy (Williams's judgment). 
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lends weight to tee suggestion that tee titles may come from 

another copy of the gesta» 

Other titles of greetings, possibly musical, given hy the 

SyyJHfr. includet
 yi

 ftox spsrat
 ir
 i|i

 r
 Bonino, , . . 

.del,Welcome 
JS8R33» 

m 
» 

-̂ Smiwî wilfttii ̂ ynge of ^loi^,,,,^,, M > ^ft.deun snd 

These same chronicles document the olaia mode above (p.287) 

that Mary and George were tee objects of particular devotion at this 

timet 

% o qui scribo et mui ti de residuo populo in coelua 
smspexlmus ad superni respectus elementiam, Virginemque 
gloriosam et beatu» Georgium, sub quorum protectione vigult 
ab olim inviotissisa corona tegliae, pro mediations inter 
Deum et populua interpellavimus, ut desolation! totius 
Angliae In pretio sanguinis nostri compateretur. 

Sed tanen postquaa rex putasset fere omnes evectionea huius-
modl venisse ad dorsum suua, in nomine Je su, cul flectitur 

genu ooelestioua, terrestriua et infernora®, Yirglnlsque 
gloriosas et sancti Georgii, appropiavit versus hostes, 
appropiarunt et hostes advereus eua. 

The same source tells us that the Slack Prince invoked tee aid 

of St George at Poitiers and Majora. á verse petition invokes 

û Ï X , Peala 21 (fulgate 20), v.8» 

2. Psalm 93 (97)» T.1. 

3. Psalm 87 (86), v.3. 

4» J.H.Baasay, laaeaater & York (Oxford, 1892), vol.I, p.226, saw 
the whole âginoourt welcome as a staged Te dsua. 

5. Probably the àgiacourt oarolj possibly the gracia del of the 
verse chronicle. 

6. Oeste, p.40 (14 October 1415) and p.51 (25 October 1415). 
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the help of George, Sdward, Mary and Tomasi 

Help Seynt George, our lady fcnyghtj 
Seynt Edward that is eo fre, 
Oura lady that arfc Godya bright^ 
And Seynt Thomae of Counterbure. 

After the victory 

the quen with allé here lordes also wente fro seynt Foules unto 
Wests*, and offred at seynt Bdwardes schryne aforesaid or ths 
meire took his charge % and whanne the meler hadde taken his 
charge, every aan ooae rydyng horn fro' test»' on horsbok, and 
were joyful and glad for the good tydynges that they hadde of 
the Kyng, and thankyd oure lord J'hu Crist, his modir-larye, 
and seynt George mid allé the holy company of heaven. 

the texts of the upper parts of the OH motets do not 

correspond ilrsctly to anything in the chronicles of Henry's 

hoascoalBg, though the text of tee aiddle part of Daastt's 

motet, addressed to St George, has precisely the right ingredients 

for ths occasion* confidence in ths strength, the superiority of 

England and of Henry, combined with supplication for constant 

peace from then oni 

0 Georgi deo care 
salvstorem dsprecars 
ut gubernet Angliam; 
Ipsum tsque cosnendare 
valeaaus et landers 
dsltatis graclsa. 

1. Micolas, Agincourt, p.320, quoting Barley 565. Is also quotes 
learne's version of tes lost Cotton source s 

Selpe, Sent Jorge, cure Lady knyzt, 
Sente M w a r d , that ys so fre, 
Owre Lady, Oodys aoder, bryst, 
And Sent Tomas of Caunterbcry. 

2. Micolas, Aglncourt. p.2?1, quoting Harley 53. 
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Tu qui noster advooatus 
es dus tui patronatus 
defendas ab hostibus$ 
et Anglorum gentem serva 
pace firma sine guerra 
tui» sanotis precibus. 

Miles fortis custos plebis 
Sis Henrici nostri regis 
presens ad consiliumj 
contra hostes apprehends 
arma scutum arohum tende 
sibi fer auxiliua. 

Gloriosa spes Anglorua 
audi vota faaulorum 
tibi maie canenciumj 
per te nostrum ut patronum 
c onsequaraur paois donum 
in terra vlvenoium. 

Jubilance is mixed with tbe spirit ef pious humility which Henry 

himself displayed. The Oe^ta account of Henry's demeanour readsi 

Bed et rex ipse, inter haec laudum praeconia et apparaaenta 
oiviua, indutua veste purpurea» non in elato euperoilio, 
equitatu pompatili seu multitudine gravi, eed in vultu solido, 
incessu venerando et paucis concoaitantihus domeeticis fidelis-
slais incedebatj sefuentibus eum, in securitate millturn, dietis 
ducibus, comltibus et marescallo, captivis. fix ipsa quidem 
vultua taciturnitats, mansueto incessu et progressu sobrio col-
ligi poterat quod rex tacite rem gerens In pectore, eoli Deo, 
non homini, grates et gloriam referebat.' 

"Damett *s text refers to the bow, literally the instrument of victory 

at Agincourt, and the deliberations of Henry, which may well be the 

long-4rawn-out treaty negotiations which followed. Here Cooke's 

motet, particularly suited to the previous truce negotiations, 

1. Gesta, p.68. See also Jgg, s.v. Benry V, for hi® general 
discouragement of personal acclaim. 
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would have become topical again. 

The text of the top part of Bamett*» motet iâ a Marian 

sequence, part of which tos been replaced by lines requesting 

Vcmant regular 
eternal life for Henry (the ansgwiaa and variant versions are 

here shown parallel}* 

ialvatoris mater pia 
nrundi hujus s pes Maria 
ave plena graciaj 
porta celi templum dei 
partis maris ad quam rei 
currunt cum fiducia. 

Suaml regis sponsa digna 
ounctis clemens et benigna 
operum suffragioj 
ceois lumen oâàudia via 
nudis Martha et Maria 
mentis desiderio. 

Inter spinas flos fuiati 
sic fios flori placuisti 
pietatis gracia; 
verbo verbum concepisti 
regem regam peperisti 
virgo viro néscia. 

Tutrix pia tui gregia 
aemor sis lenrici regis 
pro quo pete filium5 
ut exutus c a m e gravi 
vite scriptus sit suavi 
post presens exiliua. 

Regis nostrique regina 
ora naturn ut ruina 
relaxetur debita^, 
et regnare fac renatos 
a reatu expurgatos 
pietate solita. 

Regi nato adhaesisti 
%iem lactasti et pavisti 
More matris debito} 
Quae coaiuncta nunc eidca 
J8s regina facta pridem 
Operum pro mérito. 

Reis ergo fac regina 
Apud regea, ut ruína 
Relaxentur debita»

1 

1. Some sources have relaxetur. This extract ie taken from the 
normal version of the text as printed in Lateinische Soquenson dee 
Mittelalters, ed. J.Kshrein (Mains, 1873), no.182. 
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The regular text of this sequence is widespread, the OH variant 
I 

unique. 

Some of the interpretation» which have been put forward 

for the OH ver»ion seem quite unwarranted, and often fail to tales 

into account the text from which it deviates. Boa Anse1m Hughes 

suggests *for whom pray that he may have a son* as a possible rendering 

*>* m a m Jfffa fill"»*
2

 Andrew Hugbba interprets o
fti
rne gryiri as a 

reference to Henry IY*s long illnees «which often incapacitated bin 

from 1406 onwards*,^ when it is surely no more than a reference to 

the mortal state in general. 1 cannot agree with his view that 

the two texts of ths motet refer to two different reigns and that 'the 

earlier verses probably lost their precise political meaning very 

quickly snd were not fully understood even a few years later*, His 

translation of stansa 4 otherwise conveys the right sense. Hit for 

staasa 5 1 suggests 

And, 0 Qneon of our King [i.e. » Mary}, pray [thy} Son 
with [thyf usual faithfulness, that ths downfall due 
[to us} nay be alleviated and that, reborn and cleansed 
froa sin, Lwe} may reign [with thee in heaven}. 

1. Kshreia's text is specified for tee Conception, is quotes Hons, 
who used only a *Handscb.rift dee Seminars su Trient*. Kehrein also uaee 
the 1511 Halterstadt Missal, which tes relaxetur. and St Oall MS 546. 
According to Squire, 'lotes ...', the text occurs not in Hone, but besides 
OH in a Brigittine missal from which it Is printed in Â.de Balinghea, 
Parnassus Marianue (Pouay, 1624) [p.353}. It is in F.àT.Mona, Lateinische 
Haumen dee Mlttelaltere (1853-55)» vol.II, p.317. According to Sehrein, 
the Trent source has a melody» so too does it in a Brigittina Liber 
cantes (C.U.L., Add.6668, f.47v). There are aany ainor variants, but ons 
is universal t all sources except OH have verbua verbo, not verbo verbua. 

2. Baasbotham Ac, OH, vol.Ill, p.xi. 

3. 'Re-appraisal ', pp.106-07. 
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Bamett's whole motet could he interpreted as & song ef welcome 

for somebody whom Sod has upheld ('Blessed is he that eometh in the 

naae of the tord*
1

), glossed in the middle part by a supplication to 

St George to preserve the peace now that Ifagland held the whip-hand 

over ftrance, to preside over the treaty negotiations, and to warn 

Henry if his enemy started to re-arm j aad glossed alao, in the top 

part, by thanksgiving to Mary for deliverance, and a prayer for 

recovery - whioh is itself glossed with a plea that Henry should be 

immortalised. 

Sturgeon*» motet is simply votive to the virgin and contain» 

no topical references, though it is linked by its tenor plaineeng to 

the Bamett aotet. mile the evidence le hardly strong enough to 

aseert that theae were the motete snag to welcome Henry, the Banett/ 

Sturgeon pair could poeelbly be the Benedictus qui venit that fee 

angels sang to him, and Cooke's rogatlontide aotet with one part 

beginning Christl miles could possibly be the mi^ff, fijyfrtl whioh 

the chronicler reports. 

Cooke*» aotet might have teen considered suitable because it 

addresses Henry as *holy George, most brilliant of soldiers*, who 

•guards the realm of iaglaad*, or even have had its text adapted to 

express these sentiments. A text survives beginning 0 Ohristi ailea 

1. See, for example, B.F.Jaoofc'e Interpretation of Henry*» view 
of his own rolef The Fifteenth Century (Oxford, 1961), pp.123-24. 
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inclyte (Chevalier, no.12796), hut it continuesi Jo&nnes
i
 voce st opere, 

toother possible Miles Ohristi is a setting of a different text In the 

SeIden manuscript. This is not addressed to St George, hut is SE 

antiphon of St Thorns of Lancaster (d.1322), as R.L.Greene has 

pointed out.* 

Harrison associates Alma proles and Salvatorie generally 

2 

with Henry's campaigns, Hughes dates Salvatorie c.1415» but on 

a questionable interpretation of the texts. Jtakofser suggested that 

the motets by Damett and Sturgeon, placed as they are in the middle 

of the Sanetus settings copied by the main scribe, 'can be regarded 

as elaborately troped settings of the Sanetus. In view of the 

kinship between trope and motet it is hardly a coincidence that 

both motets begin fith the syllable Sa'.
3

 After the Senotus was 

one of the places prescribed for polyphony.
4

 Either ef these reaaone 

may have influenced the frlaeinst of these motets in the Manuscript, 

though the fact that there was room to insert them here (as the motets 

of gathering IK were inserted) Is as likely. 

if our motets were not sung in the streets, they catch 

much of the vocabulary and spirit common to accounts of the pageantry. 

The precise reporting of titles is something we might expect from on 

eye-witness, and it is ironical that they do not survive with the account 

1. " M M * , p.3. The setting is on ff.8v-9 of -fee Seldom MS. 

2. 1MB» pp.246-47. 

Studies, p.70. 

4» ... ad Mlseam post Sanetus poteruat organizare cum vocibus vol 

organis (MMB, p.111f see also pp.107-08). 
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of the Gesta chaplain. Scire ver, such details may have been supplied 

hy a royal chaplain, perhaps hy one involved in performing the music. 

It is possible, too, that if musical talent for occasional pieces was 

drawn into the royal chapel, writers of aocaeional verse were similarly 

on call. 

The music of the second layer, then, was composed by 1419 

or a little later, and from 1415 or a little earlier, low much 

earlier can only be a matter of speculation, built on to considerations 

of dating the first-layer music. It is not possible to say at what 

stage the motets occurred In the course of adding the second-layer 

music. the semiminim fores have not been subject to alteration 

and may point to a relatively late stage. However, if the professional 

word scribe b was hired to copy all hie texts in one consignment, this 

must have happened relatively early. 
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AGGMBIX 1 TO CHAPTER 7 

faymants to Sturgeon from the Iflndsor Treasurers* Roll» 

(ft.ll call-numbers r e f e r to documents in the Erary) 

X7.34.41 (1441-42) 

Johannes Howeden precentor 
Corpora prebendaram ... Nicholaus Sturgeon xl s* ... in plenam 
eolutlonem sorporum pre "benâ s rum suarum de toto tempore huius compo

4

;!, 
ut patet pro eorum indentursm super tunc compotua ostendum, visum et 
examinaturn. . . . 

St solutio domino Willelmo Bun temps nuper canoni[, per manus doaini 
Nicholai Sturgeon, in plena» solutionem cotidianárum euarua videlicet 
pro men si bus Julii, Aufrusti de anno xix et Septembris do anno xx, ut 
patet prout indenturam super hunc eompotum ostendum, visum e t examina-
feu®, 14 ,12s . . . . 

I t s o l u t i o eidem domino f i l l e l B o , per manus donini l i c k o l a i , in plenaa 
solutionem cotidianarum suarum v i d e l i c e t a prima die Qetobris anno n " 
usque xs*1* die® ^ebmari i eodem anno xsi®0, in quo die obiit die tus le-
ss inu s Willelmus, ut patet pro indenturam super hunc competiam ostendua, 
visum et examineturn, C?.14d. 

I t solutio Ficho1no Sturgeon canonico, in partem solutionera xlvi s , , 
pro cotidianis s u i s e i b i a r e t r o , ut patet in competo Thesaurarii ie 
anno xxi®°, v i d e l i c e t cum x i i d. pro mense Februarii de anno :nc®0, 
xxi d. pro mense ApriliA de eodem anno xa?®

0

,et v s . pro mense Junii 
de eodem anno xx®°, prout billam super hunc compotua ostendun, visum 
et examinatum, x x v i i s . . » , 

Et x i x s. debiti pre fato domino Bichelao Sturgeon canonico de residuo 
dicte stwme x l v i s . , pro c o t i d i a n i s s u i s sibi a retro, v i d e l i c e t pro 
ifiensibus Julii et Augusti de anno xx°° , beptemoris de anno xxi 1 Sùti r£rt\antt 
nichil computatur hie in allocatione quia nondum solvitur,^ad solven-
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APgBMBXX 1 TO CHAPTIR V 

liypeats to, Sturgeon. from the Windsor Treasurer» » Soils 

(All call-numbers refer to documents in the Brary) 

XV.34.41 (1441-42) 

Johannes How®den precentor 
Corpora prebendaria® ... licholaus Sturgeon xl ... in plenam 
eolutionem eorporum prebenda na» suarum de tote tempore huiue compotj.

 5 

ut patet pro eorwm indenturem super htaic oompotum ostendum, visum et 
examinaturn. ... 

It solntio domino Villelmo Buntemps nuper canonj£, per raanus doraini 
Nicholai Sturgeon, in plena® solutionem cotidianarum suarum videlicet 
pro menai bus Julii, August i de anno xix ©t Septembris de anno xx, ut 
patet prout indenturam super hunc compot\im ostendum, visum et examina-
tua, «4.12s. ... 

It eoîutio eidea domino VilleImo, per raanus doaini Klcholai, in plenam 
solutiones cotidianarum suaru® videlicet a prima die Octobris anno 
usque x^®* diem

 r

ebruarii eodem anno xat?
10

, in quo die obiit die tus do-
minus Wlllelmus, ut patet pro indenturam super hunc compotum ostendum, 
visum et axaoinctum, £7*14d. 

It solutio Micholno Sturgeon canonico, in partem solutionem xlvi s., 
pro cotidianis suis sibi a retro, ut patet in compoto Thesaurarii de 
anno xxi

m o

, videlicet cum xii d. pro mense Februaril de anno , 
xxl d. pro mense Aprilii de eodea anno xai*

0

,et v s . pro mens® Junii 
de eodem anno prout Milam super hunc compotum ostentem» visum 
et examinaturn, xxvii s. 

St xix s. debiti pre ato domino Hicholao Sturgeon canonico de rseiduo 
dicte eumme xlvi s., pro cotidianis suis eibi a retro, videlicet pro 
mensibus Julii et Augustl de anno xx®°, Bepteaorie de anno áoti »

t t 

nichil computatur hie in allocatione quia nondum solvitur,^ad eolven-
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f&tnm domteum lïicholaum et eundern dominum Johanne» Thesaurarium inde 
foots et super lune oompotua ostendum, visum, probatum et debito 
modo examinatum. Bt de Ixiii s, v d» recsptos de pro fato domino 
Wcholao oanonico et Sanescallo dioti Collegii infra dâcfcwm temporem 
teins compoti, nt pro reddifrum nuper a rotro per Johannes Coryn^hara 
pro uno tenements quo conducit nuper ad firma» infira villa» de 
Wyndeaore, de Guandos super cotidianae eiusdem Johannis, ut patet 
infernis in titulo ootidlanarua et pro probatione teste eiusdea 
Johanni®« 

IV.34.43 '1447-48) 

Bt selutie domino Moholao Sturgeon canonico, in partem solutionem 
&ix. xvi s» pro ootidisnis suis sibi a retro, videlicet pro mensibus 
Octobris, Movenbris, Decembris, Januarii, Pebruaril» Martii, Aprilif, 
Mail, Junii de anno xxiiii

0

 per una» indenturam super hunc compotum 
osbendua» £vi. xii d. 

Et îxxv g. débitos prefato domino Ilcholao de residue dicte summe 
£ix. xvi s. pre cotidianis suis sibi a retro, videlicet pro mensibus 
Julii, August! de anno xxiiii

0

, et Septenbrle de anno xxv°, non eom-
putatur bic in allocations quia nondum solvitur, sed remane*«M» ad 
aolvendum par raanus Thesauri i in anno sequent!, iiF, 

Bt tviii. iii s, débitos prefato domino tficholao pro cotidionie suis 
sibi a retro, videlicet pro mensibus Ootobris, Movembris, Becembris, 
Jaiuaril, Ttebruarii, Martii, Aprilis, Mali, Juni, Jul11 et August! 
de anno xxv° et aeptembrie de anno xxvi®0, non computatur bic in 
allocations quia nondum solvitur, sed rgœsneiaÉa» ad solvendum per 
nanus Thesaurarli In anno sequenti, ii* . 

It «vi. v s. débitos prefato domino licholao pro ootidionis suis sibi 
a retro, videlicet pee mensibus Octobris, Sfovembrls, Deceabrls, Janu-
arii, ft bru ar il, Martii, Aprilis, Mail, Junii, Julii, Auguatl et Sep-
tembris de tot o tempore hulus compoti, non computatur hio inalloca-
tione quia nondun solvitur, sed remanet ad solvendum per 
manus Thesauri! in anno sequenti, lit» 

XV.34.45 (1450-511 the wording is as above) 

fcvl. v s.t Oct., Nov., Dec., Jan., ifcb., Mar, de anno xxvi
0 

lxiii s.t Apr., Nay, June, July, Aug. de anno xxvi°, et Sept. de 

anno xxvli° 

ci s. t Oct. - Aug. de anno xxvii
0

, et Sept. de anno xxviiio 

£vi. vi s.t Oot. - Aug. de anno xxviii
0

, et iept. de mm xxix® 

£vi. 11 s.t Oct. - Aug. de anno xxix
0

, et Sept. de anno xxx°. 
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m m r n u 13; TO c h a t o y 

s» JCjrAiiL 

la de| nomine omen ultimo die meneie Junii Anno milles£im© coco*0 

Johannes Burell clerious oompoe mentis & sane memorie 
condo e t ordino testasentum meum in hunc modum. 3n primis lego 
& comnendo animam rneam omnipotent! deo creatori mei eiusçue genitricl 
marie virgin! gloriose beato Johanni Apostolo à heato Christofero ac 
omnibus sane tis oaleatia curie corpus q.ue meum ad 
ecciesia cathedrals èeati Petri Iboracu» infra Insulam horealea ante 
ostiia^apelle heate Marie A sane tornam aagelorua ibidem. Item lego 
cuilihet canonico infra dictam capellam existent! xii d et cuilibet 
capellano eiuadea viii d, et cuilihet diácono ibidem iilj d . Item 
lego cuida» capellano idonoo & honesto pro anima aea eelebratur in 
capella beate marie & sanctorum Angelorum supradicta per unum annua 
proximum post decessum meum viii marcas, et vole quod ille idea 
oapellanua devote dioat qualiter aeptiaana tor placebo dirige pro 
anima m e a . Item lego;, UACÍ alii eypellano ydoneo & honesto pro 
anima m e a pa tris M matris meorurn ac omnium à aingulorum parlohia-
norum meorwa in ecclesie do Gyllyng in Ridale & in cimiterio eiusdem 
requieacentum oelebraturo per unum annus apud Oyllyng predicta 
proximum post decessum meum C s. It velo quod ille idem eapellanua 
devote dioat tualiter aeptiaana ter placebo dirige pro anima sea & 
anlmabus supradietle. Item lego ad uaum eccleeie parochialia de 
Oyllyag predicta unum manuale ad provisionna executorum me o rum. 
Item lego domino Micholo Bovey capellano unum ealariua argentem sine 
cooperculo Item lego ad uaum ecclesie de Oyllyng predicte ad unum 
portiforium emendum vi s viiid Item lego Johanne uxori Ricardi 
Curlewe optimaa aeam togam pre ter meum principale & unam vaccam nor. 
ebstantibus certls bonis 4fe Jocalibua con ten tis A speoificatis In 
%uodam ecrlpto dlotie Ricardo & Johanne uxor! sue per me prlua factu 
prout in eodem scrlpto plenlus poterit apparere quod quidam eoriptun 
& onmia Ã singula In eoâem contenta ratifico é confirmo per presentes 
Item lego âgneti filie predictorum Ricardi è Johanne unam waceaa 
Item lego Sane lyndeley unam Jhvenculam St volo quod omnes alie 
expense me® Amorales fiant penes diserecionem & ordinacione® 
executorum meorum eubaorlptorua Residuum vero omnium bonorm 
meorum superius non legatls do & lego executerlbus mels &d disponendum 
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inde pro sa lute «lime mee prout e l s melius & sardbrius crederint 
expedire liuiue autem teetsmenturn mai facio & ordino predicts 
Ricardum Curlewe à Johannaa uxores suam executória meos ad osniaa 
emisaa f i d e l i t e r perimplendua St inauper volo quod poet fidelem 
applicaclonem bonorura meorun A que sint que executores nei p r e d i c t ! 
emere v e l i n t quod ea babeant secundum precium eorundem pre omnibus 
aliis eius oontradictione allquali In cuius rei testimonium 
presentibus s i g i l l u m meum apposui datum Sboracua die à anno domlni 
supradlctis St insuper -rolo k crdlno dcminur:, oobarmeia ^ppilton 
predictorum executorum aeorua supervisorem. 

Proved on 8 September of the sane year 
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lit quibus venerablles e t H e l i g i o s l viri bone memorie 
dominus Thomas Ohylynden quoàdam prior istlus ecclesie 
e t capltulum e t ipsorum successeres ©Idea asagictro 
Johanni ïbrest et aille coexecutoribue s u i s in sadem 
obligmcioM,® nominatis absque alloua condis loses vel 
dlffieencia eiusdem obligaeionis pines eoolesiam istium 
relieta habita vel optenta extiterant reallter o b l i g a t i * . 

In pleno capitulo dicte d ie et anno coram toto convent» 
bulo ecclssie testatuebat et In aanibue Sillelmi Molaesh1 

tunc p r i o r i s tradidit e t graciese reliberavit cuius rei 
gracia concessions eidem magistro Jchanni Forest quod sit 
particeps omnium bsneficiorum que in coram nostras sieut im-
properlua. St cum dies obitus sui nobis inistult ipsa die 
quisque sacerdos mlssam per so celebraMt specialem ceteri 
-viris inferlorie ordinis spalinas dicoat quinquaginta. It 
noraen suis in m&rtilogio nostro ascribetur ut dicetur obitus 
slus et obsequalte quo animarum tacitetur et ut aorle est 
ibidem lpsiu* anima a“bsolvntur. 

per prlorea dompnum Sellyng Tflllelaus 

[¥illel»us is written in a different ink and apparently a different 

band, giving it the appearance of a signature* Then follow a doaen 

or so further lines of writing whioh have teen very thoroughly erased 

and do not respond to uljra-violct ray». 2a the middle of thie 

passage, the words Johannesa eidem fca-ve. teen avoided by the eraaer, 

sad the date 1429 can be detected in the erased portion.} 
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A. . j ^ i ^ l f , nlf.lt,I 

I have already suggested that lunetable's motet Venl Saacte 

Splritua may have been composed and copied into O H by about 1420,1 

The popularity which this piece now enjoys undoubtedly rests heavily 

on the assurance and maturity of Its style| this la no tentative 

essay by an inexperienced composer. On purely musical grounds , 

there is a strong temptation to place this composition at a late 

stage in Dunatable's output aa made known to ua through Bukofser's 

edition - Dunstable's output as known to the compilers of continental 

collections up to the middle of the century. The revised datings 

suggested for OH now bring this into question} hence the inclusion 

of this appendix. Are our mualcal judgments totally untrustworthy 

when it comea to dating? Is this not, after all, a relatively 

advanced work? Or did Dime table's composing life come to an end 

quite soon after this date, perhaps by about 1430, leaving him 

a quarter of a century In which to consolidate his reputation as 

a mathematician and astronomer? 

It is well known that Dunstable's music oomes to us almost 

entirely through the filter of non-Sagllsh scribes and of their 

processes of selection and editing. Mow that Brian 
Trowel! has 

identified the Kyrlee to the masses lex seculorum. 

1. See pp.291 » 296 above. 
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uremia and Sine nomine (to be printed in the revised edition of 

Bukofser, Dunstable), and that further English Eyries of the 

mid-15th century (noted in Bent, •DPP*} have come to light, 

it is quite plain that the Snglish did, after all, write 

Xyriee for their masses. The long Sarum tropes were rejected 

by the continental scribes, not by the Soglish composers. The 

absence of Xyrles from 01 distorts the statistics of native 

Kyrie survival, and this is an added reason for suspecting that 

the original compilation may have included them. 

2h the meagre English survivais we can glimpse parts 

ef the picture which have been submerged by continental 

filtering. The Syr lee are one and perhaps the most important 

example. The survival abroad, and almost the only survival, of 

Dunstable*s works is another. It those of his works which crossed 

the channel and found their way into continental asauacripte are 

related to the apparent date of Veni Sanote Spiritus, and if 

Dunstable's style is not thereafter to be branded static and 

retrogressive, we must consider the possibility that the market 

for his music, or ths channels of communicating it, dried up b y 

about 1430. This does ssem unlikely if, as is gsnerally assumed, 

he was at thie tias enjoying the patronage of the fluke of Bedford 

at one of the most prestigious perlodsjof the latter*s career. But 

we have no evidence to confire this association. 

We do know, however, that Dunstable'e music remained in 

favour in fcigland after his death. She only musical evidence of 
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this continuing esteem surrives in the isolated Eyrie tenor in 

Lansdotme 462 and the textless puzzle canon in Henry bill's book, 

presumably included for its cleverness. The esteem had turned 

sour by 1597» when lorley ridiculed a setting of lesciens mater 

by Dunstable which has not survived, but to whioh Morley presumably 

had access. But the portion of tenor whioh Morley quotes offers 

us nothing new by way of insight into Bunstable's later style; it 

could well be from m early work. More to the point is the presence 

of 'Bunstabylls Exultavit' in a set of part-books containing 

contemporary music listed in an inventory of 1529 from King's College, 

Cambridge , 1 and the presence of a five-part aotet, Gaude flore 

virginal!. In the Eton choirbook. Dunstable is given as the 

2 

composer In the index* the music has not survived. Tory few 

of Dunstable *s surviving works could have remained in favour at 

such a late date. The lost Magnificat was in a set of six part-

books, which does not prove that it was in six parts; but certainly 

we have no surviving music of his comparable to the five-part Gaude 

with a range of 21 notes lost from Eton. The Eton music is very 

much a nativa repertory, and the continental dissemination of & g l l a h 

« m i o had certainly slowed down by the time of Frye. Later music by 

Buna table aay still lurk anonymously in continental sources, but a 

new Btglish source has turned up with aaascription to him. 

1. See MMB, pp.$32-33. 

2. But see Beat, 'BDP'. 
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Ih ia i« 8.M., M d . 54324» a set of six paper leaves recently 

removed from the Stourton Pealter and described in 'DDF', The date 

of this fragmentary source is about 1475» *he two parts attributed 

to Punstable which it contains are forluaately complemented by a 

single parchment leaf of earlier dafee, removed from a will register 

of the Consistory Court of Canterbury (PRC 32/1), whose documents were 

at Christ vhurch, Canterbury before the abolition of ecclesiastical 

probate courts in 1057* It ie now marked f.2Q in a bundle of separate 

leaves marked PBO 49. 

This is Dunstable*a only surviving non-isorhyfchalo motet in 

four parts. Though clearly later in date than the remainier of 

his !mown output, the ascription to him is wholly credible, with 

its long fluid vocal lines, constant displacement of accent, avoidance 

of rhythmic tautology, triadic exploitation and declamation (note 

especially the handling of fevertore ). The tenor is marginally 

slower-moving than the other parte, but the aucunt of movement is 

fairly evenly distributed between the parts. The piece has a 

high content - about - of overlapped duet writing. The first 

six notes of the top part are those of the plainsong Descendi in 

orturn meus* the remainder suggests a free paraphrase, but uses a 

narrower range. The motet is transcribed on the following pages. 
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li t e . 

London, B.M., Add.54324, f . 3 , Dunstaple, i i and i i i o n l y , void notat ion 

Maidstone, Kent, County Archives O f f i c e , PRC 49, f . 2 0 y , i and i v only , 

hlack notation 

Al l parts of t h i s Marian antiphon are incomplete, though the gaps are 

short enough to warrant reconstruct ion. There i s no overlap or d u p l i -

cat ion between the two sources , whose c o n f l i c t at c e r t a i n c r u c i a l points 

(e .g . bars 48, 53, 56, 63) may indicate that they represent incompatible 

variant readings. Both manuscripts are badly defaced (Maidstone the more 

s o ) , and the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of indiv idual parts must o f ten lean h e a v i l y 

on so lut ion of the others ( for example, as to whether a v e r t i c a l stroke 

i s a r e s t or a note-stem). 

i i 18 .3-5 , note-heads only/ 2 7 . 5 , l a t e r changed to two semiminims f e / 

4 4 . 1 , #/ 46.2-3, stems only/ 57.5 **/ 91*2-4, changed from minim, semi-

breve , two minims _f d_ c_ b/ 

i i : 43-46, badly defaced/ 47*1 , stem only/ 50-53, note-heads only/ 75»2, 

breve with fermata/ 

i i i t 34.2, stem only/ 5 3 . 1 - 2 , stem added l a t e r / 

i v j 1 —14, hreve r e s t too many; a l s o at 30-42Í/ 57-63, f l o r u e r u n t / 90.2,^1. 
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Appgarsix V TO CHAPTER T. 

Stel la , p a î t 

Thie antiphon, a supplication for relief from plague, 

occupied no official place in the service hooks of the principal 

rites. The melodise which do survive for it, and the polyphonic 

settings of the text, show clearly that no one tune was associated 

with It. The available plainsongs «ere probably composed in the 

centuries - 15th, 1êth and 1?th - from which they survive, 

there is only one source for each melody and for each polyphonic 

setting. Sone ofjfche plainsongs is used in any of the polyphonic 

settings» some of which are probably based on yet other melodies. 

Solange Sorbin discusses continental sources of Stella 

i n h e r

 lesai sur la musique religieuse portugaise au moyen 

âge (Paris, 1952), pp.374-78» She quotes in full a plainsoag 

1) from a Braga MS, the Antiphoner no«5 of the Museo Machado 

de CaSt.ro at Coimbra, and refers to another melody 

2) in Munes da Silva, gumma da Arte de Canto-chaõ (Lisbon, 1685), 

p.31. Two other plainsongs, pointed out to me by Mother 

Thomas More, survive 

3) in a 15th-century Liber Contus (C.U.L., A M . 6 6 6 8 , ff.112-12v) 

and 

4) In a 15th/l6th-century Butch choirbook, possibly of AugustInian 

use (Cambridge, Fitsswilliaa MS 46, ff.152v-53r). Another melody 
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5) forras the tenor can tus firsms of a four-part setting In 

Florence, Pane.27, ff.69v-.70 (net f.63v, as Professor 

Corbin states)» kindly transcribed for me by Jeremy Noble. 

The intonation Stella cell» however, has the clef of the 

top part. 

The five melodies are given on pp. 331-33. 

None of these plainsongs bears any clear relationship to 

any of the polyphonic settings listed below, though there are 

some striking resemblances» The melodic contour for 

example, occurs in the earlier of the Cambridge plainsongs, in 

the Lansdowne tenor, and in the tenors of the Trent and Prague 

settings. 

The text is found in the printed Sarum Hours, and quite 

frequently in manuscript Hours of earlier date (e.g., Fitswilliam 

MSS 268 and 375 5 • A roughly chronological division can be made 

between texts which do net include the last three invocations and 

those which do. In the earlier category (ending at dire mortis 

ulcere) cose the oldest verbal text used by Solange Corbin - that 

found in the Book of Hours written for Charles of Orleans during 

his English captivity, c.1420 (Paris, B.M. KS lat.1196, f.231v), 

the earlier Cambridge plainsong, and the OH and Christ Church 

settings listed below» 

Stella oeli sxtirpavit Ipsa stella nunc dignetur 
que laota-rit dominun sidera oonpeeoere 
mortis pestem quasi plantavit quorum be 11a plebem oedunt 
primus parens hominum. dire mortis ulcere. 
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2a tiie later group, together with the three later plalneongs, 

come settings c) - g) "below, Mid nearly all surviving copies of the 

text alone, one of which is printed in AH (vol.XXXI, p.210, - Chevalier 

no.19438). The main text given ia AH, however, haa the two above 

veraee and four others beginning respectively! firga Jesset Ipsa 

virgoi later »elt Ipsa mater. The editors note that the first 

two verses appear without the others is a manuscript of the slaters 

of St Clare from Portugal - interesting in view of the Portuguese 

«id Brigittlne connections of M s version. Barclay Squire tracked 

down the OB version 'with threv more verses* to the Offioium 

Bakocaianum {Styrae, 1732).
1 

More relevant to us are the three lines following v.2 

quoted by AH from a Roman Breviary (Antwerp, 1734)* 

0 piíssima Stella maris, a peste suocurrs nobis, 
iu-di X.C& domina nam filius tuus nihil uegaus te honorât. 

Salva nos Jesu pro quibus vlrgo mater te orat. 

This agrees with the Braga and lunes da Silva texts. Sources of 

continental origin which include these final lines appear to be 

unanimous In starting them 0 piíssima, while English sources give 

0. gloriosa and a different version of the second llnet 

0 gloriosa Stella maris, a peste succurro nobis 
Audi nos i“ias te filius nihil aegana honorât-
Salva nos Jesu pro quibus vlrgo mater te orat. 

Other, minor, variants show a less consistent pattern. Professor 

Corbin's speculation that 'le livre d'heures de Charles d'Orléans 

1. 'Motes ...', p.351* quoting Bank©, Vetus Hymnarium Beclaslasticum 
Hungariae (Bud* festh, 1093)» 
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repreeente-t-il uni tradition anglaise primitive?* ie strongly 

supported by tbe precedence of tbe Siglieh version ending at ulcere» 

by archival references to the use of this antiphon (see MMB. p. 85» 

for late 15th-century «samples ) and by musical ssttings of the text 

in English sources of the 15th and early 16th centuries, listed here* 

a) 01, f.40v, setting hy Cooks in descant styls in score, 

b) Oxford, Christ Church, Okas 253» two parts from a sstting 

in at least three parts. 

c) S.M., MS Lanedowne 462, f.152v, isolated mensural tenor 

part. (This setting is unique in incorporating an Alleluia 

after ulcere. ) 

d) Bton Choirbook, opening v4~5, setting by Walter Lambe, a4. 

e) fiitson MS (B.M., Add.5665), ff.3v-4> anonymous setting 

f) Bitson MS, ff.64v-65, sstting by Sir Million Hawte, a^. 

e) I.M., MS loyal Appendix 58» ff.26-26v, isolated médius part. 
L\ KaIîUvÏiA MS (&M.J fieUffJi 2.), ff, /felv-161, ietti** a3 ^ M>'loW*Tk)-rYie <fr V SaiAwfl. by Ccvfw. U J 

It may be no more than coincidence that the Selden setting 

of Miles Chrletl (eae]p.309 above, in connection with Cooke*s setting 

of Christ! miles) arouses suspicions of textual relationship with 

Stella cell (set by Cooke in OH)* 

Miles Chrlstl gloriose 
laus spes tutor anglie 
foc discordes graciose 
reduci concordie 
noster natur plebe clamoree 
dire mortis vulnere. 

This is two lines shorter, though the scansion is the same. Miles 

Chris ti has the intonation 2. i 2. ! ! 
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There are several settings in continental sourees, inclu-

ding the anonymous Florence one mentioned above, and a five-part 

setting by Piero da Lodi.
1 

Two other 15th-century settings from continental sources 

should be mentioned here. One is a setting a4 in Trent 88, ff. 

11v-13 (anonymous, but see below}• The other is a setting a3 of 

Cl/rjobis iuetat carminis odas laudibus armonias uallita 
syaphonieate Warn ylantis choros laudibus angelicis usque 
sidera ascendit virgo maria in hac sacia sclempnitate 
potius uclie (?) nos concaudio /-it. 

This text is underlaid to discant and tenor, aad the setting is in 

Prague, Strahov, D.G.IV.47, pp. 471-72 (ff.236v-37). At the end of 

the tenor part, the words of Stella oeli (down to ulcere) have been 

copied. It is unclear whether this is intended as a second verse, 

as it does not match the above in length or metre. The placing 

after the tenor part may suggest that the text in some way belonged 

to the tenor more closely than to tbe other parts. Indeed, the 

similarities between the tenors of the Trent and Fragile settings 

are too close for coincidence, though there is soiae rearrangement 

of motives. The Trent tenor is itself Identical in pitch with 

that of Walter Frye »s chanson So ys emprentid, as Bufcofzer suggested, 

in addition to sharing features with other Stella cell melodies. This 

surely invites speculation on the sacred or secular origins of ft?ye'e 

tenor, Could this be yet another case of contrafaotum?
3

 The style 

1. See E.Jeppesen, "Pie mehrstlmmlffcn Italienische Lauds m 1500 
(Leipzig, 1935)» pp.60-61 (with music example). 

2. 10BM, p. 132. 3. see S.S.Kenne*, 'Soatrafacta
1

. 
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of the Trent motet toy a© meax.s precedes attribution to Frys, but 

ilea Ksnney does not consider it.in her collected edition of tbis 

composer, Tet she includes Salve virgo matex on only marginally 

stronger evidence.^ 

She also omits a two-part textlese piece in Sti-ahov, B.C. 

If.47, p « 4 ( f . 2 4 5 v ) ascribed to Malterus Prye, whose opening 

is given above at the foot of p.333. ïwo further sources of Rrye's 

Ave. Regina» not noted by Miss Keirney, were pointed out to me by 

Professor Dart. One was painted on the ceiling of an oratory in 

1480 for the d'Barcouxt family, and has particular interest as a 

2 
dated source. The other is a Hungarian source j Xassa, 'Dominican 

Library, ihcunab.III.36.^ 

The Trent Stella cell is transcribed in the following pages. 

The manuscript, apart from being hard of access, is badly damp-stained, 

and it is not possible to produce a reliable version from microfilmj 

I was able to use the aanuscript itself fer the following. Musically, 

the affinity with Frye's known works is striking, not tc mention the 

similarity of its duet writing to the new Str&hov piece. Textually, 

it Is odd, and may even carry signs of the text being a later addition 

1. «-alter. ,foye
t
 Collected fortas, ed. Sylvia f.Keaney (Corpus 

Msnsurabllia Musicae, vol.19* tome, 19ÓO), 

2. See Micheline de Grandmaison, 'Montreuil-Bellay, a great 

An;) ou border castle*, The Connolsssur. vol.CLXIII (1966), pp.72-76, 
including a facsimile of the music on p.75* 

s

®° ^fi c a Antigua Buropae Orlsntalia, vol.1, ed, Z.Lissa 
(«areaw, 1966). Bars 1-38 are transcribed on pp.232-34, and there 
is a facsiails on p.233. 
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to existing music. lote the declamation without words ai dominam. 

aad the uneven distribution of text whioh gives only twelve tat 

to the Xaet two lines of text , while the first two had forty* 

Thia aay he because the music of cedunt (bar 122) offered a ready-

made opportunity for word-painting, for the sales of whioh it was 

worth squashing the end of the text. 

The tenor has the notes of the tenor of So m emurentid 

(in a different rhy$ba) aa follows» A bars 13-39 
B bar» 40-T9 

A bars 80-128 

1-12» 6 longs rest/ 64.2-3, e f / 
1-12, 6 longé rest/ 62 minim rest, not semlbreve/ 102-115, 

7 longs r e s t / 

41.2, stem erased from semibreve/ 39.2, dot erased after 

semlbreve/ 72.1 §/ 102-115» 7 longs rest/ 

56.4, ti 95.2-3, £ b 

it 

il» 

111 i 
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Mhen was the original compilation of 01 begun? Per what 

patron or institution was it undertaken? «hen aad why waa it in-

terrupted? These aie perhaps the most material questions of all, 

hut answers are not yet forthcoming. The quest was not entirely 

barrenj henoe the existence of this chapter. The rewards are those 

of the journey rather than of the destination, 

OH hae no conclusive links with any specific place. Given 

the failure of some early scholars to isolate the main body of the 

manuscript from the later additions by royal chaplains and others, 

and the perennial confusion between St George's Chapel, Windsor and 

the royal household chapel, the aantle fell easily and conveniently 

upon the latter as the instigator of the oollection and its original 

provenance. And why not? Until detaile of scribes and gatherings 

were sorted out, there was no reason to suspect interrfption of the 

kind I have demonstrated, no reason to posit a change of destination 

"between the work of scribe á and the use of the manuecript in Henry 

V's ehapel. from regarding OH as the commissioned repertory of a 

single institution, it was a short and slippery step to speak of the 

composers belonging to that institution. the music has been described 

in such terms as *a sample of what one great musical institution could 

produce from among its own members * and 'the local homespun of the 
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chapel royal
1

.
1

 As well as misunderstanding the nature of the chapel 

royal, Bukofzer fails to take Baasbetham*s separation of the scribal 

layers into account when he writes that 01 was 'used side by side by 

the composers of the Chapel loyal
1

,
2

 aad takes over Barclay Squire's 

view that Saaett and Sturgeon were closely associated with the 

original compilation. Harrison acknowledges the separation of the 

layers but still writes that QE was, Written for the Royal Household 

C h a p e l ' C o m p o s e r s 'of the chapel royal are hard to assemble 

from first-layer namesj the sole link between 01 and the chapel 

royal ie through the composers of the second layer. It would I» 

reasonable to project this association back to the first layer, 

despite the absence of composer identifications, but for the nature 

of the interruption between the layers, which suggests a change of 

destination. 

Bom Jlnselm Hughes 's rather parochial view of the repertory 

has gradually been eroded by discoveries in two areas* some biogra-

phical information about first-layer composers, with a negative return 

from chapel royal accounts, and the emergence of Inglleh concordances 

from different parts of the country, helping to define 01 as a national, 

not merely a local repertory. 

Concordances 
• ôffi Jir TTiiiii iTJg» 

Concordances to both layers of the manuscript will be dealt with 

here, because the different patterns they form afford constructive 

comparison. It is unnecessary to dwell at length upon the musical gain) 

1. Ramsbotham âc, OH, vol.1, p.xii. 

a. lukofaer, Studies, p,*?4. 

3* MOfiM» P»toi* 
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seven mere pleoee can fee completed, and some of the variants 

are of substantial interest. The first concordances to be 

noted, by Barclay Squire and Besseler, were all in continental 

manuscripts. Siglish concordances discovered by lukofser and 

Com áaselm Hughes were included in tbe list published by 

Sukofser in 1951» but continental sources were still predoni-
* 

nant. His total of thirty concordances distributed amongst 

twenty pieces can now bs raised to forty-three concordances in 

twenty-seven pieces. Only two of the recent discoveries are con-

tinental concordances, and they are to pieces already surviving 

abroad. 

the most striking increase is in the number of English 

concordances to the first layer of 0H« It can no longer be 

reckoned an isolated survival of lagliah music of the period 

around 1400. M fragments re-emerge from bindings to testify 

to the existence of other manuscripts, It becomes plain that they 

are offering us different facets of the saas repertory that we 

know from OH. 4nd because these fragments can often I» anchored 

to one part of the country (when they have been used for the 

near-contemporary binding of local records), and shown (from 

composers* names) to have a locally biassed repertory, we are 

forced to concede that 01, with no one local bias, lacks any 

signs of anchorage to a single place. 

There are still only five sources containing Bnglish 

1. Studies, pp.38-39. 
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concordances to the first layer, and they range in sise from six 

leaves down to a single leaf. However, if we add to these the few 

other leaves containing music which falls within the style range 

covered by the first layer cf OH, we find that titre is roughly one 

concordance for every two surviving leaves - an amazingly high inci-

dence. If the manuscripts to which these fragments once belonged 

had survived complete, and if OH itself had survived complete (what 

we have amounts to about three-quarters of what the oxiginal scribe 

actually wrote, and only two-thirds of his planned repertory), then 

we could expect to find virtually the whole Repertory reduplicated 

several times over. This rate of duplication places a fira limit 

on the size of the total corpus of English music at this crucial and 

little-charted stage in its development. OH apparently preserves 

a representative seleotion of this total corpus, and quite a high 

proportion of i t . Pertinently, there is no stylistic overlap 

with the music of the Worcester fragments, nor have any 01 

concordances yet turned up in sources which have concordances with 

the Worcester music. Mot all the styles represented ia 0B have 

concordances} none of the canonic pieces, or pieces in more than 

four parts, are known from other sources. It could be that some 

styles, even some composers, were uniquely associated with OH. 

The music of the original layer was composed, probably, 

over a period of some forty years. This is a generally accepted 

judgment, made on stylistic grounds, lut it *s strikingly reflected 
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in the distribution of the music among the sources containing con-

cordances. Squares will now be excluded* although they give important 

clues about the later distribution of certain pieces, being isolated 

parts extracted from polyphony, they are not in themselves relevant 

to primary chronology,
1

 This leaves sixteen first-layer pieces sharing 

twenty-three concordances and eight second-layer pieces sharing fifteen 

concordances. Styles can be distinguished chronologically in the 

first layer, and this is shown in ths different columns of the 

following table. Tbe da tings are approximate, and convey a 

relative chronological framework, the whole of which aay have to 

be shifted «hen further firm datlnge are known. lhe suggested 

date structure rests mainly on paleographieal estimates ef the 

manuscripts concerned, and reasonable life-spans for composers. 

Brief characterisations of the styles covered by each column follow* 

1370-1390» simple Snglish descant, in score, honophonio, 

moving mainly in breves and semibreves. £ or O is 

usually implied, though a mensuration sign is never given 

at the beginning. A change of signature is rare. 

1380-1400* choirbook layout, music in three or four parts, 

more often four, tower parts are slow-moving, oftsn iso-

rhythaic. Again, no mensuration sign appears at ths begin-

ning) C or C la usually implied. The mensuration and 

rhythms resemble Machaut, and coloration is exceptional, aa 

it is in the works of Machaut. (3h this group it is confined 

to the contra tenor of JK2. ) 

1. Mother Thomas Mors and I plan to pool our recently-discovered 
material on squares to produce a monograph an the subject. 
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1390-1410* more advanced descant, «sing shorter note-values, 

often in. C « O » with aenauaaiéon sign often indicated 

and liable to change during the place* Coloration is often 

present. 

1400-1415* choirboolc lay-out, in three parts, usually in 

^ or O time with near-equal movement between parts. Also 

pieces with a faster top part, tending to give way to Q 

time (doubled values)$ with complex proportions, much longer 

phrases and l e s s dissonance. 

All the concordances listed in the firet three columns of 

the preceding table ara anonymous, and all except LoW ore smaller 

in format than OH. Insofar as the sise of a musical manuscript 

reflects its date at thie period, this mean? that most of the 

first-layer concordances are older than OH itself, anonymous 

preservation also symptomlaing 14th-century practice. This 

also confirms the paleographleal evidence1 while the music was 

composed over a relatively extended period of time, the copying 

took place in a much shorter epan at the end of the period of 

composition. 

The second-layer music waa composed within a much mere 

limited period of time and, unlike the first-layer music, was 

apparently copied into OS fairly soon after composition. The 

columns in the following table, then, represent not chronological 

differences but the distinction between chapel royal «Bid non-royal 

composers. this corresponds to a striking separation of Ztagllsh 
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from continental sources containing concordances» only one 

anonymous piece [Forest] has both an English and a continental 

concordance» 

Mo first-layer piece with an English concordance, or 

within the style range of the pieces which do have English concordances, 

has turned up abroad) nor do any of the English sources containing 

concordances to the first layer of OS have any continental concordances. 

All music notated in score falls within this statement! so too do 

all the isorbythmic pieces in OH except Sunstable“s second-layer 

Veni.Sanote Spiritus (06). Shis may suggest that the more flexible 

and varied Isorhythmic structures used by English composers before 

Dunstable's classic form was established, were unacceptable abroad, 

although present to a slight extant in Sub Arturo plebe. later 

JSoglish sources do have continental concordances. So first-layer piece 

with a continental concordance has yet turned up in an English annua* xl. 

script apart from OBj but sinos their presence in ©H is evidence 

that they were available to at least one Staglish scribe, this is 

probably fortuitous. Also, it is safer to base predictions on 

the presence or absence of music in the larger continental sources 

than in the scanty (and not fully representative) Shglish survivals. 

Io concordances have yet appeared between pieces in any 

English fragments which cover the date and style range of the 

flrst-laysr repertory, except where they also share that con-

cordance with 01. However, a fragment preserved at Stratford,* 

1. fiiloughby de Broke Collection (Item 1744). 
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roughly contemporary with OH, preserves two pieces which are 

relevant here. Both are incomplete. One is a Credo, ascribed 

to Pioart, in a style very close to that of Pyoard's OH contri-

butions, though it cannot he directly linked to any of them. The 

other is an anonymous Credo which follows the style and design of 

Kowlard's Gloria in OH (29) so closely that he may he the composer 

of the Credo. The two movements at least rate as a possible 

pairing. Bowlard's Gloria is also in LoF. lukofser pointed out 

a musical link between Pennard's Credo (OH 8£) and an anonymous 

Gloria in LoP, assigning the Gloria to Pennard on these grounds.* 

The Pennard Credo, too, has a concordance. 

The âiglish concordances to OH's first layer furnish approxi-

mate chronological anchorage in the late 14th century. While we 

cannot be sure of their provenance, their use in bindings at a fairly 

early stage at least gives us more clues than does OH, the all-but-

complete source. LoF was removed from the blading of a memorandum 

book of Fountains Abbey relating to the period 1446-60,
2

 lof was re-

moved from the binding of a Legendae y* Psum Sarua (printed for Caxtoa 

In Paris, 1488) from St Mary's Warwick. BodT) was used to bind 

deeds at St Mary's Priory, Daventry,* aad T waa taken from the 

binding of in Act Book of the Consistory Court of fork for 1563-65* 

1. Bukofaer, Studies. p.107. 

2. ibid., p.87. 

3. Fughes, 'lew Sources ', p.171. 
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The present whereabouts of f is unknown. The concordance vas noted 

% Harrison,
1

 but despite ">r Harrison*s kind reply to ay query, and 

despite subsequent exhaustive enquiries on both sides of the Atlantic 

by Andrew Hughes and myself , the l e a f seems tc have gone underground* 

1 have not seen i t , and know nothing about i t s provenance. 

I t seems that only English music later than c.1400 eventually 

found its way into continental sources.^ Of columns 4 and 5 on p.35ft 

the former, representing stylistically earlier music , has concordances 

in the earliest of the north Italian manuscripts, BL, in addition to 

later copies of one of these pieces irrelevant to dating. The slightly 

later styles of column 5 have concordances in the middle generation of 

Italian sources (in this caea , Aosta and Trent 87). The second-layer 

music with continental concordances has them also in the later Trent 

manuscripts and in ModB. 

She first-layer music, duplicated in English sources earlier 

than or Just contemporary with OH itself, and in continental sources 

slightly later than OS, Is a selection from the overall Saglish reper-

tory of the time. It is not an attempt at a complete assemblage since 

it exhibits both exclusion (of certain styles) and limitation (e.g., of 

the number of Sanctus settings on each plainsong to one or two, and of 

the total number of isorhythaic motets). ás to the second-layer music, 

OH is marginally earlier than its English concordances in ths fair-copy 

manuscript CÏÏL/OÏÏC (see p.353), and is represented in the aiddle and 

later generation of continental sources. This pattern of concordance 

MOO, s.v. 014 Hall-Manuskript. 

2 . Sub Arturo plsba, once again, being an exception. 
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distribution anchors the dating of musical s t y l e s to the physical 

chronology of manuscripts. 

Absence of musical datlngs 

None of the f i r s t - l a y e r motets can he placed or dated 

convincingly. There are no strong grounds for assoc iat ing any 

of then with s p e c i f i c occasions, or even f o r seeking s p e c i f i c dates . 

It i s just possible that in some cases a missing part may have 

carried topical re ferences , hut nothing now surviving points to 

an occasion more spec ia l than the feast -day of the sa int addressed. 

The m a i c sung hy the fhçlish a t the Council of Constance on the 

f e a s t cf St 'Thomas might have included the OH motet Carbunculus 

Ignitus l i l i e (143), hut there are no grounds f o r suppofting that 

1 
i t -warn written that l a t e or f o r that purpose. 

Bukofser l inked % t t e r i n g * s Katering (I45) vith the 

2 

wedd ing of Henry Catherine in 1420, hut in view of the second-

l ayer i a t e s this is c l e a r l y too l a t e f o r a f i r s t - l a y e r p i e c e . A 

wedding motet, an pccasional p i e c e , would sure ly have included a 

mention of Henry in one of its texts, if not a whole text in his 

honour. The second text of t h i s p i e c e , 7irgina?is c o n d o . was 
3 

certainly not newly-composed. I t is the tenor, sponsus asaat 

1. For the chronicle account of t h i s occasion, see Harrison, 
MMB. p.243. 

2. Studies » p.71» 

3. I t occur» in a 14th-century Burhara manuscript. See P. L U 
Harrison, «Are nova in âaglandt a new source*, MB, v o l . m (196?)• 
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gponsam, whioh has given rise to suggestions that this is a wedding 

motet. The OS sorihe gives it a mysogynous turn hy writing sponsus 

amst sponsum» Andrew Hughes makes some suggestions,
1

 and to these 

I would add that on 0 Kay 1402 lenry gave his assent in London to a 

proposed marriage between himself and Catherine, sister of the young 

2 

king Erie of Denmark. It i® surely going too far to suggeet occa-

sions of this kind. Hughes and. I are in agreement that no occasion 

other than the saint's day need he sought. 

feBSJKftftffi* ftt ffift.ffig.ft loyer 

Almost none can he identified confidently, either with 

names from archives or with composers named in other manuscripts. 

lettering, Fonteyns» Gervays, lambe, Mayshuet, Pycard, Queldryk, 

lowlard and Swynford are given no initial in OH or hy concordance. 

Zacar, named only in concordant sources» has no initial. Oliver 

(on f.45v) and Pennard (on f.T6v) may have had an Initial in each 

of these places» a etraight-backed capital appears, in both cases, 

to have been trimmed away. J is the most likely letter. However, 

neither letter is followed by scribe A*s usual dot of punctuation. 

There are no outstanding candidates for any of these 

from archival description, though these is no shortage of men 

1. 'Re-appraisal % pp.105-06. 

2. M l » s.v. Henry f. 
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bearing these nasses»
1

 I bave not introduced doubtful identifications 

into tbe present discussion, biography being a means and not an end 

to my purpose. The possibility of French nationality has been 

2 

raised for some of these composersf however, Ponteyns*s and Olyvsr's 

OH contributions are exclusively in score, which makes Bnglish natio-

nality much more likely.
3

 Gervays ie called g e r m s lus de ánglla la 

the M concordance to his Gloria. 

The only two composers for whom non-Sngllsh origin seaaa 

likely are Mayshuet and aacar.^ Hughes also suggests a possible 

identification of Sowlard with Frater Rolandua Monaehus de Padua, 

scribe or composer of some pieces la ^aduan fragments. 

lowlard, Pennard, %ieldryk, Oervays and Ibnteyns say habb 

personal as well as musical connections with Yorkshire. The Thomas 

Pycbarde who witnessed a charter together with Bsuaett in 1420 (see 

p. 283) may, for this reason, h a w soma claim to be the composer» 

There are no outstanding candidates in a comprehensive genealogical 

work devoted to one branch of the family.^ 

1. à number are rounded up in Trowell, Plantegenote. Hughes, 
•Ee-appralsal* and Harrison, MgBj I have collected many more. 

2. For Fonjreyns and Rowlard by Harrison, KMB. p.226{ for Olyver 
by Hughes, •He-appraisal

1

, p.113. 

3. I îtnow only of one isolated case of an *hglish score piece 
with a continental concordance» Selden ff.3v-4v, Sane.ta Maria virgo 
appears also in tosta, not In score. There seem to be no instances 
of a continental piece being put into score by an English scribe. 

4 . Hughes, 'Re-appraisal', pp.113-1S. 

•*»•• fanion, 1878). 
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Identifications wi th other composers are not atick more 

fruitful, lam te,., could be the Lampens of fee lost 'Strasbourg 

manuscript » or the Lambertus whose .fyrie square surrtrm in a 

Vatican manuscript,
1

 Pycard might be the M o m r â u s of R u m 

(which could equally well be a corrupt latinisation cf Metara), 

and is almost certainly the Picart of Stratford (see p.355). 

pairing of liowlard's OH Gloria with a Credo in Stratford, and a 

concordance to his Sloria in LoF, make OR Shglish origin for thia 

composer more likely, 

Aleyn i» usually assumed to be the Johannes Alanus who 

2 

composed Sub sux»o plebe, “ This identification is not corroborated 

by the only OH piece so áar known to be by him (8), which haa no 

initial. If J[23 is indeed by W.Aleyn (see p.138), and if there are 

not in fact two composers of this name in OH, the equation with 

Johannes Alanus m a y be discredited., 

•The first-layer composers who have initials in OH are 

I;.Gnirbury, J.Esoetre, J.Tjres and ¥,Typp, The latter two are more 

easily dealt with because of the shortâg-e of candidates. Indeed, 

the nearest claimant so far submitted is a John Dyes, organist of 

Winchester in 1402, î*it a -John Tyes was charged as a commoner of 

King's Sail, Cambridge in I415-16, when he would ba^e "been aged 

1, Vatican, Reg,Iat,1145, 
2, See iroweii, «á fourteenth-Century Motet ,,,', 
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between 14 and 21.
1

 This le probably too late to be tbe composer. 

A Johannes Tyss was a founder member of the Gild of Parish Clerks 

2 

in 1449» and a John Tyes, priest, was presented to chantries 

in 1390 and 1413.
3

 Kone of these can be identified with each 

other or with toe composer. With Typp we are on safer ground. 

Harrison has already observed that he was precentor at ftotherlnghay 

in 143S.
4

 An unusual surname, combined with the oorrect initial 

snd a musical occupation brings us as close to identification as 

we are ever likely to come. In addition, a William Tippe was a 

fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, in 1408/09 and was 

still there in 1413/14.
5 

The name Robert Chirbury or Cherbury occurs frequently in 

archives, and clearly more than ol»e man is involved. A Robert 

Cherbury is listed as a secular member of the Olid of Parish 

Clerks from 1457-75t aurely too late to be the composer. Matilda 

Cherbury, probably hie wife, appears in the same list. Hebert 

Chirbury appears in the chapel royal accounts in 1421 (where he 

is styled Soralnus), 1436/37, 1441/42, 1443/44» 1446/47* 1447/48.
6 

Ths other known references may apply to the same man but cannot 

1. SKlen, SRC 

2. Guildhall Library, MS 4839/pC, ff.2. 

3. Trowell, Plontageneta. 

4. H i » pp.26-27* 

5. A d e n , m e . 

6. Trowell, Plantagenets. 
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at present be linked. A man of this name was vicar of Presteign, 

Hereford, from 1 January 1426 - 1 April 1428.
1

 A Windsor chaplain 

of the same name was concerned in property transactions there in 

1442 and 1455.
2

 ï*t another claimant is the Robert Chirbuxy who 

was Bean of St Mary's Warwick (the possible provenance of hoW) in 

1443.
3 

John Ixcetre was active as a royal clerk between 1372 aad 

1396,^ It has generally been assumed that this identification 

is the most likely for the OH composer (barring the confusion 

introduced by Bukofzer'e reading of his initial as f.}, and the 

royal chaplain identification the west likely for the OH Chirbury, 

for the sole reason that OH is assumed to be a royal chapel 

manuscript. This is a circular argument. Now that the only 

demonstrable connection between 01 and the royal household chapel 

affects the second-layer additions, and that it seems to have 

gone there after a change of destination, chapel membership is 

not in itself sufficient to establish the identity cf a first-layer 

composer. Excetre's connection with the chapel ends c.1396, while 

Chirbury*3 begins c.1421. Cooke, as ve saw in tho last chapter, 

belongedjto the chapel from c.1413 to 1419» when he died, 

1* Registram Theme Sgofford, eplsoopi Keiefordensis, A . % I M ^ I t f , » 
ed. A.T.Bannister (Canterbury & York Society* London, 1919/* 

2. Windsor MSS XV.45.140 & XV.45.i97. See J.W.Salton, The Manuscripts 
EH {Viadaor, 1957). 

3. Harrison, MMB. p.456. 

4. Trowel!, 'A Fourteenth-Century Motet ...», p.71. 
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Thua, the only three first-layer composers who may h a w 

heen royal chaplains cannot he shown to have held these posts at the 

same time as each other, oven for one year. »v©n if the composers 

were ths chaplains, their chaplaincy clearly has nothing to do with 

the compilation of the manuscript. The other objection to identi-

fying Chirbury and Kaoetre with the royal chaplains of those names 

is that they are, chronologically, the wrong way round. Chirbury's 

ausio belonge to the earlier style-range which has only Siglish 

concordances, Ixcetre's to the later category which we might also 

expect to find abroad. 

Ia Sub Arturo nlshs J.Oxonia is described as a composer 

with whoee art Canterbury had shone for many years. Trowell 

believed tbe OH composer to be Yillisa, while pointing cut that 

Oxonia might well be a misreading of Sxoaia. If the 135« dating 

for this motet is correct, this man is most unlikely to be the 

O H composer. If the motet is later, they would well be the 

same.1 The association of the OH composer with Canterbury 

may be supported by Andrew Hughes's discovery o f the rare plain-

song used by Exeetre la his Sanetus (121) in a missal o# 

2 

Canterbury provenance. 

Of all ths first-layer composers, only Typp can be identified 

with reasonable confidence. tfe can add Cooke, known from the second 

1. See appendix to this chapter, 

t. feris, Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, MS 135. 
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layer, and Leonsl foirer. 

His suriaame is never given in OH, but thers can be no 

doubt that be ie Leonel Power. Altbougb his full name appears 

in many continental sources of his music, none of bis OS pieces 

are ascribed to him in their foreign concordances. 1® is the 

most fully represented composer in the manuscript, contributing 

23 pieces to the eld layer. Mo other first-layer composer has more 

than ? to his nane, though Cooks has 10, divided between the layers. 

20 fisses are ascribed to Leonel in OH.
1

 So is 21» she only second-

layer piece ascribed to l^eonel or lively to be by him. 22. ^ 

140 can, In addition, be assigned to him because they form pairs 

with movements actually ascribed to him. All three are anonymous 

through loss of a folio or illuminated capital. 

Tbe prominence accorded to Leonel*B smsic may indicate some 

seniority among the composers represented. It may indicate that 

he had some close connection with the process of compiling the 

manuscript, or withjthe institution for which it was compiled. 

It may merely reflect his status as the foremost composer of hi® 

generation and show recognition of the remarkable quality of his 

music. % the tia» the first layer of OH was compiled, he had 

mastered all the styles represented In the main body of the 

1. Sos. ̂  22, 23 , 22, 43, 49> 81, 83, 84, 21» 99, 109, 1 1 ^ 

u h i m o h m * m m hl-



manuscriptj although in M s cas® concordances to the e & r l i e r 

ones do not happen to survive. 

rnir lmowle<%e of Leonel's l i f e i s s t i l l tan t a l i s ingly 

s lender , bnt i t i s even so more substant ia l than we can put 

together f o r the equally distinctive ta lent with the l e s s distinc-

tive name of Tebn ^unstable. As T s h a l l show, Tocr.ol enjoyed 

a l i f e - s p a n of mere than average length. Although he died only 

nine years before ^instable he aay ba-'e been v i r t u a l l y a generation 

older i f i n s t a b l e l ived an average span. I t i s likely that 

Dunstable was in the s e r v i c e of the T*ufce of Bedford. It i s l i k e l y 

that he continued to compose a f t e r «meh of his sus ic — that contem— 

i 

porary with the Leonel generation - had crossed the channel. 

There i s no s imi lar evidence for T.ecnel, who may have written 

nothing or very l i t t l e a f t e r 1430, a date l a t e enough to aceommo-
iMtpoAcf 

Satel nis known output which was p r o b a b l y written after OH. Such 

a d i f f e r e n c e in the aires of these two composers -?ould account for 

Dunstable's absence from the main compilation, where absence o f 

chapel royal associat ions f o r hia c e r t a i n l y does n o t . If 

Dunstable wrote non-exportable English descant pieces (as h is 

Lansdowne Kyrie square may indicate), they have not survived 

because we lack f o r h is generation a compilation s imi lar to OH f o r 

Lecnel 's. i n s t a b l e *s achievenants vera b&tter remembered a t the 

time of h is death than were leonel's. This could indicate that he 

1. See appendix IT to chapter ?. 
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voe active vithin a few years cf his death, while Leonel may 

have passed a long, inactive retirement. 

On 14 May 1423 the following were admitted to the fraternity 

ef Chriet Church, Canterbury» by loto Wodnosburgh, priori 

Johannes Ardenne subtheeauriue Angllef Ricardue 
Xhyghtle) Robertus Burtone| Mioholaue«Crane| 
et Lsonellus Powere. Joys mains fyne. 

Mo explanation of this final tag ie forthcoming, and an extensive 

search in heraldic and other sources has produced nothing. It 

could be linked with the motto ĉ  • longeur (• lomr 3oy. href 

lomecur) attached to the mass Quern malienus spirltus la C.tf.L., 

MS J1.T.18, but Leonel's authorship does net otherwise seea 

liksly. The motto may have no connection with Leonel, aa it la 

written over an illegible erasure, perhaps of onethe? name. 

Joss aaaa fin, however, ie listed as a basse dense in Anthonlue 

Arena» #„ m * c o a p a f f l o n e s étudiantes ... 2 Mo time survives 

for the dance, and any connection nuet remain conjectural. 

The next reference to Leonel is in OCR undsr 1444* 

Lionel Power of Canterbury enquire to Thomas Sagoun. 
General releaee of all pereonal actlone, plainte aad demanda 
by reaeoa of debt, account, purchase, eale, covenant, 
contract, trespass or otherwiee. Dated Canterbury, 20 
September 1? Henry T1 [- 1438}. Memorandum of ackaowledg-
ment, 19 April thie year Í» 14441. 

1. 2.M., MS Arundel 68, f.62v. 

2. Published la I^onf edition of 1546 but not of 1529 includes it. 
It is also In the 1533 edition) see Daniel Hearts, 'The Basse Dance', 

(1958- ), p.335. 

3. Mothing relating to Thomas Hagoun has come to light, except a 

mention of Thomas Bagon in the Calendarium Inqulsitlonum Post Mortem 
slve Ixcaetarum, ed. J.Caley A J.Bayley,fol.r? (London, l828),p.147. 
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Morrison Qiao tes th® Bodleian manuscript Tanner 165 as proof 

that Power appears on the livery lists of Christ Church, Canterbury 

*(which were aade out yearly at Master) covering the years 1441-5*• * 

le also suggests that this implies employment, 2a view of Leonel's 
g 

age at this time, the payment is more likely to have been some 

kind of old-age allowance, perhaps related to his fraternity or to 

earlier serviços rendered. In fact, these lists, withjrare emceptiona 

were made out at Christmas. 'Iyonell Power* is llstsd at Christaaa 

in 1439, at Suiter in 1441, and at Christmas in 1441» 1442, 1443, 1444 

The issuss are labelled alternately genoralis and private« the latter 

divided between London and Kent liats, leonel appeare with the latter. 

This le confirmed by the deecription 'of Canterbury* In the releaae. 

Be aleo appeare with the araisorl or, as they are called in the 

later llets, generoel. confirming the 'esquire* etatua of the 

releaae as well as hie lajrty. 

Three notices of Leonel*s death survive. One calendar records 

under the nones of June (I.e. 5 June)* 

¥.1.1. oCbilt] Leonellus Power anno domini I 0CCCCXL¥°. 4 

1. MMB. p.42. 

2. At least 60t see below. 

3. ff.156-163. 

4. B.M., MS Cotton Tiberius B.III, f.4*. 
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This manuscript is now known to he from Canterbury. It was once 

erroneously assigned to Winchester} hence the statement in some 

4 

much-used reference hook» that Leonel died there. B.M., 13 

Arundel 68 includes 'Leonellue power* among the obits for 6 June. 

This is the date given for his burial by the chronicler John 

Stone. In 1445 be writest 
Item hoc anno obiit Leonellus Power, amlger istius 
ecclesie,in bospicio versus curiam, et sepultus est 
iuxta portam cimiterii vili idus Junii hora prandii, , 
St habuit omnia sacramentalia a monacho huius ecclesie. 

This is one of the very few deaths recorded by Stone of people 

who were not monks. The privilege of dying thus in monastic 

hospitality does not seem to have been an automatic right for 

armjgeri or members of the fraternity) if it was, Stone does 

not record the passing of others of similar status. Leonel may 

have earned it by past service to the community. As a layman, he 

would be precluded from holding a epecifically musical post in the 

cathedral. And Stone*s failure to describe him more closely may 

imply that the nature of his contribution was too well-known to 

need etating. All this ie speculation* only Leonel'e preeenee 

in Canterbury during the later yeare of his life seems certain. 

1. Sams Joachim Xoeer, Musik Lexikon (4th rev.edni Hamburg, 1955) 
and Grove. 

W.a.Searle (Cambridge, 1902). 

fita ' i V ' 
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«It i« regrettable that we bave no details regarding tbe 

early life ef Lionel Power', writes V.B.Orattan Wood, notorious 

for bis exaggerations aad failure to naae sources.
1

 Zt is a 

eentiaeat we asy well eebo, for Lsonel's OB ooapoeitlona must 

bave been written before our firat knowledge of him in 1423. 

Mone of tbe foregoing references were kaown to Hood, not ev»a 

Lsonel's deatb date. It is therefore all tbe more remarkable 

that be continues tbuai 

but it is almost car tain that, like many of tbe younger 
sons of tbe wealthy Anglo-Irish In Ireland, he went over 
to Oxford to study and became a oleric. [flood aotes here 
that the thirteenth century studsnts from Ireland were 
very numerous at Oxford University. However, we read that, 
in 1423» Irish etudente were expelled froa Bogla&d'.} Kia 
relatlvs, Mile Power, waa Biahop of Leighlln from 1321 to 
1347» and another» Sir Maurice Power, was Knight of St 
John of Jerusalem in 1415* Me can unhesitatingly assign the 
period of his musical works as about 1330 to 1395» although 
Bavey supposes him to have outlived Dunstable, which could 
only hold good unless we assume Power to have livsd to the 
age ef 120, which is improbable. 

The hietery of Siglieh Music during ths first half of the four-
teenth century -is alaost a blank, snd the only two names that 
adora the latter half of that century are Anglo-Irish - namely 
John -D*Exeter and Llone[l] Power. Of the former very little 
le known eave that he was of the B'Efceter family, Lords of 
Athleathan or isllylahaa, now known as Strode, barmy of Sail en, 
Co. Mayo, and he wrote eome sacred music aow preserved in the 
Old Ball Ms. a most valuable repertory of fourteenth and 
fifteenth-century English composers.

3 

Flood then Aeecribes OH in a footnote as 'a transcript made in the 

1. A History of Irish Music (Dublin, 1905), P-94, brought to my 
notice by Thurston lart. 

2. Ibid., pp.94-95. 

3. Ibid., pp.91-94. 
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latter part of the 15th century* and refers to Squire»e article, 

«here the suggestion of 14th-century music is certainly not 

entertained. Proceeding to Leonel* 

Concerning the latter, we are, fortunately, in a hotter 
position. To Lionel Power, a worthy Anglo-Xrlahmaa, of 
Co. faterford, ia due the first Inglish treatise on Music, 
ahout the year 1390 £the next paragraph identifies this as 
I.M., MS LanAdowne 7633 and his nationality is placed heyond 
tuestion hy another Anglo-Irish contemporary who styles him 
ŴiîtinfiiiiiĴffiffiSiw* 

is are faced with & situation not unlike that of the 

reference to a Winchester provenance for 01. Bow much importance 

can we attach to the testimony of a witness of dubious reliability 

who may have compiled his report on the teals of evidence no 

longer extant? It is well known that Flood worked extensively 

in the Public Record Office in London} he also had a hand in 

editing Irish archival sourcee. It seeas acre than likely that 

he used the Irish SrecordjjU the course of compiling this history, 

and the acknowledgments in his preface imply that he did. à 

careful search of the printed and manuscript sources of Irish 

archival and literary material available in the British Museum 

has not revealed sources for Flood's stateaents. However, the 

Irish Record Office was destroyed In 1922, aad it is hardly worth 

speculating about what sources Flood may have used and which no 

longer exist. ' 

1. For the etate ef the Irish records see .jfodfo&k o^frltiah 
Chronology, ed. Sir F.M.Powicke A S.l.tryde (Boyai Historical 
Society* 2nd.edn, London, 1961), pp.302-06. 
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Hood's dating of Milo fever's bishopric has the ring of 

truth» the Handbook of British Chronology gives Mlle* le Poer's 

election «1 1320, hie consecration 1321, and can state the termi-

nation of his tenure no more precisely than that it vas before 

April 1349» because the next bishop took office In March* Mone 

of flood's other information, however, has it been possible to 

verify, lis dating of Lsaedowae 763 tka ratter unlikely) but 

if it rested on certain knowledge of Power's activity in ths late 

14th century, who can blame him? The state of musical knowledge 

at the time Hood wrote his book pointed to OH ae a 15th-century 

repertory, Power as a 15th-ceatury composer. If his biographical 

assertions were merely invented embellishments to what was already 

known, he could more plausibly bave contained them within the 

15th century. 

However much he dressed them up in the interests of 

chauvinism and good s tiny-telling, Hood's statements usually 

had soae basis In fact. Bow do thsss particular onss compare 

with the totown facte of Leonel's life? If Flood had known 

Lsonel's birth-date he would probably have said so. The confi-

dent precision of '1380-95
1

 for his musical activity suggsste 

that Flood believed him to have reached manhood by this time. 

Zf, even to die in the earns year ae Suaetable, he would have 

reached the patriarchal age of 120, Hood implies a birth-date 

around 1333. This sets his active prims (1380-95) rather late, 

and looks equally improbable beside his actual death date in 1445. 
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It is just possible that Leonel could have lived to 80. Assuming 

birth c.1365 and a precocious start as a composer (c.138o), flood's 

dates could hs squared with Leonel's known date of death, flood 

could, of cours*, have been misled by too early a dating of the 

elusive Anglo-Irish contemporary. Mo record of Leonel having 

been at Oxford is given by laden, though it is curious that the 

very year in which 'Irish students were expelled from England' 

should be the year in which we encounter Leonel at Chriet Church. 

Hie student days were certainly long past, but thsre could etill 

. link. Ho
 g
.n«lc*l.. of « * £ » » or P e r . Inolud. a Uon.l, 

but the name was unusual, and could point to a godparent - possibly 

even Lionel, Duke of Clarence, third son of Edward III. Se was 

b o m in 1338, aarrlsd at the age of four, became Sari of Ulster 

in 1347 snd dlsd in 1368, and would have been old enough to be 

godfather - or even natural father - to a child born between 1360 

and the year of hie death. Assuming birth c.1365, such a wild 

shot would eonfim flood's dating admirably.
1 

The mueioal styles in OH correspond to distinct generations 

of concordance aanuecripts. These generatlone of oonpoelng 

fashion overlap but span, in all, about 40 years. It would be 

quite poesible for a coapoeer to aaelallate the earlier part 

of thie rang* during his apprentice years and to sncoapasa the 

full range of styles in a shorter period of tiae than this. 

1. . Pursuit ef Sxcetre on these lines has be*». vain, but the 
linking of his naae with Leonel *s nay point further to Canterbury 
aeeociatione. 
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However, it seems to me unreasonable to allow Leonel less than 

15 years* work in which to span the stylistic range he covers in 

OS, particularly in view of his later output, known only from 

continental sources - for there are no â&glish concordances for 

any of Leonel *s work yet - and ef its relationship to the firmer 

datings which are available for parallel repertories.* It he 
2 

lived to TO - a generous spa» - his 01 music can be placed no 

earlier than c.1395-1410. If we give limited credence to flood 

and allow him fourscore years aad a precocious start, he could 

have completed his OB music by 1400 at the earliest. Such an 

estimate would, however, place an odd complexion upon our received 

view of chronology and influence, our entire understanding of 

which hangs on the fragile framework of a few biographical facts, 

a few dated compositions. The evidence of Dufay's mensural 

practice leads Bamako suggest that Leonel may not have been compo-

sing as early as 1414? And unless we are prepared to assume that 

Leonel anticipated by a whole generation the developments attribu-

ted by contemporaries and modern eoholars primarily to Dunstable, 

the terminal date of the first-layer compositions cannot he more 

than a few years earlier than this. It cannot be later without 

impinging upon the period 1415-19 now assigned to the second layer 

1. S.g. Haaa, Pufay. and the various dates put forward for the 
aotets of Chantilly by Gilbert Reaney and Ursula (Wtether. 
2. Henry T of Bogland addressed Charlea VI of France in 1415 as 
being 'of so mature and so advanced an age* (Micolaa, Aglnoourt. 
pp.3-4). Gharles was then 46 yeas» old. 

3. Haaa, Dufajr. p.48. 
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work. 

The complete break between tbe first and second layers 

(established on paleographloal grounds) and the dating of the 

Aginoourt motets constitute sound evidence that Leonel was an 

old man by my standards when he died in 1445* If be composed 

his 01 music in the 15-20 years up to about 1410, his birth-date 

oaa hardly be later than 1370» Orattan Hood's estimate is too 

close to be pure guess-work. 

Unless we are to plead exceptional longevity and precocity 

for all the OH composers, a date of about 1410 must be considered 

the earliest terminal date for the composition of the music 

available to scribe A when he planaed the collection. Typp, after 

all, waa still alive, and apparently musically active, in 143d. 

the work of compilation and copying may have occupied about a 

year» possibly longer If scribe A wae aleo responsible for 

collecting the music. One first-layer compoeer remains to be 

diacussedt his identity le highly pertinent to any estiaate of 

when, between about 1410 and 1415» the coapilation took place. 

ffienry 

There ie no point in exhuaing the case for Henry VI as 

the royal ooaposer. This would assuae a composition date of 

1435 at the earlleet for his contributions, which is clearly 

irreconcilable with the datings now available. 

The flret suggestion that Roy Henry alght be Henry ? waa 
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made loy V.ledsrer In what Morrison oalle 'a rather extravagant 

treatment of this question».1 Bom Ansslm Hughes hod already 

branded hsdsrer thusi 

Heinrich Btsseler (Archlv fttr Musikwlssenschaft, VII, 225 
Leipeio, 1925) holds that the handwriting is before 14201 
but as he says that in thie he is following one hsderer, 
a discredited fantastic* the weight usually to bs.attribated 
to Br. lesse1er's scholarship must be discounted. 

One of bederer*e main grounds for backing Henry ? was his iden-

tification of the Thomas addreessd in Carbunoulus, Ignitus li l le 

(143) with Thomas Arundel, the archbishop of Canterbury who died 

in 1414* Although this claim must certainly be waived in favour 

of St Thomas (Becket ) of Canterbury, lederer did aseeable aost 

of the literary evidence since used to eupport Henry ?. lutefser 

argued for Henry ? when John Harvey's rsssarches had yielded 

information linking second-layer composers with his household 

chapel. Barlier dating of their work was now plauslbls, and 

the uncomfortable hiatus of Henry f l ' s infancy obviated. But 

by dating M laterfoe in 1420, the occasion of Henry ?»s 

marriage to Catherine of Valois, he failed to take account of the 

layer separation of the manuscript. Indeed, he claimed that the 

Bamett and Sturgeon dates were 'Important with regard to the 

MHenricianw question because they prove irrefutably that the two 

1. fii2* p. 221, of ober
 i
 Bcjĵ tiiii(uii<i , .d̂ r. 

Tonkunst (Leipeig, 1906), vol.11, chapters 3-4. 
2. Bamebothorn Ac, OS, vol.Ill, p.xl. 
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master» who directly participated in or supervised the compilation 

of the manuscript were associated with Henry V'.* Thus, both 

protagonists of Henry V had reached their conclusions for the 

wrong reasons. 

Harrison superimposes the correct separation of the first 

and second layers onto Bukofser's framework and argues that, since 

the second layer can be associated with Henry 7*s chapel from the 

beginning of hie reign, and since the second layer is later than 

the firet layer, the first layer must belong to the previous reign 

and toy Henry be Henry I?. The style of the ausic, he says, is 
2 

aore in keeping with euch a dating. True, much of the mastic was 

undoubtedly composed during Henry 2T*s reign. Ho scholar supporting 

Henry V would require that all the music una composed during his 

reign) nor doee Harrieon claia that it waa all written during 

Henry ZT's reign. Sut Harrison reverts to a confusion which Bukofser 

explicitly avoided, that between the date of coaposltion aad the 

date of compilation."* 

Most of Harrison *s composer identifications are dubious 

and can easily be countered with later names. Coincidencee of aaaee 

euch as thoee he pute forward could be multiplied indefinitely, and 

monastic idsntlflostions are, on the whole, unlikely.4 

Studies, p.76. 
2. MM1« p.220. 

Studies^ p. 73. 

4. I.*.» S I , p.222, n.2. It is hard to recall any conclusive 
monastic Identifications for non-Italian coaposers of the 14th or 
15th centuries. 
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The other mainstay of his argument la contemporary literary 

evidence of musical ability. Such documentation must he approached 

with extreme caution, as It is not infrequently distorted hy 

conventional praise and poetic licence, and rarely offers Judgments 

which enable us to make comparative statements about dlffsrsnt 

monarchs. Stone's Annales tell us that Henry V 'delighted in 

songs, mooters ... ' and quotes Titus Livius, ths biographer vho 

states that Bsnry f muslois doiectabatur. These presumably form 

the basis of Harrison*a aeeertion that 'Mhile there are many 

indicationo of Henry ¥'s encouragement of music and his support 

of a large musical establishment, there eeena to be no contemporary 
4 

evidence that he had musical ability'. However, 'There is 

contemporary testimony to Bsnry IY's talent for music in a chronicle 

of his reign written by John Strecche, Canon of Menllworth Priory, 
2 

who describes him as a brilliant musician', The relevance of 

Strecche*s description must be assessed in context. It occurs in 

the account of Henry I?'s coronation, and lists his attributes thus« 
It fuit [interlined} coronatus hie rex Henricus. Forme 
fuerot elegontie, viribus fortis, miles st^suue, In ormis 
acer, in omni actu tiroclnii [MS» torocinii} ssgax et 
cireumspeetus, in hello semper fortunatus, in factis felix, 
et victor ubiquo gloriosue, In musica aioono, et mirabilis 
littérature, et maxime in morali. 
And so King Henry was crownedi he was comely of form, strong 

in. /ntuvkj valuesmmmgmm, on active soldier, bold in arms, wise and circum-
spect In all hie sots of knighthood, always fortunate in war, 
proeperous in deeds, and glorious victor everywhere» brilliant 

1. MMB, p.221. 
2. Ibid. lenry is described as in musica micans et mirabilis lltterati 
Isa» Harrison wrongly gives lltteraturis. 
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at music, and marvelloua at letters, above all at 
moral philosophy, 

Tfcken in relation to Henry*a known attributes, I submit that 

this list is, at best, conventional flattery. ffcr his coronation 

paeon, the chronicler has pandered to euphonious alliteration in 

•electing attributes for peaise. Mus..iea and littérature may be 

Intended to Imply respectively the quadrivlua (arithmetic, geometry 

astronomy and music) and the trlvium (grammar, rhetoric and logic), 

and thus merely to suggest that Henry vas an educated man, This 

le made all the more probable by the qualification of littérature 

with his mastery la aoral philosophy, I cannot believe that 

muelea, la thle context, refers to anything more mundane than the 

speculative, Boethian discipline. It certainly deserves no 

higher rating than the parallel evidence for Henry V (from the 

Vita) which claims that *he vas in his youth a diligent follower 

of Idle practices, much given to instruments of music, and fired 

with the torches of Tenus herself*.
2

 It is quite possible that 

these 'idle practices' aay have included the uaklngly activity 

of musical composition. Certainly, the most likely tia» for a 

king to compose is during the years before he takes on the 

responsibilities of kingship. The OB composer need not have 

been king, rox. when he wrote them, only when the OH scribe 

mads his attribution. Absence of literary evidence for the 

1. B.M., Add.35*95» f.262. I acknowledge the help of Messrs. 
A.Petti and f.lroake in confirming ay reading and interpretation 
of thia passage

f
o^d- oJ~ fU*- A. HjatrKmj wlu> kJmLUj djftsed om emm.daJ~icm 

2. Quoted in SMB. s.v. Henry f, pp.496-97. 
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ability to compose ie no obstacle to either identification, 

especially in tbe case of Henry V vbose military prowees, dis-

played so early in bis reign, inevitably overshadowed his 

drawing-room accomplishments in accounts of his achievements.* 

The calls
 o f k i M m h t p

 offsr a further explanation for hie 

absence from the second layer) and it is much mors credible 

that Henry ¥ wrote the music during the last few years of his 

father's reign than that lenry I? did, either before about 1405, 

an unooafortably early date, or during the declining yeare of a 

sick, world-weary man which followed. 

Much more to the point is Brian Trowell's discovery of en 

^ M y a r n ascribed to B ^ l o i quintl, copied in the reign of Henry 

TL on the dorse of a roll in the Worcestershire leoord Office.® 

The ascription is unequivocally attached to the composition and 

could serve no other purpose. There is no stylistic Similarity 

betwsen the álleluva and the OH pieces| nor, for that matter, is 

there much similarity between the OR Gloria and Sanetua. There 

would have been no question of attributing one of these to the 

composer of the other on grounds of style. Stylistic evidence, 

here, is negative snd does not disprove a connection, «hat it 

does establish is that Henry V was thought, by a near-contemporary, 

to be a composer ef music, and that it was necessary, in the new 

1. The literary evidence for both monarch» is assembled by Trowell 
in MOO a s.v. Heinrich IT, Heinrich T. 

(London, in forcestershire Record 
Office, b105i4 M 54$ Brian Trowel! kindly showed me his photograph 
and transcription. 
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reign, to distinguish him from hie infant son, Henry VI. The 

attribution of the loy Henry pieces proves no more than that 

the scribe believed them tc be by the king, and presumably the 

reigning king. Barclay Squire aakee the point that 'Roy Henry* 

may not actually have composed the aualc) it 'aay have been the 

work of some member of the Windsor choir and have passed under 

the name of the monarch who both la his life and after his death 

was so Intimately associated with the place'[i.e. Henry 713.
1 

One is reminded her® of the Calixtine manuscript of Compostela, 

whose pages are headed with the names of French ecoleeiaatlcal 

dignitaries. Such a prostige-seeking gesture aay even underlie 

the 01ascriptions* 

Henry T acceded to the throne on 21 March 1413» tbe day 

after his father's death. The date at which the first-layer 

copying was Interrupted is the main factor relevant to deciding 

who Roy Henry waa. Only If coapoaition waa moetly ooaplete by 

1410, and if coapilation and copying, Including the addition of 

the few pieoee not available to etart with, were coaplete by early 

in 1413, can we be sure that he was Benry IT. If the aaauecript 

were prepared under Benry IT for the use of his chapel, the king's 

death might have been the unexplained cause of its interruption. 

Even so, this hypothesis would rest on one assumption. If 01 

was compiled in the last few years of Henry IV'e reign, if he was 

1. Squire, 'Motes ... ', p.346. 
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tey Henry» and if Henry V's chaplains indeed took over the hook 

early in the new reign, would they or would they not have revised 

an outdated ascription hy adding to it euarti or ultialT This ia 

the c m s . 

There la substantial evidence of Henry*A close and good 

relationship with his chaplains. They benefited under his will.
1 

Be knighted *many members of his household* at Caen in 1417.
2

 Some 

of them ware, as I have shown, his contemporaries. Of these, fiamett 

wad Sturgeon were young to enjoy high office as royal chaplains. It 

may not be without significance that Hoy Henry's Gloria shares more 

features with the music of Damett than with aay other music in the 

first layer. Its low range and flat signatures are shared by a mere 

hand Ail of other first-layer pieces (by Leonel and Srasetre). The 

chroaatic angularity of the Roy Henry Sanetus Is surpassed only by 

the second-layer Stella cell, and the change of mensuration in the 

Sane tus mariai it as a relatively late first-layer work. 

Tot the two pieces by Roy Henry were not, as Aneelm and Andrew 

Hughes have implied for the Sanctus, later additions to their 

respective sections. Analysis of the gatherings and scribes, not 

1. The legacy is not mentioned in Henry's last surviving will, 
printed in A Collection of Royal Wills ... (see p.295» n.1), pp. 
236-243, but the notes refer to 'a writ froa Henry VI. to make good 
the payment of the legacy of £200. to the clerks of Henry V's chapel' 
printed in Rymer's Fbedera, vol.X, p.506. 

2. See p.298. 
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available to either of these scholar» when making their assess-

ments, shows beyond reasonable doubt that they were available 

when the scribe started work. Had they been later additions, 

the case for Henry 7 would have been even stronger. 

One other feature which might indicate that the Gloria was 

added later is that it is the only first-layer piece to have flagged 

semiminims, a not&tioaal characteristic found more often after 

1410 than before. However, as stated on p.2Q6» these were originally 

void forma, filled in said flagged by a later scribe. It is hard to 

believe that such care would have been lavished on a relatively 

insignificant task, and that other musical altérations should have 

been made to this piece (see p.165), while the Important composer at-

tribution was left unmodified if it were outdated. The second-layer 

scribes were meticulous in making their own composer ascriptions! 

every piece In the second layer whose opening survives has been 

ascribed except Dunstable's motet (66). Surely they would have 

shown equal concern in rssyect of their monarch, contemporary 

and master? The evidence is not conclusive| but the protagonists 

of Henry IV have not yet demolished the claims of his son. 
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provenance o£Jkf,, manuscript 

Having confined the period of compilation of the first 

layer to 1410-1415 «id determined in some detail the order and 

method followed hy its scribe, almost nothing caw he said about 

its original provenance. 'Discovery of this provenance, should 

more evidence ever become available, would be of academic Interest 

only, because the schedule of compilation and addition is too 

tight for more than a fleeting period of use to have preceded 

the book's use by Henry Y's chaplains. 

This applies to the only place for which there is any 

evidence! Mnohester. While it is not impossible that 

Winchester was the original destination, actual 'use* there, 

unless very temporary, must have been after its use in the 

chapel reyal. This, CM already stated, would be corroborated 

by Stafford Smith's equation of Soy Henry with Henry VI. 

A Yorkshire provenance seems unlikely, despite the large 

proportion of pieces with Yorkshire connections by name or con-

cordance. All thie music aayjkave been received as a single 

consignment, not necessarily at the very beginning of compilation, 

because it does not appear to be fully integrated into tbe plan 

of the Gloria section, , while it was a prime ingredient of tbe 

eventual order of the Credos (which may for that reason be later). 

Another possible lino of enquiry is the search for a 

link between the composers aost fully represented, some of whoa 
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are aleo among the composers vhose music arrived after the orderly 

place for its Insertion had been filled. If no institution is 

forthcoming, concentration in one area could imply ease of physical 

access to each other and, hy deduction, to the scrlhe. The south-

east of Higlaad -Canterbury and Bastings In particular - has some 

claim on our attention. 

The composers most prominently featured (after Boy Henry) 

are, as shown already, %ttering, Sxcetre, Leonel and fycard, 3n 

the caae of the last two, the ecribe had acceee to what must be a 

considerable proportion of their output. Composers whose work 

reached him, aleo or eolely, at a later stage include Kxeetre, 

Pycard, Oliver, Tyee, and possibly ^jrtterlng and Leonel as well, 

Cooke*s euhetantial contribution may fall entirely Into thie group 

of late arrivala, together ilth Aleyn'e aore modest output, Leonel 

certainly and Mmoetre poaalbly had Canterbury connectlone. Mames of 

first-layer composers which coincide with m m m those of canons of 

the royal free chapel in Haetlnge Caetle or with thoee of lncuabenta 

whose churches bear the naaee of prebende include ^jrttering (1405» 1408), 

fycard and Gerrays (who exchanged an lnouabency ia 1382) and Aleyn (1409). 

Later appointments include thoee of the royal chaplaina Robert Chirbury, 

John Cooke and Nicholas Sturgeon.* Mo conclusions are possible. 

Moreover, Leonel haa no known association with Canterbury until 1423, 

The high proportion of hia work in the manuscript and the 

1. See Charlee Dawson, History of Hastings Castle (London, 1909). 
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nature of the eraeures affecting it may indicate that Leonel vas 

in some way involved in the project, wherever he was at the time 

in question. lut ths strongest candidate for a personal bridge 

between the two layers is Cooks, the only other composer to be 

represented in both layers. Be is the only first-layer composer 

to have hod a connection with the chapil royal during the time in 

which the manuscript was bsing compiled and for which royal accounts 

survive. Bis coapositions occur last or penultiaately in most of 

the sections of the manuscript to which he contributed snd which 

appear to have been copied consecutively. Stylistically, he is in 

a unique position. The peculiarities of £ have been recounted. 

Be appears to be the only first-layer composer to have written duets 

in pieces In score, and the only second-layer pieee of Snglieh descant 

le his Stalls cell. Of the second-layer claims to autograph, his 

is the moat clear-cut. The two major erasures of first-layer music 

appear to affect work» ef his (gg: and It?). The floria (and to 

a lesssr extent the Credo fg,} reflect the form of Leeael*s Gloria 

and Credo «ad so closely that some direct influence seems 

llkslyf Leonel*s treatise on counterpoint may qualify him as a 

teacher. 

If Cool» was instrumental in bringing OB to the royal 

household chapel, Forest, in time, may have been responsible for 

taking it to Winchester, where he had numerous roots. The question 

mark which hangs iver Cooks'e eraaures hangs, too, over Forest's 

incomplete motet. 

/ 
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This appendix offers no new material! it merely asks 

questions and was too long for a footnote. 

Briam Trowell has jut forward the date 1358 for the composi-

tion of this motet, the ocoasion of the special Sorter celebrations 

which followed the victory at Poitiers. Be offers identifications 

of many of the names enumerated in the text of the top part, dated 

references falling mostly within a generation of the proposed date. 

These identifications are ingenious and persuasive, and hove won 

general acceptance to the extent of justifying earlier dates for 

other music - Including the Old Ball repertory. 

Doubts arise on two frontst are the identifioatione really 

watertight, and can the muelc really be so early? 

Striking juxtapositions of names are not difficult to 

produce.
 1

Pyeard' appears at three different dates with three 

different forenames in company with other OS names.* Membership 

$f the ohapel royal does not nevessarily imply aueloal ability* 

there is in general an embarrassing shortage of royal links for 

coaposere of known distinction, sad it seems that even the coaposer-

ohaplaina of the second layer were in much aore Halted oiroulation 

1. See Trowell, 'A Fourteenth-Century Motet ... 

2. See Barrieoa, MMB, p.222, n.2, and above, pp.385, 283. 
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than their colleagues outsido the chapel. Mone of Trowell»e dated 

identification» have more concrete musical connections than membership 

of the chapel royal. Mone of his musical identifications have concrete 

dates. 

Musical evidence places the early date under strong suspicion. 

The only loglish precedes t for isorhythm is found in the Bury 

of Oxford, Bodleian, I.Mus.?, which exhibit only straightforward 

examples of tenor repetition. There is no ieorhytha in the upper 

parts, no proportional reduction, no overlapping patterns, ffcom the 

substantial and varied 

body of 14th-century English music now known 

there is nothing reaotely ooaparable to Alanus'e motet (excluding the 

OB pieces whose dates have been stretched backwards solsly in order 

to bridge the stylistic gap to Sub Arturo). Mo isorhythaic motet of 

Machaut uses Alanus's classical 15th-century structure, coloration 

In a part other tbaa the tenor or rhythmic overlaps in the final 

section (paralleled in OB only by Pycard*s Gloria Í& and Cooke's 

motet 112). SL and Chantilly COB tain no ether music which can be 

dated so sarly. 

Ths rhythmic comparison with Cooks's Agincourt motet is 

sufficiently close to prompt speculation as to whether the happy 

event being celebrated by the Stigllah might, again, be igincourt 

and not Poitiers. Only by the later date do we know that isorhythaic 

motete tod ceremonial connotations. Who more suitable than Isnry V 

to be addressed as Arthur? The reference to a warlike prince need 
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not Introduce another person) It can easily he taken as a synonym 

for Henry, or Arthur. The 'tyrants* who were present might he the 

captive SVeneh lord» who were paraded through the streets of London.
1 

A later dating would not necessarily rule out some of Trowell*s 

identifications! if the text is a *modern* hietorical catalogue 

to match the antique one of Pons cltharlsanclum. we might expect 

to find earlier names. 

To regard Sub arturo as a 15th-century piece has certain 

advantages. Richard Mythe can then he identified confortablj^with 

the royal chaplain who died in 1420. It is hardly credible that 

he would have survived Henry V*s sptfing clean of chapel personnel 

if his reputation was established by 1358. Candidates for the 

laurels of O.Martini and Vicholas de Hungerford might be the 

composera ef two squares in B.M., Lansdowne 462 (undoubtedly 

15th-century oompoeers)1 Martyn and d.h. respectively. I have 

not searched for biographical data relevant to the later period. 

Identity between S .Oxonia and the Sxcetre of OH now seeaa more 

plausible. Another ooaposltion whioh aigbt have been laid beeide 
1 8 t h e

 tantalising fragment beginning Fone ori^o n a ^ o r a p , 

in Cfff.L., Add.4435*
2 

1. The temor of Sub Arturo, the versiojs In canon terram. is v.5 of 
psalm 18 (Vulgate)» it would have gone nioely with the psalm #fc*iatlons 
given froa the Oesta on p.303 above. 

2. It hae not previously been noted that isorhytha can be demonstrated 
on these fragmenta, despite their email else. 
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ilsftfejEft iCmSi/̂  

The dilemma facing the editor of early music in this 

matter is twofoldf there is insufficient evidence to enable 

him to provide a sound solution, yet he must provide notes which 

can be sung* and the evidence which dees survive, in theoretical 

testimony and manuscript accidentals, is apparently in conflict. 

I believe it can be demonstrated that these two bodies of evidence 

are, in fact, coapleaentary, and that taken together they point 

clearly in the direction of a practical solution. 

The present working hypothesis formulates the main theore-

tical evidence in the light of the accidentals actually written In 

the Old Hall manuscript. The main function of nanuecrlpt aooiden-

tale is to guide the detailed interpretation of theoretical princi-

ples, and they are not analysed in the following short exposition. 

a s first demand of a eet of principles for applying acciden-

tals is that it can be reconciled with both available bodiee of 

evidencea previous investigators have often rejected one or other 

of the two. Acceptance of theoretioal evidence alone led Richard 

Hoppin to adopt primarily harmonic criteria whloh 'neither reject 

the theorists with impunity nor hope to establish rules on a purely 

melodic basis
1

.
1

 The present approach differs from his in being 

1. Hoppin, 'Partial Signatures', p.199. 
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fundamentally practical and therefore melodic, although theoretical 

principles are vital "both to its melodic and harmonic aspects* 

Rejection of the theorists led Apel to formulate rules haeed 

entirely on melodic progression. * The problems are not alleviated 

hy the fact that some of the most commonly-stated •rules' of ffl.c;fea» 

taken out of context, can he applied te either a vertical or a 

horion tal sense | anyone who has grappled with them knows that It 

is impossible to avoid harmonic and melodic tritones all the time. 

The second condition is a simple assumptioni that the 

15th-oentury singer had in front of him the manuscript which has 

come down to us, and that the accidentals written In it were 

adequate visual clues for performance. In other words, the 

application of unfritten accidentals was essentially part of the 

medieval per former's art. Xoiern performers are no longer able 

to perceive instinctively the choices and problems involved, though 

«judgment can no doubt be inculcated in thie as it has been (in a 

few performers) in the spontaneous ornamentation ef baroque «Basic. 

At the moment, the editor must act for the performer, suggesting déci-

sions which the medieval performer would have made himself. Hie 

task is to uncover the criteria of musicianship, the methods of 

teaching singing,
2

 and the theoretical principles which regulated 

chromaticism. These he must apply as far as possible to the actual 

situations he finds in the manuscripts. 

1* Apel, 'The Partial Signatures'. 

2 . That much depended on teachers is suggested by Anonymous XI. 
See OS, vol.Ill, p.4tf. 
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There are two corollaries to this practical approach. & 

the first place, if the editor is to simulate a performance practice, 

then he shonld formulate practical rules of thumb which a singer 

could grasp and apply on the spot. Secondly, by its nature ae a 

performing art, there must have been some room for flexible appli-

cation of the rules, even after full allowance has been made for 

differing local traditions, and varying degrees of skill, oonserva-

tism, and contact with fresh or foreign Ideas. We cannot expeot, 

here or in any comparable performing technique, to uncover rulee 

which would yield infallible reeulte at first sight of a new piece, 

even for experienced singers working within a single tradition. 

But techniques which evolve practically, and ultimately Instinctively, 

rarely lend themselves to logical formulation in manuals of instruc-

tion at any period of musical history, partly becauee contemporary 

writers tal» them for granted and did not themselves learn them by 

rote. There are bound to be equally acceptable alternatives, just 

as thereare for the editor who realieee a figured bassp and the 

figured bass ie an appropriate analogy, because an impromptu reali-

sation is likely to incur discussion and mutual adjustment between 

players la rehearsal. 

The operation of one or other of theee two variables In the 

performance of medieval music is oooasioaally implied by the presence 

of conflicting written aooldentale in concordances. (Differences aay 

be complementary) they do not neceesarily conflict.) Thus, what the 

editor supplies aay be only one of eeveral ways of perforaing a piece. 
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If the singer «as responsible for applying accidentals, lie 

must have done so in the first instance to the single part in front 

of him, using melodic principles. Cadences and structural harmonic 

points can normally, in any case, he anticipated hy identifying the 

characteristic cedential figures appropriate to each stogie line of 

the polyphony. The simultaneous result, the surimposition of each 

part upon the éthers, could then he adjusted in rehearsal meet any 

overriding harmonic considerations which individual singers had bien 

unable to anticipate. The fact that most of these additions and 

adjustments sere memorised need not tax our credulity too severely» 

medieval singers sere subjected to disciplines which must have 

equipped them for life with enviable musical memories.* 

Individual theorists give little help on the eubjeot of flota. 

and in order to assemble evidence in reasonable quantity it is tempting 

to draw it from a vide chronological range. It is hardly surprising 

that, in these circumstances, the results are at variance with each 

other snd with the musical situations they are applied to. Some 

theoretical tenets remain constost throughout the late middle ages, 

enshrinsd In writings which were recopied and quoted generation after 

generation - the teachings of Gfuido, franco and Jean de Mûris. 7st 

it is dangerous to assume that the same applies to rules about harmo-

nic and melodic progression, which need modifying as musical styles 

change. Performance practices, similarly, are always closely tied 

to stylistic and technical changes. Sorlier teaching may be absorbed 

1. See, for example, Harrison, MMB, pp.5-6. 
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into later practice» the treatisee of Jean de Kuria are of great 

value in dealing with the Old Hall music a century later, when they 

were still respected and recopled. But while the 01 composers had 

been brought up on teachings of the fourteenth century, or even 

earlier, 16th-century theory wae not an ingredient of tÉÉÉÉ their 

musical training. This is obrious enough, but has too often 

proved a stumbling block to the handling of flota at an earlier 

date. Only If we strip our minds of anachronistic teachings can 

we hope to see the problems and solutions through their eyes «aid to 

tackle them with their tools. We would not go to Schumann's writings 

to uncover the secrets of baroque ornamentation, nor to Caocini for 

advice on the authentic performance of Palestrina. Geographical 

frontiers are less rigid than chronological ones} theorists have not 

been excluded on grounds of nationality. There are no major contra-

dictions on the subject of flota between theorists from different 

countries during the period in which the music of OH was composed, 

recopied and performedt c.1360-1440. 

The principies governing musica flota are closely related to 

general contrapuntal rules. 4a the collisions of successive counter-

points, built around a tenor, gave way to eoaething approaching accoa-

panied melody, so angular chroaatlclaa and false relations gradually 

disappeared In favour of eaoother melodic contours and more euphonious 

chromatic inflections. The date limite of OH are themselves wide s 
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but it voa a single performing repertory, and a single group of singers 

must h a m teen able to make any neoessary stylistic adjustments themselves 

ie might expect to find greater consistency in the accidental® written by 

the main scribe and the royal chaplaina who used the manuscript than in 

the same quantity of music copied by different scribes in different 

aanuecripte. 

Some eoholars have rejected theoretical helj^ea the grounds 

that it deals primarily with harmonic reasons for chroaatio inflection 

and refera only to two-voice progressions* fhe chief difficulty ie to 

bridge the gap between this and the polyphony of the 14th aad 15th 

oenturiee in three or aore parta where each ainger had nothing but hie 

own line in front of him* The aaawer to thie lies, again, in the 

principle of successive coapoeition* The author of the Quatuor prin-

cipalis gives rulea for three, four and even five-part writing» 

Q*i outem triplum aliquod operari voluerit, reepiciendum eet ad 
tenorem* Si dieoantus itaque dieoordat cum tenore, non diecordat 
cum triplo, et e contrario, ita quod eemper habeatur conoordaatla 
aliqua ad graviorem vocem, et procédât ulterius per ooncordaatlaa, 
aune aecendeado, nunc descendendo cua discantu, ita quod non seaper 
cum altero tantua* 
Qui autea quadruplua vel quintuplua f acere voluerit, inspicere 
debet oentue prlua foctoa, ut ai cum uno diecordat, cum allia non 
dlsoordat, ut concordantia seaper habeatur ad graviorea vocem, nec 
ascender® vel deeoendere debet oua altero ipeorum, sod nunc cum 
tenore nunc cum discantu, êe,' 

Be who wishes to fit a third part to eoaething nuat look to the 
tenor* If the dlsoantam la diacordant with thaujenor, it should 
not be discordant with the third part, and vice mma, so that 
there is always some concordance with the lower voice, and that if 
it Cthe lower part} proceeds by concorda with the diacaat, rlaiag 
aad falling, there le not always so much ^consonance} with the other. 
Be who wishes to compose a fourth or fifth part must look at the 

f. CS, vol.IV, p.295* See aleo Anonymous XI(CS, vol.Ill, pp.465-66) 
for a aid-15th-century directive on counterpoint In aore than two parte. 
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parts already written, and see that if it is discordant with 
one of them it is not discordant with the others, and that 
there is always consonance with the lower part} neither ought 
it to ascend or descend with any one part, hut now W k with 
the tenor, now with the discant, 6o. 

This tells us that each added voice must always agree with at 

least one of the others voices, and that it should no he discordant 

with more than one other voice at any one time. Above all, added 

voices must adjust to the lôwest voice» we have^no indication that 

it is ever adjusted to them. To some extent an existing part, especially 

if it is a plainsong tenor, is regarded as fixed. This is confirmed In 

Ugolino*s chapter on musica fiota» where be determines the tenor pro-

gression, including its chromatic notes, before showing how the upper 

part must be made to fit to it hy theirulee of permitted consonance, snd 

in these musica íicta plays an important part. This means that where 

an inflection ie demanded by the vertical relationship between the two 

parts, sad where there is an equal choice between inflecting the top 

voice, and inflecting the tenor or lowest voice, the upper, added part 

ehould be modified. 

In practice, the tenor ehould take priority for the application 

of melodic rulee. Its melodic integrity should be preserved even if 

other voices bave to conpromise theirs as a reeult. The loweet voice 

(usually the tenor, but another voice nay oroes below it) takes priority 

where harmonic considerations are concerned, and the other voices have 

to conform to it. Thie distinction appliee particularly to Mnglieh 

deecant, where the tenor plaineong is usually the aiddle voice. The 

baaic duet between the two lower parte le considered in this style before 
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any adjustments axe mode to the upper part. 

Allowing these principles, it is fuite possible to apply all 

that the theorists have to say about fieta in two-part progressions to 

polyphony in toss or more parts, provided always that one is dealing 

with successively-composed ausict the principles bave to be modified 

somewhat before they can be applied to the more harmcmically-orientated 

music of the mid-15th century. 

A i s removes one common objection to using thsoretioal evidence. 

The other, that the theorists deal primarily with harmonic reasons for 

chromatic inflection, m* le ultimately not justified. Some of our 

most valuable evidence is given in purely melodic terms - a statement 

each from f^tiao* .Prjnciga^, and Jean de Mûris. 2h most other cases, 

the evidence of two-voice progressions is, from ths composer's or 

choirmaster's point of view, haraonic, but with melodic implications, 

ftroa the point of view of the individual singer, it is melodic with 

haraonic. implications. Most inflections are concerned with ca&ential 

figures, often recognisable melodically. The •harmonic' bias of most 

theorists must be related to the purpose of the treatiee* for it is in 

manuals of counterpoint that musica fie ta is usually given ssparate 

treataent, as part of ths baaic training not of singers but of coapossrs. 

Lowinsky hoe drawn attention to the fact that 'the composer of early muaio 

waa faced by a problem with regard to accidentals when he was writing, as 

ie the modern eoholar when editing'.
1

 The writers of counterpoint 

treatieee are concerned to prevent would-be composers from building 

1. Lowinsky, 'Conflicting flUPI Signatures ', p.238. 
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impossible situations into their mueic. Of course, this does not 

guarantee that near-impossible situations will never confront the 

performer, but it does give many apparently difficult situations the 

stamp of normality. It provides the harmonic guidance we need for our 

singers* mutual adjustment in rehearsal, aw well as incidental melodic 

hints derived from their Interval progressions. Once we have admitted 

distinct functions in different treatises, we can see that many •contra-

dictory* statements are In fact complementary. Prosdocimus*s exhorta-

tion to be sparing In the use of g j ^ p f ,£iot» ie often reckoned to be 

inconsistent with his own music examples, which show angular chromati-

cism. lut if ht ie encouraging composers to avoid situations in which 

the a.lmeer would be forced to apply fio ta where an alternative solution 

could be found, or If he is telling them not to write too many acciden-

tals but to leave them to the performer, his advice is not relevant to 

singers, schooled orally In a performing art, nor to the m o d e m editor 

who acts on the performer's behalf. Prosdocimus does not claim to hsl$ 

singers to solve problemst he tries to eliminate problems before the 

singer has to tackle them. 

The procedure of applying melodic rules and backing them up 

with harmonic adjustment has some theoretical support. Anonymous XI 

and several other theorists give rules for fieta in application to 

olalaeon*. It is in the olalneoiur oart of the Quatuor principalla 

that the hlnte on fi,cta come. Bit other theorlats give strong hints 

that more fie ta was needed for polyphony than for plainsong. Vitry, 

for example, makes the point In a word-play on vera and falsat 
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non falsa, sed vera et assessoria, faia mullus mootetus, eiva 
rondsllus sine ipsa oontori mon poseunt. 

not false, but true and nsoeesary, for no motet or rondellus 
osa be sung without it. 

John of Oorload, in the aiddle of his plainsong treatise, inserts 

the following, without giving any intimation that ausloa fais» is 
relevant to c^tus, planus» 

Vidandua est de falso ausloa, qua instrumentIs auaicallhus 

est, quando de tono facimus sealtoniu», et e converso. Omnis 
tonus dlwislhllis est in duo sealtonio, et per ooneequene signo 
semitonia désignantia in omnibus tonis possunt amplificar!. 

It should be observed of falsa musica that much is necessary in 
instrumental music, particularly in or g y m . ffrlsa musica Is 
when we make a tone into a semitone and vice versa. Bach tone 
Is divisible into two semitones, and consequently the signs 
designed for semitones can be extended to all no&es. 

Indeed, though it is never explicitly stated, t h e » is a 

strong tendency to equate fiota causa necessiiatis with harmonic 

reasons and ftofo, causa,pulchritudinis with melodic reasons for 

chromatic inflection. The theoretical statement which most nearly 

supports this claim is from an anonymous Seville treatise! 

Boeclus outea iavenit fictoa musicam propter duas cansas, scilicet 
causa necessitatis et causa pulchritudinis cantus. Couso neces-
sitatis est quando non poteramus haters coneonsntiae in omnibus 
loois ut suprtpiietua est. Causa vero pulohrltudinie ut patet 
in oantilenibus. 

Boethius contrived musica ficta for two reasonsJ because of 
necessity and becauss of beauty of song. It is 'of necessity

1 

when we are unable to have consonances in every place as stated 
above [i.e., harmonie necessity, the correction ef vertical per-
fect intervalsJ. It is used for beauty as applied to cantilenas 
Cmelodic reasons!. 

1 . C3, v o l . I l l , p . 18 . 
2. es, vol.1, p.166. 
3. I owe my knowledge of this treatise to Andrew Hughes, who kindly 
sent me a film. The manuscript i s Bibl ioteca Colombina, 5 . 2 . 2 5 , f . 9 7 . 
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Another possible interpretation of causa necessitatis and causa wlchri-

tudinis is given by Lotrinskyt •Mecessity deals with rules pertaining to 

perfeot consonances, beauty with rules pertaining to imperfect consonan-

ces*.
1

 This is apparently true for writers who give us only harmonic 

or contrapuntal guidance t the perfection of consonances is regarded as 

necessary. Th» two different interpretations of beauty, however, oan 

easily be reconciled» the 'colouring * of dissonances (or iaperfect con-

sonances f Involves a two-chord progression and therefore a melodic 

consideration. 

Ferhape the aost Important guidance we draw froa the theorists 

Is Insight into the basic musical equipment of singers - and it was 

certainly through singing that a medieval musician acquired his funda-

mental training, terminology and musical thought prooeaaea. Me need 

thia insight before we can approach the manuscript aocldentals through 

their eyes. iter present purposes, the crucial part of this equipment 

is the solmisation system, whereby the notes forming the recognised 

total compass of music were repreaented in overlapping hexeohorde, and 

came to be shown mnemonioally as finger-joints on a hand (the so-called 

Ouldoniin hand, although thia particular device does not occur in Guide's 

own treatises} whioh was used throughout the middle agee for teaching 

singing. Its great value ie that it enablee the choirmaeter to deaoa-

etrate to hie pupile where eeaitonea ocour, by pointing to the jointe of 

his own fingers. The musical memory of the chorister is reinforced by 

verbal reminders (the eolmiaatlon names for the notee) end by the phyeical 

1. Musica Mova, pp.viii-lx. 

2. See p.421. 
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act ef tracing out the steps on his own hand. 

The notes Included in this hasio system of heptachords are 

called hy the theorists musloa recta or vera. They include the 

below and the bii above middle c, as well as the b« adjacent to each, 

but not the Jiti below those.
1

 The system caters for the three most 

common semitone steps» e-f, b-c, a-bb. These are always solmised 

mi-fa, sad mi-fa is always a eemitone. Free transition between these 

hexschords waa permitted, and the point of change waa termed a mutation. 

The note on which the mutation was made had to haws a eolmisation name 

( T O ) in both the old aad the new hexochord. Which of the two names 

was actually sung ie not always clear; sometimes both may have been 

used. 2h order to preserve the clear demonstration of semitones, 

mutation woe not permitted between mi snd fa. Thus, A bk c. Jfe* c 

would be solmieed mi fa sol/fa mi fa, with the mutation on jc, where 

sol must yield to fa because of the eemitone step which follows it. 

Is ths course ef the fourteenth century the system was exten-

ded by theorists to cater for an increasing aaount of chromaticism, 

so that other chromatic steps could be indicated by the ease mnemonics. 

this was ahhieved by the transposition of recta hexachords to "alien 

pitches*, 'unaccustomed places', where they classed as musica fiota 

or falsa. All chromatic notes so derived have their basia in flcta 

hexachords f the hexachorl is created for the sake of the semitone 

step, mi-fa. Is mist emphasise again that all j>fre except the lowest 

one in the gamut count not as ausloa |icta but as «*sic§,
u
ge<g,t». It is 

t. The inclusion of lib is confirmed by medieval directions for 

/entd. ... 
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therefore not correct to equate mualca flot» with editorial accidentals. 

Manuscript acoito tale m n * include hoth recta and flcta Inflections, and 

are therefore not different In kind feom accidentals added In performance. 

The editor must decide how M a y more of each kind to add to the handful he 

finds In the manuscript. & so doing, he must assess whether the written 

(mes were notated because they were in some way abnormal, or whether they 

constitute m arbitrary sample of normal treatment. 

H I thi» may seem unnecessarily cumbersome to the mmsiclan schooled 

In the key system «id with reference to a fully chromatic, equally tempered 

keyboard. If all degrees of the chromatic scale were available (whioh is 

almost true by the late 14th century), would not some system closer to our 

own h a w been more convenient, based on a chromatic division of the whole 

octave? Any idea of a set arrangement of tones and semitones for one 

composition must be rejected. Bfe, J*, c#, m will often be used 

by one voice in close succession, and the system of mutations was undoubted-

ly the most practical way of keeping in tune. Moreover, a careful distin-

ction was observed ia theory (and probably in practice by the meticulous) 

between major and minor semitones. Mi-fa, the normal semitone step, ie 

always a minor semitone (e.g., a-b|», JS*-g,). Bb-b* and f-f# are major 

semitones, rare in practice, and not susceptible to regular solmisation. 

«hen, for harmonic reasons only, it was necessary to use major semitone*, 

the hexachord was changed without mutation cm a common note) thia change 

was called a dlsiuncta. The difference between the two semitone step® 

... ontd./ timing the monochord by musica recta (e.g., Ugolino's) aad also 

the oyabala. for the latter, see J.Smits van Waesberghe, Symbala (Bella 

% (oncological Studies and Documente, vol.Ii Home, 

1951) and D.f, Thompeon, 'Cymbale ...', Speculum. vol.XUI (
W
) . 
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which f a l l within any one tone of musica recta (e . g ., ) ie the 

so-callei comma of Uldyaus or apotoray which larchettus designated as 

a f i f t h of a tone, hut which later theorists (including tlgolino) more 

eorrectly recopia® to- he not sa aliquot part of a tone» Each tone 

consis ts o f one major and one minor semitone, Bath semitone pitches 

are catered f o r in tte sophisticated monochord tuning systems of 

Prosdocimus and Ugolino, hut would too unwieldy for a fixed-pitch 

performing instrument. "lie einger is not often concerned with pitch-

ing major semitones* there he is, he is Invariably helped hy the 

v e r t i c a l sonority of a perfect I n t e r v a l ! the overriding harmonic foetor 

which has forced the use of an irregular melodic Interval.
1

 Provided 

the choirmaster knew his way around the hexachord transpositions, the 

chorister still needed to bother only about the position of semitone 

stepe, which he sang when his master pointed to the appropriate knuckle. 

The system dees Indeed have limitations as a vehicle for advanced 

theoretical thought, but it was not designed for this. That eolmlsation 

as a musical aidt-meaolre was spurned or discarded by experienced 

s ingers is perhaps Implied In the late 14th-century poem The Choristers* 

Lament! *you read it off wad it*s none the better for it. I so l-fa and 

sing a f terwards, and never come the nearer to the r i g h t tun©'.2 Mhy, 

then, should it concern us in dealing with music which must have been 

sting only by experienced s ingers? first, because all explanations by con-

1. E . g . , the written chromatic step at the beglnuio* of 01 101. 

2 . See p.f4f t n.2. 
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temporary theorists concerning contrapuntal progressions, permitted 

intervals, meledle progressions, singing practices and musica flota 

are given In t e w s of hexochorde. An explanation couched ia 

universally-understood terminology is more generally useful than 

one given in aore sophisticated but less familiar terms. It is 

therefore vital to understand how the system worked, and where it 

was inadequate at any point in time, in order to understand the 

theorists* statement®. Second, if we approach the manuscript situa-

tion with the medieval singer's training in mind, and not a later one, 

we are aore likely to reason In his terms and approach hie solutions.
1 

Modes have no apparent relevance to fie ta in the early 15th 

•antury. So long as the mode of a composition is open to dispute, 

It is more likely to prejudice than to help arguments based on modal 

assignations. The modes are fundamentally fixed arrangements of 

tones and semitones. If chromatic inflection can be superimposed 

on these arrangements without altering the modal definition, how can 

assignment to a mode help in the application of editorial accidentals? 

Theorists before Tinetoris rarely attempt to superimpose the modes 

onto polyphony. The Paris anonymous is one «f the exceptions s but 

his short excursion Into the modes and polyphony Is not worked ©ut la 

detail, nor is it applied to the exhaustive treatment of hexachords 

1. The connection between flcta and solaiaation la aleo attested in 
vernacular poetry. References of later date Include the well-known 
aueical section in Martin le J^ano'e fee champion des dames (see Reeee, 
It, p.13) and the words «soif» and 'fayne* are used adjacently in two 

passages quoted by John Stevens ia Music and. Poetry at the Mfcrly Tudor 

2SS£i Condon, 1961), pp.f85, 314. 
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and mutation» which precedes it,
1

 Without further guidance from oonteapòV 

rary theorist», it is not possible to apply the modes to any hut the 

simplest polyphony. The solmisation system itself does not, of course, 

solve the problem of added accidentals, If any melody, however angular, 

can be solmised, we cannot assign accidentals on the basis of «hat is or 

Is not susceptible of solmisation, the late 14th century the system had, 

indeed, been extended to cope with all chromatic progressions. The theorists* 

explanations help us to fix priorities, tentative rules governing choice of 

hexachords, permitted harmonic and melodic progressions, and thus the actual 

accidentals to be applied. Having deduced the rules, the mnemonics are no 

longer necessary to us in fixing semitone positions% solmisation ex post 

facto is a superfluous trill. 

The theorists of the 14th century imply flcta hexachords. They 

spsak of 'false mutation* (Titry), 'mental transposition' (Paris anonymous) 

and call a flcta sharp and its adjacent eemitone mi and fa (Muris). But 

not until Ugolino is the full system of flcta hexachords exhaustively tabu-

lated. Fbr normal purposes this full formulation cannot have been necessary, 

and the flaws revealed by Ugolino*s attempt were probably of no practical 

hindrance. 

The primary rule for applying accidentals is that musica recta 

should be used rather than musica fieta where possible. Vi try, for example, 

wrltesi 

It idee oritur queetio ex hoc videlicet, que fuit neceeeitas in 
musica regular! de falsa musica sive de falsa mutatlo, cum nullum 
regulars deheat acoipere falcum, sed potlua varum. 

1. fox this treatlss, now at Berkeley, see Richard L.Crooksr, *A new source 
fcr medieval muaic theory

1

» Acta, vol. X X X H (1967). The modal portion is 
mentioned on p. 165. See also M.Beat, 'A postscript on the Berkeley theory 
manuscript', JgH., vol.Xt (1969)» p.1T§. i. OS, vel.III, p.li. 
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And thus arises another question, namely, why it was necessary 
for music to be regulated by false music, or false mutation, 
since by no rule ©tight one to accept what is falee, but rather 
what is true. 

®he Seville anonymous says s 

St ideo quando non poesumus habere consonantlas per reetaa musicam 
tune debemue recurrere ad fietarn seu inusitatem et ecus operari.

1 

Prosdocimus allow» the uae of musica fie ta 'provided the consonance could 

not be coloured in any other way than by musica fietaS and says that it 

ia never used 'except where the context requires •. Ogoliao tells us not 

2 

to use fie ta 'except in-places of cogent necessity*. Musica ficta, 

according to the theorists, is a last resort. However, many theorists 

were discontented with the terminology, being reluctant to call 'falee' 

or 'feigned' something whioh waa nooeeeary to musical reeulta. The 

re ferme e by the anonymous Seville theorist above to the 'oauaual* la 

typical. Secta preference takes priority over moat other rulee, inclu-

ding that of flalnsong preference, unless the cqntus prius f^tpg. hae a 

very strong melodic olaia to uae or incur fieta. or if for some reason 

it is treated as immutable. It may be impossible to uae musica ficta 

1) if the uae of a recta b|> Incurs the uae of other more extreme 
fie ta flats than a solution using just one or two flcta sharps? 

2) if a manuscript aocideatal (perhape repreeenting the composer's 
decision) requlree the use of flctai 

1. Seville, f.97. 

2. Prosdocimus *s main statement on mu»»o% fletj. Is in hi® ^ t a t a , 
de Gontrapuncto (CS, vol.Ill, pp.1 <$-9^ Ogolino's is chapter xxxlv 
of ^olino,, y l W t H ^ , tertio « M i c e discipline, ed. Albert Seay 
(Some, 1959-62), vol.11. 
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3) If the mue le hoe already been forced Into a clearly fie ta 'gear* 

4) If It Is desirable to preserve exactly a close imitation, voice-
exchange, a repeating or sequential figure, or to match one cadence 
to another in the same piece. 

lost theorists confine their explanations t© tiro symbols » b mollis 

(fr) and b durum (# or usually interchangeable). Some, however, do 

observe a distinction between * and but we can never he ours that 

this distinction can be applied to a particular source, whioh may use 

both Indiscriminately.
1

 The modem # sign (often written diagonally) 

WBBSWBSW&SSmSm^ÊHmÊÊÊÊB^è^-J^ serve as warning of a major semitone. 

Marchettue says that this sign is peculiar to mensural music| if he 

mesne polyphony, this will accord well with what we have already said 

about the use of the major semitone, that it is only required hy verti-

cal, harmonic considerations. This usage of ths 4? sign cannot be 

applied consistently, because then the ensuing minor semitone, 

will have the * sign instead of its normal b durum Scribes, 

poseibly unaware of this distinct!cm, may use exclusively one or 

other sign for b durum, a hybrid form not certainly Identifiable with 

either, o* m apparently haphasard mixture of the two forms perhaps 

deriving fro® different layers of activity underlying the exemplars. 

The distinction nay occasionally be meaningful, but we cannot depend 

on it, and are forced to regard it as having more theoretical than 

practical importance. One distinct meaning of # is to designate the 

hard bexaehord on * sometimes being used for the natural hexachord 

1. See C3, vol.Ill, p.258, where Proedocimus claims to have eluAidated 

the difference between # and * in hie counterpoint treatiee. Mo euch 

^ f f f î i r i Î f l .
1 , 1 t h

*
 , u r T l V i n

* •
o u r o

* « ' *> t Marchettus, eee OS, 
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on c. According to the Paris anonymous » 

Bnde cuiuslibet deductionis cantus hahens originem in c cantatur 
per nature*, In f per fe, In g per 

Mheace, a melody in any hexaohord starting m £ is sung natural, 

on £ soft, on & hard. 

^ and Í are sometimes used for the bfc below and a“bov© middle £ 

respectively. The latter is probably a survival of the use of a double 
b 

row of letéere for higher octaves. This would bs a convenient 

means of distinguishing toe only two bfrs available by musica recta. 

but again, manuscript evidence is inconsistent. Often, as in the 

case of # and we are faced with the confusion which results when 

one unthinking scribe has combined different practices. Other signs 

used in 0H,particular ly by the second-layer scribes, Include the letters 

o , f, g for the *soft* foras of those note-pitches, fc being reserved 

for b in those pieces. 

The universal rule for interpreting the manuscript syabéls (here 

given in Proedooimue'e vareion) 1st 

Unde uhiounque ponitur b rotundua slve molle, dicere debemua 
banc voce® fa, et ubicunque ponitur * quadrum sive durum, debemus 
dioexe banc vooea mi, eive tales voces ibidem eint eive ssi; 
cuius ratio est quia in hao titlone b fa * mi, in qua ponitur 
utrumque le torvam B, immediate «ate fa penitur b rotundum sive 
molle, et tali voei fa faaulaturf immediate vero ante mi ponitur # 
quadrum slve duras, et tali voei famulatur ai} et ideo ad | 
rotundum sive molle dicimus fa, et ad * quadrum diolmua mi. 
tea, wherever % is placed we ought to call that sound fa, sad 
wherever # is placed we ought to call that sound mi, whether the 
voces are the same or not I.i.e., whether or not they would normally 
have those solmisation names]!. Bis reason for this ie thatfin 
b fa 4 mi» where either of these b can be placed, immediately 

1. Bvsftftlay MS, p.4. 

2. OS, vol.Ill, p.198. 
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before fa b is placed and 1fcat note called fa, immediately 
bafore mi * is placed and that note called mi) therefore we 
say fa when we see t and mi whan wo see 

Barely do we find a direct admission that I» lowers a note or 

that * raises it, though it is invariably possible to place that inter-

pretation upon a theorist's statement. Of the theorists used In the 

present study, the Paris anonymous states this meaning most clearly* 

Item ubicunque ponitur eignun fr debet de^prámi eonue verus illius 
articuli per unum maius semitonium & d i d fa. 
Et 
semitonium elevar! 4 ^ d i c i ibidem mi. 

Wherever the sign b is placed, the recta sound of that note on the 
hand should be |lowered| by a major semitone and called fa. 
Wherever the eign # is placed it should be raised by a major 
semitone and called mi. 

ftit elsewhere he usee the signs simply to show the position of mi and fa. 

Prosdocimus words hie definition with an ambiguity which may be delibe-

rate i 

1) in a rie lag interval |> diminishes the aecent and # augmente it 

2) these signs can add or subtract no interval other than the 
diatonic or major semitone. 

The ascending interval ie diminished by a I», but this may be effected 

by raising toe lower note rather than by lowering the upper note. If 

the sign adds or subtracts an interval, it will be a major semitone, 

but it may not be necessary to alter the recta pitch of the note. For 

example, the minor semitone totween e, and f aay be reinforced by t on e 

or by b on ft neither pitch will be altered. The minor eenltone 

1. p.6. 

2. CS, vol. H I , p. 198. 
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will normally be shown hy * on f, which will raise the pitch of that 

note hy a major semitone. Less often, hut equally legitimately, the 

same interval may he shown hy b on indicating fa, making mi a minor 

semitone ha low it, m Jf. The signs b and # locate the position of 

the semitone, ca*sing inflection only if necessary. Sometimes both 

may be indicated, as In the examples given on p.20 of the Paris treatise. 

Ugolino indicates f* bjr placing a b In ths space above, on £ . Thus, some 

care is needed in handling accidentals which are apparently placed care-

lessly. It would be wrong to treat every instance as meaningful (see 

Appendix II to chapter IF), hut some undoubtedly are. The context will 

usually determine whether or not the less usual interpretation of a 

symbol makes musical sense. 

Sach letter-name had only two posit lone, indicated by * and it, 

and ibis was bound to lead to some ambiguity. And where the # sign 

doss have a distinct meaning from the it cannot be equated with the 

m o d e m distinction. B is normally -toe only ambiguous note in practice, 

hut others are encountered in theoretical systems which try to cover all 

possibilities. These are the normal meaningst 

* & S> 0 âV/â* £* i* 
* ]* a* & <* & 

& OH a written dfc appears in JjS, a g* in gft. 

However, when theorists attempt to cover both meanings in a single 

sequence, confusion arises. Por example, when the Paris anonymous 

gives a hexaohord on a with «he semitone position shewn by and d>, 

is he talking about the hexachord on tf with o#, or the hexachord «m jyt 
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with dt>, or both? Similar problems arise with the hexachords on 

b, e and d, whioh are available in # mid b forms. 

lothby was one of the first theorists to find a way around this 

confusions although he still admits hexachord mutation (S autando il 

8

,
e a

E?
a

 ,ai muta la sohiera),
1

 each note was assigned 

three instead of two m » m possible positions. The first order of 

sounds, he says, is associated with the notes a, b*» &» â» J, ®
tt4 

The second order of sounds, shown by b, is associated with the sound 

immediately below each of these, and the third order of sounds, shown 

by with the sound immediately above. 3h other words, he is merely 

paying lip-service to hexachords and mutations, and virtually adopting 

our m o d e m system. But Eothby is too late, already, to help us in 

dealing with the ambiguities posed by a two-position system. This Is 

another very strong reason for using evidence whioh is not anachronistic; 

the other, as stated already, being the special contrapuntal problems H 

arising from successive composition. 

Several theorists tell us that accidentals need not be written in, 

even though their uae ia taken for granted. ie have already-referred 

to Prosdoclmus's admonition against using too much ficta. and suggested 

this as a possible interpretation. More clearly, the Paris anonymous 

says i 

Ciroa hoc sciendum est quod in csntu inveniuntur duo signa scilicet 
slgnum b « M M ! mollis & signum b quadrati demonstrantia ubi fa 
â mi debeant can tori & possunt poni in diversls locis menus ut 
patebit inferlus de conlunctls* sed Ipsa frequenter sunt In b fa 
b mi virtualiter licet semper non slgnentur. 

From I* calbpea legale, printed in E.Cousaemaker, Histoire de 
,

 1

 harmonie au aoyen-ye (Paris, 1ô52),p.295 ff. " 
2. Berkeley MS, p.3. 
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On thie matter yen should knew that two eigne are found in 
song, s o f t h and square h , showing where f a and mi ehould he 
sung, and they can he placed in various places on the hand, 
as we shall show below in dealing with oonluncte. Mut these 
a r e , legitimately, virtually never indicated in h fa h mi 
ti.e.j in practice you almost never find them narked inj. 

later, Tinetoris says almost the same thing* 

leque tunc h mollis s i g m a appeni est necessarium, imao si * 
appositum videatur, asinlnum esss dicitur, ut hie probatur. 

leither is it necessary to put the sign of h mollis in? Indeed, 
If it Is seen written in, it le said to he asinine, as shown here. 
Cfflxs musical example requires bbs hut has none written in.} 

One exception is necessary in practice to the rule that |> always 
aeons fa and % always means mi. If a more extreme flat or sharp in 

ths same hexaohord is either written In or is required in performance, 

they cannot hoth be called fa or ai, as they will not both have an 

adjacent semitone. The rule must be modified so that it ie the mi 

of the hexaohord which is called mi, even if re is also sharp, as in the 

£ hexaohord where re, J * , might be notated, and gjf, mi, only implied. 

Ideally, only the more extreme sharp ehould be notated. In practice, 

it was often more helpful to determine the hexaohord by sharpening re 

I t necessary. Per a performer familiar with the procedures, there 

was no more need to mark in every accidental than there is for an 

accomplished executant to mark in his copy the bowing or fingering of 

every note - yet every note is played, and its tewing or fingsrlng 

could be notated if necessary. 2a either osas, there will be a tendency 

for markinge at points of posslbls ambiguity, irregularity or changes 

of •gear
1

, but they will still not necessarily te full markings. ïbr 

1. 08» vol. XT, p.22. 
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the «ame reason, an excessive number ef accidentals may show that a 

piece Sms been used for teaching. This apparently casual attitude to > 

written accidentals only makes sense in the context of performing reminders. 

To the singer learning his part without reference to a fixed-pitch keyed 

instrument, the placing of semitones was much more important than the 

precise pitch names of the notes. His problems might be compared to 

those of the modern singer sight-reading a part in an unfamiliar transpo-

sition, clef or key , who locates his semitones as much by aural adjust-? 

men,* to the other parts as by accidentals marked in or absent from his own 

part. The medieval singer, however, waa able to apply a series of rational 

principles when performing •blind* with others, Lewinsky*® thesis of a 

secret chromaftic^rt in the polyphony of the late 15th «ad early 16th cea-

turie® ia absolutely in keeping with this,
1

 though the details of his 

reasoning take us too far from the present chronological limits, Once a 

series of chromatic hexachords haa been initiated in performing a piece, 

there may be greater need to indicate that an uninfleoted note is required 

than to indicate all the inflections of the chromatic hexachords. 

Tbe next concern is with the melodic rules relevant to fieta 

stated by the theorists. They are few and simple, and in most cases carry 

the harmonic implications of a cadence figure. The basic rule is stated 

by Jean de Mûris» 

1, il.ll,Lewinsky, • .Secĵ elr phrom^tic ̂ Art
i
i.l^^Ljfefãfeyil^^^^flfii .iP»̂ .» (Mew 

fork, m € ) . 

%iaad®cuafue treeto quandocumquej in eimplioi can tu est lg. sol 
la. hoc so^L debet sustineri et cantar! a lout ffc uti 

Whenever in a melody «hera ia la aol la, this sol should be 
suppressed and sung as fa mi fa, thus* 
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Quandocumque babetur In slmpliei can tu sol fa sol, boo fs susti-
nerl debet et oantari siout fa mJL. ffc, «ti 

Mbenever In a melody sol fa sol is found, thie fa should be 
suppressed and sung as fa mi fa, thus* . 

âf "•' u ̂  ""H 

Quandocumque babetur in simplicl cantu re ut re, hoc ut susti-
mer i debet et oantari siout fa mi fa, ut» 

Whenever in a melody re ut re is found, this ut hhould be suppressed 
and sung as fa ml fa, thus* «y 

Is instructs us to sharpen lower returning notes, and at tbe time he 

was writing this was normally applied only to f, £ and g, Sowevsr, 

in a previous example he uses a d#. 

The author of the Qmatuor primeInalla. in the course of a eection 

clearly addressed to singers, complainsjsf two debasements of which 

modern singera vers guilty* 

Xatervolla etiam vecum perfects pronun tien tur, ut semitonium pro 
tono pleno non fiat, et e contrario. &t hoc autem multi moderais 
temporibus sunt vitiosi, quoniam cum de re, per fa, In sol aecen-
dunt, et vix inter fjgi et sol semitonium ponunt. fosuper cum sol, 
fa. ifol aut rg> ut, re pronuntiant, semitonium pro tono mittunt, et 
sic genus diatonicum confundunè, ac planum canturn falsifiant. 
Ihterroganti quldem tua ration© sit ut semitonium pro tono pro-
nuntlantf pro auctorltate enlm atque ratione, cantores de magnatorum 
capellis allsgant. Dicunt etenlm eos non sic cantasse sins rations, 
cum optimi sint cantores, sicque aliorum vestigiis deceptl, et unus 
post alium omnes sequuntur errores. 

Also tbe Intervals of hexaohord names should be corrsctly recited, 
so that a semitone is not sung instead of a whole tone, and vice 
versa. In thsse m o d e m times, however, many Csingers} are at 
fault in this matter, for when they ascend ffcom re to sol via fa, 
they eoaroely ever plaoe a sealtone between fa and sol Cas they 
ought}. Moreover, when they say eol fa eol, or re ut re, they 

1. CS, vol.Ill, p.73. 

2. CS, vol.If, p.250. 
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sing a semitone instead of a tone » and thus they throw the 
diatonic order into confusion, Mid falsify the chant. When asked 
for what reason they recite Cthe solnisatlon names for} a semi-
tone instead of a tone, they allege that their reason and autho-
rity are the singers in magnates' chapels. And they say that 
they would not do this without reason, since they are the host 
singers, and thus deceived by the traces of others they all 
follow each other into the errors. 

The author is complaining here about singers who fail to 

sharpen melodic leading notes - they hardly ever sharpen the f » in which 

case it wftuld not be called fa - and thus fall to apply flcta where they 

should. He also objects to singera who correctly sharpen lower returning 

notes, but use the wrong solalaation names. If they followed the rules 

of Jean do luris they would know that these progressions have to te 

solmiaed fa ml fa. 

Both authors are tolling us to sharpen melodic leading notes. 

The same rule Is given in harmonic terms (as 'harmonised' leading notes) 

by Jean de Muris, Prosdocimus and Ugolino. Jean de Mûrie ie particularly 

clear. His two-part examples stress the leading-note function of the 

melodic progression in the top voice (it is, after all, in his Are discantus) 

as well as the interval progression. 

To this rule must te added one provision, that of recta 

preference. The singer of the top part, in cadenoing on a, aay feel the 

lower part moving down to cadence on the a below, via b, aad he may have 

to allow that part to exercise the recta preference and sing J>b, forgoing 

his own flcta gff» The justification for this rule, which is surmised 

rather than stated, is that iftetft is only used 'where necessary', and 

where a eatisfaotory result could not be achieved by mesne of recta notes. 
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It i® surely possible that singers developed quite refined harmonic 

senses % learning to anticipate «hat their companions were about to 

do. Instead of merely interpreting their own lines regardless of others, 

an4 leaving all adjustments until afterwards, they may even have used 

some form of hand signals to indicate to their fellow-eingers their own 

mutations, the direction of their own contrapuntal lines and the fiota 

they were incurring. It Is also possible that this is how singers 

reading the same melodiojiine co-ordinated their efforts in choral per-

formance, and this could be the explanation of the slightly raised hands 

ssen in aany pictures of 15th-century choirmen, 

the Seville anonymous gives another melodic rule - one whioh 

is more often taken for granted by modern writers than stated by medieval 

theoriets, le le talking about the use of b>, and adde to the causa 

ĵ ft̂ ŜSmî R̂ l̂f ^ ^ •iff̂ Wff̂  the caffî r̂, tritonlt 

Causa triton! tunc est quando cantus asoendit de f grave usque 
a Lreote ad?} b scutum, et non ascendit amplius, et descendit 
in f grave, et tali modo cognoecitur quando b molle habetur 
causa tritoni, quod debemus vitare in autatlonss sane iatelli-
gere boecius, quando ubique cantus habetur de f grave usque in 
b aouto ••• 

The reason of the tritons [for using- bfe} is when the melody risss 
from £ to 1», ascenda no further, and descende to f j and in thia 
way you can tell when you should have bb on account of the tritone, 
whioh £the tritone} we ought to avoid In our mutationa, if we 
understand Boethius properly, when the melody moves from f to b. 

The paragraph which follows is extremely obscure and apparently deficient. 

However, it deals with the progression f b e and appears to indicate that 

when the b eervee «MB sheading note to the c, it ie a semitone below g and 

therefore natural, the melodic tritcae from I being permitted In this came. 

1, Seville, f,56. 
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It seems, then, that a melodic tritone (with or without 

rithin a single phrase ehould be avoided, provided 

that it returns within itself. This will only he overruled, in practice, 

hy the need to perfect a strong vertical consonance, if hoth claims cannot 

he met. However, if the ascent of a tritone does not return within 

itself, the melodic leap of a tritone is quite permissible. It will 

usually occur in a context such as ths f. b £ progression already mentioned, 

with its harmonic implications, is the strongest melodic reason for inflec-

tion, and must he honoured before melodic tritones can he eliminated. 

The clearest theoretical example and justification for thie is In 

Frosdocimus *s two notorious examples in the Lillys, monocordi and the 

single one in the Troe tatus de oontrapuncto.
1

 The ligaturing of the 

latter precludes Lowinaky's belief that it presents four separate oa&aa-

t u a eitu.tion,,
2

 . caMuj iHAfCrtW 

c ^ ^ L ku i 
COMHS UfeAffV 

1. The letter is printed in CS, vol.Ill, p. 199» the former two (notoriously 
misprinted) on pp.254 and 256. flectet 

F L J F ^ I 

4 Vtr L-jp— L U ^ T T 
Lowinsky, «Oonflietiag Views», p.202. 

d 
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The speculative reasoning- which determined the intervals 

permitted in covmèerpoint also lay behind the harmonic reasons for 

chromatic inflection. These two considerations are, in any case, 

virtaally inseparable. The most perfect intervals are those derived by 

the simplest ratios - the first few notes of the harmonic series in relation 

to the fundamental (octave 2»1, twelfth 3*1, fifteenth 4«1), and the 

fifth (3»2). Most theorists are somewhat reticent on the status of the 

fourth. franco writes» p c ^ r n m M m m - I m M m M * 

Ifftàtof.U .mfapmbr M*m*mt •* diapente.
1

 Proadocimus adds to these 

the third and sixth, calling them
 9
o ^ i a m t t o m s j^iye, c o y or-

áaaiíE» while his list of dissonantes,, , isivfr 

auribas humanis résonantes includes the second, fourth, seventh and their 

2 
octaves. ihile the fourth has some claim to be classed as a perfect 

interval on mathematical grounds, it is not considered fit to stand on its 

own harmonically by the 15th century. This appears to be the dilemma» 

however, the fourth is never included a» a perfect interval for purposes 

of fiota. 

The nearer «ti interval can be brought to perfection, the greater 

its quality becomes (in speculative terms), whether this be achieved by-

fair «rase (recta, the preferable way) or foul (flcta). Ifjwie interval 

cannot iteelf be made more perfect by chromatic inflection of either or both 

of the written pitches, then it can acquire son®*virtue* from being as cloee 

ae possible to the Interval which follows it, and if that is already 

1. CS, vol.1,p.154. 

2» OS, vol.ill, p.195. 
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perfect, so much the b e t t e r , In U g o l i n o ' s words, I t ga ins proplnqulorem 

adhaeslonen ad stuff. i^edl^te, se^entem consenantlsa. The final cadence 

of s phrase carried strong philosophical connotations of perfection, as 

the point to which all the intervals preceding it aspired. 

The first essential harmonic rule (given full and lucid expression 

hy Ugolino and Jean de Mûris) is that vertical perfect intervals (unisons, 

fifths, octaves and their octaves) should he perfect. If the interval 

cannot he made perfect hy musica recta, ftcta is used. The question of 

tenor priority may condition the choice. Prosdocimus states the some 

rule more briefly. It is usually given in the form of a prohibition 

against sounding ml contra fa in perfect intervals.
1

 The qualification 

•la perfect intervals', and the strict application to vertical combina-

tions (i.e., the usual meaning of contra) are of central importance. If 

ml contra fa were to apply to imperfect intervals we should always be 

forced, for example, to flatten the b in the progression a jS* £ 

so that i t could be solmissd not sol fa ml fa but sol fa ml fa 
fa mi re ut sol fa mi re, 

avoiding the mi contra fa of the sixth, b g , which ie the only solmisa-

tion permitted by the placing of the semitones if b* is sung. Clearly, 

a rule which permitted us to approach g, only through bjb would be musically 

untenable, and tbe theorists do not call for it. 

If al and fa sound simultaneously in a perfect interval, this may 

b» symptomatic of either of two faults, Firet, and most Important, the 

interval which should be perfect may In fact be augmented or diminished, 

1. for Jean de Mûris'e statement, see OS, v o l . I H , p.T1* 
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This must he put right. Second, even if the perfect interval itself is 

correct, it may he immediately preceded by an augmented or diminished 

interval. This could result from two simultaneous applications of acciden-

tals which are incompatible, and the sounding of mi contra fa on the cadence 
•fcotW 

chord would serve jas a warning that something had gone wrong. 11 would 

Incidentally sound against fa on the antecedent chord, but only because 

each was a semitone away from the final chord. Only the first of these 

faults is illustrated by the theorists. Examples of how both arise include! 

« I f - - 3 « Î S - Ï Ï 2 

able. Mo mutations 

a bb mi fa but
 &

 bb ml fa or a b re mi V 
c f “ fa mi e g * sol fa £ b * fa mi

 p r e s e n t 

i * i
1

 „*» ** * £ A . *»
 o r

 â . «i ^ 

£ e> d sol fa mi f eb d sol fa ml
 o r

 f e d fa mi re 

It Is clear from the examples given by the theorists that this 

rule applies to perfect intervals which have a cadence function, although 

this proviso is never explicitly stated. fries relations do occur in 

the manuscripts in contexts where the conflicting accidentals seem well 

justified on linear grounds. Vkê&ê instances invariably concern passing 

or auxiliary chords and not strong beato (such as the last interval of a 

cadential progression or the first of a phrase). The conflict usually 

occurs between a leading note function of the upper voice and tritone 

avoidance In the lower. Unless a melodic tritone is admitted ae an 

adjunct to a leading note (f b o ) or to avoid a vertical tritone or a 

1. Thia progression actually occur* in OH 16, and must be the result of 
two incompatible alternatives finding their way onto a single copy, 
f. this could alao tea la eol la or re ut re. 
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false r e l a t i o n on a strong beat {tbe strength being to some extent a 

matter of subject ive Judgment), it should be avoided. Tritones sad 

false r e l a t i o n s are admissible as vertical intervals in auxiliary 

p o s i t i o n s , mors on the evidence of manuscript accidentals than of 

theoretical statements, though Tinctoris gives later support to this 
% 

principle. These clashes may also be admitted between two voices, each 

of which has a correct relationship with the tenor or lowest voice, la 

the progression e f e , 
l i s , 

o d e the imperfect fifth between f and b is 

allowable because each upper pert observes a correct relationship with 

the lowest voice, and the chord resulting is on an auxiliary not a 

strong teat. I f two parts each have a strong melodic claim to lines 

which result In a simultaneous false relation, the clash is permitted 

provided it ie on a weak beat. 

The other harmonic rule given by the theorists requires thirds and 

s i x t h s preceding f i f t h s and octaves to be major, where the upper note of 

the f i r s t i n t e r v a l r i s e s a s i n g l e step to the second one. Thirds prece-

ding unisons or fifths should be minor if the top part descends one step. 

The clearest statement, again, Is by Jean de Mûris, accompanied by 
p 

exhaustive examples, * These can easily te inverted to apply to 

a lower part where the inflection of the upper part i e determined by 

manuscript a c c i d e n t a l s , though the tenor Is treated as a fixed part to 

which the others adjust in this exposition and in Ugolino'e. If -fee 

tenor progression^® governed by recta priority, as in Ç J , this will 
1, OS, vol,IT, p.127. 

2. OS, v o l . I l l , pp.71-73. 
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b© applied instead of inflecting tbe upper parti in this case the lower 

part will have b> a instead of ^ a in the upper part. Instead of having 

a Aiscyitug part proceeding by step, we now have a tenor proceeding by 

seaitfne step, but the perfect octave is still preceded by & major sixth» 

The speculative basis of the rule is stated explicitly by Ugolino, who 

gives two reasons for applying fictq to imperfect intervalsÎ 

Sed talem musicaç etlam in coneonantiis imperfeetie sive dissonan-
tiis coloraa&ia fingiaue, oauaa vero fiotionis huiuaaodi duplex est, 
scilicet, causa harmonia® duloioris ha“bendae, et causa propinq-uiorla 
perfectionis aoquirendae ••• 

Prosdocimus gives a shorter but otherwise siailar account of the detailed 

application of this principle» the main difference being «se of termino-

logy* Prosdocimus calls thirds, sixths, tenths etc* imperfect consonances, 

major or minor accordingly. Ugolino calls thea imperfect consonances or 

dissonances end usually refers to them aa dissonances. 

Chromatic inflection applied to thess imperfect consonances or 

dissonances is often called 'coloration* - i.e., a musical ornament, like 

the chroma of Marchettus. The ôict that this is 'ornamental* rather than 

•necessary* places this kind of inflection In the causa yulchrltudinis 

category. Proedocimus gives the reason as *for the sake of sweeter 

harmony*. Tbe third preceding a fifth does not need to be made more 

perfect except for its own goodt thus its perfection classes as ornamental. 

Some confusion nay ariee from the constant distinction drawn between major 

and minor semitones. Ugolino, for example, in his Tractatus monochordi, 

says» 

Bam potest intelllgens organista malore uti semltonio atque minore, 
altero quidam ad perfeotionem, alter© vero sd colorationea. 
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iter the intelligent organista oan use major mid minor semitones, 
the one for perfection, the other for coloration. 

'This might legitimately he interpreted to M a n that major semitones 

ore used to perfect intervals which should he perfect, minor semitones to 

adjust the sise of an Imperfect interval proceeding to a perfect one. Do 

fact, Ugolino makes it clear in the chapter de fiota musica ia the Declara-

tio that he means* in order to perfect an interval (e.g., jN~f) a major 

semitone muet he added to one of the notes (i.e., f-f* or h-hk), while the 

'coloration' of an imperfect consonance, regarded as an ornament to the 

ensuing perfect coneonance, is achieved hy making one outer note of the 

imperfect Interval a mere minor semitone away from the perfect Interval 

(e.g., a £ requires fpt although f-Jfr is a major semitone, JW-g. is a minor 

semitone). Major semitones are occasionally required melodlcally for 

reasons of vertical perfection. 

One important rider tothe rule that imperfect consonances should 

he major when they proceed to perfect consonances concerns tbe application 

of the rule to successive part-writing. If each upper voice In the 

£. 3t 2. 
oadence figure j[f £ Is considered together with the lowest voice, a 

double leading note cadence (with J*) will result, not because it is 

necessary to perfect the fourth between the upper parts but because each 

of the upper parts has a leading-note function. If the middle part fell 

to the f would be natural. 

The problem of 'key'-signatures has formed the starting-point for 

many recent articles devoted to fietat no survey of flota at this period 

can overlook them. One of the most far-reaching consequences of the 
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distinction between recta and fiota. Énd the prior claims of the former, 

is its effect on the interpretation of these signatures. Absence of a 

flat signature in an upper part (one or both lower parts having a flat 

signature) need not restrain us from applying Jjfcs to that top part. Bfe 

foras part of the normal recta scheme for an unsignatured part, and any 

b can be sung b or k with no prior claim by the uninflected fora. 

The normal solmisation procedure for any piece of music is by 

musica.recta. This gives a built-in system of priorities for applying 

editorial accidentals. What difference Aces a flat signature mal»? 

Having rejected modal anchorage for early 15th-century polyphony, I 

also reject interpretations baaed on modal transposition. There ie no 

question of applying a modern interpretation! the recurrent problem of 

partial signatures is that signatures sometimes have to be overruled, 

while unsignatured parte sometimes need flats. If a bfc signature sere 

to eliminate £fi as a recta note, only two recta hexachords would remain. 

If a signature of bfe wad sfr were so interpreted, «sly one hexachord could 

be used without incurring flcta, «3d the entire balance of priorities 

would be upset because a fie ta note (j>) «as given priority by the signa-

ture. 

The set of three hsxachorde on c,, g, and f represent^ set of 

relationships, fhs terminology natural, hard and soft reflecte these 

relationships, for the arrangement of each individual hexachord la 

identical in terms of tones and semitones. Slimination of one or more of 

the recta hexachords would severely restrict the available autationa and 
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th.® exerc ise of r e c t a p r i o r i t y , as wel l as producing a very different 

pattern of inflection for a signatured p a r t . Flat signatures appear 

to effect a transposition of the basic recta system of three hexachords 

one degree f latwards f o r each note flattened in the signature. They 

might therefore he termed 'hexachord signatures'. The process is 

treated as recta transposition rather than as ficta because the whole 

system is moved., together with its built-in rules for applying acciden-

tals! isolated hexachords are not transposed for the sole purpose of 

creating chromatic notes. This interpretation solves a number of 

pussling features, Signatured parts tend, as has been observed, to 

occupy a pitch-range roughly a fifth lower than their unsignatured 

upper parts, and yet the result is not bitonal. A part with one flat 

signature has two hexachords of recta in common with an unsignatured 

part on the one hand and with a two-flat-signature part on the other, 

and it therefore shares a high proportion of actual recta preferences. 

Just as bifc is a legitimate recta note in an unsignatured part, b* is a 

legitimate flota note in a part with one flat, corresponding exactly to 

the position of J* in an unsignatured part. Similarly, e> becomes a 

recta note in a part with one flat signature) and ab is added to the 

recta range in a part with two flats, where e* becomes a flota note. 

Double-leading-note cadences are bound to be the normal result 

in successively-composed unsignatured pieces, as already shown. The 

sane applies to a partially-signatured piece with a flat signature only 

in the lowest of three parts. «here both the lower parts have a bb 

signature, the middle part will tend more often to forego oadential 
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patterns Incurring extreme fiota sharps, and single-leading-note cadences 

would then r e s u l t . I t must be emphasised that the presence of a signature 

does not override the sharpening of leading notes, However, the 4 fe b 

signature pattern does seem to supersede 4 4 j> as traces of successive 

composition begin to weaken and single leading notes become more satisfactory 

on musical grounds. Becta transposition is supported by Ugolino's 

discussion of a 'double hand where all the solmisation muses of musica reata 

a»
4

 a ^ , Slftfr •*» out* and 'another hand of musica fie ta and musica 

recta starting a fifth below T , on C , equivalent to tbe first [hand} 

except for lbs low pitch*,
1

 Morley, in an extraordinary passage on 

signatures which seems to borrow much of its terminology from Latin fiota 

explanations (e.g., 'in such a key as it ie not naturally'» ubi par se non 

est)without accepting medieval theory on the fatter (Morley calls f fa 

whether it is sharp or natural}, implies transposition! 

ánd as for them who have not practised that kind of songs, the 
very sight of those flat clefs ... make then misterm their notes 
and go out of tune, whereas by the contrary if your song were pricked -
in auay other key any young scholar might easily and perfectly sing It. 

I have found no satisfactory explanation for the signature of et only which 

occurs in OH and 82. However, th® clefless flat signatures found in 

some pieces in BL and Escoriai offer some comparison. Tous desplaisir, for 

example (Jlscorlal, ff.7v~85 has a signature of two flats for each of the 

three parts, in each case on the second and fourth lines of the stave. 

The clefs have to be read as Ct for the top part, C3 for tbe lower two. 

1* Soclaratlo, vol.II, chapter xxxlv, paragraphs 52-56. 

2. Plain «fid .SfsyJn t r o&uction (see p.48» n.3), p p . 2 6 1 - ^ . 
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Tb© flats tbe re fors fall on £ and b in the upper part, & and e_ in the 

lower two. The relationship is that of the signature b b|» bb, the 

placing one degree flatter. (A signature involving more flats than 

conventional notation permitted was achieved by Pycard in a unique 

way» see appendix II to chapter IT.) The distinction between a 

signature and an accidental is not always clear in manuscripts, and 

may not always have been clear to scribes. The flat signature 

functions as a kind of clef to the use of musica rectal some acciden-

tals may be treated as temporary signatures in this way. A manuscript 

accidental may be placed well in advance of the note it affects 

precisely for this reason, and to give prior warning of the intended 

solmisation aad therefore of the intended inflections. 

Another phenomenon presents some problems of definition» tbe 

coniuncta.
1

 At first sight it would appear to be a synonym for fie ta s 

Est fiota musica quando de tono facimue semitoniua, et e converso 

Coniuncta, secundum vocem hoainis vel,instrument! , est facere 
de tono semitonlum et e converso ... 

Sat enlm coniuncta quedam acqulsita canendi actualis attributio 
in quelibet facere de tono semitonio & e converso ... 

... aliquis inusltatus cantus quem aliqui scilicet mal© falsa» 
musica» aptliant alii fietam musicam alii vero conitmotas earn 
nominanfc à ben®. ... coniuncte ut cantus antedictis irregularis 
per eas ad regular!tatem quodimodo duel posset.

5 

t. See also the recent study by A.Seay» 

Yitry, irs^Cmteetoctus. CS, vol.111, p.26. 

3. Anonymous XI. CS, vol.HI, p.426. 

4. Baris anonymous. Berkeley MS, p.8. 

5. Ibid., p.T. 
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The Paris t r e a t i s e (which i s dated 1375) was not known to Seay and 

a n t i c i p a t e s hy a century ?fexolie*s exaet wording! 

coniuncta est alicuius proprietatis seu dsduotlonis de loco 
proprlo ad allenum locum secundum sub vel supra Intellectualis 
tranapositio. 

Transposition never features in a straightforward dfe finit ion of ficta. 

41though the Paris theorist refers only to the transposition of single 

hexachords » he nevertheless refers to the coniuncta as a means of 

regularising the irregular and to flota as an Incorrect name for 

the ooaiunota. Sxamples show complete systems, of hard, naiutal 

and soft hexachords (whose only meaningful distinction rests, as we 

have seen, in their mutual relationship), not Isolated hexaoherde. 

a^e defined in the same terms, as the traaspoeition of a 

a pec if io hard or soft hexachord. Oould it he that the ooniuncta 

èiffers from fieta hy transposing recta systems (or relevant parts 

of them) and preserving the hexachord relationships which are 

disrupted >y the use of isolated flcta hexachords? 

ïhe Paris treatise is the only source known to me which 

introduces the dlsluncta. a device (or rather an excuse) for coping 

with irregular melodic intervals. Major semitones, augmented seconds, 

tri tones and even minor sixths are among intervals which cannot he 

solmised with propter mutation, as no one hexaohord of recta or ficta 

contains both boundary notes of the leap. Tet all these intervals 

are useds 

1. Berkeley Ms, p,6§ Seay, p.730, n . i % 
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Quia ab una deductions sep© s i t transitu» ad aliam in o an tu 
quod absque mutations veau» bono modo f i e r i non poseit licet 
aliquis Cms aliquum?} fiat per disiunctas. Set enim [MS .il.} 
disiuncta vehemens t r a n s i t e s ab una deductions*!*! aliam absque 
quaounque vocum mutations ibi fieri possibile. 

The disiuncta, then, is a forced transition from one hexachord to 

another where no mutation i s possible? i . e . , where there i s no pivotal 

note in the old aad new hexachords. In prac t i ce the disiuncta should 

be avoided unless harmonic considerations make It necessary. 

Three further points may guide the singer's inflections. One 

i s the principle of remaining in one hexachord until forced to change 

to another, 3h a lower voice cadencing £ b a for example, the ohoice 

between the two rec ta notes b> and b# may be conditioned by the hexaohord 
e 

in which the preceding notes f e l l . Thus d“ĵ  bt a £ end f a £ bb jfc £ 

would be likely choices, other things being equal, 

Mother relates to the adage una nota superja semper est canendua 

f a . Although t h i s i s constantly re ferred to as a time-honoured state-

ment of medieval theory, 1 have teen unable to find i t in t h i s form 

e a r l i e r than Eiemann's Ceaohightejler ,Muslktheorle ,,1ft, U . - X I X . - J j m M È N & 

{1898}. Such l a t i n i s a t i o n s carry a misleading ethos of a u t h e n t i c i t y . 

If Kienann did have an early authority for the statement, it cannot 

have been e a r l i e r than the abuses of solmlsation which set in by the 

end of the 15th century. It i s usually taken to mean that a b, a should 

be performed a H a , Jtven if loth-century pract ice admitted 1» fa l a as 

a proper means of solmiaing t h i s progression (thus destroying the whole 

purpose of solmisation - location of semitones), by the standards of 

the 15th and e a r l i e r centuries only asi f a «1 could be used, «hen an 

1. Berkelfy MS, p.4* 
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upper returning note i s f l a t t e n e d , as i t frequently i s , the reason is 

usual ly e i t h e r the avoidance of a melodic tri tone o u t l i n e , or the 

achieving of a correct •adhesion* between an imperfect and a p e r f e c t 

i n t e r v a l {e.g., j by the rules of Jean de Mûris, a i t i t may 
^L SL _ 

a l s o r e s u l t from purely aural considerat ions. îfhat the s inger hears 

happening around him may, in p r a c t i c e , be tbe strongest inf luence upon 

his own s o l u t i o n . In the absence of keyboard anchorage, or of any 

prejudice that b i s to be sung naturil unless marked f l a t , ths s inger 

is unlikely to persist with b
4

» if ths lover parts s re constantly using 

H i 7 fL?
 i s

 aore likely than f ? ? fL ? • 
£ 2 . £ & £ E 2? k 

The third is Prosdociaius*e extension of the 'adhesion* principle 

to adjacent imperfect i n t e r v a l s . He j u s t i f i e s the prima» * auadrua 

in oantu inferior! in the example quoted above (p.416) thus» 

quuia t a l i s sexta in sua a i n o r i t a t e minus die tat a loco ad quern 
immediate aceedere intendit, scilicet ab alia sexta immediate 
sequent! , $uac in SUA majoritate. 

C l e a r l y , as in the ease of mi contra f a , this rule cannot be accorded 

universal application. To make a l l consecutiva thirds major, or all 

minor, would incur numerous musical anomalies, But i t may sometimes 

be used in the context in which Prosdociarus himself uses it; the 

pre-penultimate chord i s made c l o s e r to the penultimate and thus to 

tbe f i n a l p s r f e c t i n t e r v a l . I t could a l s o Be regarded a& a leading note 

to a leading note. 

These are i n c i d e n t a l . The main condit ions, of recta preference, 

v e r t i c a l p e r f e c t i o n , progression from imperfect to p e r f e c t i n t e r v a l s 

(usually by means of a leading note) have been s e t out above, and are 

formulated as a set of practical rules in tbe introduction to the new 

edition. 
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The present foliation of OS is retained. 
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intactj dotted lines indicate those which were 
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* Indicates a folio with fcrewn margin rulings s 
ail others have violet rulings. 

Gatherings IX, XX and XIV are the eeoond-layer 
insertions. 
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- ! » ff. title £eee key for abbreviations} composer 

1 1 1 Gloria score» b.m. b 1 . 

0 1v-2 Oloria score i • t 

7 2-2v Gloria score, e.m. m 1 

3 

3v 

Sloria 

Oloria 

3 in score, contratenor 
separate. 
score, e.m. 05 In il. 

b 

i 

á 

i 

4 Gloria score, b.m. b i 

1 4v«5v Gloria score Cc>oke I 

5v-ó Oloria score âleyn I 

iu 6v»7 Oloria score Sturgeon i 

íXKL 7v Oloria score, e.m. Bamett m 

11 u a Sloria score, b.m. CCooks3 s u 

11 li Sv-9 Oloria score Bure11 m 

11 11 9v-10v Oloria score Bamett il 

11 li 10v-11v Oloria score Cook (on f.11) iâ 

li li 11v-12 Gloria M.Sturgeon ii 

li li 12v-13 Oloria Roy Henry lá 

11 11 I3v-14 Sloria Cs^rtteryng H 

li iâ 14* Gloria *4i canon 2 in 1 C Bjytteryng M 

li li 15 Oloria is o J.Tyss li 

20 |0 15v-16 Oloria 05 i» 1» up 4th. J.Sbccetre M 

21 21 16Y-17 Oloria $4* final section a£. Leonel il 

« Í&mn» 17V-18 Oloria Lyonel M 

21 21 1BV-19 Sloria « M iso Leonel II 

21 li 19V-20 Oloria is©! T [ M Thome}, down 5th. [Leonel] b» p A 

1 1 
22 20v-21 Oloria [ijeonel 
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Som* additional details are given in Andrew lughes and Margaret Beat, 
'Old Ball» the Inventory*, WO, vol.XXI (1?S7)# pp.130-14?. 

OH numbers are given hers at right and left side® of each page. 

The left-hand page (bound into volume) is an index to mentions of 
OK pieces in the present volume. 

Hie centre page gives the following information» . 
a) Squire's numbering, with Bukof«er*s emendations i»s letters (a, b Ac) 
b) location (volume, page) in ,titans bo than &e, OH. 
c) location (volume, page) in forthcoming Hughes/Bent edition. 
d) scribes (scribe à unless stated). 
e) concordances (see index of MSS for abbreviations) and squares 

(Kunday I a s m s Munday*s first mass upon the aiptara'.in B.M. 
Aid.1Î0O2-5 ). 

f) note of certain ©r possible pairings and of parts «rit.ten in 
au^Cmentation3 or diaCinutionJ in relation to others-. 

The right-hand page gives the following informations 
a) folios. 
t; title (and tr[ope3 if any» S & â » Spiritus et alae). 
c) description, as follows! 

i) all pieces are a3 unless stated otherwise. 
ii) all are in choirbook layout unless specified 'score*. 
iii) híegínãíag] aCiaaiagJ «ad e[nd3 r»[issing3 indicate 

state of completeness in OH. 
iv) canon and isof,rhythm! are noted but not detailed. 
v) presence of plainsong notedf 'pl.s.* means that ths 

plainscag corresponds to the title unless noted. 
i, ii èc • no. of part, counting downs T - tenor, 
mlg. • migrant. 
Plainsong untransposed unless the degree of transposition 
is given» *up 5^h*, £ot vmr, • various degrees, 
05 • 5th Oloria chant in the Sarum Gradual (similarly S3 
» 3rd Sarum Sanotus)» S I? « 4th Credo chant in Borna» 
Gradual. 
seq. « sequence. 

d) composer, if given» names or letters supplied are in brackets. 
Reasons for anonymity or ascription are indicated thus* 

i - initial missing 
b • beginning of pieee missing 
m • margin trimmed close 
an. » never had an ascription 
er. « eraeed 
e » scribal grounds 
p - attribution on grounds of musical pairing 
c « composer known from concordance 



li 117*, 118*, 121*, 127, 180, m , 195, 222, 230 ii li 

KL 117*, 118*, 127, 180, 222 21 H 
i ã 100, 117*, 222-23, 244, 387 28 iâ 

12 116*, 180, 232*, 351» 355 22 12 
M 116*, 127» 180 ia' i£ 

11 222, 244» 250, 351 i i 11 

M 46, 101, 180, 222 ii i i 

H 46, 49» 117*» 123, 222, 351 11 l i 
li 351 H i i 
li 93» 95» 101» 127» 185» 194» 195-96 H i i 
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11 66, 108, 130, 146» 202, 212-13» 217» 219» 249 . 11 i l 
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235, 246 
i£ 46, 66, 130, 146, 180, 202, 211, 212 4S» iL 
il 46, 49 il i l 
M il 

il 111*, 124*» 151» 180, 186 , 364 il i i 
ii 76, 180, 186 ii 

ii 46 ii i i 
M. 46, 49 ii 

il 351 il 1 £ 
i â 119-20, 186 ii ii. 

ii 364 12 i l 
52. 180, 186, 222, 351 1SL 5L 



M 23 176 165 
H 24 184 170 

M 25 192 178 

l i 26 1104 189 

jo jo 2? 1109 193 

11 28 1114 196 

1§. 29 n i 371 1100 

là 30 111 XX «05 
l i 31 m xx «12 

M 32 1119 1115 

M 33 1124 1120 
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M 35 1138 1130 

12 36 1144 II35 
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4i 39 - 1127 
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LoF f.lOv ( i & T) 
LoF ff.13v-14 
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pair to 

BodD, leaf A verso (virtually completes OH) 

f, f.lv (incomplete) 
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Bowlard 1 1 
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1 -
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29 
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2£ 72 11114 Ï210 

11 73 11125 1217 

74 m 35 3223 

11 75 II149 1230 
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J M
 ; 
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116 46,101,180,193,195,219,222,246,257,351,364 116 y 11 j 

117 46,49,110»,151,180,222,246,250,364 m S' 
118 46,49,180,193,195,222,250,364 118 • 11 
m 46» 49» 51-52, I80, 206, 222 119 1 1 

m 120, £22 120 
1 

12J 

121 1S0» 250 fjffi i l i 

m 46, 246» 248» 250 

123 46, 49, 82, 67, 92-95*» 194-96» 246 123 l i 

124 1.24 l i 

12S 250 liâ l i 



m m IÏI20 1327 ' 

m 98 
& II2C76} 

1327 ' 

m 98 ZI 222 X329 

103 99 ni24 1331 

m 100 IIÏ26 1333 

m 101 2ÎI28 1335 

m 102 21X30 1337 

107 103 11X32 1339 

M 104 11234 1341 

1p9 105 11136 1342 

110 106 11138 1344 
;

 111 
; 

107 12140 m o s m 

: ili 108 XXI46 ÎXII4 M 

; m 109 I I I 5 I 11119 Fb 

'
:

 m 110 11155 12123 Se 
: 1 & £61 j 

12123 Se 

; H l 111 «158 1346 

? .V m 
' V.' 

112 11166 1350 

î : l î l 113 III70 1353 
i 

' .111 114 III76 Ï357 

112 115 III81 1361 

, 128. 116 11X86 Î364 

lit 117 11X90 136? 

m 118 III94 Ï3 69 

m 119 2tt XTiii 3373 

m 120 - 1376 

m 121 1II100 1376 

Sfware ia i l i . La», £,1* 

lad», f . f J - L 

.) 102 

m 
- 1 M 

m 

m 
A M 

SÁ 
m 

m 

m 
. i am* * 2 115' 

\>:v,» ivo -.TT^ 

Trent 87, ff.105-105* pair to UO 116' 
Ao, ff.257v-258 

- u t 
-> 't 

pair to m ;; ' I j g 

n i 

:

 M 

m 

; m 

m-
m 

„ i à ' 

Sf-uare in i i i » Lan, f.1v 



m j 1,01 34* 

102. j JSSL §5-S5r 

m m 85vS6 

m J m B6 

m 105 m? 

1Qo \ —— M 87 

m / 107 91* 

J M ! M m 

m 10f 88T 

m m 89 

m m 09^-90 

m . m. 90v-91 

m * m 91V-92 

m, 
m 92v 

(93 blank 
93v-94 

U á * m 94V-95 

m } . 117 95v-96 

m ; ! . • 118 96V-97 

m m 97^-98 

m -m 98-98Y 

m : M l 99 

m m 99V-100 

m 100v 

J M f m 101 

m m 101 

Sane tue see re* 85 aig.ll-iii 'an. 

Sane tus score R.ChyrburCy} .1 

Sanetus score* S9 tn il up 5th an. 1 J 

Sanetus score* 04 In li up 5th «a. X 

Sano tus score* 34 in 11 up 9 H an. 1/ 

Sano tua score* Sé In 11 up 4th ¥.Typp 1 

Sane tus score* S8 in ii up 5th an. 1. , 

Sane tus soore * S? alg.all parts up 5th. R.Chirbury 1;
 :
 < 

Sane tus soors* S10 in ii up 3rd Leonel Jk-.,. 

Sane tus score* 310 in li up 5th f.fypp 1.1 

Salvatorls/O Georgi iao* T S i a e d l c ^ Saaett 1VI 
m i l e Fllius <jui v (S^)âom 2nd 
les/Chris 1 âlsa proles/Chris ti miles iso* T jL§. Cook 112 
Inimicis noil tris (Begat ion litany) 

Salve mater/Salve templua iso* T con- Sturgeon 113 
tinues 111 untransposed. 

Sanotua score* ill has intonation 31* Sturgeon 11 
chant otherwise not used. 

Sanctps S1 mig.ii-iii up 4th C**o>el U â 

Sane tus S2 in i up 5 th Leonel XI 

Sanotus ^ t S3 in i up 4th Leonel m 

Sano tus S5 In T bsonel lie 

Sane tus score » 32 aig.i-ii up 5th Olyver XI 

Sane tus soore* 35 In 1 up 5 th ôlyvsr It. 

SanctuS score* pl.s. fio» Arsenal 135 Sxcetre 1*1 
in i. 

J.Tyee 1 £i 

Sanctus a5? OS has i à ii (canon 2 in l)Pycard 12; 
tr.Maris alius and T. 33 in 1-ii. 
igna* score* A1 in ii up 5th Is 12,, 

Agnus soore* Al in ii up Sir® an. I2
f 



i l l 154. 180» pl .VII I M 
3SL 154» Pis VIII-IX, 158, 3§5 m 
M 154-57*» 180, 246-47» 360, p l . m m 
m 180, 193» 248, 252, 351 m 
m m 
m 107» 180, 193, 248, 351 m 

m 18 0 m 
m 364 m 
m 180, 193, 248, 252-55*, 351 m 
m 180, 247 m 
m 120 J M 

m 84-87*, pl.V, 364 m 

m 46, 180, 247» 364 m 
m 46» 49» 53, 120, 247 • m 
m 193, 195» 222, 235» 246, 351» 364 m 
m 180, 193, 195» 222, 364 m 

m 46, 180, 206, 222, 229» 246 m 
m 46, 49-52, 111» 193» 222, 357» 375 m 
m 222 m 
m 101, 120, 180 , 222 , 357-58 , 375 m 
m 180, 250 M 

m 222 ML 



I 

ilë. 1f1aI2I102 1378 

ill 121b 111104 1379 

M 121c -TII106 1381 

m 122 TII108 1383 

m 123 111111 1385 

m 124 -TII113 138? 

m 125 111116 1389 

m 126 XXII18 1390 

m 126® TII120 1391 

m 12? 11X122 H92 

128 III125 1394 

m 129 111128 1395 

m 130 III132 1397 

m 131 III133 1398 

m 132 III xvlii 1399 

m 133 III136 1402 

m 134 III141 1405 

m 135 III xviiil408 

u t 135» I I I amiiIMO 

m 136 III145 1415 

m 13? III150 3419 

ML 138 III xix 1424 

ïoF, f»12 

Io M, no. 2 

I**, f.ltr 
Lot» no.3 

Ao» ff.245v-246 pair t o JJJ; 

oair to 118 



M . lg£ 

M M 

JM;- m 

& & m 

Jio 

m . m 

m 

iM m 

J » ? m 

^ -, m 

H i ^. .-• mamermm 

H I 
» 

^ m 

^ lit 

^ J J * 

m m 

Bi 
147 - ^ 

• m 

01T-102 

02 

02v-103 

03-103* 

03v-1Q4 

04 

04v 

04V-105 

05 

05v 

05V-106 

06 

06v 

07 

07V-108 

0ÔV-109 

C9r 
10 

10V-111 

11T-112 

12y 

Agnus scores A2 in ii up 4th. an. 

âgnus seoret 13 in ii up 4th. LÎ J.Cooke3 e 

âgnus scores 43 in ii up 4th. C 7W.41eyn} er 

4&nus scoret 46 in 11 up 5th. an. 

âgnus score$ 45 in ii up 5th. m . 

âgnus score1 44 mlg.ii-iii an. 

âgnus score l.Ohirbury 

âgnus score j 412 mig .11-111 up 2nd. Leonel 

4gnus score* 49 in il up 5th. an* 

âgnus scores 46 in ii up 5th. if.Typp 

Agnus score» 46 In 11 up 5th. an. 

Agnus scoret 47 in ii up ij-tlu leonel 

âgnus score» 4JD In ii up 4th. ioonel 

âgnus £4» 3 in score, contratenor 
separate» 410 in il up 5th. 
01 lacks i» which has 47 up 4th 

1 

. t Leonel] p 

Agnus 412 in T. [leolnel 

ignus score» 46 in 1 up 8*e Clyver 

Carbunculus Ignitus leoi i only surilves. [îfilkiaeoa" 

Mater munda iso» T labelled Ma^er eaneta Belt b 
perhaps text of missing i. 

Sa Raterine/Virginal is iso» T SgMffy, piftt Mteryng 
»j (R.VÍ3 ffTOfffl ClS£|e sponsam J (B. Yir^o flagel-

la tur) 

Are post li%amlna/»ame surgunt iso* a£ Mayehuet 

tost 
OH has only i «s contra-

tenor 1 iso. 
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and fluaësor her© bean inspected personally j filas or facsimiles 
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375 330 
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University Library, Add.4435 388 
Add.5943 207 
Md.5963 (CUL) 103, 107» 353,356. 
Add.6668 307» 329. 
l a . v i . 4 6 35 

Pembroke 314 128 
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Variant spellings are not usually recorded. Title» are 
italicised, names of 01 composers in capitals. Manuscripts 
ore indexed on pp.436-40. OH compositions are also indexed 
separately* see table II, p.*30. Italicised numbers in tbe 
following pages represent numbers ef 01 pieees and refer tbe 
reader to tba index in tbat table. 
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